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Abstract

This work is concerned with Arabic poetry influenced by the Arab-Israeli conflict regarding Palestine from 1917 to 1973.

Its main aim is to discuss how the subject of Palestine has, since 1917, been a source of inspiration to Arab poets, and to illuminate the various aspects of influence the conflict had on modern Arabic poetry.

The thesis is divided into two parts. Part one consists of three chapters and deals with the poetry written up to 1948.

The conclusion reached in this part is that Arab poets' concern about the political situation of Palestine in the period between 1917 and 1948 developed rapidly. Yet, aspects of influence of the conflict on poetry written during that period, are primarily limited to the level of introducing a number of themes as well as some new poetic vocabulary related to the subject.

Part Two consists of four chapters and deals with the poetry written from 1948 to 1973. The conclusion drawn from this part is that the conflict, unlike the period preceding 1948, has affected Arabic poetry in many ways with regard to mood, tone, attitudes and diction.
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Scheme of Transliteration

( not transcribed in initial position)

The short vowels are transcribed a, i, and u; the long vowels ā, ī, and ū; and the diphthongs ay, aw.

Notes:
(1) z at the end of words is not transcribed, e.g. وردة: warda.
(2) The definite article is transcribed al- both before lunar and solar letters, e.g. الشمس: al-shams, القمر: al-qamar, etc.
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Introduction

Public themes, as Sir Cecil Maurice Bowra argues, have been common for centuries in many parts of the world, and the conscious avoidance of them by poets is more often the exception than the rule. He also adds that in our own century, with its "crowded records of wars international and civil, of social revolutions and awakening continents, poets can hardly be expected to keep clear of politics in the general sense of contemporary public affairs".\(^1\)

If these remarks apply, to some extent, to the poetry of many peoples, they are even more applicable to Arabic poetry throughout its history since the pre-Islamic period.

Throughout this century, Arabs have been involved in the thorny problem of Palestine. This problem needless to stress, is one of the most difficult and stressful in the contemporary world; many people, from both East and West, are familiar with this question, and they often have strong opinions about it.

Academic studies and scholarly works dealing with the many different aspects of the problem, the "Arab-Israeli conflict", as it is usually termed by Western writers, are numerous and readily available. Yet, as far as Arab literature is concerned, studies which discuss the representation of this conflict or its impact on Arabic literature are still far from sufficient.

The purpose of this thesis, therefore, is to provide a comprehensive perspective of Arab poets' responses to

---
the most serious problem their nation as a whole has ever faced in its modern history.

Poets - and this is still an accepted fact among the Arabs - are regarded as the "conscience of the nation". Their verses represent that inmost, authentic voice through which the emotions, feelings and aspirations of the nation are poignantly expressed.

Our aim also is to draw attention to the various influences the political situation in Palestine have had on modern Arabic poetry.

The thesis is divided into two parts. Part I deals with poetry written up to 1948, and comprises three chapters. Chapter I serves as a background to the first part, and outlines the Zionist threat against Palestine, as reflected in Arabic writing between 1897 and 1917. Chapter II discusses the major themes of poetry written on the subject by Palestinian poets, while chapter III discusses the themes and orientation of poetry written by non-Palestinian Arab poets.

The conclusion reached in part one is that the attention drawn to Palestine by Arab poets grew rapidly during the period 1917-1948, especially after 1929.

However, the influence of the political situation in Palestine on poetry written before 1948 is primarily limited to the introduction of a number of new themes, as well as to the adoption of new poetic vocabulary related to the subject.

Part Two consists of four chapters and covers the poetry written between 1948 and 1973. Chapter IV gives
a general picture of the development of Arab literary concern on the Palestine issue. Chapter V deals with the predominant themes generated by the loss of Palestine to the Jews. Chapter VI discusses the employment of new poetic tools, such as symbols, myths and folk-elements, in poetry written on the subject of Palestine. The final chapter deals with the effect of the conflict on contemporary Arabic poetry.

The conclusion drawn from the evidence set out in part II is that the conflict, unlike the period preceding 1948, has affected Arabic poetry in many ways, especially, with regard to attitudes, tone, mood and diction.

Research students are often faced with the problem of finding enough material relevant to their subject. In our case, the opposite holds true. Because of the mass of material available, difficulties arose regarding how to include as many as possible of the relevant poems, and how to sift the available poetical texts, since it was impossible to utilize all of them.

The criterion used for this selective process in our research was to choose the most representative examples relevant to each theme under discussion, irrespective of the writer's importance within the spectrum of modern Arabic poetry.

Regarding the historical material in the thesis, it was adjudged helpful to incorporate in it what we thought to be relevant to the poetry written on the subject. Perhaps even more importantly, the historical data given here express the Arab point of view, since the poetry
discussed is written by Arab poets and expresses the deep feelings and emotions that the Palestine issue arouses within them.

To understand fully the implications and underlying intensity of this poetry, it is important that the significance and emotive power of Palestine for not only Palestinians, but all Arab poets, be appreciated, and this can only be achieved by a knowledge of the historical factors which have given rise to these forces.

In translating from Arabic into English throughout this thesis an attempt has been made, wherever possible, to convey the literary richness and poetic imagination of the poems concerned, while not sacrificing the literal meaning, which has been scrupulously followed as long as it is understandable to the English reader.
CHAPTER I

The Representation of the Zionist Threat to Palestine in Arab Writing: 1897-1917.

Any claim that the Zionist threat to Palestine was generated all of a sudden by the Balfour Declaration in 1917, would be evading a number of important facts and events preceding the issuing of that Declaration.

As a starting point we may mention that from the year 1839 onwards important changes in the situation of the Jews in the Middle East were beginning to occur. On the 3rd November of that year, the Ottoman Sultan 'Abd al-Majīd (1839-1861) issued an important decree (The Khāṭṭ-i Sherīf of Gulkhāne), assuring equal rights and security to the life and property of all subjects of the Ottoman Empire. ¹ From then on, the Sultan made official the appointment of a Chief Rabbi, who was chosen by the Jewish Community; some Jews were appointed to Government posts; a number of Jewish schools were founded; and Government schools, too, were opened to Jewish students. ²

Several years later, the Jewish colonization of Palestine began to develop, when in 1855, an estate near Jaffa was bought by Sir Moses Montefiore ³ (1784-1885), scion of an old Italian-Jewish family. ⁴

² Ibid., p.10.
³ The Royal Institute of International Affairs, Great Britain and Palestine, p.3.
In 1861, the London Hebrew Society for the Colonization of the Holy Land was founded in London. The same year also witnessed the establishment of an institution called the "Universal Israeli Alliance", founded for the protection and advancement of Jews in general, and of those in Europe and Muslim lands in particular. The "Alliance" founded an agricultural school, called "Mikveh Israel", near Jaffa in 1870, with the settlement of Jews in Palestine as one of its main objectives. Moreover, a movement called "Hibbat Zion" (Love of Zion) was founded in Russia in 1882, after the assassination of Tsar Alexander II of Russia and the persecution of the Jews that followed, with the aim of encouraging the Jewish colonization of Palestine. At that time Jewish settlements aroused Baron Rothschild's interest, and by 1899, nine settlements covering over two-thirds of Jewish-owned land in Palestine were dependent entirely on him.

Regarding the Jewish aspirations for Palestine before the turn of the Nineteenth Century, it may be worth mentioning that, in 1879, an English Jew, Laurence Oliphant (1829-1888), who became a Member of Parliament in 1865, approached the Ottoman Government with a detailed plan for the creation of an immigration centre in Palestine for

---

2 Ibid.
3 *Encyclopaedia Judaica*, vol.8, p.463.
European and Turkish Jews.

According to Oliphant's plan, the Jews were to be allowed to establish a company under the name of "The Palestine-Ottoman Company", for the purpose of buying lands in Palestine to be colonized by the Jews. The proposed company was to be under the protection of the Sultan and his Government. A special council was set up to consider Oliphant's proposals. The council rejected the plan, recognizing that the Jews were hoping to settle one day in Palestine; therefore, permission to establish such a company "would lay the foundation stone for the creation of a Jewish state". This, the council believed, would create many difficulties in the future for the Ottoman Empire.

The "first milestone in modern Jewish history" was the First Zionist Congress held in Basle in August 1897. Theodor Herzl (1860-1904), a Viennese Jewish journalist and playwright, who played the leading role in the Congress, directed it to adopt his conception of the Jewish question and its solution, as discussed in his book The Jewish State. This question was summed up as follows: there is a people without a country, the Jews, and there is a country without a people, Palestine; and the problem could

---

2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
4 Chaim Weizmann, A Biography By Several Hands, p.143.
be solved (as seen by Herzl) by transporting "the landless people into the unpeopled land".¹

The Congress was so successful that Herzl wrote in his diary under the date September 3rd 1897 ־ 1917:

In Basle and on the way home, I was too exhausted to make notes, although they are more necessary than ever, because other people too, are already noticing that our movement has entered the stream of history.

Were I to sum up the Basle Congress in a word -which I shall guard against pronouncing publicly- it would be this: At Basle I founded the Jewish State. If I said this out loudly today, I would be answered by universal laughter. Perhaps in five years, and certainly in fifty everyone will know it.²

Herzl however, had been trying earnestly to gain the approval of Sultan 'Abd al-Ḥamīd for a plan to grant Palestine to the Jews, even before the First Zionist Congress was convened. In The Jewish State he writes: "Supposing his Majesty, the Sultan, were to give us Palestine, we could in return undertake to regulate the whole finances of Turkey".³

In June, 1896, Herzl went to Constantinople and tried to meet the Sultan, but the latter declined to meet him and addressed his aid, Philip Michael Newlinski* in these words:

³ See p.30.
* Philip Michael Newlinski (1841-1899) was Herzl’s diplomatic agent in Constantinople and the Balkan countries. Herzl contacted him in 1896, and persuaded him to work for the realization of Zionist aims. He became a zealous supporter of the Zionist Movement and served as Herzl’s trusted adviser.
If Mr. Herzl is as much your friend as you are mine, then advise him not to take another step in this matter. I cannot sell even a foot of land... Let the Jews save their billions. When my Empire is partitioned, they may get Palestine for nothing.1

However, up to his death in 1904, Herzl continued his efforts with Sultan ‘Abd al-Ḥamīd, but without notable success.

Then the Young Turk Revolution took place on July 24th, 1908. The constitution of 1876 was restored and general elections to Parliament were held. In June 1909, the question of Zionism was raised in the Ottoman Parliament for the first time by the Arab deputy from Jaffa.2 The official Turkish opposition to the Zionists — in spite of allegations raised by some Arabs that the Committee of Union and Progress (جماعة الاتحاد والترقي) was dominated by Freemasons and Jews3 — continued, with the exception of a short period "between the Autumn of 1913 and the Summer of 1914",4 when the Turkish Government was entertaining hopes of financial support from the Jews in Europe. But such opposition, whether during ‘Abd al-Ḥamīd’s reign or afterwards, was not effective in preventing Jewish infiltration into Palestine, and the acquisition of more lands there. By the outbreak of

2 Neville J. Mandel, The Arabs and Zionism before World War I, p. 70.
3 Ibid., p. 93; see also al-Machria, vol. 15, 1912, pp. 79-80.
World War I, the Jewish community in Palestine had risen to about eighty five thousand, according to some sources, and about forty settlements had been established. But after Turkey had entered the War as an ally of Germany, thousands of Jews left the country. By the end of the war the Jewish population as given in Israeli sources was about 60,000 out of a total of about 650,000.\(^1\)

An examination of the Arab reactions to the increasing Jewish penetration into Palestine shows that the Arabs in many cases had shown fear of and anxiety at such infiltration, even before the turn of the nineteenth century. The following pages may help to give an idea of those reactions up to the outbreak of the First World War.

In 1891, a group of Arab notables of Jerusalem cabled a demand to the Ottoman authorities asking that a decree should be issued forbidding Jews from owning lands in Palestine and preventing the flow of Jewish immigrants into the country.\(^2\)

After the First Zionist Congress was held, more attention to the Zionist aspirations for Palestine began manifesting itself in some Arab journals in Egypt and Beirut.\(^3\) Al-Muqtataf\(^*\) and al-Manar** for instance, started

\(^1\) Edwin Samuel, The Structure of Society in Israel, p.9.
\(^2\) Anis Sayegh, Palestine and Arab Nationalism, p.24.
\(^3\) Ibid., p.25.

*Al-Muqtataf*: a scientific, literary journal, brought out in Beirut by Ya'qub Şarrûf and Fāris Nimr in 1876. It transferred to Egypt in 1885, where it continued to appear until 1952.

**Al-Manar**: a scientific, literary and didactic journal, published in Cairo. It was founded and edited by Muhammad
discussing the danger of the Zionist Movement for Palestine within a few months of its formation. Six months after the First Congress, al-Muqtaṭaf was asked by an Arab reader in Frankfurt about the reaction of the Arab press to the Zionist Congress, and what al-Muqtaṭaf itself thought of it. In reply, the journal considered it unlikely that the Zionists could succeed in achieving their aims in Palestine, and attributed the failure to several reasons.¹

Two weeks after al-Muqtaṭaf published its reply, Muhammad Rashīd Riḍā (1865-1935), a well-known Muslim reformer, reprinted the response in his journal al-Manār and made comments on it. In the comments, his indignation at the national revival of the Jews, and his grief at the Arab indifference to the danger were bitter and sharp, as seen in the following lines:

Will you √the Arabs √ be satisfied when all √European √ newspapers record that the poor of the weakest of all peoples, who are expelled by all world governments from their lands, have more knowledge of the methods of prosperity than you, so that they could take and colonize your country and turn its landowners into hirelings and its wealthy people into poor men!

Rashīd Riḍā from 1898 until his death in 1935. His brother-in-law continued its publication up to 1941.

¹ Al-Muqtaṭaf, vol.22, 1898, pp.310-311.
Again, Riḍā wrote a long article in al-Manār, shortly after the fifth Zionist Congress was held in Basle in 1902. In that article, he called on the Arabs to imitate the Jews in mastering modern arts and sciences and to amass capital if they wanted to be powerful. He also called for the establishment of organizations along the lines of Jewish ones, because that, he thought, was the only means through which a nation could achieve prosperity and success. Furthermore, he criticised the attitude of Muslim rulers to the Zionist threat, saying that they "could not be relied upon" (لا يعوَد عليهم).

Once more, in an article published in May 1903, he accused the Jews of preparing Palestine to be turned into an independent Jewish kingdom. Such a fear as was mentioned by Riḍā in that article, was not in fact the first to be expressed in an Arab paper. A Lebanese journal, el-Machriq,* for example, published an article in November 1899, about the Jews and their colonies in Palestine, in which the writer Henri Lammens the Jesuit (1862-1937) called attention to the Zionist efforts with Sultan ʿAbd al-Ḥamīd to enable them to cultivate "600,000 hectares in Palestine", so that, the writer comments, they "could pave the way for their countrymen to establish an independent kingdom in

1 Vol. 4, no. 21, 1902, pp. 801-809.
2 Ibid., vol. 6, no. 5, 1903, p. 196.
* Al-Machriq: a scientific and literary journal, founded in Beirut by the Syro-Lebanese Jesuits in 1898. It continued publication for nearly seventy-two years, broken only by the periods of the two World Wars. It ceased publication in 1971.
the Holy Land as it was before Christ".

The most extreme article written by Muhammad Rashid Riḍā on our subject, could be the one entitled "السأتان: الشرقية والصهيونية" (The Two Issues: The Eastern Question and Zionism), published in al-Manār in 1914. In that article he summed up his view, saying:

The Arab leaders of the country should choose one of these alternatives: reaching agreement with the Zionist leaders by looking for the joint welfare of the two parties if possible, or uniting all their power to fight the Zionists by every available means, starting from the establishment of societies and companies, and ending with establishing armed bands which could resist the Zionists by force ... this could amount to cauterization, and as is said (in the proverb): cauterization is the final remedy.

In regard to this article by Riḍā, an Algerian Arab journalist ‘Umar Rāsim, the owner of an Algerian newspaper called Dhū al-Nūn, was not pleased by what Riḍā wrote. He, therefore, wrote a comment and published it in his newspaper, in which he says:

ان اتفاق زعماء العرب أهل البلاد مع اليهود مستحيل، لأنه اعتراف

---

2 Al-Manār, vol.17, no.4, 1914, p.320.
Any agreement between the Arab leaders of the country and the Zionists is impossible, because such agreement would be a recognition of the Zionist leadership by the Arabs who (alone) have the right to own the country. Only the banner of Islam should wave there as long as there are Arabs and Muslims.

This could well be the best proof that the Zionist danger against Palestine was not only discussed by Arabs in the countries neighbouring Palestine, such as Egypt or Syria, but also in Arab countries further away, such as Algeria.

During the period under discussion, some Arab activists had paid attention to Zionist aspirations and plans for Palestine more than those we have mentioned. Among those activists is Najīb ʿAzūrī (ca. 1873-1916), a well-known figure in the Arab nationalist movement. ʿAzūrī published in French in 1905 Le reveil de la nation arabe (The Awakening of the Arab Nation), a book which has become a minor classic of Arab nationalist literature. In that book, he discusses Jewish activities in Palestine, benefiting from his previous experience as an Ottoman official there. What can be seen as significant in ʿAzūrī's book, is his prediction, at that early stage, that the Zionist Movement and the Arabs were approaching a serious conflict over Palestine, by which the entire world would be affected. The

---

1 Șāliḥ Kharfī, al-Jazāʾir wal-ʾAṣāla al-Thawriyya, p.35.
2 From 1898 to 1904. See: Mandel, op. cit., p.49.
following lines, which sum up 'Azūrī's views are often quoted by scholars: ¹

Two important phenomena, of the same nature, but opposed, which have still not drawn anyone's attention, are emerging at this moment in Asiatic Turkey. They are the awakening of the Arab nation and the latent effort of the Jews to reconstitute on a very large scale the ancient kingdom of Israel. Both those movements are destined to fight each other continually until one of them wins. The fate of the entire world will depend on the final result of this struggle between these two people representing two contrary principles. ²

Another active figure opposing Zionism in Palestine, up to 1914, was Najīb Nassār (1862-1948). Nassār used his newspaper al-Karmil * as a forum for attacking the Zionists and warning the Arabs against selling land to the Jews. ³

Moreover, Nassār attacked some Arab intellectuals of the time for their attitude towards the Zionist threat to Palestine. Among those thus attacked was Shiblī Shumayyil (1860-1917), who, in a number of articles, criticised anti-Zionist writings because of their emotional assaults on Zionism and their failure to find a constructive solution for the Arabs. In one of those articles published in

---

¹ See Albert Hourani, Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age, p.279; also Mandel, op. cit., p.52.
² As translated by A. Hourani, op. cit., p.279.

* Al-Karmil was founded by N. Nassār in 1908 in Haifa. It continued publication until 1933.
al-Muqattam newspaper on May 1st, 1914, entitled "Cultivate and colonize, because the land is for the industrious"; Shumayyil argued that the Arab complaint that they are victims of Zionist aggression was not of any effect, and would not give rise to a suitable solution, but could only "sharpen the weapon of Cain against Abel". According to his view, the solution did not consist of accusing the Jews, but in acquiring and developing similar power, and in competing with them in constructive works.

In another article, Shumayyil again criticised the attitude of anti-Zionist writers because they did not call for more than warnings, and did not urge imitation of the Jews.

Nassār replied to Shumayyil arguing that the Arabs were not weak as the latter might have thought, but that they lacked politically conscious leaders, while the Jews did not. Then he asked Shumayyil:

"ماذا لم تنتقذ أنت وصوفي ونشر بعترسلا ونوردين وغيرهم من زعماء اليهود لتكونن رأي عام في فاتكم كما فعل أولئك في فاتهم؟ تؤلفوا شركات وجمعيات تعمل للعرب أفضل مما تعطم الصهيونية لليهود.

So why do you, Šarrūf and Nimr, not imitate..."

1 Ibid., p.118.
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid., p.119.

* Al-Muqattam (1889-1952) was founded and edited by Yaqūb Šarrūf and Fāris Nimr, both Lebanese living in Cairo.
Herzl, Nordau* and other Jewish leaders to create public consciousness among your people as those Jewish leaders did among theirs? Why do you not establish trading companies, unions and associations which work so as to be better than Zionism does for the Jews?

Nassār also launched, in a number of articles in his newspaper, a fierce attack on the outcome of the Arab Congress held in Paris in 1913, because of its ignorance of the Zionist threat to Palestine represented by immigration and land purchase.¹

The Congress was convened by a group of Arabs, all from Syria (in the broader sense) with the exception of two from Iraq,² with the aim of putting pressure on the Ottoman Government and strengthening Arab demands for reforms,³ though still stressing loyalty to the Empire.⁴

On the agenda of the Congress was an item called "migration from and to Syria". The Zionists suspected that the issue of Jewish immigration to Palestine might be presented through the delegates' speeches.⁵ Thus Shaykh

---

¹ 'Abd al-'Azīz Muḥammad 'Awād, "al-Shakhsīyya al-Filastīniyya wal-Istīṭān al-Yahūdī (1870-1914)", Shuʿūn Filastīniyya, no. 36, August 1974, p. 79.
² Albert Hourani, op. cit., p. 283.
³ Ibid.
⁵ Mandel, op. cit., p. 160.

* Max Nordau (1849-1923) co-founder of the Zionist Organization, met Herzl for the first time in 1892.
Ahmad.Tabbâra who was to make the main speech about immigration, avoided all direct references to Jewish immigration to Palestine. But, three weeks later, a declaration was made by the Chairman of the Congress 'Abd al-Ḥamîd al-Zahrâwî,* and published in a French journal, in which he spoke of the Jews, considering them "Syrian emigrants like the Syrian Christians" who were living in America or elsewhere. In that declaration he also asked the Jews "in the whole world" to give the Arabs their support for their cause with Turkey.  

All previous quotations show that the subject of Zionism and its danger to Palestine, had been much discussed by many Arab intellectuals during the years preceding World War I. Such being the case, one would expect this subject to be voiced loudly in the poetry during that period, since Arab poetry has been all along its history "the record of the Arabs", as has been said often. But, as research has revealed, Arab poets at that stage of the conflict were preoccupied with another issue, namely, the Arab-Turkish tension, which, as many know well, became a prominent issue from the second half of the nineteenth century, and reflected itself clearly in the literature of that period.

Ibrâhîm al-Yâzijî's (1847-1906) poems, in this regard, are well known and quoted by many, especially the verses in

---

1 Ibid.
2 Ibid., p.162.

* 'Abd al-Ḥamîd al-Zahrâwî (1871-1916), an active Syrian politician reformer, was born in Homs. He was elected to the Ottoman Parliament after the Coup d'État of 1908. On May 6, 1916, he was executed with others by Jamâl Pasha.
which he says:

أدركِ في عيون الترك نازلة
وحلُكم بين أبَى الترك محصنِ 1

Arise, you Arabs, and awake. The calamity
is in full flood, and covers your knees.
The Turks are looking at you contemptuously,
usurping your rights.

Or the other poem which caused enormous annoyance to
the Turkish authorities in Syria when it was published
anonymously in a Syrian paper,2 in which he says:

فالمَ Turk قيم لا يُفْوِدُ لديهم إلا المشاكس

كم تَأْطُونُ صلاحهم ولم سعاد الطيبِينِ 3

Only the quarrelsome can win against the
Turks. How often you think good of them,
though they are vicious in their hearts.

By the beginning of the twentieth century, the tension
became greater. Then came the Young Turk Revolution in
1908, and the deposition of ʿAbd al-Hamīd in 1909. These
two events, in particular, gained the close attention of
the Arab poet of the time. In an article published in
al-Machrig,4 Liwīs Shīkhū al-Yasūʿī (1859-1927), item­
ized, with quotations, about seventy poems dealing
with those events, composed by more than fifty poets

1 Anīs al-Khūrī al-Maqdisī, al-İttijāḥāt al-Adabiyya
fil ʿĀlam al-ʿArabī al-Hadīth, p.108.
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
from (Greater) Syria, Iraq, Egypt, Tunis and al-Mahjar. Among the many poets who were deeply moved by the deposition of ‘Abd al-Ḥamīd, was Fāris al-Khūrī (1877-1962). Rejoicing the event he says:

God is almighty! now the oppressors know to what destiny they are heading. Today, the palace of oppression has fallen down, its bases are shattered, and its people have been afflicted by curses.

Then he addresses the deposed Sultan reminding him of the misery and sufferings of the Arabs during his reign:

You burdened us with what mountains could not bear; yet we could do nothing while you were both the adversary and the

---

1 In his prefatory remarks to the article Liwīs Shīkhū says: "Were all the poetry written on these events gathered together, it would form volumes". The same phrase came also in al-Muqtāṭaf, vol.33, 1908, p.905.

Anīs al-Khūrī al-Maqdisī also confirms this fact saying:

(See, al-Ittijāḥāt al-Adabiyya ..., p.45.)

arbitrator. How often have we complained without you hearing us. How often have we appealed while you turn a deaf ear to us. Look back to what you did to free men who had committed no crime against religion or humanity.

O Caliph! You have disobeyed what the Holy Law and the Qur'ān call for.

When the Arabs’ hopes for major reforms concerning their status within the Ottoman State were frustrated by the policy of the Union and Progress Committee which gained full power after deposing Sultan 'Abd al-Ḥamīd and installing his brother Muḥammad Rashād (1909-1918) in his place, Arab poets focussed much of their attention on this precise point. Sulaymān al-Tājī al-Fārūqī (1882-1958) for example, addresses the new Sultan reminding him of the unforgettable deeds of the Arabs on behalf of the Ottoman Empire, and pointing out that the Constitution which the Arabs had been waiting for failed to comply with any of their demands:

May the Arabs, who are the swords, the pens and the records of your rule not be oppressed in your reign!
They are as tolerant as mountains in bearing your burdens, but they refuse to be humiliated!
All the virtues are due to the Arabs; hardly is there a virtue which is not found among them!

1 'Abd al-Rahmān Yāghi, Ḥayāt al-Adab al-Filastīnī al-Ḥadīth, p.173.
We were impatiently awaiting the day when the constitution would be restored, expecting much of it.
But when that day came, nothing concerning us was changed, nor have any of our demands been fulfilled.

Apart from poetry, the events of 1908-1909 in Turkey became the subject of three Arabic novels, all by Lebanese writers:

1. حسانا سالونيك (The Beautiful Girl of Salonica)(1909) by Labība Mīkhā‘īl Ṣawāyā (1876-1916). The writer prefaced her novel with an acknowledgement to the members of the Union and Progress Committee, who made the Revolution.¹

2. الانقلاب العثماني (The Ottoman Coup D'état)(1911) by Jūrjī Zaydān (1861-1914).²

3. بين ظهرين (Between Two Thrones) by Farīda ‘Aṭiyya (1867-1918), based on the circumstances that led up to the Revolution.³

Thus, up to the end of the First World War, Turco-Arab relations were given priority in literary writings, to the extent that other subjects such as the threat to Palestine was completely ignored. This had been noted also by another writer, Sāmī al-Kayyālī in his book al-Adab wal-Qawmiyya fī Sūriyya.⁴

Nevertheless, the Arab poets' neglect of Palestine at that stage does not apply equally to Palestinian poets, some of whom expressed their fear and anxiety on the future of

---

² Ibid., p.204.
³ Ibid., p.206.
⁴ P.103.
their country in a number of poems.

As far as we know, Muhammad Is‘af al-‘Nashashibi (1885-1948) was the first poet to write a poem dealing with the Zionist threat to Palestine. The poem, entitled فلسطين والاستعمار الجديد (Palestine and the New Colonization) appeared in al-Nafa‘is al-‘Aṣriyya in October 1910.¹ It expresses the Palestinian Arabs’ fears, aroused by widespread land purchases by the Jews. In this poem, al-Nashashibi shows overwhelming pessimism about the future of Palestine, since he feels that the country was about to be completely bought by the Jews. The following selected verses illustrate how pessimistic the poet was:

بدأ الدماع إذا رُمِّر البكاء
في يأخت العلى غير دماً
عمم لا بجدى ولا يغني البكاء
دون أن يعده عن سيرهاء
فتأتوه سريعاً بالسسداً
لا تبيعها لقم دخِلَلاً²

O young woman of our homeland! Shed blood instead of tears if you want to cry.
Sister of exaltedness! Palestine is lost; nothing but blood is left now.
You will suffer and weep with blood, when weeping tears becomes of no avail.

¹ 'Abd al-‘Rahmān Yāghī, op. cit., p.167.
² Ibid.

* Al-Nafā‘is al-‘Aṣriyya: a monthly, literary, humorous and historical journal, founded and edited by Khalīl Baydas in 1909. It was published in Haifa until 1911, then in Jerusalem until the outbreak of the First World War. During the War it ceased publication, then appeared from 1919 to 1924.
Restrain your rancour, people! give up your hatred and enmity! The colonization (of Palestine) has gone too far with none to stand out against it. This disease has become grave. You should overcome it with (real) remedies. Awake! It is your homeland. Do not let it be sold to the strangers!

The kind of fears expressed by al-Nashāshibī were similarly felt by other writers, as we pointed out before, but al-Nashāshibī pictures the danger more expressively when he says that "Palestine is lost" and "nothing but blood is left", or when he predicts that the Palestinian Arabs would "suffer and weep with blood".

Seeing such pessimism in a poem written at that stage of the conflict, one would think that Palestine, by that date, had been already acquired by the Jews. But, in order to understand the motives behind the poet's extreme anxiety and fear, we may presume that the poem has a close connection with a famous land-selling bargain which had taken place in the same month (October 1910).

In that month, the lands of two villages, Fūla and 'Affūla, * totalling "over ten thousand dunams"¹ were sold to the Jews by Ilyās Sursuq, a feudal lord from Beirut. That deal raised an enormous storm among the Arabs, not only in Palestine, but also in Beirut and Damascus, as well as in the Turkish press to some extent.² The storm arose during the course of negotiations and after their

---

¹ Mandel, op. cit., p.103.
² Ibid.
* Two villages between Nazareth and Jinīn.
completion because the land of the two villages was "the best agricultural land in Palestine". In addition to that, it contained a historical fortress founded by Saladin, the Arab hero famous for his victories against the Crusaders. Shukri al-‘Asali,* qā’immaqām ** of Nazareth at that time did all in his power to prevent the sale, but failed.1

Neville J. Mandel, in his book *The Arabs and Zionism Before World War I*, discusses this deal in detail.2 And in order to illustrate the long-continued storm raised then by the deal, he photocopied a caricature printed on April 7, 1911, in a Beirut weekly magazine called *al-Himāra* (the She-Ass). The caricature shows Saladin threatening a Jew who is pouring gold into the palm of "either an Ottoman official or an Arab landowner". Under the caricature the following short dialogue is written in Arabic and Turkish.

ص7_صلاح الدين • بعد عن هذه القلحة يا خداع والأسلطت
 عليك جنود أحفادى ، ولا تقرب لقلمة
 فتحتها بدء المسلمين

---

2 See pp.90-92, 103, 106.
* Shukri al-‘Asali (1868-1916), a Syrian politician and an active figure in the Arab national movement at the beginning of the century. He was elected to the Ottoman Parliament in 1911. During his campaign in the elections, his slogan was "I will fight Zionism to the last drop of my blood". He was executed by Jamāl Pasha in 1916. See Rashīd Khālidī, "al-Qawmiyya al-‘Arabiyya fī Sūriyya", Majallat al-Fikr al-‘Arabi, July, 1978, p.42.
** Qā’immaqām: governor of a qādā in the vilayet organization.
Saladin: Keep away from this fortress, you swindler; otherwise I shall set my descendants' soldiers upon you, and do not even come near a fortress I have conquered with the blood of Muslims.

al-Khawāja: What does that matter to me as long as I have my (foreign) passport, with fifteen million pounds behind me, with which I can satisfy the hungry bellies of the notables of the country, and with which I can cure the itch of the high officials' stomachs? Every day I'll have a "Fūla".

Al-Nashāshibī's poem could accordingly be viewed as another example of the intense bitterness caused by the selling of the Fūla and 'Affūla land, although the actual names are not mentioned in the poem.

Another Palestinian poet, Sulaymān al-Tājī al-Fārūqī, mentioned before, wrote a Mukhammas* in which he shows a remarkable awareness of the Zionist threat to Palestine. The poem was written in 1912 after the Tenth Zionist Congress held in Basle that year. Al-Fārūqī's criticism of his countrymen is sharp and filled with anger, he maintaining they were turning a blind eye to this vital danger:

* Mukhammas: a five-line stanza of different rhyme schemes of which the aaaa b form is the most frequent.
Misled by our patience with them for some time, they disdainfully tried to steal our country. And so, if we do not prove to them our willingness to die (for our land), I swear they will snatch what is left from our hands.

People! You have been enjoying your sleep, satisfied with humility and a disgraceful life. May God have mercy upon the dead who lived and died honourably. I wonder if the dead have ceased to be worthy in the eyes of their descendents!

O Palestine! This situation has lasted too long. Woe unto my people, are there no more men among them? Our enemies have gone too far in their iniquity. Thus, when they found us careless they became more aggressive, looking down upon us and our patriotism.

Palestine! Your children have been unfaithful to you. Living in you has become blameworthy. I wonder, have Heaven and Earth become sterile? If not so, why do they not give birth to great men? O God! Have mercy upon the destressed land.

A second poem by al-Fārūqī on this subject appeared in the Filastīn newspaper in November 1913. As in the

2 Mandel, op. cit., p.175.
first one, he shows full awareness of the danger facing his country. The poet starts his poem with a stereotyped description of the Jews' love of money, asking them to stop dreaming of possessing Palestine:

Jews, sons of clinking gold! stop your deceit! We shall not be cheated into bartering away our country. Shall we hand it over, meekly, While we still have spirit left? Shall we cripple ourselves? 1

Another stereotyped feature of the Jews— as depicted by Arab writers— which portrays the Jews as "the weakest and the least of all peoples", is not forgotten by al-Fārūqī:

The Jews, the weakest of all peoples and the least of them, are haggling with us for our land. 2

The poet admits the Jews' riches might help them in reaching their aims:

We know what they want, and they have the money, all of it. 3

Then he turns to the masters and rulers, by whom he obviously means the Turkish authorities who could have done a lot to protect Palestine, but who did not stand firm to prevent Jewish immigration and land purchases:

---

1 Because we could not obtain the Arabic text of the poem, we are relying here on Mandel's translation of the poem. Ibid., pp.175-176.
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
Masters, rulers, what is wrong with you?
What ails you?
It is time to awake, to be aware.
Away with this heedlessness, there is
no more time for patience.

While you said nothing our enemies were
encouraged.
Now you must speak, to put them to flight
and us to ease.
The danger is clear. Can no one resist it?
Is there not an eye left to shed a tear
for our country? 1

The poet develops a sharply-worded theme when
addressing the rulers, reminding them that they are obliged
to carry out their duties to the nation as long as they
hold power:

Send the rulers a message for me, to alarm and
dismay the bravest of hearts:
If they do not do their duty as leaders, why
do they hold power, and why do they sit in
high places? 2

Palestine, being a Muslim country, has a right to the
protection of the Caliph of the Muslims against danger;
the poet, therefore, ends his poem by addressing the Turkish
Caliph, urging him to defend the "blessed land", so that
the faithful will not lie wounded:

And you, O Caliph! guardian of the faithful,
have mercy on us, your shield.
Ours is a land whose frontiers God has blessed.
We are people rejoicing in the merit of
religions.
We are worthy of the mercy you can show.
Without it the faithful will lie wounded and
afflicted in their holy places.

1 Ibid.
2 Ibid.
Bearer of the crown! does it please you that we should witness our country being bought from us, wrenched from us? ¹

We may conclude, then, that Zionist aims and activities in Palestine up to this point in time were discussed by many Arab writers of the time, especially in periodicals and newspapers.

Some of those writings were of considerable value when interpreting the newly-born conflict as a struggle between the Zionist Movement and the 'awakening Arab nation', and when predicting that the conflict would last until one of them won, (i.e. Najīb 'Azūrī). ²

The importance of those writings lies, in the first place, in their expression of Arab opinion about the Zionist threat in its first stages, before the Zionist Movement attained the Balfour Declaration in 1917.

If this expression of literary concern at this stage was not up to the extent of the danger itself, this was due, in the first place, to the writers' preoccupation with the growing tension between the Arabs and the Turks, which lasted until the end of the First World War.

¹ Ibid.
² See p.12.
By the outbreak of the First World War, the tension between Arabs and Turks was shaping itself into serious conflict, and the few years between 1909 and 1914 witnessed the emergence of a number of Arab societies, some of which both secret and very active, such as: al-Qahtaniyya and al-Jam'iyya al-'Arabiyya al-Fatâh. The conflict culminated in the Arab Revolt against Turkey which broke out on June 10, 1916, led by Sharif Husayn b. 'Ali (1856-1931) who was encouraged by a British promise of Arab independence, after a long correspondence between him and Sir Henry MacMahon, the British High Commissioner in Egypt. The area that this independence would cover was a main concern of the Sharif. In a letter sent to Sir Henry MacMahon, dated July 14, 1915, the area, he said, should be bounded:

On the north by Mersina and Adana up to the 37° of latitude, ... on the east by the borders of Persia up to the Gulf of Basra; on the south by the Indian Ocean, with the exception of the position of Aden to remain as it is; on the

---


2 The correspondence took place between July 1915 and March 1916. See *The Royal Institute of International Affairs, Great Britain and Palestine (1915-1945)*, p.4.
West by the Red Sea, the Mediterranean Sea up to Mersina. 1

In Sir Henry's reply to that letter, the following passage is found:

The two districts of Mersina and Alexandretta and portions of Syria lying to the West of the districts of Damascus, Homs, Hama and Aleppo cannot be said to be purely Arab and should be excluded from the limits demanded. ... Subject to the above modifications, Great Britain is prepared to recognize and support the independence of the Arabs in all the regions within the limits demanded by the Sharif of Mecca. 2

This definition in Sir Henry's letter was regarded by the Arabs as their "Magna Carta"; they argued that Palestine was clearly included in the area which would have independence, since Damascus was the southernmost point mentioned in Sir Henry's letter; but the British Government have always contended that Palestine was from the first excluded. 3

1 Ibid., p.5.
2 Ibid.
3 During the Palestine Conference, held in London in February -March 1939, the Committee of British and Arab representatives, which was set up to consider the MacMahon Correspondence, failed to reach agreement upon the question of its interpretation. The British representatives informed the Arabs that Great Britain had always regarded the phrase "portions of Syria lying to the west of the districts of Damascus, Homs, Hama and Aleppo" as embracing all that portion of Syria (including Palestine) lying to the west of the administrative area known as the Vilayet of Syria. For more details about these two different views see: Ibid., pp.5-6.
Simultaneously with the Husayn-MacMahon Correspondence, Great Britain and France were involved in secret negotiations through their Foreign Ministers, Sir Mark Sykes and Monsieur Georges Picot. According to the agreement, known as the Sykes-Picot Agreement, reached by the two countries in May 1916, the area between the Mediterranean and the Persian Gulf was divided into five distinct parts: "part was to be under British control, part under French, part to be a British sphere of influence, and part of French sphere of influence, and Palestine would fall into a special category".2

The revelation of the Sykes-Picot Agreement by the Soviet Government, after the Bolshevik Revolution in 1917, brought about a high tension in the Arab forces who were fighting the Turks. Faysal (later King: 1921-1933), the Sharīf's son, telegraphed his father saying that he could not continue the war in such circumstances, Sharīf Husayn cabled to London; after receiving a reassuring message from there, he telegraphed to his son in Syria.3

As for Palestine, the most important event that affected its future took place in 1917, when, on November 2, Great Britain issued the famous Declaration which came in a form of a letter, sent by Arthur Balfour, the British Foreign Secretary, to Lord Rothschild. The letter reads as follows:

1 Ibid., p.7.
2 Ibid.
3 Mrs. Steuart Erskine, Palestine of the Arabs, p.34.
Dear Lord Rothschild,

I have much pleasure in conveying to you, on behalf of His Majesty's Government, the following declaration of sympathy with Jewish Zionist aspirations which has been submitted to, and approved by, the Cabinet. "His Majesty's Government view with favour the establishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people, and will use their best endeavours to facilitate the achievement of this object, it being clearly understood that nothing shall be done which may prejudice the civil and religious rights of existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine, or the rights and political status enjoyed by Jews in any other country."

I should be grateful if you would bring this declaration to the knowledge of the Zionist Federation.

It is not our aim here to seek out the underlying factors which made Britain issue the Declaration, but the suggestion was afterwards made that the Declaration was formed to "induce the rich American Jews to use their influence to make the United States Government enter the war".\(^2\)

From 1917, when General Allenby occupied Palestine,\(^3\) to 1920, the country was under a British Military regime. But after Great Britain was entrusted by the Supreme Council of the Allied Powers, held at San Remo in April 1920, to be the Mandatory Power on Palestine,\(^4\) a civil administration was established there on July 1, 1920, with

2 The Royal Institution ..., *Great Britain and Palestine*, p. 9.
3 General Allenby entered Jerusalem on December 11, 1917.
an English Jew, Sir Herbert Samuel, as the High Commissioner.

Three months before the establishment of the Civil Administration, (i.e. in March 1920) Syrian and Palestinian leaders held a congress in Damascus and declared King Faysal King of Syria (including Palestine). The Congress also refused to accept the Balfour Declaration, Jewish immigration or the creation of a Jewish Commonwealth, or the separation of Palestine or Lebanon from Syria. Britain and France on their part refused to accept the decisions of the Congress, and Faysal was expelled from Syria by the French troops who entered Damascus on July 25, 1920. Great Britain installed him as King of Iraq, which like Palestine came under the British Mandate. On the other hand, Ḥusayn's second son the Amīr 'Abdullāh (later King: 1946-1951) was given Transjordan by Britain, on condition that he abandon any campaign against the French in Syria.

The final draft of the Mandate for Palestine was confirmed by the League of Nations Council on July 22, 1922. The Palestinian Arabs, finding themselves under a mandate committed to a declaration with obligations of facilitating the country to be the "Jewish National Home", opposed the Mandate and its policy throughout its whole period; their demands from the beginning, concentrated on three main issues:

1 Albert Hourani, Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age, p.291.
1- cessation of Jewish immigration.
2- prohibition of the transfer of Arab lands to Jews.
3- establishment of a democratic government, in which the Arabs would have a majority share according to their numerical superiority.¹

Their opposition was expressed through different means: appeals, arguments, demonstrations, riots, strikes and revolt. In 1920 for instance, riots took place in Jerusalem on Eastern Sunday, where the Jewish quarter of the city was attacked by Arabs.² Again in May 1921, disturbances spread in Jaffa and its suburbs; this time martial law was declared, and Jewish immigration stopped for a short period.³

The more serious disturbances, known as the Burāq (the Wailing Wall) clashes, took place all over the country in 1929. This Wall represents Holy Ground for Muslims and Jews alike. The Jews pray on one side because it formed part of the Western Wall of the Temple; the Arabs venerate it because it is part of the Ḥaram al-Sharīf, where al-Burāq, the winged steed of the Prophet, was tethered on the night of al-İsra' wal-Mi’rāj. Under Turkish rule, the Jews had established a certain limited right of access. The Jews wanted to extend the extent of this limited privilege, and began bringing screens and seats to be placed there. The Arabs complained, and their

¹ Sami Hadawi, Palestine in Focus, p.31.
² The Royal Institute ..., op. cit., p.38.
³ Ibid., p.39.
complaints caused the Palestine Government to remove all Jewish innovations on the Day of Atonement in 1928. This act engendered high feeling among the Jews in Palestine. A year later, on August 15th, 1929, a Jewish demonstration, organized by enthusiasts from Tel-Aviv, was held at the Wailing Wall. On the next day, Arab demonstrators did likewise. Disturbances subsequently took place all over the country in which many Arabs and Jews were killed. The number of casualties on both sides shows how serious the clashes were.¹

During the subsequent proceedings before the Court of Final Instance, twenty-six death sentences were confirmed, twenty-five on Arabs, and one upon a Jew. All but three of these sentences - all on Arabs - were commuted to terms of imprisonment.²

After the al-Burāq events, Arabs outside Palestine became more sympathetic to and enthusiastic for the cause of the Palestinian Arabs. This wide-spread sympathy and enthusiasm was reflected in the consciousness of Arab poets in such a manner that Palestine became a familiar theme in their poetry, as will be discussed in chapter III.

By 1933, Palestinian opposition had developed into clashes with the government as well as Jews. That was the first time the Palestinians had clashed with the Mandate

¹ On the Jewish side, 133 were killed and six colonies completely destroyed; on the Arab side, 116 were killed. See Ibid., p.45.
² For more details of the Wailing Wall events see Mrs. Steuart Erskine, Palestine of the Arabs, pp.124-134.
forces.¹

The period between 1936 and 1939 witnessed serious opposition to the Mandate authorities, when a revolt starting with a six-month general strike spread all over the country. Additional British troops arrived from Egypt and Malta, but they could not restore order. The campaign of violence continued for three years, until the outbreak of World War II. In that revolt, according to Arab sources, the number of casualties among the Palestinians was 5,032 killed and 14,760 wounded.²

However, during the years of the Second World War, the country was on the whole quiet. The League of Arab States were founded in March 1945, and Palestine then became the main concern of that institution.³

The final steps which determined the future of Palestine came with Britain’s intention to end her Mandate over the country. On April 2, 1947, Britain requested the Secretary General of the United Nations to include the question of Palestine among the issues to be discussed by the General Assembly at its next regular session.⁴ A special Committee set up by the United Nations arrived in Palestine, and stated that the only way to solve the problem was to partition the country. The plan was put to the vote

¹ Ibid., p.85.
³ Anis Sayegh, Palestine and Arab Nationalism, p.31.
⁴ Sami Hadawi, op. cit., p.39.
in the United Nations, and on November 29, 1947, it was accepted by 33 states to 13.¹

The Arabs refused the partition plan and disorders broke out in the country. When Britain declared that she would withdraw from the country by May 15, 1948, the Secretary-General of the Arab League cabled his counterpart in the United Nations on 14 May 1948 that the Arab States were being compelled to intervene to restore peace and security and to establish law and order in Palestine.² Thus Arab armies from Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, Egypt and Iraq, and volunteers from Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Sudan and Libya,³ took part in the fighting against the Jews.

On 22 May, 1948, the Security Council of the United Nations adopted a resolution calling for a cease-fire. On July 9, 1948, fighting was resumed and a Second Cease-fire was accepted on July 18. And in 1949, Armistice Agreements were signed between Israel on the one hand and Egypt, Lebanon, Jordan and Syria, on the other.⁴

As a result of these agreements, Israel took 77.40 per cent of the total area of Palestine, instead of the 56.47 per cent allotted to the Jewish State by the United Nations according to the 1947 plan.⁵

By the time the last Armistice Agreement had been

---

¹ Pamela Ferguson, The Palestine Problem, p.54.
² Sami Hadawi, op. cit., p.49.
³ Anis Sayegh, op. cit., p.35.
⁴ Sami Hadawi, op. cit., p.49.
⁵ 8,000 square miles out of a total of 10,435 square miles came under Israel's control. See Ibid., p.62.
signed, the total number of Palestinian refugees who were expelled to neighbouring Arab countries was about 750,000.\(^1\)

On the other hand, about 160,000 Arabs remained in Israel, representing about 13.6% of total population of Israel.\(^2\)

(2) Palestinian Poetry (1917-1948).

The poetry written by the Palestinian poets, about the events, sufferings, aspirations, etc., which their country passed through, since going from the "Turkish frying pan" into the "Mandate fire" and from then till the creation of the Jewish State in 1948, is characterized by the following three features in the main:

Firstly, those poets had been living in the country concerned and had witnessed the threat in close-up, and their poetry therefore expressed the emotions, feelings and reactions of the Palestinian Arabs who were directly affected by these events.

Secondly, a great deal of their poetry concentrated on particular themes, such as the sale of land to the Jews and the Palestinian leadership of the time, which were not voiced in the poetry of Arab poets living in neighbouring Arab countries.

Thirdly, as one part of their role was to widen the struggle against the Mandate and the Zionists inside Palestine, so the other part of that role was to draw the attention of the Arabs outside Palestine to the vital

---

1 Ibid., p.62.
2 Sabri Jiryis, The Arabs in Israel, (Table 1) p.289.
danger threatening the future of an Arab land which had a special religious importance for them.

In this chapter, the poetry written during that period will be discussed according to its main themes. The themes are classified as follows: the image of Great Britain, the Balfour Declaration, elegies on dead fighters, land-sales, criticism of the traditional Palestinian leadership, and finally the prediction of the "disaster".

The Image of Great Britain.

The British Army which captured Palestine from the Turks received much praise from many Palestinian poets of the time. Great Britain as a state was also described in those poems as a faithful ally to the Arabs, which had rescued them from Turkish oppression.

When celebrations marking the first anniversary of the occupation of Palestine by British troops took place in the country, on December 24, 1918, a reception was held in Government House in Jerusalem, at which several speeches and poems were delivered. Among which was a poem by Shaykh ‘Alî al-Rîmâwî (1860-1919), in which he described the Turkish period as a dark one. The victory of the British army, as he put it, brought happiness to the inhabitants, because it ended the darkness, and replaced oppression by justice:

---

1 Palestine News (Weekly newspaper), no.38, Thursday, 26-12-1918.
2 ‘Alî al-Rîmâwî, born and died in Bayt Rîmâ (a village near Ramallah), graduated from al-Azhar, See al-Adîb, April, 1966, p.16.
A welcomed
justice has superseded oppression, and after
the dark we have begun to see the dawn.
Thus every heart is bathed in pleasure, and
every pen has freedom to write.

Then he described Great Britain as the "defender of
the oppressed", attributing the victory she gained in the
war to this role. Britain also, the poet went on, was
known (to the Muslims) to be favourable and respectful
towards Islam:

*You, as we know, have been a great defender of the oppressed.
That is why you gained the victory. You,
as we know, have a high opinion of Islam.*

You worship prosperity and beneficence.

At the same reception, the vicar Ibrāhīm Bāz al-Ḥaddād
recited a poem expressing the general feelings of happiness
which had overwhelmed the country after its getting rid of

---

1 *Palestine News*, no.38.
2 It is probable that with regard to this idea, al-Rīmāwī
was copying Aḥmad Shawqī (later 'The Prince of Poets')
when the latter attributed this characteristic of the
British, in a poem entitled "Shakespeare", in which he
says:

*كأنهم عربيون، لأنه في الدنيا،
وكان وهم الصافي، ونصرهم كما شاؤوا*

*(al-Shawqiyyat, vol.2, p.5.)*
the Turks, who had ruined the Arab homeland, encouraged disunity and enmity, and tried to Turkify the Arabs. Great Britain, the poet believed, had rescued the country; therefore, her presence was welcomed by the Palestinians:

May Great Britain enjoy everlasting peace and glory. The day in which her forces reached us was an incomparable day. Yet words fail to describe the joy that pervaded Jerusalem then.

Stressing the oppression practiced by the Turks on the Arabs and comparing it with the new auspicious rule are themes of other poems too. Iskander al-Khūrī al-Baytjālī (1890-1973) for instance, in a poem written in 1918, portrays Palestine during the Ottoman period as a thin, weak girl. But, after the British Occupation, the girl became full of youthful energy and activity:

Strength has spread through her body and penetrated deeply into her bosom. She was revivified after being weak and thin. This is Palestine, who until recently was at a loss and humiliated by the Turks. She had become languid, while she was bright at the time of the Arabs.

1 Palestine News, no.38.
2 Palestine News, no.12, 27-6-1918.
Pinning great hopes on the British, the poet calls on Palestine to "forget the bitter past" after being rescued by those who came from "the unconquerable country" England.  

'Ali al-Rimawi, again, recited a poem during the annual festivals of al-Nabi Musa (the Prophet Moses), in which he expressed high optimism for the future of Palestine. He also praised Colonel Storrs, saying:

\[
\text{وسلم ودم يا حليف العرب ذا فرح، ولم تزل ملك في سفو واقبال}
\]

May you, ally of the Arabs, be safe and sound, with a joyful life.
May we, by your aid, always live at ease and in prosperity.

Another poem was composed by the same poet, in 1918, on the occasion of King George V's birthday. The poem reminds the reader of the traditional eulogistic poems in Arabic, where the person praised was commonly likened to the sun, the moon, the rain, etc.

King George, in this poem, was the "King of all mankind" (ملك الأنـمـام). The poet was not sure whether King George was "a king or an angel". Not only that, but he went on to say:

\[
\text{ما الناس إلا ما حيت برحب فضلك أو ظباك}
\]

1 Palestine News, no.5, 13-6-1918.

2 Colonel Ronald Storrs, the British Military Governor of Jerusalem during the Military Administration (1917-1920).

3 Palestine News, no.5, 13-6-1918.
People are protected by none other than your grace or sword. Territories are ruled by none other than your justice or your power. God Almighty has granted it to you, as it was granted to your father before.

As for Palestine, the poet continued, she was "enjoying King George's justice"; Jerusalem, on its part, was feeling the same pleasure as London on that occasion. In this poem al-Rimawi went on to say that it was not only Palestine who pinned her hopes on King George, but the Arabs as a whole:

العرب أنت رجاؤها
فياً فشأ لها رضاك
ذاك القدم فقد دعاك

For the Arabs, you are the only hope. Since you allied yourself with them, their satisfaction lies in what you please to choose for them. They call upon you to restore their glorious past.

This pleasant image of Britain did not last for long, especially after the British policy of easing the transformation of the country into a "Jewish National Home" was pursued openly.

Besides, such a friendly attitude towards Great Britain does not imply the nonexistence of unfavourable attitudes on the part of some other poets, who expressed much doubt about the British and their good will towards the Arabs in general and to Palestine in particular. For instance, when a play

1 Ibid., no.10, 13-6-1918.
entitled "The Daughter of Adnān and Arab Chivalry" was presented in Jerusalem by a literary Muslim group at the Rashidiyya school club in April 1918\(^2\), a big relief map of Palestine was displayed at the entrance of the club, with some verses under the map, showing clearly that clouds of doubts and fears regarding the future of the country were gathering among the Palestinians. The verses read as follows:

أرض فلسطين التي بوركت
يا خير أرض الله لا تتأسسي
ما لى عن حك من ذهب
فان صفديك بارواحنا
وترقي مستعم ومركب
حتى ترى كالشم في خد رها
تغشي في الشرق في المغرب

Palestine, the Blessed land, is the land of Banī Yaʿrub. Oh, best land of all! do not despair. You are the only love we have. We shall surmount difficulties and sacrifice our souls for your sake, until you become like the sun giving light in East and West.

The best example on this point can be found in the several poems written by Wādiʿ al-Bustānī\(^3\) (1888-1954),

---

1 'Adnān was believed to be the ancestor of the North Arabs.
2 Palestine News, no.3, 25-4-1918.
3 Ibid.

Wādiʿ al-Bustānī, a Lebanese, came to Palestine and was with the British Government until 1930, when he resigned. The poet gained Palestinian nationality and lived in Palestine until 1948, when he left for Lebanon. Al-Bustānī was an active figure in the "Palestine Arab Executive", then in the "Istiqlāl Party". As far as we know, he is the first Arab poet who published a collection of poems on Palestine. The Diwan entitled al-Filastīniyyāt was published in 1946 in Beirut.
during the first years of the British occupation.

In the same month in which the Balfour Declaration was issued (November 1917), al-Bustānī, who was a civil assistant of Colonel Parker in the Military Administration, saw a door-plate on a door of a room in Government House in Jaffa, on which was written 

الجمعية اليهودية — الرئيس 

اللازم كمرؤي (The Jewish Society—Lieutenant Macrory).¹

Having seen the door-plate, he wrote a poem in which he addresses the British saying:

ففتحاً لكم صدرنا هذينا لكم يا
أري هذين تزداد عظة سجينة
أري فرقة في القصر تحجب قصراً

We opened our hearts to you, extended our hands; but I suspect that you may turn your back on us. I perceive an increasingly widening gulf separating us, you being on one bank and we on the other.

In a room in this "Government House" I see concealed a rising palace of the "National Home".

Again Wadi' al-Bustānī sums up his suspicions of British policy in a poem entitled الخلافة العربية (The Arabian Caliphate)(1918). He also compares the favourable policy of Britain towards the Jews against the deceptive one towards the Arabs:

وقد قام سفيفتهم تغلبنا وراءكم على سطح السفينة
وقنا حينها ونا سؤال تردده عقيدتنا المضيفة
أقصر في الهوا أم بيت شعر سبتي للشرف يد الحليفة²

¹ Al-Filastīniyyāt, p.82.
² Ibid.
³ Ibid., p.86.
Their room rose steadily, with your flag on its roof.
We went around this room with our faith quaking repeating the question: Will it be an imaginary palace or a bedouin tent that the Ally is going to erect for the Sharif?

The events of al-Burāq in 1929 and its results marked an essential change in the attitude of the Palestinian Arabs towards Great Britain. By then, the Palestinians had become convinced that "Britain was the real sponsor and defender of Zionism in Palestine". Its was after experiencing the British attitude during those clashes that the first Arab guerrilla bands emerged to fight against the British Mandate and the Jewish colonists as well. The serious disturbances of 1933 were also a "manifestation of Arab feeling against the Government, as well as the Jews".

This attitude towards Britain acquired more extension when the "Istiqlāl (Independence) Party", the first Arab political party to be founded in Palestine, was formed in 1932. The main argument in that party's understanding of the enemies of Palestine was that Jews were not the important enemy, but the British. The Jews were described as the branch of a tree, while the British were the trunk. If the branch is cut, another will grow, therefore, it is the trunk that should be cut.

2 Ibid.
3 The Royal Institute...., Great Britain and Palestine, p.85.
4 Michael Assaf, The Arab Movement in Palestine, p.45. See also Rony E. Gabbay, A Political Study of the Arab-Jewish Conflict, p.21.
Furthermore, al-Qassām’s rebellion in 1935 was, in the first place, against the Mandatory Government. The bad relations between the Palestinian Arabs and the Government culminated in the revolt of 1936, as we mentioned before.

However, a comparison between the poems composed in praise of Britain, soon after the British army occupied Palestine, and others written in the late twenties or thirties, shows how far that pleasant image had changed. The "rescuers" who came from the "unconquerable country" became merciless. Instead of giving the help it hoped for, they humiliated Palestine:

فالفاتحون وما بيد من رحمة
لم يحطموا إلا عزائمها

The conquerors, devoid of mercy, did nothing but humiliate it.

---


* Shaykh ‘Īzz al-Ḍīn al-Qassām (1880-1935), Syrian-born, emigrated to Haifa (Palestine) in 1921, after the failure of the Syrian revolt against the French occupation. In 1932, he joined the "Istiqlāl Party". After the events of 1933, he started preparing for a revolt against the Government. On October 12, 1935, he, with a group of his armed associates, left Haifa and headed towards Jīmīn to call for jihād against the British. An accidental clash between al-Qassām and his group and the police alerted the authorities. The area was surrounded with police and troops. Al-Qassām and his associates refused to surrender. He and two of his men were killed, five were captured, and the rest escaped. See Abd al-Wahhab al-Kayyali, Palestine ..., pp.180-182.
Another poet, Ibrāhīm Tūqān (1905-1941), began to blame himself for his previous friendly feeling towards the British:

\[
\text{ذنب ذنبي يوم همت بحبهم يا موطني هذا فوادى قاطعن}
\]

O my homeland! It was my fault that I loved them; here is my heart, I offer it to you to stab.

And Ibrāhīm al-Dabbāgh (1880-1946), addresses the British comparing between what the Palestinian Arabs hoped of them and what they received at their hands:

\[
\text{لما انتمىتم حسبنا خير منتدب} \quad \text{موفق وابتنانا شر منتدب}
\]

When you were appointed (as the Mandatory Power) we thought that you would be the best mandate, but you turned out to be the worst.

The new image of Great Britain as an oppressor and unjust power which became dominating in the poetry of that period can be illustrated further by many poems. Hardly was a poet who did not draw a line in that picture. Kamāl Nāṣir (1925-1973) a young poet then, saw the mandated Palestine as suffering from two concerns: "British injustice" and the "Jewish flood". In a poem entitled فلسطين: الأبيعة (Palestine: the Proud)\(^3\) he addresses Great Britain through Mr Ramsay MacDonald: a former prime minister, reminding him of his previous understanding of the Palestinian Arabs'

---

1 Ibrāhīm Tūqān, Dīwān Tūqān, p.34.
2 ‘Abd al-Raḥmān al-Kayyālī, al-Shi‘r al-Filāṣṭīnī..., p.96.
3 Kamāl Nāṣir, al-Āthār al-Shi‘riyya al-Kāmila, p.29.
Then the poet urges Great Britain to exert pressure on the "expelled people" (the Jews), to stop them harming the Palestinians. He also urges Britain to give real justice in Palestine, "so that it might be said that the British had predominated by the weapon of justice, not by carrying out threats".1

When three Palestinians were hanged in Acre on 17 June 1930, after the Burāq clashes, Muḥyī al-Dīn al-Ḥājj ‘Īsā (1900-1974), in a poem entitled إيهو يا يووم الثلاثمئة (Now then, Tuesday!),2 put all the responsibility of the "unjust" act on Britain. Addressing the High Commissioner of Palestine, the poet asks him to send the following message to the British Government:

أهاذا الساكن الطائر تحب القيود

1 The poet was referring to the British White Paper of October 1930, when Mr. Ramsay MacDonald was the Prime Minister. That White Paper provoked a storm of criticism from the Zionist leaders. See The Royal Institute of International Affairs, Great Britain and Palestine, pp.81-82.

2 فقال صاحب الانجليز يعدهم لا يلزمهم

3 Muḥyī al-Dīn al-Ḥājj ‘Īsā, Diwān min Filastīn wa-ilayhā, pp.15-16.
You who are lodging in al-Tūr,* saluted by delegations! Say to those in the grand palace in London:
Is this the rule of justice? Will this satisfy the Jews?
Is there anything more, other than killing (us) unjustly, that you intend to do?
While the Arabs cherish the hopes given to them by the West, all of a sudden the promises turn into threats. The fox becomes a wolf and (our men) become either martyrs or prisoners.

Ibrāhīm Tūqān on his part, portrayed Britain in many poems. In some of them he resorts to irony, believing that this method would have greater effect and would draw more attention to the plight his country was in. One of those poems is a qīṭ‘a entitled أَيْمَّا الأَقْوَاصُ: (You, the strongest!)¹ written in 1935. Speaking on behalf of the Palestinians, Tūqān began mocking at the British and their "merits" saying:

١ Ibrāhīm Tūqān, Diwān Tūqān, p.5.
* A quarter in Jerusalem.
We acknowledged your justice. We admitted that your soldiers were courageous. We experienced your being sincere friends, whose occupation and mandating of the country cannot be forgotten. We were embarrassed when you said the Balfour Declaration would be put into effect at all costs. We deeply appreciate your favours which require no proof. Even if our condition becomes worse, we shall be satisfied that you are living at ease among us.

Then he ended the qit'a by asking the British:

غير أن الطريق طالت علينا وظكم فطانا والاطاله أخلاء عن البلاد تريدون منجلشو أم حقنا والاطاله

However, the way for both you and us has become long; but it would not be so, if you told us frankly whether you wanted us to leave the country. If so, we will do it. Or do you want us to be eradicated?

The Balfour Declaration.

By the time the Palestinian Arabs felt that the Mandatory Government was determined on facilitating the creation of a "Jewish National Home" in Palestine, the Balfour Declaration had become a central theme in their poetry, as well as in poetry written by Arab poets elsewhere. At first, however, they generally made little of it, showing their confidence that it would not enable the Zionists to achieve their goals in Palestine.

Iskandar al-Khūrī al-Baytjālī, in حي هند بلغور (About the Balfour Declaration),\(^1\) thought of the

---

\(^1\) The poem was composed when Lord Balfour visited Palestine in 1925, to participate in the celebrations held on the opening of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem.
Declaration as intended to deceive the Jews rather than the Arabs. In his opinion, Great Britain gave this promise to the Zionists only to anaesthetize Jewish nervosity all over the world:

وعد ولا هو كالوعيد خدعنا به أم اليهود
فنتقم طفلكاً والفلين خذلنا بالوعيد
كل المخيم الغضون ينغمض بالتعلّل بالوعيد
والختل في شرع السياسة ليس بالأمر الجديد

A unique Declaration, meant only to deceive the Jews, as a mother lulls her baby to sleep, deceiving him by her singing. Like a lover, satisfied by being put off with promises. In political life trickery is not something new.

Another poet Ibrāhīm al-Dabbāgh was more realistic in several of his poems when he spoke of the Declaration. In the poem صوت فلسطينين (The Voice of Palestine), he argued logically, saying that "Palestine is not a gift that can be transferred from hand to hand, nor are the Palestinians the property of the Mandate".  

In another poem, he says:

ما فقد بلغ من أمر السما، ولا
في الجدّ من أرضنا زرع لمحتطب
ما حكّّه به بعد حكم الله غير غبي

The Balfour Declaration is not a commandment of God, nor should the strange woodcutter

---

1 Kāmil al-Sawāfīrī, al-Ittijāhāt al-Fanniyya fil-Shīr al-Filastīnī, p.75.
2 ليُس فلسطينين في البلدان عارية، ولا
تُفْتَحُ بَينَ العُمُرَ والعُمْر
ويَصَدّقُ بَعْدَ أحكام السما، ولا

‘Abd al-Rahmān Yagī, Hayāt al-Adab al-Filastīnī...p.249.
3 ‘Abd al-Rahmān al-Kayyālī, al-Shīr al-Filastīnī...p.163.
avail himself of our land, even in a time of drought. In no way is its ruling as obligatory as God's, so none but a fool would accept it.

Muḥyī al-Dīn al-Ḥājj ʿĪsā treated this subject from a different angle in his poem ʿūdī likhātrī ya ʾakhī al-mubān (Go Back to Your Home, You Beautiful Woman ʿūdī lit.: sister of the oryx ʿūdī). He attributes all the misery the country was suffering to the Declaration, on the grounds that it was the Declaration that had created the Zionists' aspirations and greed for Palestine. The poet, doubtless, shows confidence in the Jews' failure, since God had sent down upon them His anger and detestation:

أعوذ بالله من شؤم المواعيد أرض ماركة الأحصار والبيضاء لعبدو مبعض أم أيام داريد ما حيلة الحبد في تغدير مجيد معاقبون بتكيل وتشهديد

O Balfour! how evil your Declaration was. May God save us from the bad fortune of such declarations. It is the Declaration that has brought calamity to a blessed land. The Jews thought the Declaration had returned them to the days of Joshua and David. How can it be, when God has sent His hatred on them, and made it their destiny to be tortured and exiled?

The most important point in Muḥyī al-Dīn's poem is his conviction that the Balfour Declaration was the origin of the Zionists' aspirations in Palestine. This way of thinking, it may be said, does not take into consideration

1 Diwān min Filasṭīn wa-ilāyḥā, p.34.
the point that the Declaration was the fruit of persistent efforts on the part of Zionist leaders since the formulation of the Basle Programme at the First Zionist Congress. In that Programme the Zionists listed four means of enabling their Movement to attain its objective in creating "for the Jewish people a home in Palestine secured by public law".¹ The fourth of those means was the following: "Preparatory steps for the procuring of such Government assents as are necessary for achieving the object of Zionism".²

From the beginning England was nominated to give such Government assent. Although it was not until 1902 that the Zionists turned to the British Government,³ Theodor Herzl had, from the start, attached great importance to Britain and the British Jews. A few months after the establishment of the Zionist Organization, Herzl sent a message to a Jewish conference in London, saying:

From the first moment I entered the movement, my eyes were directed towards England, because I saw that by reason of the general situation of things there it was the Archimedean point where the lever could be applied.⁴

The poet in question was not the only Palestinian poet who was of the opinion that the Balfour Declaration was the origin of the Zionists' aspirations in Palestine. It can safely be stated that this was the predominant view among

¹ Israel Cohen, The Zionist Movement, p.73.
² Ibid.
³ Leonard Stein, The Balfour Declaration, p.18.
⁴ Ibid.
Arab poets as a whole. Besides, a poet—we are aware of this fact—is not supposed to be concerned with only politics in the first place. What we aim to point out is that the Palestinian poets as well as other Arab poets were concentrating on the impact of the Declaration on the Palestinian Arabs and its injustice, and neglecting other aspects closely connected with it, such as the factors that gave the Declaration its strength, its effectiveness, its continuity, etc.

A third poet, ‘Abd al-Rahīm Maḥmūd (1913-1948), treated this subject in a poem entitled وعد بلفر (The Balfour Declaration) from a moral point of view. He started the poem by stating that the Arabs, by nature, do not receive humiliation in silence, nor do they accept contemptible treatment. Then he recalled Anglo-Arab relations during World War I in order to elucidate that the British victory over the Turks was due, in the first place, to the aid of the Arabs:

The scales of the ally were tipped in their favour, because whom ever we aid, will triumph.

Speaking of the reward the Arabs received from that ally, the poet terms it betrayal:

The ally deceived us, and no wonder,

---

1 ‘Abd al-Rahīm Maḥmūd, Dīwān ‘Abd al-Rahīm Maḥmūd, p.117
considering that he at no time had kept his promise or covenant with us. When, thanks to our swords, he attained his aim, he quickly forgot (our) beneficent hand.

This act of the ally is considered by the poet as an offence against morals. It increased the Palestinian Arabs' anger. Therefore, he warned the British of a storm coming soon:

\[\text{تخلي الصدور وليس غياثانها إلا نذير العاصم المنفجر} \]

Breasts are seething with anger. When this is so, there is no doubt an explosive storm is approaching.

In 1929, on the anniversary of the Balfour Declaration, when the Palestinians went on a one-day-strike, Ibrāhīm Tūqān composed his poem \(\text{البلد الكئب} \) (The Sad Country)\(^1\) concentrating on the man who gave the Declaration his name, Balfour.

In that poem, Tūqān portrayed Lord Balfour as having a drink, with a glass in his hand full, not of wine, as usual, but of the blood of Palestinian Arabs. The bubbles on his glass, also, are not wine bubbles, the poet whispered to Balfour, but the spirits of Palestinian victims who had lost their lives as a result of his Declaration:

\[\text{بلغور كأسك من دم الشهداء، لا هاء العنبر لا يخدعك أنها رافقة وقلما الحب} \]
\[\text{مطببا الأرواح قد ذهبت إليك كما يطيب} \]

\(^1\) Ibrāhīm Tūqān, \text{Dīwān Tūqān}, p. 82.
Balfour! that in your glass is not wine but the martyr's blood.
Do not be deceived by its appearance and the bubbles crowning it.
These bubbles are the spirits ('of victims) leaping towards you.

Elegies of the Dead.
The Palestinian poets devoted special attention to the self-sacrifice and brave acts of the Arabs who were killed in Palestine during the Mandate. One of the most famous elegies on Palestinian martyrs in that period is that composed by Ibrāhīm Ṭūqān, commemorating the hanging of three Palestinians at Acre, in 1930, as a result of the Burāq disturbances mentioned previously.

The poem (the Bloody Tuesday),¹ is very elaborate, consisting of three parts: "prologue", "the three hours", and "the epilogue". The prologue comprises eight stanzas. In the first one, Ibrāhīm Ṭūqān describes the "evil Tuesday", on which the three men were hanged:

When your evil star appeared and heads swayed in the nooses, the adhān wailed and the bells tolled.

¹ Ibid., p. 97.
The night was an ill one and the day grim. Fury and fierce emotions were rampant. Death was everywhere, sometimes prowling, sometimes fearful. The eternal spade cut down, deeper and deeper into the earth, to bury them in its stony heart.

In the second stanza, the personified Tuesday asks some gloomy days in history whether any of them had witnessed similar cruelty to that done on Tuesday. A day representing the period of "Inquisition Courts" appears to give the following testimony:

I have seen strange and striking things, but your disasters are unique. Try asking other evil days.

In the third stanza another gloomy day, representing the times of slavery, expresses its complete surprise on finding that those who put an end to slavery in the past had resumed it in modern times.

In the fourth stanza, the day of 21 August, 1915, when Jamāl Pasha executed eleven leading personalities in the Arab national movement in Beirut,\(^1\) puts forward the victims were from different parts of Syria: from Damascus, Hama, Beirut, Baalbek and Jinīn. Among them was Muḥammad Maḥmaṣūnī, one of the founders of the secret society, \textit{al-Fatāh}. See George Antonius, \textit{The Arab Awakening}, pp.186-187.
view that the cruelty then was less than it was on Tuesday.

The poet concludes in the fifth stanza that:

Past nights disown this Tuesday and stare at it in perplexity.

Stanzas six, seven and eight describe the futile efforts made by several Arab personalities who urged the British High Commissioner to commute the three death sentences.

The second part of the poem consists of three personified hours giving a description of the hanging of the three martyrs: Fu’ād Hijāzī in the first hour, Muḥammad Jamjūm in the second, and ‘Aţā al-Zīr in the third. By the completion of the execution, the high tension which is maintained throughout the poem reaches its end.

The last part of the poem is a consolatory stanza, expressing the belief that the three men became martyrs, while their souls ascended to Paradise:

 Forgiveness should be sought only from God; only from Him whose hands possess dignity and honour.

His omnipotence is greater than the power of those who are vain because of their power on land and sea.
When 'Abd al-Raḥīm al-Ḥājj Muḥammad* was killed, one of rebels under his command, 'Abd al-Raḥīm Maḥmūd lamented him in a poem entitled البطل الشهيد (The Martyr Hero)(1939)¹ describing his death as a heavy loss for all the Palestinians.

\[
\text{إن جعلك يوما سودا بسود}
\]
\[
\text{كل بيت لك فيه مأتم}
\]
\[
\text{يد الناس به أغلق فقيد}
\]

The day on which we lost you has turned our days into times of hardship. Every house is mourning your death, you being the dearest of all deceased.

Another Palestinian rebel, Muḥammad Ṣāliḥ al-Ḥamad, was killed in a battle with the Mandate forces on May 18, 1938. 'Abd al-Karīm al-Karmī (known as Abū Salmā : 1911-1981) elegized him in a poem entitled "Abū Khālid",² in which he on his part, described the death of that hero as a great loss for Palestine:

\[
\text{فلسطين سارت خلف نعش محمد}
\]
\[
\text{تشيّي في الخثارات من كان حاميا}
\]

Palestine walked behind Muḥammad’s bier, paying the last honours to a man who was a shelter in times of incursions.

Al-Qassām and Shaykh Farḥān al-Saʿdī, were two names which came to be crowned with glory by the Palestinian Arabs. the story of their martyrdom was repeated many times by the

---
¹ 'Abd al-Raḥīm Maḥmūd, Dīwān 'Abd al-Raḥīm Maḥmūd, p.132.
² Dīwān Abī Salmā, p.68.
* 'Abd al-Raḥīm al-Ḥājj Muḥammad: leader of the Palestinian rebels in the 1936 revolt in the area of Tūlkarm. He was killed on 26 March, 1939. See Şubḥī Yāṣīn, al-Thawra al-‘Arabiyya al-Kubrā fi Filastīn, pp.196-198.
poets. 'Abd al-Rahīm Mahmūd found his ideal in al-Qassām's way of life, of which he says in his poem (The Arab League Anniversary)\(^1\):

\[\text{هذى طريقك للحياة فلا تحد قد سارها من قبلنا القسام} \]

This is your road to life so do not deviate from it. Al-Qassām has walked it before you.

The two, al-Qassām and al-Sa'dī were elegized also by Mu'tlaq 'Abd al-Khāliq (1901-1937), who by way of defending them against the Government's accusations that they were "law-breakers", says:

\[\begin{align*}
\text{ما هم أشقياء لكن شقي} & \quad \text{كل من قال عنهم شقياء} \\
\text{هم ضحايا أوطانهم وأسود} & \quad \text{لغظتهم من جوفها الصحرا} \\
\text{سهروا في الحياة لا تستجيبهم} & \quad \text{كأس خمر أو غادة هيفاء} \\
\text{فقراء لا يطلبون شرفاء} & \quad \text{غير أن يلحنوا وهم شرفاء} \\
\end{align*}\]

They were not law-breakers. He who so describes them is himself a law-breaker. They, like lions springing out of the depths of the desert, sacrificed themselves for their country. They renounced pleasure in worldly things, not attracted by a cup of wine or a slim girl. Poor, they were; yet their concern was not to be rich, but to die honourably.

Abū Salma, in his fiery poem (Flame of Poetry)\(^2\) through his severe attack on the Arab Kings and rulers who called upon the Palestinians to end the strike in 1936, and to restore peace, addresses those Kings and rulers asking them to appreciate the sacrifice made by

---

\(^{1}\) 'Abd al-RahīmMahmūd, Dīwān 'Abd al-Rahīm Mahmūd, pp.144-149.

\(^{2}\) 'Abd al-Rahmān al-Kayyālī, al-Shīr al-Filastīnī..., p.139.

\(^{3}\) Abū Salmā, Dīwān Abī Salmā, pp.21-25.
al-Qassām, Farḥān al-Sādī and other martyrs, whose blood calls for revenge:

قومو أسمعوا من كلّ ناحية يصيح دم الشهيد
قومو انظروا القسام يشرق فوق الجبل العريض
بوني إلى الدنيا ومن فيها بأسرار الخليل
قومو انظروا فرحان فوق حنين أثر السجود
يمشي إلى حيل الشهادة صائداً مشي الأسود
سيحنون عاماً في سبيل الله والحق التليم

Arise, hear the martyr's blood crying out on every side.
Arise, see al-Qassām's light shining on the top of the mountains, revealing to this world the secrets of immortality.
Arise, see Farḥān with the sign of prostration in prayer on his forehead, walking to the rope of martyrdom like a lion.
Seventy years he spent in the service of God and Eternal Truth.

The death of a Syrian leader, Saḍd al-‘Ās, who participated in the Palestinian revolt of 1936, caused deep sadness to the country.

Elegized by Burhān al-Dīn al-‘Abbūshī (1911- ), the poet addresses the deceased's daughter (Su‘ād), saying:

يا ابنة الحاصل والشهاب أختك
عذب الخليل بعد الليل
ثم لَّماك إذ دعتيني

Daughter of al-‘Ās! The nation has become your mother, eternity your father, and all our youth, your brothers.
(Your father) the lion of battles, the most

1 It was said that Shaykh Farḥān al-Sādī refused to break his fast before he was hanged.

2 Muṭlaq ʿAbd al-Khaliq also composed an elegy on him entitled شهيد الخضر. See ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Kayyālī, al-Shi'r al-Filaṣṭīnī ... , p.142.

3 ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Kayyālī, Ibid.
honourable of all victims, fell dead at night near al-Khalîl's grave.
When al-Shām appealed to him for help, he readily responded.
Then when you called on your children, he did the same.

It is of considerable importance to demonstrate the image of the hero portrayed by the Palestinian poets at that stage, because this image was portrayed before essential changes had occurred in its representation after the defeat of 1948. This earlier heroic image was developed when the Palestinians and the Arabs as a whole retained hopes of victory over the Jews.

Generally, the hero was presented as being superior to other men; a noble, who knew no fear or hesitation; his primary aim consisted of defending his country by sacrificing himself.

Ibrahim Ṭuqān, in his poem "The Fidā'ī" (1930), portrayed his hero as carrying a shroud, ready to die. "His message has been touched with flames of Hell", even death fearing him:

Often silent, when speaking his words are fire and blood.
He stands at the door frightening death itself.
Tempests! subside in shame at his courage.

Ibrahim Ṭuqān, Dīwān Ṭuqān. p.94.
In another poem ُ (The Martyr), ١ Tūqān pictures the hero in more detail; his bravery, his calmness, his aims, the smile on his face when he feels himself about to die:

When disaster frowned, he smiled; when terror surged, he plunged into it, calm and fearless, firm of heart and foot.
His soul was possessed by an ambition nobler than all others; its temperament was comparable to flames and tempests. Rough as the stormy sea, stable as the mountain, it was.
He walked the path of glory, aiming to house himself in Paradise, no matter if he achieved his aim by falling dead or by falling into captivity.
Oh! how jubilant his face was when he was passing to death; singing to the whole world: could I but sacrifice myself for God and my country.

In ʻAbd al-Rahīm Maḥmūd’s poetry, the image of the hero is similar to that in Tūqān’s, with the difference that the former was portraying his own heroism. That was due to the fact that he himself was a rebel physically involved in the struggle. During the 1936 revolt, he

١ Ibid., p.145.
fought under the command of 'Abd al-Rahīm al-Ḥājj Muḥammad (the leader whom the poet once elegized). When the campaign of violence ended in 1939, he fled to Iraq, where he stayed until 1941. In the Arab-Israeli War of 1948, he joined the Mujāhidīn, and was killed on July 13, 1948.\(^2\)

In a poem entitled شهيد (The Martyr),\(^3\) he portrayed his heroism as follows:

> سُأْحِلُ رُوْحِيَّا عَلیٰ رَحْتِيَّا
> وَأَلْقُي بِهَا فِي مِهَوْٰی الرَّدّۡى
> فَاٰمَا حَيَاةُ تَسْرُّ الصَّدِّيقُ
> وَأَمَا مَلَكُ يَضْغِظُ السَّدِّى
> وَنَفْسُ الشَّرِيفِ لَبَا غَائِتَانُ
> وَمَرَّ الْعَمَّاَيْنِ وَبَيْلَ السَّنَّ
> لِعُمْرِكَ إِنَّ أَرْبَى صَرَّعِيِّ
> وَلَكِنْ أَقْرُعُ الْيَخْطَّى
> أَرْبَى مَقْتُُ ُلَّ ذَوَنُ حَقِّ السَّلِّبِ
> وَدْوَنُ بَلَدَّى هُوَ الْمُتَخْنى

In my hand I will bear my soul, ready to throw it into the abyss of death.
A man should live with honour and dignity, otherwise he should die gloriously.
The soul of the noble man has but two aims: either to die or to attain glory.
I swear I can see my fate, but I quicken my steps towards it.
The only desire I have is to fall defending my usurped rights, and my country.

In another poem دعوة الى الجهاد (A Call for Jihād),\(^4\) he describes his reaction when his "slain homeland" called him. He "raced with the wind to sacrifice his soul" for his country. Then he turns to those cowards who were afraid of death, saying:

---

1 See above, p. 62.
2 'Abd al-Rahīm Mahmūd, Dīwān 'Abd al-Rahīm Mahmūd, introduction.
3 Ibid., pp.121-123.
4 Ibid., pp.140-142.
To him who fears death I said: Are you afraid of facing crises? How can you stay still while your homeland cries for help? Are you too cowardly to fight enemies? If so, there is your mother’s boudoir to break in. For you, this meanness is fair enough.

Muṭlaq ʿAbd al-Khāliq sketched in one of his poems a different image of the hero. His sketch presents that hero as an ordinary man, who might experience feelings of weakness, such as fear, doubts, despair, etc:

Have you not seen the lion in his cage longing for his den. See the light shining from his forehead. See the blood flowing from his wounds and his eyes. See him, living in a hell of doubt, uncertain whether his wounds would lead him to death, or would leave him disabled. He, looking to his future, sees it darkened with doubts.

Land-selling.

Before the creation of the State of Israel in 1948, the possession of land was of vital importance for both

1 ʿAbd al-Rahmān Yāghi, al-Shīr al-Filastīnī ..., p.261.
Jews and Arabs. During the Fifth Zionist Congress, held in Basle in 1901, the Jewish National Fund was established to purchase land in Palestine as an inviolate possession to the Jews.¹

By 1944, the Jewish National Fund had acquired 758,200 metric dunams, as compared with a holding of 16,379 metric dunams in 1917.² Some of this area had been what Britain considered "State-owned land" which the Fund rented for nominal sums under ninety-nine-year leases.³ Other land was bought from absentee owners living in Syria and Lebanon who had been isolated from their properties by the British and French Mandate boundaries. By the termination of the British Mandate in May 1948, the Jews were holding a total area of 372,925 acres (the acre equals about 4 dunams), or 5.67 per cent of the total land area of the country.⁴ Moreover, the Palestinian Government estimated, in 1946, that the Jews were holding over 15 per cent of the cultivated area of Palestine.⁵

For the Arabs, the land purchase by Jews was horrifying. They believed that whoever owned the land would, in the long run, hold the whip hand. If the Jews were able to gain possession of most of the land, they could force the Arabs out of the country. If, on the other hand, the Arabs

² Ibid.
³ Fred J. Khouri, **The Arab-Israeli Dilemma**, p.18.
⁴ Sami Hadawi, **Palestine in Focus**, p.28.
⁵ Ibid.
"maintained possession of the land, they could not only remain in Palestine, but limit Jewish immigration".¹

The Palestinian poets, on their part, focussed a great deal of attention in their poetry on this issue. Hardly was there a poet who did not treat this subject in more than one poem.

When the Arab inhabitants of Wādī al-Ḥawārīth* were evacuated in 1933, after it was sold to the Jews by Āl al-Tayyān, a feudal Lebanese family, Abū Salmā bade farewell to that land in a poem entitled حمام الوادي (The Doves of the Valley),² in which he shows his deep feelings about the loss of that land:

O doves of the Valley! bid farewell to your home. Time has dried up the succulent branch you had. After a pleasant life among its trees and wholesome water, sleep now hungry and thirsty under the midday heat. Wail and tell us: are there still any cooing doves in the valley? Weep over the loss of the breeze there; weeping becomes so easy in leave-taking.

Of Sursuq (another Lebanese feudal lord), who sold land in Marj Ibn Āmīr, Burhān al-Dīn al-‘Abbūshī says:

Of Sursuq (another Lebanese feudal lord), who sold land in Marj Ibn Āmīr, Burhān al-Dīn al-‘Abbūshī says:

¹ Fred J. Khouri, The Arab-Israeli Dilemma, p.18.
* A fertile tract of land between Haifa and Jaffa.
Sursuq, may evil befall his name, sold pieces of our land, while the inhabitants witnessed the sale in the sight of their eyes. How sorry I feel for the Marj, seeing it become an area of great disaster, with nobody to revenge it.

Again Burhān al-Dīn al-‘Abbūshī, seeing Nazareth, the "Messiah’s city, surrounded by colonies of strangers", was filled with grief. As for the Arabs in that area, the poet sadly admits:

Nothing but mountain-paths and desolate plots had been left there for the Arabs.

In his verse play (The Martyr’s Country) (1947), through a Jewish character in the play, al-‘Abbūshī says that the Jews "set foot in Palestine and the Arabs were unheeding". Not only that, but "still they (the Arabs) do not give a damn about the Jews". Of the aim of the Jews, the poet goes on to say:

And soon, we’ll throw them all out of the country, chase them away to their desert and water them with death.

Muḥyī al-Dīn al-Ḥājj addressed the members of the

2 Ibid., p.84.
3 Ibid., p.85.
Islamic Conference, which was held in Jerusalem in 1931, turning their attention to the bitter fact that the area still owned by the Arabs was decreasing quickly:

Palestine has suffered all sorts of harm. al-Burāq was almost about to depart with it. So weak has it become that it became a commercial article, which could be sold, bought and gifted. In it, nothing but a few plots of land are left for the Arabs. Even those plots are about to be snatched as well.

Of the land selling, Ibrāhīm Tuqān was more concerned with attacking the sellers and the brokers, and warning the people of the danger of selling land to Jews. In several poems he made it clear that land selling would cost the Palestinian Arabs dearly, as in his poem "Palestine, the Cradle of Martyrs," where he says:

بيح القرى فقد الشعراء
فلا أين سأبت بالحباراء
في الرحيل عن الربيع ودأ على رؤي القبائل
هيهات ذلك إن ينى

It goes without saying that selling the land causes poverty. It leads to the valley of perdition. If I am strutting about clothed today, tomorrow I shall be stripped to the open sky.

The poet admits the bitter fact that it was his own people "who should be blamed for causing this misfortune".

---

1 Muḥyī al-Dīn al-Ḥājj ‘Isā, Diwān min Filāṣṭīn wa-ilayhā, p.20.
2 Ibrāhīm Tuqān, Diwān Tuqān, p.147.
In 1932, when a group of Palestinians called for the establishment of a project called صندوق الأمة with the purpose of buying lands, so that should not be bought by Jews, some Palestinian papers called for the project to be backed, and so did Ibrāḥīm in a poem entitled اشتريوا الأرض تشتركم من الضيم (Buy the land; it protects you against oppression).\(^1\)

In a qitʿa entitled الساسرة (The Land-brokers) (1935),\(^2\) Ṭūqān attacked that group angrily, accusing them of betrayal.

What made the tribulation greater for the Palestinians, the poet says, is the fact that among those land-brokers were notables pretending to be intent on the welfare of the country:

أنا ساسرة البلاد فخصبة
عُرِضَتِ أهل البلاد بِقَاوِها
لتنعمهم كَأَنْتُمَا
هم أهل نجدك ول أنكرتهم
وهم وأنفك رأب رها ونطؤهم
وعماتها وهم يتم خرابها وشراؤها

As for the brokers of the country, it is a disgrace to its people that such a band survives. They live honoured and in luxury, as if the misery of the country only existed for their welfare. They are its leaders, the ones who chivalrously want to save it, no matter what you might think or say. They are its defenders also. Thanks to them it will be completely ruined, bought and sold at their hands.

\(^1\) An interesting confession by the poet came later on in a letter sent by him to his Lebanese friend ʿUmar Farrūkh, declaring that he felt sorry he had supported that project, since it had become known that eight members were land-agents to the Zionists.

See Yāghi, Ḥayāt al-Adab al-Filastīnī al-Ḥadīth, p.283.

\(^2\) Ibrāḥīm Ṭūqān, Dīwān Ṭūqān, p.156.
Cynical poems criticising the Palestinian leadership.

Arab political activity in Palestine during the Mandate was dominated by personal and selfish struggles between the big families of the country, through the political parties they formed. Thus there existed the following main parties:

The Istiqlāl (Independence) Party, which was founded in 1932 by certain well-known personalities under the leadership of 'Awnī 'Abd al-Hādī, the former private secretary of King Faysal.

The National Bloc Party (1933), which was founded and headed by 'Ābd al-Lātīf al-Šāliḥ.

The Islāh (Reform) Party (1933), founded by Ḥusayn Fakhṛī al-Khālidī.


The Palestine Arab Party (1935), which was founded and led by Jamāl al-Ḥusaynī, the Muftī's (Ḥājj Amīn al-Ḥusaynī) political protagonist.¹

Personal and selfish motives "behind the proliferation of those parties and the ceaseless bickering between them" proceeding from family interests, "exposed them to an enormous public derision"² and criticism. The poets as well, mounted several attacks against this traditional

---

¹ Rony E. Gabbay, A Political Study of the Arab-Jewish Conflict, pp.21-22.
leadership. Such momentous accusations as that by Burhan al-'Abbūshī, that those "wicked leaders had sold the country (Palestine) for a whore and for a job",¹ were unusual or exceptional.

Al-‘Abbūshī, in another poem, attacked the Palestinian leadership represented in the political parties, and called the youth of the nation to take over the leadership:

```
لقد فزعتم واعونا ولم ندمع أبداً ما يشيعه
تندموا يا شباب الجيل وانتزوا
زيد الشهاب للإحزاب تخدعه
```
Youth of the nation! go ahead and take over the leadership; for the Political Parties are deceiving us. They, with no regret, tore the nation apart and sold her, while we didn’t even pay her the last honours.

`Abd al-Rahīm Maḥmūd composed a poem entitled `اَلِي كلّ شهاد (To Every Indifferent Person) after the Peel Commission published its report on 7 July 1937 about the 1936 revolt.³ In this poem he accuses those leaders who were still showing confidence in the British policy of anticipating personal benefit as a result of that rapport:

```
يا من تولى بالحبب
لقد انتظرت املاه
فأحضر نفس التمييب
ساكتاً غداً قنحيب
```

¹ For the detail of this report, see the Royal Institute...,
² 'Abd al-Rahīm al-Kayyālī, al-Shīr al-Filastini... p.107.
³ Great Britain and Palestine, pp. 97-104.
⁴ 'Abd al-Rahīm Maḥmūd, Dīwān `Abd al-Rahīm Maḥmūd, p.127.
Oh you! who are mad with their \( \text{British} \) love, your beloved has returned.  
You have been longing to see him coming back; here he is!  
In his (diplomatic) pouch you have a splendid fortune.  
What an evil fortune!  
Wait till tomorrow - how near tomorrow is -  
then you will be granted your post!

Then the poet turns to the Palestinians, showing his compassion for their calamity and calling them the "miserable people" because they had "entrusted the key positions to such men who cannot restore usurped rights".  
Events in Palestine, the poet stated, should make the Palestinians "smell a rat".  

Another poet, Muḥyī al-Dīn al-Ḥājj ʿĪsā, summed up the ills of the Palestinian political body in several poems.  
In the poem اجتماع صاحب (Angry Assembly),² composed immediately after a conference held in Nablus in 1932, he describes the chaotic atmosphere of the Conference and the obvious mutual hatred of the participants. He says:

قد اجتمعوا وما جمعوا لهم أمرًا فا صنعوا  
فكم سألوا وك قالوا وما صدقوا وما فنعنعوا  
وانت فيهم الأحقاد والشر الذي رضعوا  
فذا ينصب الأسراك يبيغي من بها يقذع  
وداك يسبق الأحلام والآراء تبتسم  
وآخرى يدعي الأخلاص وهو الكاذب الجشع  
أمور تتبعث الأحزان ليت القوم ما اجتمعوا

---

They met but failed to come to terms. How often they went into the attack, and talked a lot; but liars and useless beings they were. Among them the hatred and evil intent (which) they had sucked at (since babyhood) came to light. Some set traps for others to walk into; some made fun of others' dreams. New ideas were invented. Others pretended to be faithful while they were liars and greedy. Such things cause great grief. If only they had not met.

In another poem entitled ضاعت الطاسنة (The Bowl got lost)¹ and composed in the same year (1932), Muḥyī al-Dīn gives a full description of the political atmosphere prevailing among the Palestinians: Every citizen in the country claims to be superior and intelligent; none is ignorant of politics and its various aspects. Not only do they know about politics, there is nothing in this universe which they are ignorant of. Every one is a commander and a politician.

There is none among them who does not strive to attain leadership, or want others to fear his power and his influence, or raise his axe only for wrecking others' plans. If someone prays, another comes and steps on him. If someone is drinking, someone else breaks his cup.²

¹ Ibid., pp.29-30.
² The following verses are representative:

ضاعت الطاسنة حتى ليس بالحمام طاسنة
فادع الناس جميعا كله فضل وكيسنة
ليس فيهم من غبي في أفائين السياسة
لم يتم شيء بهذا الكون لم يروا أسماء
The traditional leadership of the notables was subject to the most violent attack by Ibrāhīm Ṭūqān. Helped by a distinguished talent, Ṭūqān showered them with bitter criticism in several poems and qīṭās. In most of those poems he resorted to irony, a method he often employed when treating political or social themes.

In 1934, some of the Palestinian notables took the decision to hold peaceful demonstrations after the Friday-Prayer, each time in a different city. The police arrested them and they were brought to trial. In court they were given a choice between imprisonment or signing an obligation not to hold any demonstrations. They all signed the obligation, except Shaykh ‘Abd al-Qādir al-Muẓaffar, who preferred imprisonment. On that event, Ṭūqān composed an ironic qīṭā entitled إلى الأحرار (To the Freemen), scoffing at their cowardice and calling them "the heroes of protest". The following verse illustrates how harsh he was in his attack:

يل حكمة الله كانت في سلامكم لأنكم غير أهل للشهادات

It was God’s wisdom that you were saved, because you are not qualified for martyrdom.

فاستوى الكلّ فصار الكلّ أمّارا وساسة
لا ترى فيهم سوى الطالب كرسي الرئاسة
وسيى الراغب في أن يبره الآخر بساتنة
وسيى الرافع للهدم والتلزيم فاسطة
فأذا هذا يصلي جاًء ذاك رأسنة
وإذا ما كان يسقى كسر الآخر كأسنة
يحسب فاصلة فتح وخلا الفحم ماسنة
فأذا دمّا على ذي الحال قليا للتحاسنة

Ibrāhīm Ṭūqān, Diwān Ṭūqān, p.146.
In another qiṭ'a (You!), he again employs irony to criticize their insincerity to the nation and the ineffectiveness of their deeds:

أنتم المخلصون للوطنية
وبية منكم يعدل جيشًا
وأجتاع منكم بردى عليكم
وخلاص البلاد مراعى الأبواب
ما جحدنا أفضالكم غير أتانا
في يدينا بقية من بسالة

You are the faithful of the nation, who carry the burden of the cause. A declaration issued by you is as effective as an army with all its batteries. An assembly held by you can restore the ancient glory of the Ummayyad conquests. The deliverance of the country is at hand. Joyful celebrations will be inaugurated soon. We do not deny your favours, but there is one single wish still in our hearts: A remnant of a country is still in our hands; rest a while, so that this remnant does not fly away.

In the poem يا رجال البلاد (O Men of the Land!) written in 1933, he called the notable leaders as auctioneers' band (عصبة دلاليين) with whom Palestine was afflicted. Moreover, they should not be considered as "men" but as "animals", the poet believed.

The art in which they were talented was that of speeches on platforms", and nothing more. "The sick" (the Palestinian-Arabs) were vainly waiting for "the drug which that band could not provide". The verses read as follows:

وطني متلى بعصبة دلاليين لا يتقون فيه الله

---

1 Ibrāhīm Tūqān, Diwān Tūqān, p.163.
2 Ibid., p.135.
Prediction of disaster.

Although the Palestinian poets, in the period we are dealing with now, showed confidence that the Palestinian Arabs would overcome their problems with the Mandate and the Zionists, they showed, at the same time, considerable fear of losing the country to the Jews.

Aspects of weakness in Palestinian Arab Society, as seen previously, could have been the main factor in creating a noteworthy pessimism among the Palestinians, and this was accordingly reflected in the poetry of that period.

Anticipation of a difficult future, prediction of disaster and reviews of the Muslim withdrawal from Spain, were frequent themes of the Palestinian poets.

When Prince Sa‘ūd Ibn ‘Abd al-‘Azīz (later King) was on a visit to Palestine in 1935, ‘Abd al-Rahīm Maḥmūd recited his poem نجم السعيد (The Lucky Star)¹ in the prince’s presence when the city of Tulkarm was holding celebrations in honour of the prince. After praising him in the opening verses, the poet put the following question to the guest:


It is said that this poem raised the poet, yet unknown, to immediate fame. See S. K. Jayyusi, Trends and Movements ..., vol.1, p.296.
The Aqṣā Mosque! have you come visiting it, or bidding it farewell before it is lost?

That was not simply an accidental thought which occurred to the poet in an emotional moment, but a fear, emphasized by the poet in another verse:

ودّا و ما أدنى لا يبقى سبي دمع لنا يهدي وسنّ نتعمه

And tomorrow, how near tomorrow is, nothing will remain for us but wailing and gnashing of teeth.

The same fear was repeated by Ibrāhīm Ṭūqān in several poems. In the poem يَا قُومُ (People) (1935),¹ his attack on the Palestinian leaders and his comparison between the strenuous efforts of the Zionist leaders and the selfishness of the Palestinian leadership, reached the following bitter prediction:

يا قوم ليس عدوكم ممن يلين ورحمن
يا قوم ليس أباكم إلا الجلاء فحرّموا

O people! your enemy is not the sort of enemy that can be tender or merciful. O people! start packing. You have no choice but evacuation.

Once again, in a qiṭʿa entitled ضمانيه (Methods) (1935),² Ṭūqān prophesied the fate of the Palestinian Arabs, saying:

---

¹ Ibrāhīm Ṭūqān, Diwān Ṭūqān, p.153.
² Ibid., p.162.
For you, an Arab, a terrible day is coming, in which hair will turn grey.
Your fate is sensed by those around you and the news of it is on everyone's lips even in the farthest countries.
Neither spacious palaces, nor humble huts will remain in the hands of their inhabitants.

The poet was able to envisage this fate by taking into consideration the fact that the two powerful enemies of the Palestinian Arabs (i.e. Great Britain and the Zionists) had united in their aim to crush and exterminate the Palestinians:

We have two enemies: one is mighty and powerful, the other, a swindler and an opportunist.
From the friendship they have maintained with each other, we have reaped humiliation and evil.
Our eradication has been planned according to lucid methods and carried out sometimes by force, sometimes gently.

Burhān al-Dīn al-‘Abbūshī linked the Arabs’ departure from Spain with their probable evacuation of Palestine:

1 'Abd al-Rahmān al-Kayyālī, al-Shī‘r al-Filastīnī..., p.119.
You, native of the country and the master of its land! 
Listen to the raven's croak, fortelling the day of exile. 
What happened to al-Andalus could happen to you. Sacrifice (for the sake of your country) before it is too late!

In another poem, al-‘Abbūshī urges his poeple to awake, before they find themselves thrown out of Palestine. He reminds them of the Arabs' glory at the times of Khālid b. al-Walīd, and Saladin:

Fādqū lā yaqim quds Khulās a'īn bahārī 'alā ma sī al-sālah qālūbār wāla lā idāh bīn nulīd 1

Awake people, before you are expelled from a country, where the bones of your ancestors are buried! 
What would you say to Saladin and Khālid b. al-Walīd if you were meekly expelled?

Muḥammad Ḥasan ‘Alā’ al-Dīn tells of a ghost often seen by him. Each time the poet chases that ghost away, it soon came back to fill the poet with horror. It was the ghost of the Arab exodus from Palestine:

3 Shabbīr al-ruhī, nshīhī fīn taḥay, yūrī bi’l-ahwār 1
Shabbīr al-ruhī, nshīhī fīn taḥay, yābītīhī fīn tībīhī li 2

Ghost of the exodus, go away! You are squeezing visions of horror into my heart. 
Ghost of the exodus! Won't you stop hurting me? Aren't you tired of appearing to me?

Predictions of disaster are seen also in many poems

1 Ibid.
2 'Abd al-Rahmān Yāghī, Šayāh al-Adab al-Filastīnī..., p.251.
written by other Arab poets during the thirties and forties, especially by Egyptian and Iraqi poets. But in such poems the predicted disaster is attributed merely to the Arabs' negligence and remissness towards Palestine.¹

¹ Some examples of this are mentioned in chapter III, p. 122.
(1) Arab Concern about the Palestine Problem, 1917-1948.

As has been mentioned before, the Palestine problem has been the subject of enormous Arab concern since the foundation of the Arab League in 1945, and this has continued right up to the present time. Because of Palestine, the Arabs have had three wars with Israel during a period of twenty-five years only (i.e. 1948, 1967, 1973). The balance between the size of this small country both in area and population, and the attention given to it by the Arabs may appear totally out of proportion, and does not make any easier the comprehension of the claim that the problem of Palestine has been a serious problem for all Arabs.

However, special mention should be made here to the development of this concern during the period preceding the foundation of the Arab League and to the factors underlying it, since it sheds light on the attention paid to the problem by Arab poets.

To explain why this problem has been a major concern of the Arab countries, we may isolate three main components.

1 Palestine comprises 10,249 square miles as compared to the 4,786,689 square miles which are the area of the rest of the Arab World. This means that its area constitutes about 2/1000 of the total area of all the Arab countries. The Palestinians constitute about 2% of the total Arab population.

Anis Sayegh, Palestine and Arab Nationalism, p.9.
1- Religious Factors.

It is known that Palestine is a "Holy Land" for the adherents of three religions: Judaism, Christianity and Islam. Although Islam emerged in the Arab Peninsula, Palestine (i.e. Jerusalem) became, soon after the emergence of this religion, the first of the two qiblas for Muslims in their prayers, the second qibla being Mecca. Furthermore, Jerusalem gained a particular holiness among Muslims as a result of the Prophet Muḥammad’s night journey to it from Mecca on al-Burāq. On this event the Qurʾān reads:

"Glory to Him, Who carried His servant by night from the 'al-Ḥaram' Mosque to 'al-Aqṣā' Mosque the precincts of which We have blessed, that We might show him some of Our signs. He is the All-hearing, the All-seeing".

Al-Aqṣā Mosque in Jerusalem and its sacredness for Muslims was also the subject of a number of Prophetic Ḥadiths, among which was:

No ritual journey can be made to any place but three mosques: the Sacred Mosque (of Mecca), the Mosque of the Prophet (in Medina) and the Aqṣā Mosque (in Jerusalem).

Since the Islamic conquest in 638 A.D. and until

1 Qurʾān, 17:1.
1917, Palestine was in the hands of Muslims, with the exception of a short period when it was ruled by the Crusaders.  

The Jews, whose image in the Qurʾān is unpleasing, being the other party in the struggle for the possession of Palestine, gave religious factors a particular importance especially during this stage of the conflict.

The Arabs (the majority of them Muslims) believed that to give up Palestine to the Jews would mean that they had not been faithful to their religion, since it was of great religious significance to all Muslims. This belief was

---

1 In 1099 A.D. the Crusaders advanced to Jerusalem via Acre and captured the city from the Fatimids after a five weeks’ siege. Saladin’s victory at the battle of Hittin (1187 A.D.) paved the way for him to capture Jerusalem from the Crusades. The final ejection of the Crusaders from some coastal cities was completed by the end of the 13th century and the whole of Palestine was finally incorporated in the Mamlūk Sultanate of Egypt until the Ottoman conquest in 1517.

2 The following verses of the Qurʾān are examples of the same image:

In Sūra 3:181;

"لقد سمع الله قول الذين قالوا ان الله فقير ونحن أغنى سكتب ما قالتا وقتلهم الأنبياء ونقول ذوا عذاب الأحق".

In Sūra 5:82;

"لتجذب أشد الناس عداوة للذين آمنوا اليهود والذين أشركوا ولتجذب أثريهم مودة للذين آمنوا الذين قالوا آنا نصبراء ذلك بأن منهم تسبيبين وهبنا وأخذهم لا يسكونون".

In Sūra 60:13;

"يا أيها الذين آمنوا لا تتولوا قوما غضب الله عليهم قد يضروا من الآخرة كما يضى الكفار من أصحاب الفجر".
voiced loudly in Arab thinking and writings. \textit{Ṣaḥīfat al-Ikhwān al-Muṣlimūn} in Egypt, for instance, by way of concentrating on the great significance of Palestine to the Muslims, and that the Palestinian Arabs were no more than guards of its holy places, used to emphasize that he who does not fulfil his religious duty towards Palestine by defending her against the Jews is a renegade (بَارِق فِي دِينِهِ) and is a disavowal of his Arabhood (وَمتَكَّرَة لَعِرْبِيَّتهِ). \footnote{Awāṭif ʿAbd al-Raḥmān, \textit{Miṣr wa-Filastīn}, p.274.}

Another Egyptian newspaper with Islamic inclinations, \textit{Kawkab al-Sharq}, attributed the struggle between the Arabs and the Jews over Palestine to "merely religious reasons". \footnote{Ibid., p.125.} With this concept underlying its way of reasoning, \textit{Kawkab al-Sharq} wrote in 1933 calling upon Arabs and Muslims to stand by the Palestinian Arabs during the disturbances of that year in Palestine:

\begin{quote}
The echo of the demonstrations in Jerusalem has reached the two worlds, the Arab and the Islamic, announcing to the Muslims that their Holy Places were in danger. The Jews are coveting the demolition of the Blessed Aqṣa Mosque, the first of the two qībālas and the third Holy Place, so that Solomon's Temple can be built on its ruins. \footnote{Ibid., p.225.}
\end{quote}

Several other papers with Islamic inclinations were founded in Egypt during the period under discussion, such as \textit{al-Fatḥ} (1926) by Muḥibb al-Dīn al-Khaṭīb, \textit{Nūr al-Islām} (1929) and \textit{al-Jihād al-Islāmī} (1929) by Ṣāliḥ Muḥammad Šāliḥ, \textit{al-Jāmiʿa al-Islāmiyya} (1932) by ʿAlī ʿAbd al-Raḥmān Khamīs, and \textit{Hudā al-Islām} (1934) by Muḥammad Ahmad.
al-Sayrafi.

By way of accounting for the growth of religious trend in Egyptian literature after the First World War, an Egyptian writer Sa'd al-Din al-Jizawi, counted 45 papers of Islamic tendency which appeared in Egypt between 1920 and 1956. Of this number 21 papers were founded between 1925 and 1935.1 He also noticed that between 1925 and 1939, several religious (Islamic) societies spread in Egypt, some of which gained world-wide fame (e.g. the Muslim Brethren).2

Another writer 'Abd al-'Azim Ramadhan, states that the noticeable attention paid by "the Muslim Brothers" and "Miṣr al-Fatāh Group" (The Young Egypt Group) to Palestine since the late twenties had been a major factor in making Egyptian public opinion sympathetic to the Palestinian Arabs.3

In another Arab country which is geographically far removed from Palestine, namely Algeria, religion was the main factor in attracting Algerian attention to what was happening in Palestine. "The Muslim Algerian 'Ulamā' Society" (جمعية العلماء المسلمين الجزائريين) played a leading role in familiarizing Algerian public opinion with the problem by fiery articles and declarations published in al-Baṣā'ir.4

1 Al-'Āmil al-Dinī fil-Shi'r al-Miṣrī al-Ḥadīth, p.225.
4 See for example Nos:
   1st year: No.42, (6 November, 1936) p.6.
   No.43, (13 November, 1936) p.6-7.
   No.48, (25 December, 1936) p.3.
the weekly paper of the society, and in al-Shihāb paper. 'Abd al-Ḥamīd b. Bādis (1889-1940), one of the leading 'Ulamā' of the society mentioned above, for instance, writes in al-Shihāb describing what was happening in Palestine in 1936 as an "insult to all Muslim countries and a degradation of Arabism". Then he goes on to say:

How could Muslims allow this to happen while a remnant of religious dignity or Arab chivalry still exists among them, and while they still have souls or wealth?

Al-Ṭayyib al-‘Aqbi and Muḥammad al-Bashīr al-Ibrāhīmī (1889-1965) two leading personalities in the society just mentioned were also injecting public opinion in Algeria with enthusiasm for Palestine by their articles. The latter once described the hardship of Palestine in 1947 in an article published in al-Basā'ir as a "test set up by God in order to examine the Muslims and the Arabs' faith", and stressed the view that Palestine belongs to all Arabs and not only to the Palestinians. Moreover, Algerian public hostile reactions towards the Jewish community living there, as happened in the summer of 1934, when disturbances took place in Constantine (in north-east Algeria) in which a number of Jews were killed, were

   No.79, (20 August, 1937) pp.2,6,8.

seen by some Arabs as resulting from a growing mood of anger against the Jews in regard to what was happening in Palestine at that time.

The Mahjari poet, İliyə Abū Mādī (N. America: 1889-1957) commented on those disturbances in an article entitled فتنة قسطنية: نتنة المحسود (Constantine: The Resentment of the Indignant) and published it in al-Samir in August, 1934. Al-Shihāb in Algeria republished the article shortly after its publication in al-Samir. Abū Mādī in the article says that the Zionist Movement was the sole reason that made the Islamic countries change their attitude towards the Jews, because when the Zionists were "armed with the Balfour Declaration" they turned into usurpers, their aim being to expel the Arabs from Palestine and to establish a Jewish Kingdom there. The Zionist Movement -the writer goes on- was formed on a religious base, therefore it was not strange that the Muslims rose to fight it with the same weapon. Then he concludes that the "Muslim revolt" -as he called it- in Constantine was a revolt of the indignant.¹

2- National Factors.

It happened that when Arab nationalism as a movement with political aims and importance emerged towards the end

¹ Şāliḥ Kharfī, al-Jazā'ir wal-Aṣāla al-Thawriyya, p.38.
of the nineteenth century, Zionism also was born as a movement, with explicit aims and aspirations. Ironically enough, both movements, Zionist and Arab nationalism, counted on the help of Great Britain to assist them in achieving their objectives: the Arabs hoped to establish an independent Arab kingdom under the leadership of the Sharīf of Mecca (Sharīf Husayn), and the Jews, to gain support for the "national Home" they felt they needed.

Nevertheless, by the end of the First World War, Greater Syria and Iraq were separated, and Syria itself was divided into four parts, two of which came under the French Mandate (i.e. Syria and Lebanon) and the other two under the British Mandate (i.e. Palestine and Transjordan). In short, the hopes of Arab nationalism were frustrated, while those of the Zionists gained encouragement and protection.

It has been mentioned before, that the conflict between the two movements was predicted as early as 1905 by the Syrian Najīb ʻĀzūrī. But after the War, when the Arabs became aware of the implications of "the Balfour Declaration", and when they found that the relation between Zionism and some western countries, especially Great Britain, was so firm, the Zionist threat to the idea of Arab nationalism became certain.¹

Imīl Zaydān, for example, in an article entitled قضايا فلسطين هي قضية العرب (The Palestinian Cause is a Pan-Arab

¹ For further discussion on this point, see Najīb Sadaqa, Qaḍiyyat Filasṭīn, pp.321-337.
Causes argued, as many Arab writers did, that the "Arabs' unity would not come into existence if Palestine lost its character as an Arab country". Another writer, Muḥammad 'Awaḍ Muḥammad was of the opinion that the "Zionist Movement was no more than a movement aiming at colonizing an Arab country, Palestine, by Slavonic and Germanic groups who were not in any way related to it". The writer went on to conclude that the Zionist Movement "represents the most hideous kind of imperialism, because it does not aim only at taking over the country politically, but also at enabling foreign immigrants to settle in the place of its native inhabitants". This sort of oppression was viewed by the writer as a unique phenomenon in the history of imperialism.

Such ideas were expressed by many Arab writers, whether Christian or Muslim. For instance a Lebanese Christian writer, Qustantīn Zurayq, published a book (The Meaning of the Disaster) shortly after the Arab defeat in 1948. In that book he republished two articles which had been written before the defeat. The first was entitled (The Conflict between Force and Principle in the Problem of Palestine), the other (Why we participate in the Jihad in Palestine). In the two articles, Zurayq argues that the cause of Palestine is an Arab cause, because if a Jewish state were founded there, it would prevent unity and cooperation among Arab countries.

However, it seems likely that to many Arab writers the Palestinian cause had distinct role in the development of the concept of Arab nationalism, by opening the eyes of the Arabs to the Zionist threat, not only to Palestine but to other Arab countries. \(^1\) Besides, it was the Palestinian problem which brought to Egypt the idea of Arab nationalism, as many Egyptian scholars state, after Egypt had kept itself away from that idea until the mid-thirties. \(^2\) Jamāl ʿAbd al-Nāṣir, one of the "Free Officers Group" and president of Egypt (1954-1970), states that his Arab national consciousness began when he began to join demonstrations and strikes held by the Egyptians on each anniversary of the Balfour Declaration, in the late thirties and forties. \(^3\)

According to the academic writer, Dr. Suhayr al-Qalamāwī, the Palestinian problem was an important factor behind the isolation and suppression of the chauvinistic ideas which appeared in some Arab countries, such as the Phoenicianism of Lebanon, the Pharaonicism of Egypt and the Babylonianism of Iraq. \(^4\)

3- Political and Economic Factors.

Palestine lies at the centre of the Arab Homeland

---

\(^1\) Anis Sayegh, *Palestine and Arab Nationalism*, p.42.


\(^3\) *Falsafat al-Thawra*, p.63.

linking three of its four geographical regions: the Fertile Crescent, the Arab Peninsula and the Nile Valley. It, therefore, forms a bridge between these three regions.

Having this strategic position, a Jewish state in this country was considered by the Arabs an imminent danger to the rest of the Arab world politically and economically. This point of view was emphasized by many Arab writers in different fields, whether politically, economically or militaristically orientated.

For instance at the "Bludan Conference" in 1937, the Egyptian Vice-Chairman, Muḥammad ‘Alī ‘Allūbā, stated that a Jewish state in Palestine would be as great a danger to Egypt as to the other neighbouring Arab countries.1

Another Egyptian politician Muhammad Husayn Haykal in his diaries on Egypt's policy during the thirties and forties, argues that the factors underlying the concern shown by the Egyptians with regard to the Palestinian question were of a religious, political and economic nature, since "a Jewish home on the borders of Egypt would threaten Egypt politically and economically".2

The belief that a Jewish State in Palestine would be a serious danger to the neighbouring Arab countries was indisputable. ‘Abbās Maḥmūd al-‘Aqqād (1889-1964) for instance, a well-known literary figure from Egypt, wrote several articles about Palestine and Zionism before the outbreak of the 1948 War. In one of those articles

---

1 Albert Hourani, Arabic Thought ..., p.295.
(Between Two Roads), he argues that if Palestine fell into the hands of the Zionists, then an economic danger would befall neighbouring countries in the immediate future. Moreover, this economic danger—the writer says—would be followed by a political and military threat in a very short time.¹

Moreover, other Egyptian writers, in order to demonstrate this, went back to ancient history, declaring that all military expeditions against Egypt had come from the east through Palestine: the Hyksos, the Hittite, Persian, the Greek, and the Roman. The Muslims too, under the leadership of 'Amr Ibn al-'Āṣ reached Egypt by the same route.²

Another quotation from the pamphlet written by Jamāl 'Abd al-Νāṣir, Falsafat al-Thawra (The Philosophy of the Revolution) may help us illustrate the Arab conviction of official levels that their involvement in the problem of Palestine was merely an involvement in a cause which affected their own security inside their countries. In that pamphlet, Jamāl 'Abd al-Νāṣir writes about his feelings during the 1948 War:

² 'Ūda Buṭrus 'Ūda, al-Qādiyya al-Filastīniyya fil-Wāqi' al-'Arabī, pp. 76-79.

When the crisis started, I was entirely convinced that the battle in Palestine was neither a battle on a foreign land, nor an emotional urge, but rather an act of self-defence.1

However, more quotations on this subject could be amply provided from various Arabic sources: books, articles, journals, etc.; but, it seems superfluous to emphasize this point further, since what has been quoted above gives sufficient evidence of the line of the argument.

(2) Development of Interest.

It may seem strange that Arab public concern in the cause did not emerge shortly after the Balfour Declaration was issued, but immediately after the outbreak of the Burāq events; although the Balfour Declaration was, to a greater degree, more dangerous for Palestine, and it was the Declaration which affected its future and not the events of 1929.

With regard to those events, religious societies and papers of Islamic inclination played a major role in arousing Arab public opinion, on the grounds that the Holy Places in Palestine were in danger.

As for a country like Egypt, for instance, a book was published recently in which the author ‘Awāṭif ‘Abd al-Rahmān discusses in detail the development of the Palestinian cause in the Egyptian press between 1922 and 1948.2 In her

1 P. 63.
2 Misr wa-Filastīn, Kuwait, 1980.
discussion she explains the attitude of public opinion, the political parties, the religious groups, the government and the "Palace" (السرائ) . When writing about the effect of the Buraq events on the Egyptians, ‘Awatif says that those events gave Egyptian public interest in the cause a "strong push". It agitated Islamic and Arab national feelings, the latter being still obscure among the Egyptians. The reaction was overwhelming amongst religious circles. The writer goes on to say that the "Muslim Brothers Association" worked energetically and actively in collecting donations for the Palestinian Arabs.\(^1\) Telegrams of protest were sent by the Association to the League of Nations. Three Egyptians (i.e. Muhammād ‘Alī ‘Allūba, Aḥmad Zakī and ‘Abd al-Ḥamīd Sa‘īd) went to Jerusalem to defend the Palestinians' right of possession over the Wall\(^2\) before the Commission appointed by the League Council in May 15, 1930 to study and determine the rights and claims of Jews and Muslims to the Wall.\(^3\)

Al-Manār, the monthly Islamic journal, commented on these events in several numbers. In one of the articles written by Muhammād Rashīd Riḍā, the writer explains how deeply Muslims, together with Christians all over the Arab countries, became sympathetic to the Palestinians. This sympathy was widely noted in the Arab press and among the Arabs, whether by protesting against the Mandate, or by

\(^1\) Ibid., p.107.
\(^2\) Ibid.
\(^3\) The Royal Institute of International Affairs, Great Britain and Palestine, p.47.
supporting and collecting donations for the Palestinians. The writer then goes on to say that the Burāq events made some Arab kings state frankly their sympathy with and support for the Palestinians, among whom was the King of Saudi Arabia and the Imam of Yemen.

It was the first time, Rida claims, that the Shaykh of al-Azhar, Muḥammad Muṣṭafā al-Marāghī, was to announce openly his sympathy with the Palestinian Arabs, challenging by this act the Government's orders to clergymen not to express their opinions about political affairs.

Then Rida reveals that he had once before these events, urged Shaykh Abū al-Fadl al-Jizāwī, the Shaykh of al-Azhar at that time, to deliver a Fatwā (formal legal opinion) about the necessity for Muslims to protect al-Aqṣā Mosque, but he refused. When Rida pressed him to do so, Shaykh al-Jizāwī got angry and addressed him saying:

Do you think that you are the only man who is faithful to Islam! We are faithful like you, but you can speak freely, while we cannot. You know that we are forbidden to discuss anything related to politics.

Al-‘Irfān, a Lebanese monthly journal of Islamic inclination also, as another example, wrote much about those events and the reactions to them among Muslims and Arabs.

Two years after the incidents of al-Burāq, Ḥājj Amīn

---

1 Al-Manār, vol.30, no.6, 1929, p.467.
al-Ḥusaynī, the Grand Muftī of Jerusalem and President of the Supreme Muslim Council of Palestine, assisted by some well known Islamic personalities such as Shawkat Ḍālī the leader of the Indian Khilafat Committee, and others, succeeded in holding a General Islamic Congress at Jerusalem in December 1931.¹

The Congress was attended by a large number of non-official delegations from about twenty-two countries,² beside members representing various Muslims groups and associations. The opening date of the Congress was fixed to coincide with the anniversary of al-Isrā' wal-Mi'raj.

By organizing this Congress, Ḥājj Amin hoped to focus international Muslim attention on the Palestinian problem. Several decisions and recommendations were adopted by the participants, such as the establishment of an Islamic University at Jerusalem and an Islamic Land Company to save Arab lands from being sold to Jews. The Congress also declared the sanctity of the al-Aqṣā Mosque and its surroundings, the religious significance of Palestine to the Muslim world, and denounced Zionism and British policy in Palestine.³

It should be noticed that two other conferences of an Islamic persuasion were held before the General Islamic Congress of Jerusalem. In May 1926, a non-official Congress

---

² Najīb Ẓadaqa, Qadiyyat Filastīn, p.159.
³ Abd al-Wahhab al-Kayyali, Palestine: a Modern History, p.166.
was convened at Cairo by a committee of Egyptian 'Ulamā' to investigate the situation of the Caliphate. The second was the "Congress of the Islamic World" held at Mecca in June and July the same year (1926) for the same purpose. This Congress was attended by official delegations from the Governments of Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Turkey and Afghanistan and from authoritative Muslim bodies and associations in other countries.1 But in those two Congresses of 1926, the problem in Palestine was not discussed. This, therefore, gives the Congress of 1931 special significance as far as Palestine is concerned, although its decisions remained "mere ink on paper".

The revolt of the Palestinian Arabs which began in April 1936, signalised a new stage in the development of Arab interest in the problem. Although some Arabs participated in some previous armed activities against the Jews and the Government, such as the Syrian Shaykh 'Izz al-Dīn al-Qassām, who was killed in 1935 as mentioned above2 in a clash with the Government police,3 such involvement was limited. But in the 1936 revolt, hundreds of Arab volunteers rushed to the country from outside. Şuhḥi Yāsīn, a Palestinian who participated in the fighting then, estimates the number of volunteers from Syria at 200; among them were Saʿīd al-ʿAs, Fawzī al-Qāwuqjī, Muḥammad al-Ashmar, and Ḥamad Saʿīd.4

2 See above, p.49.
3 Two Syrians and one Egyptian were killed with al-Qassām. See Şuhḥi Yāsīn, al-Thawra al-ʿArabiyya al-Kubrā fī Filastīn, p.35.
4 Ibid., p.268.
From Iraq he estimates the number at 150,\(^1\) from Transjordan about 250,\(^2\) besides some volunteers from Lebanon, Egypt and Saudi Arabia.\(^3\)

In addition to the fact that the Arabic attitude in this revolt acquired a practical nature, Arab official interest also existed openly, when, on October 11th, 1936, the Arab kings of Saudi Arabia and Iraq with the Emir ‘Abdullah of Transjordan and the Imam of Yemen issued an appeal to the Arabs of Palestine and sent to the President of the Arab Higher Committee requesting an end to the strike and restoration of peace to enable the British Government to fulfil the ends of justice.\(^4\)

In fact, Great Britain, as well as some Zionist leaders, was desirous of an official Arab involvement in Palestine. As for Great Britain, by encouraging the mediation of Arab States, it is obvious that she was working towards shifting the responsibility for this revolt from the hands of the

---

\(^1\) Ibid., p.270.
\(^2\) Ibid., p.266.
\(^3\) Ibid., p.270.
\(^4\) The appeal reads as follows:

We have been deeply pained by the present state of affairs in Palestine. For this reason we have agreed with our brothers the Kings and Emir (‘Abdullah) to call upon you to resolve for peace in order to save further shedding of blood. In doing this, we rely on the good intentions of our friend Great Britain, who has declared that she will do justice. You must be confident that we will continue our efforts to assist you.

See Royal Institute of International Affairs, Great Britain and Palestine, p.96. Also, Najīb Ṣadaqa, Qadiyyat Filastīn, p.189.
Palestinian leadership and putting it in the hands of the Arab rulers who were on good terms with Great Britain.\(^1\)

Of the Zionist Movement, we may cite the following quotation from the *Palestine Diary* written by F.H. Kisch, who worked at the "Palestine Zionism Executive" and was the official spokesman of the Zionist Movement at Jerusalem for eight years (1923-1931):

> It is, and always has been my conviction that the understanding which we have to reach with the Palestinian Arabs will be achieved only by our developing relations with the larger Arab world, that is, with the real leaders who enjoy unquestioned authority in the neighbouring Arab countries.\(^2\)

The Bludan Conference held in Syria in September 1937, marks a further step in the development of Arab interest in the cause. This Conference was attended by 411 members\(^3\) representing several Arab countries. Four main decisions were reached at the Conference among which was the rejection of the partition of Palestine and the demand for the cessation of Jewish immigration to Palestine.\(^4\) Only one year later, a Parliamentary Conference was held in Cairo, (October 1938) where the partition plan was also rejected.\(^5\)

\(^1\) Anis Sayegh, *Palestine and Arab Nationalism*, p.33.
\(^2\) P.361.
\(^3\) The delegates were distributed as follows: 160 from Syria, 65 from Lebanon, 12 from Iraq, 6 from Egypt, 39 from Transjordan, 1 from Saudi Arabia and 128 Palestinian Arabs. See ‘Abd al-Wahhāb al-Kayyālī, *Tārīkh Filastīn al-Ḥadīth*, p.334.
\(^5\) Ibid., 226.
In the same year, the interest of other Arab states in the problem was formally recognized by the British Government, when she sent invitations to the Arab States of Egypt, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Yemen and Transjordan, to send delegates to the "Round Table Conference" to be held in London. Invitations were also sent to the Jewish Agency in Palestine and to the Palestinian Arabs. The Conference failed, and the British proposals as issued in what became known as the 'White Paper' on May 17, 1939, satisfied neither the Arabs nor the Jews.

In March 1945, the Arab League, formed then of seven states, came into being. Since the formulation of this league, the Palestinian problem became the main cause of the Arabs in their contemporary history.

---

1 Royal Institute of International Affairs, Great Britain and Palestine, p.119.
2 Ibid., p.125.
3 The States are: Egypt, Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Transjordan, Saudi Arabia and Yemen.
In this chapter, which deals with the poems written on Palestine during the period between 1917 and 1948, about 250 poems and poetical texts composed by more than one hundred poets from different Arab countries were consulted. The texts and the poets were distributed as follows: from Egypt 42 texts by 17 poets, from Iraq 78 texts by 28 poets, from the Arab Peninsula 14 texts by 9 poets, from Syria 21 texts by 8 poets, from Lebanon 49 texts by 22 poets, from Arab North Africa 15 texts by 8 poets, from the Mahjar (N. and S. America) 30 texts by 12 poets, and from Trans-jordan 3 poems by one poet.

The reasons for giving these figures in detail are two: first, to demonstrate by the figures that this subject had attracted the attention of Arab poets to an unprecedented extent, more than any other problem in their modern history; and second, that in spite of the large number of poems consulted here, we cannot claim that these poems were all that Arab poets composed on Palestine. There were poems we could not obtain, but, at the same time, we may fairly claim that what was available provides a clear picture of the poetical treatment of Palestine by Arab poets during that period.

Before starting our discussion of these compositions, it should be mentioned, moreover, that in the period under discussion, there were several distinguished Arab poets in whose work the problem of Palestine was not mentioned.

Ahmad Shawqi for instance (1869-1932) who in 1927
was crowned as the "Prince of Poets" (أمير الشعراء), did not write a single poem on the Palestine issue. The same applies in the case of Muḥammad Ḥāfīẓ Ibrāhīm (Egypt: 1871-1932). The poetry of those two poets, it must be stressed, was regarded as the most celebrated of the time, not only in Egypt, but all over the Arab world.

Another poet, Muṭrān Khalīl Muṭrān (1870-1949), a Lebanese who lived in Egypt and had established a great reputation in the Arab world, again did not give the Palestinian issue its due importance, although Muṭrān visited Palestine in 1924,¹ and was no doubt quite familiar with the current state of affairs and the problems underlying it. The only reference which can be said to have been directly made by Muṭrān to the problem exists in a poem composed during his above-mentioned visit to the country. After praising the Palestinian Arabs and their generosity the poet addresses Palestine, saying:

من يستبيح والأسال رابعة فإن الشاحب لا تدعو من الأجب

Who could ever dare to seize you while your lions are there on the alert! Foxes dare not approach jungles.

By way of accounting for the position taken by Shawqī and Ḥāfīẓ, it may be argued that they failed to involve themselves in the Palestinian issue because the problem was not familiar to the general Egyptian public until their deaths in 1932.

² Ibid., p. 97.
However, such an argument could easily be refuted by the fact that a large portion of the general public in Egypt had become acquainted with the problem since the Burāq events in 1929. Moreover, prior to those events, some Egyptian poets, e.g. Muḥammad ʿAbd al-Ghanī Ḥasan and ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz ʿAtīq (1906-) had referred to the Palestinian problem in their poetry. In 1928, and on the occasion of a visit to Egypt by a Palestinian educational delegation, the two poets just mentioned took the opportunity to express their sympathetic feelings towards their Palestinian brothers, Ḥasan in a poem entitled  ❭ ❬ نسمة من فلسطين ❭ (A Breeze from Palestine)\(^1\) and ʿAtīq in a poem entitled ❭ ❬ جمعة الهد الفلسطيني ❭ (Greeting of the Palestinian Delegation)\(^2\).

In the poem composed by Muḥammad ʿAbd al-Ghanī Ḥasan, he addresses the dawn breezes, asking them to deliver a message of love and sympathy to the Arabs in Palestine. What can be seen as a more significant feature of this poem is that he asks the breezes to bring back news to him secretly for fear that the authorities might learn of his sympathetic feelings towards Palestine. The poet goes on to say that everything had become subject to censorship and close control, not only with regard to what was said but also to what was wished.

\[
\text{(تحكم الخصم حتى في مساحنا لا بل تحكم حتى في أمانينا)} \]

\(^1\) Diwān Nabʿ al-Ḥayāh, pp.96-97.
\(^2\) Diwān ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz ʿAtīq, pp.143-147.
To go back to the attitude taken by Shawqi and Hafiz, the preceding facts may be taken as an argument to prove that the two poets avoided reference to Palestine not because they were unaware of the problem, but rather because they were reluctant to upset the then authorities who were known for their passive attitudes towards the Palestinian problem. This claim can be supported by a number of facts. In 1925, for example, Isma‘il Siddqi, the then Minister of the Interior, arrested a number of Palestinian Arabs living in Egypt, for no other reason than that they had demonstrated against Lord Balfour, who passed through Cairo on his way to Jerusalem where the Hebrew University was to be inaugurated.¹

Also when Isma‘il Siddqi became the prime-minister in 1930, he ordered the closing down of the al-Shura newspaper, which took a sympathetic line towards the Palestinians Arabs, and whose editor Muḥammad ‘Alī al-Ṭāhir (1894-1974) was Palestinian and an active supporter of the "Wafd Party".² On the other hand, another newspaper Israel, first issued in 1920 by Albert Mūṣirī, which, as can be gathered from its name, advocated the viewpoints of the Zionist Movement, was allowed to continue its appearance.³

It should also be noted that, during the Burāq events, the Egyptian Government under Muḥammad Maḥmūd, the then

¹ ‘Awāṭif ‘Abd al-Raḥmān, Miṣr wa-Filastīn, p.110
² For more details about Muḥammad ‘Alī al-Ṭāhir’s activities, see the article written by Khayriyya Qāsimiyya, published in Shu‘ūn Filastīniyya, no.39, November 1974, pp.150-163.
³ ‘Awāṭif ‘Abd al-Raḥmān, op. cit., p.110
prime-minister, did not take a positive attitude towards politically active Palestinians living in Egypt. The Siyāsa newspaper, which represented the views of the government at that time, used to threaten the Palestinian activists living in Egypt with deportation, accusing them of arousing agitation among the Egyptian public.\(^1\)

All these factors may help form an idea about the factors behind Shawqi's and Ḥāfiẓ's avoidance of making any mention of the subject of Palestine. Of Muṭrān Khalīl Muṭrān, the same factors probably provide some explanation of his negligence of the subject, but only for the period preceding the mid-thirties when the official Egyptian attitudes towards the Palestine problem was not sympathetic. After Egypt changed her policy in the late thirties and joined the Arab bloc in this respect, such barriers which might have made the poet reluctant to upset the authorities had been removed completely and, therefore, it is not easy to understand why Muṭrān continued the same attitude up to his death in 1949.

The passiveness of those poets Shawqi, Ḥāfiẓ, and Muṭrān seems to have been deeply felt by some contemporary Palestinian poets, such as Ibrāhīm Ṭūqān who expressed his regret at the fact that these poets failed to add their voices to those of others in defence of the Palestinian cause. In غضب الى شعراء مصر (A Reproach to the Poets of Egypt)\(^2\) he blames them for disregarding the

---

1 Ibid.
2 Dīwān Ibrāhīm Ṭūqān, pp.188-189
miseries of his country, while they were moved by matters far removed from their immediate problems, saying:

How many a country with which you have neither ties of neighbourhood nor brotherhood move you deeply!
Our cause does not affect Shawqī, though he was deeply moved by the Romans when he saw Rome.
Our cause does not affect Ḥāfīz. Only Japan can do that!
Alas Palestine, Mutrān has nothing to do with you, but only with Nero!

Jamīl Ṣidqī al-Zahāwī (Iraq: 1862-1936) for his part, did not write a single poem in which the problem of Palestine was treated as the main subject. The only mention he made of this topic came in a single verse whereby way of surveying East-West relations, he stated that all Arabs feel angry with Balfour because of the harm he caused them by issuing his famous declaration.²

Another Iraqi poet, Maʿrūf al-Raṣāfī (1875-1945), a contemporary of al-Zahāwī, composed a poem in 1920 entitled إلى هيربرت سميث (To Herbert Samuel)³ on the

---

1 Ṭūqān refers in these verses to the following poems composed respectively by Shawqī, Ḥāfīz and Mutrān: زلزال سينما، روما and والشرقي. pp.468-469.
2 Diwan Jamīl Ṣidqī al-Zahāwī, the poem entitled الغرب والشرق, pp.327-331.
arrival of Sir Herbert Samuel in Palestine as the High Commissioner of the British Mandate. Al-Rasāfī recited the poem at a party held by the Mayor of Jerusalem, Rāghib al-Nashāshibī, in honour of Sir Herbert. The poem, as well as the poet, were severely criticized in the Arab press in Palestine, which is said to have forced the poet to leave Palestine subsequently. ¹

However, it seems that the criticism which al-Rasāfī’s poem faced was not wholly justifiable. The opening verses of the poem praise Sir Herbert Samuel and another guest, Yahūda, for their acknowledgement of the role the Arabs had played in world civilization. The poet then moves to explain to the High Commissioner that the Arabs in modern times have been deeply oppressed, and by no means, the poet says, can they endure such oppression.

In fact al-Rasāfī warns the High Commissioner gently that if he wants to win the Arabs onto his side, then he should not force them to accept injustice:

\[
\text{من سامنا قسرا على الضيم يلقنا، صاعبلا نعتني المقدة بالقصر}
\]

Anyone who treats us unjustly will find that we are stubborn and cannot be ruled by force.

The verses that aroused the storm of anger against the poet are those concerning the Jews. But it should be fairly said that al-Rasāfī in those verses defends the Arabs against the accusation of being hostile to the Jews. At

¹ ‘Ābd al-Rahmān Yāghī, Ḥayāt al-Adab al-Filastīnī al-Ḥadīth, p.184.
the same time, he expresses clearly Palestinian fears that they would be evacuated from the country if Britain maintained her declared policy regarding Palestine and the Jews:

We are not hostile to the Israelites as some accuse us, neither secretly nor publicly. How can we be while they are our paternal uncles, and while the "Banū Fihr"* are related to Ishmael. But evacuation is what we fear, and to be ruled by force is what we try to avoid.

Al-Rasāfī’s poem was ordered by a government official at Jerusalem to be published in al-Karmil newspaper. Najīb Naṣṣār, the editor of al-Karmil, seems to have preferred not to publish the poem before it had been refuted by another poet. He therefore presented the poem to Wādi' al-Bustānī whom he thought was qualified for that task. However, neither al-Rasāfī’s nor al-Bustānī’s poem appeared in al-Karmil, but were published in the Syrian newspaper Alīf Bā‘.¹

In his reply to al-Rasāfī’s poem, al-Bustānī points out that the former, though talented in composing love poetry, was not equally qualified to compose on political affairs. He also adds that the Palestinians were not suspicious of the local Jews (those who were originally

¹ 'Abd al-Rahmān Yāghī, op. cit., p.183.
* Banū Fihr: Quraysh, one of the Arab tribes in Mekka in ancient times.
living in Palestine), but rather of those who were flowing into the country from abroad.

أجل، عابر الأردن كان ابن عنا، ولكننا نرتاب في عابر البحر

Indeed! that one who crossed the Jordan River was our cousin, but, we suspect the one who is coming now across the sea.

As far as we know, al-Rasafl's poem which we have just discussed is the only one composed by the poet on the subject of Palestine.

A close study of the poetry produced in the period under discussion reveals that, when composing on Palestine, Arab poets were motivated by two major tendencies; religious and nationalistic, as we mentioned earlier.

The religious tendency influenced those poems reflecting their authors' strong religious enthusiasm through which they aimed at stressing the importance of the religious bonds connecting them with their brethren in Palestine. Such poems tend to show that the nature of the struggle between the conflicting parties is a conflict based in the first place on religious factors. Besides, poetry in this category stresses the great religious significance of Palestine, whether from the point of view of Muslims or Christians. Support for Palestine according to this view

---

1 By "عابر الأردن" the poet is referring to the Jews who crossed the Jordan River with Joshua after Moses death, and by "عابر البحر" he refers to the European Jews who flooded the country after the Balfour Declaration was issued (1917).
was regarded as a religious duty, and participation in defending it was considered as Jihad (Holy War) for the sake of Islam.

As regards poems characterized by nationalistic tendencies, authors of such works stressed the fact that Palestine was part of the Arab world, and that the struggle going on there was between the Arabs on the one hand and Zionism and Imperialism on the other. Aggression towards Palestine was seen by such poets as action aimed at keeping the Arabs weak and divided. Poems of this category also stressed the idea that in losing Palestine to the Jews, Arab hopes of unity would dissolve into fantasy.

It should be noted, however, that what has been said above need not imply that the two tendencies which are the subject of our discussion in the following pages were kept completely separate, either within the poetry of one and the same poet, or even in the same poem.

Religiously Orientated Poetry.

The role played by religion in attracting the poets’ attention towards Palestine may be easily comprehended when the large number of poems characterized by this trait are considered, and the extent to which poets were enthusiastic towards that country is taken into account.

It may be worth our while here to mention that the great extent of the role played by religion in respect of our subject can be further illustrated by the fact that even a non-Arab Muslim poet, the well-known Indian poet and philosopher Sir Muḥammad Iqbal (1875-1938), makes special
mention of the Palestine problem in a number of poems. These poems reflect his sympathy, and voice the feeling of an individual Muslim related to the Palestinian Arabs through bonds of religion.

In a poem entitled "Greater Syria and Palestine," Iqbal argues that if the Jews claim rights over Palestine, then the Arabs according to this logic have the right to claim sovereignty over Spain.

In another poem, "The Palestinian Arabs," he stresses the belief that Europe was not qualified to find a solution to the problem of Palestine, because Europe, the poet believes, was greatly influenced by the Jews.

Once more, in "Europe and the Jews," the diwan was translated into Arabic by 'Abd al-Rahman 'Azzam in 1953.

---

1 Diwan Darb-i-Kalim, p.159.
The diwan was translated into Arabic by 'Abd al-Rahman 'Azzam in 1953.
2 Ibid., p.163.
3 Ibid., p.141.

* If the Jews are the rightful owners of the land of Palestine, so, by the same standard, why may not Arab claim rights over Spain?

** A remedy (for the problem) is not to be found in Geneva or in London, because the juglar vein of Europe is in the hands of the Jews.
Iqbal goes on to accuse Europe of being dominated by the influence of the Jews, stating that European civilization was on the brink of death.

As we mentioned earlier, Arab poets paid great attention to the religious status of Palestine and its significance to both Muslims and Christians. As for its religious significance to the Jews, it is natural why that was ignored by these poets. Many terms such as ميد المسجد (The First of the two Qiblas), ميد النبي (The Prophets’ Home), ميد النبوة (Cradle of Jesus), ميد العدل والنبيه (The Land of Holiness and Prophecy), ثالث الحواص (The Third Holy Place) etc., became formulae repeated in many poems and by all poets whether Christians or Muslims.

Besides, the danger surrounding Palestine was seen by the poets as a threat to all Holy Places there. Therefore, Muslims and Christians in the Arab world were all ready to sacrifice themselves for a country which had gained great significance by being the place where Jesus was born, and to which Muhammad travelled in the night of al-Isra', as a Muslim poet points out.¹

¹ Sulaymān Zāhir in a poem entitled وقعة على شلال عين أبي زاد (1937), Diwan al-Filaṣṭīniyyāt, pp.21-25, in which he says:

This short-lived civilization is in a dying state. It may well be the Jews who will become keepers of the Christian Church.
Similarly, when a Christian poet, Bishāra 'Abdullah al-Khūrī, known as al-Akhtal al-Saghir (Lebanon: 1884–1968) pictures Palestine in *A Salute to Palestine* (1942), he does this by portraying "Mecca Kissing Nazareth". What he means by this is easily understood.

On the grounds of this religious significance, an Egyptian poet, Maḥmūd Muḥammad Sādiq addresses the Pope in a poem written in 1947, complaining of the sufferings that overwhelmed the Christians as well the Muslims in Palestine. What makes these sufferings more painful, the poet says, is the fact that the West, which is Christian, is aiding the Jews and encouraging them to usurp Christ’s Home. The poet then points out that the Arabs proved to be the honest guardians of this home. They even consider Jesus as theirs:

Let Christ’s Home live at ease and in peace! Thus Jesus is ours. Of this home we have been the guards from times of old. Consult the Qur’ān and you will find its verses about it.

It has been a tradition among Muslim poets to compose poems celebrating religious events connected to the biography of the Prophet, Muḥammad, such as the *al-Isrā’*

---

1 *Dīwān al-Hawā wal-Shabāb*, pp.163-164.
3 Ibid.
wal-Mi‘rāj event, the Prophet’s birthday, al-Hijra (the emigration of Muḥammad from Mecca to Medina in 622 A.D.), etc.

After the problem in Palestine began to impose itself on Arab public interest, many poets began to include this cause in poems composed originally for religious occasions. Furthermore, Sa‘d al-Dīn al-Jīzāwī attributes the large quantity of poems composed by the Egyptian poets during the thirties and forties, on the occasion of al-Isrā’ wal-Mi‘rāj to the Palestinian problem, because of the close relation between the two subjects. What was noted on this matter by al-Jīzāwī, corresponds greatly to the emergence of many poems composed by other Arab poets for that occasion as well as other religious festivals.

On the arrival of Ramaḍān in 1937, Muḥammad al-‘Īd al-Khalīfa (Algeria: 1904- ) composed a poem in which he discussed the benefit of Islam to mankind. In the poem, al-Khalīfa expresses his deep grief at seeing Arab countries overwhelmed by disaster and hardship, among which the hardship in Palestine constitute a major part of the poet’s grief:

In weeping Jerusalem atrocities continue; misfortunes and obsequies have overwhelmed us. Oh (blessed) month! when will it happen that our distress may come to an end, and our glorious past is resurrected?

---

1 Al-‘Amil al-Dīnī fil-Shi‘r al-Miġrī al-Ḥadīth, p.296.
On another religious occasion, 'Id al-Fitr after Ramadān in 1933, a Christian poet, Rashīd Salīm al-Khūrī, known as al-Shā'īr al-Qarawī, (S. America: 1887- ) composed two poems. In both he disapproves of the exchange of congratulations by Arabs on such occasions. The reasons that underlie this attitude by the poet are expressed in the following verses:

To me, the apples of this feast are nothing but embers, even if they are picked from the Garden of Paradise.
The softness of flowers I feel thorny, and their fragrance to me is stinking. could I be pleased while Muḥammad is dying of fury, and Jesus is dying of grief! Damn you! a nation has become obsequious and an object of ridicule to all other nations; I do not belong to you nor do you belong to me! You congratulate me when you are ceding away my land and my honour to the Jews! Away with you!

On the anniversary of the Prophet Muḥammad's birth in 1355 A.H. / 1936 A.D., celebrations in al-Najaf* were held in the Ḥaydarī Mosque, where speeches and poems were delivered. Among them was a poem composed and recited by the Iraqi poet Muḥammad Ṭārāqūbī (1895-1968), entitled فلسطين المستغفرة (Palestine Calling for Help).  

---

1 See Dīwān al-Aʿāqīr, p.253 and p.108.
2 Ibid., p.253.
* A Shiite cultural centre in central Iraq.
Al- Ya‘qūbī in the poem shows deep grief for Palestine, and calls upon Muslims to increase their help to their Palestinian brethren.

More than any other Islamic occasion, the anniversary of al-Isrā’ wal Mi‘rāj acted as we have mentioned— as a motive for some Arab poets to fuse the two subjects into one theme. Sulaymān Zāhir (Lebanon: 1873-1960), for instance, in ذكري المعراج (Memory of al-Mi‘rāj) (1931), recalls the Prophet’s journey to Jerusalem in order to remind the members of the General Islamic Congress that they were holding sessions on a "Blessed Night" and in a "Blessed Place". This, therefore, requires that the actions to be taken for the rescue of Palestine, should rise to equal the significance of that religious event.

Another poet from Egypt, Muḥammad al-Sanūsī Muqallid acknowledges in a poem written in 1936, that al-Isrā’ Night arouses feelings of sadness in him, because it reminds him of "Palestine and its noble people who reached the ideal in self sacrifice".

On this point also, two poems by an Iraqi poet, Muḥammad al-Ḥāshimī al-Baghdādī (1898- ) may be considered. The first بحث آخر دار رأي (Seek Another Homeland) was delivered by the poet at a celebration party held by the "Islamic Right-Guidance Society" in Baghdād on the al-Isrā’ anniversary

2 Sa‘d al-Dīn al-Jīzāwī, al-‘Āmil al-Dīnī..., p.296.
3 Diwān al-Baghdādī, pp.375-376.
in 1936. In this poem al-Baghdādī recalls the Prophet’s journey to Heaven, in order to remind his audience of the hardships of Palestine. In the second one entitled وحي الإسراء (Inspiration from al-Isrā’) (1947), he also reviews the Prophet’s night journey to Jerusalem. Finishing this, he shifts to attacking the Jews severely by surveying their history since ancient times. The image by which he presents them is stereotyped, such as was commonly portrayed by Arab poets during the period preceding 1948.

Fear and anxiety over the future of Palestine as an Arab country is a noticeable feature in poetry written on Palestine until 1948. This fear can be easily seen spreading through many poems, showing itself in several ways among which the recollection of the Muslim departure from Spain was often present.

Concerning this point, it may be said that poets who recall the Muslims’ experiences in Spain, comparing them to the current state of affairs in Palestine, stress the point that Palestine might be lost due to Arab lack of vigilance regarding what was going on there.

As early as 1929, Muḥammad Mahdī al-Jawāhirī (Iraq: 1900- ) expressed this fear in a poem entitled فلسطين الدامية (Bleeding Palestine), composed following the Burāq events, in which he draws an analogy between Palestine and "Andalus" (Spain). This analogy, as can be seen from the

---

1 Ibid., pp.365-369
poem, seems to have been activated by the state of inertia exhibited by the Arabs which was similar to that of the Muslims in Spain:

The wounds of Palestine have overflowed, recalling a wound in Andalus that has not healed. The then dreamy Muslims gnashed their teeth regretfully when they awoke. Like Andalus the Muslims will lose Palestine, and even make the Ka'ba and al-Haram follow.

This idea in al-Jawāhiri's poem is seen embodied in many poems by other Arab poets whether from Iraq or elsewhere. It was also embodied in several poems written by Palestinians as we mentioned in Chapter II. However, further discussion or quotations from such poems do not add much to what we have said, since the poets' approachment to the idea differs only in the way of wording it.¹

¹ Ali al-Jārim (Egypt: 1881-1949), for instance, phrased it as follows:

قليبي في نفسي موعي كلمة خطرت ذكرى فلسطين خلقت وفتح
لقد أعاد بها التاريخ أندلس أخرى وطاف بها للشر طفان

(Dīwān al-Jārim; vol.4, p.181.)

By Muḥammad ‘Alī al-Ya‘qūbī it was phrased as:

وعهد أندلس وكل دينها لم تندمل
حيث الخربة قوضت فيها وسُدوها ضامل

(Dīwān al-Ya‘qūbī; vol.1, p.16.)

And in another poem, the same poet worded it as:

هذي فلسطين أضحت مثل اندلس فهل، وإن شئت لا تسأل عن الخبر

(Ibid., p.18.)
When tracing religious elements in the poetry dealing with Palestine, it can easily be observed that the name of early Arab Muslim heroes, such as Khālid b. al-Walīd, Saladin etc., occur fairly frequently. This may be explained by the fact that those names are found by the poets to be valuable sources of inspiration in that they may kindle the flames of courage, confidence and enthusiasm in the hearts of their fellow-countrymen. They are used as a reminder of the glorious past of their forefathers and their creditable achievements, at a time when such feelings were most needed so that the Palestinian cause might be properly defended.

According to this view, the Egyptian poet Aḥmad Muḥarram (1871-1945) addressed the members of the Parliamentary Congress, which was held in Cairo in 1938, confessing to them that the state of affairs regarding Palestine in that period was in great need of resolution by a hero like Khālid b. al-Walīd. He, therefore, was consumed with longing to see among the Arabs of the present another Khālid:

Another Iraqi poet ‘Alī Ḥusayn al-Ṣaghīr (1914- ) says:

يا أمة قد فرقتها شيعة
واليوم يجري في فلسطين السلب
صالب جرطيها ونوب
بالأمس منها سليت أندلس
(Filastīn fil-Shiʿr al-Najāfī al-Muʿāsir, p.234.)

And so, a Jordanian poet, Muṣṭafā Wahbī al-Tall (1897-1949) addresses King ‘Abdullah of Transjordan and reminds him of the lesson the Muslims should have learned from what happened to them in Spain, saying:

يا ابن النبي ألم عن أهل أندلس
تأتيك دارعة تريبي حكايانا
(Dīwān ‘Ashiyyāt Wādī al-Yābīs, p.209.)
O sons of Ya'rub, let me see Khalid among you, inciting the armies to fight! Anyone of you could be him; and do not let anyone say the glorious past is gone; it will never go.

If Aḥmad Muḥarram found in Khālid b. al-Walīd, an appropriate hero for this theme, a Lebanese Christian poet, Mārūn ʿAbbūd (1886-1962) finds that many Arab Muslim figures should be mentioned when speaking on such topics. Therefore, when he considered what was happening in Palestine during the mid-twenties in a poem entitled الحركة الفلسطينية الأولى (The First Palestinian Movement) (1925), he specified many distinguished personalities such as ʿUmar b. al-Khaṭṭāb, ʿAbd al-Rahmān al-Dākhil, Hārūn al-Rashīd and Saladin.

Furthermore, some poets even went so far as to refer to non-Arab heroes of ancient times as examples which might be emulated by modern Arabs. For instance, Maḥbūb al-Khūrī al-Shartūnī (S. America: 1885-1931) in an early poem دمعة على العرب (A Tear-drop over the Arabs) (1920), when speaking about the Zionist threat to Palestine and the Jewish immigration there, threatens the Jews that the Arab nation is capable of giving birth to a hero who would follow

---

1 The poem entitled من أجل فلسطين, Saʿd al-Dīn al-Jīzāwī, al-ʿAmlī al-Dīnī ..., p.327.
3 Diwan al-Shartūnī, p.82-88.
the example of Titus, the Roman leader who drove the Jews away from Palestine:

\[
\text{للسف يخرج من معد طيطس الدور موري خيلة ولهام}
\]

From among the Ma'addites, a Titus will be born whose horses will trample down houses and heads.

Among the heroes frequently referred to by Arab poets, special mention needs to be made of the great Muslim hero Saladin (Ṣalāḥ al-Dīn), since he is referred to far more than others.¹ This is clearly explained by the fact that Saladin's reputation derives from a splendid victory he won over the Crusaders in the battle of Hiṣṭīn (1187 A.D.), and it was he who recovered Jerusalem from them. Saladin, therefore was seen as the most prominent hero to be associated with Palestine and the attempts to protect it from the "new Crusaders".

By some poets, Saladin is called upon to rise from his grave in order to rescue the country he had rescued once before, and to teach the "new Crusaders" another lesson similar to that of the past, as al-Shā‘īr al-Qarawī (Rashīd Salīm al-Khūrī) did in وعد بلغ الفجر (The Balfour Declaration) (1929),² in which he says:

---

¹ Concerning the references to Saladin by modern Arab poets, see the article written by Ṣāliḥ Jawād al-Ṭu‘ma "Ṣalāḥ al-Dīn al-Ayyūbī fil-Shiʿr al-ʿArabī al-Muʿāṣir", al-Adāb, no.11, (November) 1970, pp.17-22, 73-78.

² Diwan al-Aʿāṣir, pp.68-77.

* Ma'add: a collective name for certain Arab tribes, in the traditional usage for those of north Arabian origin in contrast to the Yemen tribes.
Saladin! Your people are calling upon you to rise from the dead; your chivalry would not allow you to sleep while they are on the alert. The Crusaders have forgotten the lesson they received at your hands; so come back and remind them.

Or as another Mahjari poet, Jūrj Saydah (1893-1978) did in a poem entitled جهاد فلسطين (The Jihad of Palestine) (1938), in which he expresses deep sadness since he failed to see among the present Arabs a sword similar to that of Saladin's, when it was badly needed for the rescue of Palestine:

قأيِن سيف صلاح الدين يردُّهم، أما له خلف في العرب كلهم

Similarly, an Iraqi poet, ‘Abd al-Qādir Rashīd al-Nāṣirī (1920-1963), seeing that the "disasters have been rushing madly upon the Holy Land", dreams of a second Saladin who could drive away the enemies and put an end to those disasters.

Another aim behind such references to Saladin seems to have been to warn the pro-Zionist western powers that the punishment the Crusaders had received at the hand of Saladin could very well be inflicted upon those pro-Zionist

---


2 تكالب الكوارث والنزاعات على وطن البنوة والمعاد شباب العرب هل فيكم صلاح،

Dīwān al-Nāṣirī, p.48.
states. According to this idea, Sulaymān Zāhir, for example, seized the occasion of the Bludan Conference to address the west, represented in Great Britain, which sided with the Jews against the Arabs, by saying:

وَقَالَ لِبَنِي السَّكُّسُونَ لَا تَطَمُّوا بَنَا طَرَائِدَ الْهَيْلِ وَابْنِ عَمَّانَ الْغَادِيِّ

Tell the Saxons not to fill those who were expelled by the Prophets: Tāhā,* Moses and the Redeemer with greed for (our land).

Then the poet links the Modern and Medieval West, by expressing firm confidence that the failure which faced them in the past at the hands of Saladin would face them in the present:

وَمِن هُنَّ أُهْلُ الْيَمِينِ مَكَّةُ بَارْعَانَ فَحَلَّوْنَ الْيَمِينَ مَكَّةَ بَارْعَانَ وَفَتَرُوا حَمَاها بِمَدَنِّ حُشْبَشَةٍ وَأَجْحَادُ

Those who, in the past, scoffed at the lightning coming from your marching troops; those who saved the country when your armies covered all its highlands and lowland; and those whose Saladin drove you back like a camel-herdsman driving back a runaway she-camel, will not be scared of the thunder coming from you now.

To the same effect, Abū al-Faḍl al-Walīd (1889-1941), in al-Masūmiyya (The Song of Jerusalem) asks Jerusalem to remind the West of what had happened to their armies when they invaded the country, filled with hopes and

1 Dīwān al-Filastīniyyāt, p.24.
2 Ibid.
* Tāhā : the Prophet Muḥammad.
aspirations, but gaining death and failure. ¹

As we mentioned earlier, the call for a *Jihād* to defend Palestine against Zionist plans, represents a distinguishable trait of the poems reflecting a religious orientation. When we trace this element in the poetry written during that stage of the conflict, we find that it emerged after the Burāq events in 1929. In fact, those events indicate the close attention paid by Arab poets to that country. Although the years preceding 1929 had witnessed some active opposition from the Palestinian Arabs towards Mandate policy, demonstrated by riots, demonstrations, protests and clashes between Arabs and Jews, all those happenings failed to attract great attention among Arab poets, whereas the Burāq events did.

In regard to this idea which became voiced loudly by the poets, a rallying song written by an Egyptian poet, Abū al-Wafā Mahmūd Ramzī Naṣīm entitled *Fi ḥiṣn al-islām* (For the Sake of Islam) (1929), ² represents an early poetical call for a *Jihād* for Palestine. Naṣīm, in the song, blames the Muslims, who, as he accuses them, seem unaware of the dangers besetting Palestine. Therefore he warns them that their properties are seriously threatened by the Jews, and calls upon them to sacrifice themselves for

---
¹ The lines concerned go as follows:

\[
\text{يذكرى العلامة عبد الناصر مظلوم وهم كررت ولا أسررت نجواك هام العلامة فخروا من صرخات}
\]

*Dīwān Abū al- Faqīl al-Walīd, p. 94.*

the sake of Islam and Palestine which, according to him, represent the same.¹

During the thirties and forties, this theme became the dominant one, especially after the news of the Palestinian Arab revolt in 1936 began to reach other Arab countries. That revolt, as many poems show, moved Arab poets deeply, even in far away Arab countries, and made them speak more about the Jihad for Palestine. Saqr al-Shabib (1896-1963) for example, a poet from Kuwait, which at that time was still a backward country culturally and politically, expresses in more than one poem his deep sorrow at being blind and unable to participate physically in a Jihad. In (Disunity is Loss) (1938)² he says:

The verses concerned are:

لا تخالوا الراح
ليست للناس إلى القلب سبيل
ندعوا الأحزان ما تشتهي
صدمت عن حظبها نفس العليل
قد عوها في أسها تنتهي
أيتها الجهاد شرقت قد راح
فلكم مباح
في هدي الإسلام
قدسا الأرواح
نزل الهيل ببيت المقدس
وشي الشرفي تلك الروح
وانتينا كلنا بالخرس
واقفنا بنواح ومسرع

¹ The verses concerned are:

² Diwān Saqr al-Shabib, pp.105-108.
I wish—at the cost of having my nose cut off—that I was endowed with eyesight, able to hold a sword or a spear; then I could fight the oppressors and join those for whom Palestine has become their deep concern. Thus, words—even by man excused by God—if not supported with actions, cannot be convincing. I believe that a man is one who does not retreat in the time of Jihād, who does not keep his sword sheathed through cowardice.

Al-Shabīb again expresses the same wish in another poem entitled أو يشفي من الكلام التكمام (Do Words heal Wounds?) (1940), and states that he who can fight for Palestine and refrain from so doing is a sinful person:

Would I were not blind, then, a sword in my hand would fight well. Had I been able to fulfil the duty of Jihād for you and abstained, then I would have been committing a sin. To die as a martyr, or, if not, to live feared by the oppressors and mean people, is all I want.

While Ṣaqr al-Shabīb was sad because his blindness prevented him from practical Jihād, some Algerian poets were embittered by being unable to join the fight in Palestine, because circumstances in their country, which was under French control, prevented them from doing so. Muḥammad Juraydī for instance, addresses Palestine, apologizing for his non-appearance in the fight by saying:

1 Ibid., pp.406-407.
O Palestine! I, unlike an obedient son, have disobeyed you. Am I forgiven (this sin)?
I am fully aware that my absence from defending you is a serious crime; but, how could I come to you while the oppressors bar the way?

The above idea came also in some other poems by Algerian poets, such as 'Ali al-Zawwāq and al-Rabī' Bū Shāma.

Regarding the call for Jihad, we now turn to consider in some detail a widely celebrated poem, by 'Ali Mahmūd Tāhā (Egypt: 1901-1949) entitled نداء القداء أو أنشودة الجهاد في تحرير فلسطين (Call for Self-Sacrifice or the Song of Jihad for Liberating Palestine). The poem was written before the armies of several Arab countries were about to enter Palestine in the 1948 War. It is worth mentioning here:

---

1 Şāliḥ Kharfī, al-Jaza’ir wal-Ąșāla al-Thawriyya, p.51.
3 See Muhammad al-Tammār, Tārikh al-Adab al-Jaza’iri, p.305.
5 In 'Ali Mahmūd Tāhā's Diwan, published by Dār al-‘Awda (Beirut, 1972), the poem seems to have been inattentively dropped.
Our reference regarding the poem, therefore, is the poet's Diwan as published by Dār al-Yaqqa al-‘Arabiyya lil-Ta’ilīf wal-Tarjama wal-Nashr (Damascus, 1962).
The poem, however, was published in the Lebanese periodical al-‘İrfān in December 1947 (vol.34, p.162) consisting 12 verses only, whereas it consists 20 verses as came in the above Diwan.
that this poem was set to music and sung by Muhammad ‘Abd al-Wahhāb (Egypt), one of the most famous Arab singers and musicians of the time. Being a highly moving and patriotic song-poem, it soon gained wide-spread publicity throughout the Arab world.

In the poem, eight of the twenty verses are initiated by the word أختي (brother), which is commonly used by Arabs when addressing one another in their everyday conversation. It seems that the poet’s aim in repeating that word so many times is to invoke the strong unifying concept underlying it which was already established among the Arabs.

At the start of his poem, the poet points out that the oppressors (i.e. the Zionists) had exceeded all limits in their persecution of the Arabs in Palestine. He therefore sees Jihad as inevitable:

أخي جاور الظلمون الحدفي حقيق الجهاد وحق الفدا

Brother! the oppressors have overstepped all bounds, so Jihad has become obligatory and self-sacrifice necessary.

Then the poet poses the following question to his hearers:

أنتِوههم يغصون العوودية
مجد الأمة والسوداء
ليسوا بغير صلبل السيف
Should we let them deprive Arabism of pride and nobility?
Nothing will make them answer our calls for justice but the clash of swords.

And since the poet is speaking as an Arab to Arabs, who feel as he does, and is aware of their answer to the question, he calls upon them to:
Unsheathe your swords; the time of sheathing it is still too far hence.

In another verse, the poet goes on to justify his call for *jihād* on the grounds that Jerusalem, the Holy City, was in a critical situation:

أَخِي إِنّ فِي الْقَدِسَ أَخْتَا لَنَا أَعْدَّ لَهَا الْذَّابِحُونَ الْمُدُّى

Brother! the enemies are sharpening their knives to slay our sister, Jerusalem.

Tāhā makes it clear that both Christianity and Islam were threatened by the Jews. It is therefore natural that Muslims and Christians fight side by side for their common cause.

لنحِي الكَنيَّةُ وَالسَّجَدَاءِ يُسَوءُ الشَهِيدُ عَلَى أَرْضِهَا

Brother! hurry to the *qibla* of East and West to protect Church and Mosque. There, Jesus, the martyr—through the army of his adherents—is embracing Ahmad.*

The poet then states, in the form of a will applying to those fighters who would be killed in the battlefield, that when one falls another should continue the fight and keep the cause alive.

أَخِي إِن جَرَى فِي شَرَهَا دِمٌ وَنَادِى الحَمَامَ وَجَنَّ الحَسَامَ فَفَتَّىُ عَلَى مَهِيْةِ حَسَامٍ وَخَذَ رَياْةَ الحقّ مِن قَضِيَّةٍ دَعا بَاسِمًا الْهَادِيَ وَاسْتَشِهَدا

* One of the names attributed to the Prophet Muhammad.
Brother! if fighting flares up and swords are crazed with killing; if her soil runs with my blood and my hand grasps tightly some pebbles of that soil; if I am dead, find me; I, a noble soul who refused to be trampled upon by the enemies. Receive the banner of justice from a hand proven in battles and self-sacrifice, and bid the kiss of the last farewell to that martyr, who before dying invoked God for her (Palestine's) safety and passed away.

To end his poem, 'Alī Maḥmūd Ṭāhā stresses the determination of the Arabs to defend Palestine, and make it their ultimate aim either to live or to die for it:

فلسطين يفدى حماك الشباب وحَلّ الهدفي والخَتَنُدِي
فلسطين تحبَّك بَما الصدور إلَّا الحياة وإلَّا الرَّدِي

Palestine, for you our youths will sacrifice themselves! You and they are sublime. Palestine, with our heart's blood you will be protected, since our aim is either to die or live in dignity!

By way of concluding our discussion to the idea of a Jihād for Palestine, and before we turn to discuss the national factors in the poetry of that period, it should be mentioned that focusing on this theme was not confined to Muslim poets only; Arab Christian poets as well, used the term Jihād frequently and according in its Islamic sense, as can be seen in many poems by al-Akhtal al-Saghir (Bishāra 'Abdullāh al-Khūrī), al-Shā’ir al-Qarawī (Rahṣīd Salīm al-Khūrī), Ilyās Farḥāt and others.

The National Factor.

Whereas in religious terms poets considered the Zionist threat against Palestine as a threat to their religion in
the first place, as we have seen, other poets, or even
the same religiously orientated ones, stressed in other
poems, the point that the Zionist danger in Palestine
threatened the Arabs as a nation and their aspirations for
revival and unity.

Likewise, poems of religious inclination linked the
Jewish present threat to Palestine with Muslim wars in the
past (i.e. the Crusaders), while poetry of national in-
nclination stressed the firm relation between the Zionists
and the West, especially Great Britain, classifying the
two under one category, namely that of Imperialism.

Furthermore, as religion was the main factor in
attracting a large number of Arab poets to write on
Palestine, national feeling also played a motivating role
among them, and made the subject of Palestine flow from
their lips. To those poets, Arabism was regarded as an
ideal which bonds and unifies the Arabs throughout their
countries, or, as phrased by the Sudanese poet, Ja'far
Hāmid al-Bashīr, is "the Arabs' mother"; and since
every mother has rights over her children, Arabism in this
respect "has her rights over her children, the Arabs".

So when this poet considered the Palestinian Arabs during
the events of 1948, he found in the idea of Arabism a
strong incentive to express his deep concern about what was
happening there.

1 'Abd al-Majīd 'Ābdīn, Dirāsāt Sūdāniyya, p.148.
By another poet, this time from Yemen, Muḥammad Maḥmūd al-Zubayrī (1909-1965), Arabism is seen as a body; if one of its organs is in pain, other organs would be in pain simultaneously.

It is obvious here that al-Zubayrī is adopting the same concept of Muslim society as defined in the following "Prophetic Ḥadīth":

You see the believers in their mercy towards one another and expression of love and kindness among themselves, resembling one body, so that, if any part of the body is not well, then the whole body shares the sleeplessness (insomnia) and fever for it.

Following this concept, al-Zubayrī wrote في سبيل فلسطين (For the Sake of Palestine)(1940), after Great Britain published the "White Paper" of 1939, in which he stresses the view that what happens in Palestine affects all Arabs with no exception.

Arab Christian poets, on their part, expressed their adherence to the idea of Arabism frequently and enthusiastically, to such an extent that Marūn ʿAbbūd (1886-1962), a Lebanese Christian entitled one of his poems composed in

1 Diwan al-Zubayrī, p.261.
2 Ṣahīḥ al-Bukhārī, Kitāb al-Adab, Ḥadīth no.27.
1926 "Muḥammad Mārūn". This title, by itself, makes more explanation regarding the poem unnecessary. In another poem composed in 1933, the same poet says:

I am an Arab even before Christ and Tāhā came. And likewise I am going to die.

Another Lebanese poet and clergyman, Yūḥanna Ṭannūs in a poem called لب يرِح يعرب! (O Soul of Ya‘rub!) (1933) expresses extreme enthusiasm for Arabism by addressing Muslims thus:

O Muslims! do not be astonished at seeing my ecstasy (for Arabism), hence, I am a genuine Arab.

Al-Qarawī, for his part, describes himself as the "Singer of Arabism" (صَدِّاقَة الحِرِيَّة), one who is fond of talking about Arabism, and devoting most of his poems to recalling its past glory.

Through the poets' concentration on the danger besieging Palestine, they were voicing the belief that this danger was decisive and vital. It even could put an end to the whole idea of Arab nationalism, as 'Alī al-Jārim (Egypt:

2 Ibid.
3 Ibid., p.284.
1881-1949) says in his poem فلسطين (Palestine) (1948):

إن لم نحموا فلسطين وجبتها ضاعت عريتنا وانغصت نادينا

If you do not protect Palestine and its front, then our Arabism would be perished and our union would be dispersed.

At the stage under discussion, the Palestine problem is widely believed to have played a distinct role in the development of the idea of Arab Nationalism by opening the eyes of the Arabs to the Zionist danger directed at them, as it was directed at the Palestinians. In this regard, Arab poets devoted a vast number of their poems to stressing the point that the Zionists' aims were not limited only to Palestine. Therefore, unity between the Arab countries was seen by them as an effective means of facing the threat.

Moreover, they found in the firm relation between the Zionist and the West a favourable theme to concentrate on, through which they stressed the belief that the Imperialist West, for fearing any unity between the Arab countries, was doing its best to facilitate the creation of Palestine as the Jewish home, in order to prevent such unity. Of this the Iraqi poet Muḥammad Mahdī al-Jawāhirī says in فلسطين الدامية (Bleeding Palestine) (1929):

سور من الوحدة العصام راعم فاستحدثوا نهرة جوء فانفلا

They, seeing in Arab unity an insurmountable wall, made a gap in it that cannot be closed.

---

1 The poem was broadcast by Cairo radio during the 1948 war. Al-ʻIrfȧn, vol.35, no.8, August 1948, pp.1148-1149.
In regard to the poets’ concentration on the West’s evil intent towards the Arabs, and that the Zionist danger would not be limited to Palestine, it may seem a strange claim that the best examples could be the poems written by the Kuwaitian poet Saqr al-Shabib, of which some will be considered now.

According to al-Shabib, Palestine represents a test set by the West through the Zionists to examine the Arabs; if the Arabs fail in that test and lost Palestine to the Jews, then other Arab countries will meet the same fate. The following verses quoted from the poem (Palestine)² are fairly representative:

For you, noble Arabs, there will be no room on your land, so leave. Palestine would not be sufficient for them if they took her over. There in Palestine, an enemy filled with greed is sounding us out;

---

¹ Saqr al-Shabib devoted to the subject of Palestine before 1948, seven long poems, all of which were written between 1936 and 1940; as dated in his diwan. The poems are: صرخة ثانية بعد انها, (1936) صرخة في الحرب في أنيناء هجراء فلسطين الباطن وإلا الأقوال, (1937) مصري قضية فلسطين, (1936) فلسطين الأطراب أو يفشي, (1938) فلسطين, (1938) بلا وحدة ضاع, (1937) من الكلمة الكلام.

² Diwan Saqr al-Shabib, pp.403-406.
If he finds it a titbit easy to swallow he will turn to you.
And if he can't do it now, then he'll do it shortly, and step by step he'll swallow you all. Such a fate is what weak and inactive people deserve.
But if he is choked when swallowing her, all your countries will be saved.

Such being the case, al-Shabib reiterates, whether in the above poem or in others such as جهاد فلسطين (A Call upon the Arabs during the "Jihād" of Palestine), مصر وقضية فلسطين (Egypt and the Palestine Cause), that the cause of Palestine is not separated from the Arab cause as a whole. His belief is that the organic unity of the two causes is too firm and does not leave any grounds for doubt. Al-Shabib makes it clear in another poem, بولا وحدة ضياع (Disunity is Loss), that danger and hardships normally cause unity between those who undergo them. Accordingly, if the Arabs' hardship in Palestine, which is unique and incomparable, could not succeed in uniting the Arabs, then their hoped-for unity would remain only fantasy.

1 Ibid., pp.270-272.
2 Ibid., pp.278-283.
3 Ibid., pp.105-108.
4 The following verses from the poem represent the concerned ideas:
Relevant to the factor we are discussing is the concern shown by some poets to defend the Arabs' claim to possess Palestine. But, regarding this matter, it should be pointed out that most of the poets who spoke about it discussed it expeditiously and briefly through other themes. This can be explained by the fact that those poets were addressing the Arab public, which shared them the same belief and did not need more conviction.

However, when speaking about this point, some of the poets traced the Arabs' prior claim back to Canaanite times, such as Khālid al-Faraj (Kuwait: 1898-1954), who, in a poem entitled وعد بلفور (The Balfour Declaration) (1929)\(^1\), argues that Palestine had been inhabited by Arabs for a long time before the Jews, on the grounds that the Canaanites themselves were originally Arabs.

(والدار دار جدودهم من عهد كنعان البعيد)

Similarly, but without mentioning the Canaanites, the Egyptian poet Maḥmūd Muḥammad Ṣādiq, mentioned before, says, in the poem إلى فلسطين الشهيدة \(^2\), that the relationship between country and people (the Arabs) goes back to the oldest times. Moreover, it was the Arabs who made her prosperous, the poet believes.

(في بلد لم يين فيها سوانا وسوانا لم يعتمّر البيانان من تقديم الزمان والأزل السمعان بيم الوحيد احتوانا)


\(^2\) See above, p.117.
Sulaymān Zāhir refers to this point in two poems, but from different angles. In the first one (The Balfour Declararion) (1929), he reminds the Jews that if the Wailing Wall agitates their remembrance of Palestine, then the Muslims have something more significant there, i.e., the Aqṣā Mosque and al-Burāq. Then he goes on to say that drawing a parallel between the Aqṣā Mosque and its Burāq and the Wailing Wall is completely illogical, being like comparing a lizard to a whale.

In the second poem, written in 1936, the poet admits that Palestine is the "Promised Land", but for the Arabs, not the Jews. The reasons for such claim are explained in the following verses:

Truly it is the "Promised Land", but, for those not characterized by breaking covenants; for those who conquered empires, all without exception, and established firm justice; for those whom Palestine still speaks of their regenerated glory, and for those who guarded it alertly.

Looking to some poems speaking about the point under discussion and written by some Mahjari poets, we may

1 Diwān al-Filastiniyyāt, pp.5-8.
2 The verses go as follows:

ان هاج ذكركم الملك والمطمّكم
فان المسجد الأقصى لهم حرام
ون ما يزار بكم بمثابة

3 Ibid., p.16.
consider two: the first "The Song of Jerusalem" by Abū al-Fadl al-Walīd, mentioned before, the other (Palestine) by Iliyā Abū Mādī (N. America: 1890-1957).

In "The Song of Jerusalem", Abū al-Fadl al-Walīd bases the prior Arab claim to Palestine on race and religion, i.e. Arabism and Islam:

( * * * U  c-31 ^  ^ Li )

Then he sets forth this idea in detail, saying:

٣

Apart from being our home since the universe was created, fourteen centuries leave no doubt about our right in owning her. Thus our right is proved by inheritance, culture and residence.

Meanwhile Abū Mādī approaches this matter differently. Addressing the Jews he says that Balfour should have given them a British territory, not an Arab one, because Britain is larger than Palestine, and the Jews, above all, are more favourable to the British people.

( ألا ليت بلغور أعطاك بلادا لا بلادا لنا )

فلنن أربح من قدسمنا ونتم أحبنا "فندا" )

It is interesting to notice that Abū Mādī in the poem, uses the same logic - but from the Arab point of view - which has been expressed afterwards frequently by many

---

1 See p. 128.
2 Diwān al-Khamā'īl, pp. 166-169.
3 Diwān Abū al-Fadl al-Walīd, p. 93.
Israelis that the Arab world is vast, and the Palestinian Arab refugees could easily settle in one Arab country or another. According to the poet, Palestine is indispensable for the Arabs, while the Jews can dispense with it, since they have been settling for many centuries in other countries.

Concluding his argument, the poet says addressing the Jews:

As we inherited it from our forefathers, so we shall keep it for our grandsons. At no time was it your home, so do not count on it being yours now.

It has been mentioned above that Egypt kept herself away from the Arab National Movement until the mid-thirties. But soon after joining that movement Egypt gained a leading role, especially in the forties and after the Arab League was formed (1945). The Arab poets, for their part, watched attentively as Egypt gave the Arabs' cause in general, and the Palestinian problem in particular, more strength.

When a Parliamentary Congress was held in Cairo in 1938 in support of the Palestinian Arabs, Muhammad 'Abd al-Ghani Hasan composed a poem entitled فلسطين المجاهدة (Palestine, Fighting for Freedom) in which he addresses the members of the Congress, assuring them that Egypt will be a "high platform" from which the voice of Palestine

---

1 Diwān Nabʿ al-Ḥayāh, pp.98-99.
could travel a long way.

Another Egyptian poet, Muḥammad al-Asmar (1900-1956) in *الحلفاء* (To the Allies) addresses his country, Egypt, shortly before the Arab-Israeli War of 1948, by saying:

O Egypt, do your duty towards Arabism! 
It is you to whom she gave the lead. 
Lead her to loftiness by following the steps of our forefathers. 
Do not stint of our blood for her, nor of our wealth, great or small.

Relevant to this point, we now turn to consider a one-act verse play, written by the Egyptian poet and playwright ʿAzīz Abāṣa (1899-1973) which clearly illustrates what was commonly felt by the Arabs, whether inside or outside Egypt, of the role which could be played by Egypt concerning Arab affairs, among which was the Palestinian cause.

The play was written in 1946, and was performed in the presence of King Fārūq (1936-1952) at a party held at Princes Shuwīkār’s palace to celebrate the King’s birthday. The cast in the play consists of seven characters: Abū al-Hawl (The Sphinx), the East, an Iraqi poet, a Lebanese poet, a Palestinian poet, a Syrian poet and a Saudi poet.

---

1 Diwān Muḥammad al-Asmar, pp.200-203. 
2 The play was published in the Egyptian periodical al-Kitāb, vol.1, no.6, April 1946, pp.858-864.
The curtain rises showing the Sphinx sitting, with the Pyramids behind him. A middle-aged man dressed in Arab traditional dress, looking strong and venerable, enters. He is the East. Addressing Abū al-Hawl, the East extends thanks to Egypt, the "home of the Pharaohs", in which "culture and art" had flourished. Thus the East confesses in his speech, that he finds "security and safety" in the present time, after Egypt had turned her attention to him.

This speech gladdens Abū al-Hawl, who surprised, asks who the speaker is. When the East introduces himself to Abū al-Hawl, the latter is astonished, because to the best of his knowledge the East is weak, contemptible, usurped and:

إن دعا كان أخف الناس صوتاً أو مشي ده كالمشيخ دهب

When calling upon someone, his voice comes out as the faintest of man’s voices. When walking, he crawls like a powerless old man.

The East replies saying that such an image was his, but only in the past; now, things were changed, especially after the Arab League was formed, with its centre at Cairo.

During this dialogue, noises from off stage can be heard. Abū al-Hawl asks the East who are coming and what they want. The latter tells him that they are Arab poets come on behalf of their countries, to congratulate King Fārūq on the occasion of his birthday.

The Iraqi poet enters first, then the Lebanese. Both of them extend the greetings of their countries to the king, and express the grateful feelings of their people in Iraq.
and Lebanon to him for his attitude towards the Arabs and their cause.

Following them the Palestinian poet enters. He starts his speech by saying that on a pleasant occasion like this, speeches should reflect pleasure and gladness, but, because Palestine is overwhelmed with grief, he cannot hide sadness, and therefore he apologizes.

Explaining to King Fārūq what has been going in Palestine, the poet says:

«نحن جرحى إن الجرح ليشفى نحن في عقر دارنا غرباء ال فينون الدنيا ويا ربي فين كيف نحيا في بيتنا المسكون د برأى منا وطمن ميسن أنت أوهكم في مسرحيمن وعدا»

We, being wounded, need a sympathetic man to complain to, so that our pain may be soothed.
We have become strangers in our home, subjugated racially, culturally, and religiously.
We have been deceived by the whole world; but many a time deceit has strengthened determination in the deceived.
We were told to stay and let them \(\text{the Jews} \) share our home.
How on earth could we live in a house which is already inhabited?
Again we were told that the (Balfour) Declaration must be valid.
But neither did we have knowledge of it nor were we consulted.
Here in Egypt, you were given seventy deceptive promises by them \(\text{the British} \); thus, would their nintieth promise to you be truthful?

The poet goes on praising the King and putting too much confidence in his aid for the Palestinian Arabs and their cause:
You have been constant to our rights, keeping us shaded under your aegis. Since we are Arabs, and you are a protector of the Arabs, do not leave us unguarded by an honest shepherd. O Fārūq! the lair will not be frightened by plots as long as you are its lion.

After his speech is finished, the Syrian poet, then the Saudi, each delivers his speech which does not differ from those given by the Iraqi poet or the Lebanese.

What has been said in front of Abū al-Hawl convinces him that the image of the Arabs which he held before, has truly changed. And on this note the play ends.

Throughout our previous discussion to the religious and national factors in the poetry preceding 1948, many central themes have been discussed, such as the religious significance of Palestine, the Zionist threat, the Balfour Declaration, etc. Yet, two more themes which received much attention by the Arab poets during that period should be considered now:
1- the Palestinian Arabs combat with the British Mandate.
2- condemnation of the Arab leadership.

The Palestinian Arabs combat with the British Mandate:

The Palestinian Arabs' revolt in 1936, as referred to in Arabic sources, attracted the greatest enthusiasm among Arab poets, who saw in it the development of what they were calling for frequently and repeatedly in their poems, i.e.,
the adoption of *Jihād* in defence of the county.

As a result of this feeling, Arab poets commended the Palestinian Arabs for their courage and sacrifice in numerous poems. Besides, Arab poets, unlike the Palestinians who devoted many poems to consideration of critical aspects of Palestinian political and social structure, ignored completely any reference to those topics. Instead, they directed their criticism towards passive aspects shown by the Arabs outside Palestine towards the problem, as will be considered when discussing the second theme mentioned above.

Filled with high admiration for the deeds of the Palestinian Arabs, al-Jawahīlī in "*Jīlāq"* (Damascus) (1938) addresses the Syrian Capital "*Jīlāq"* to see how generously the Palestinians were in shedding their blood for their country. This, according to the poet, is the only way for nations to free themselves and achieve their aims.

In the poem, al-Jawahīlī builds up a highly affecting picture of the Palestinians by portraying them as emulating each other, young and old, women and men, in their effort to die in the combat:

 weeris eut tane a  

his father's dead body, meeting the same fate, dying for the same cause. And so the mother, upset at being left behind in the race for death, competes with her child and her husband.

---

1 *Diwan al-Jawahiri*, vol.2, pp.341-342.
Dying in such a manner is something we haven’t heard of before. If only we (other Arabs) knew this style.

Images that portray the Palestinians as careless of death and fearless of fighting the British troops, which surpass them in numbers and equipment, are found in many poems. For example, Mūsā al-Zayn Sharāra, a Lebanese poet, pictures them in هذي فلسطين (This is Palestine) (1938)¹ as:

As if death is a bowl filled with nectar, they are all competing to gulp it down.

Shibli al-Mallāt (1875-1961), also Lebanese, expresses in a poem entitled لبنان في العراق (Lenanon in Iraq) (1939) feelings of deep affection mixed with admiration at seeing the Palestinians’ blood watering the land throughout the country:

The sky kept showering it with death, while the earth hurled upon it bombs and troops, until the land of prophecy, high and low was watered with the heroes’ blood.

Egyptian poets, for their part, spoke frequently of this subject. In ذكرى وعد بلغور (The Anniversary of the Balfour Declaration) (1939), Aḥmad Muḥarram’s enthusiasm reaches its climax when stating that Palestine, by this

¹ Al-‘Irфан , vol.29, 1939, p.29.
² Wilyam al-Khāzin, al-Shi‘r wal-Waṭaniyya ..., p.354.
revolt, had written a peerless book on the subject of Jihad. It has also clarified the ambiguous meaning of the term Jihad:

BDH: BDK Y PLSN BNLDz TNLMT DAB JHAD WKN MHNMK MT

وقد نقلنا إلى-sn-through من نعما الكتب، وننها

Palestine! you have taught other countries the literature of Jihad; which so far was obscure. Thus the book you have written is unique of its kind.

A similar idea is to be found in a poem written by Muhammad al-Asmar, in which he says:

هذا الجهاد الحق فاستمعوا له وخذوه كل الأخذ عن أستاذه

This is the true Jihad. Listen carefully to it, and learn it entirely at the hands of an expert teacher.

In a beautiful image, the Mahjari poet Ilyas Farhat (1891-1976) envisages the grass in Palestine as higher than the cedar trees. What made it higher, the poet explains, is the blood that was shed by Palestinians, which watered the soil:

أرضك الدماء التي سا لت عليها وأكسبها لايبا ز الذي شق في السو الحسابا


1 Kāmil al-Sawāfīrī, Filastīn fil al-Shīr al-'Arabī..., p.246.
2 "Filastīn" (1939), Dīwān Muḥammad al-Asmar, p.195.
That shed blood on your soil sanctifies it and fills it with the "al-Malāb"* scent. On your land grass has become higher than the cedar trees, which tower up to the clouds.

Al-Qarawī (Rashīd Salīm al-Khūrī) also, in "الغرب" (The Logic of the West) (1939), expresses extreme admiration for the Palestinian Arabs because of their bravery in fighting. He also scoffs at the British troops in Palestine, who, in spite of their powerful weapons, could not silence the Palestinians’ guns. Addressing the British he says:

كانت الملايين الساحقين
وهي البيرة الذي
دحرجه كيماءكم
لجم الخرسانة
يا لهم من شرائهم
فتكوا بالفيسانلاش
لأعوا بالخوارق

(Your) battleships, as high as mountains, have disappointed you. The flag which has been above all other flags has tumbled down. Your pride has been humiliated and trampled under crushing feet. And the (British) Lion became a laughing-stock to all nations. Oh, what gangs they are, those who assaulted the mighty troops! Had they got the weapons you have they would perform miracles.

An Iraqi poet, Muhammad Bahjat al-Athārī, reveals in "يا فلسطين" (Oh Palestine!) that he was afraid that

---

1 Diwān al-A’āṣīr, pp.208-212.
2 Diwān Malāḥīm wa-Azhār, pp.130-133.
* Al-Malāb: a particular kind of scent similar to that of saffron.
Palestine would become a titbit for Britain and the Jews. But after seeing the death-defying Palestinian Arabs defending their country, and seeing their women joining with men in the fight, all his fears had disappeared.

A widely-known poem composed by the Lebanese poet Bishāra al-Khūrī, entitled يا جهادا صفق الجد له (What a Jihād, that won the Applause of Glory)\(^1\), and devoted primarily to praising the Palestinian Arabs for their actions during the revolt, can be taken as an outstanding example of the point we are discussing.

This poem was criticised by ʻUmar al-Daqqaq from an aesthetic point of view, on the grounds that it represents shortcomings common to the Arabic patriotic poem before the 1950s.\(^2\) Here, however, we refer to the main ideas in the poem, which are relevant to our theme, rather than its aesthetic and poetic value.

Al-Khūrī wrote the poem to be delivered by him at a gathering that was to be held in Homs (Syria) for the support of the Palestinian Arabs. The gathering was cancelled by order of the French Mandate authorities in Syria. The Syrian magazine al-Maʿraǧ printed the poem in a pamphlet and sent the proceeds as a donation to the Palestinian rebels.\(^3\)

The poet starts by boasting of the Arab character, especially their redemption of any promise or commitment

---

3. See the explanatory remarks on the poem; *Diwan al-Hawa wal-Shabab*, p.165.
they make:

هل خففانُة مِّن عفانَا
لم تزل جرّ عُمِرنا في دمانَا

Ask high idealism about us, ask history:
have we ever broken a commitment?
Those noble deeds which we engendered,
still run in our blood.

By stressing this characteristic, the poet aims to show the great difference between the Arabs’ attitude towards Great Britain, especially during World War I, and the lack of reciprocity from Great Britain for Arab help and trust. Therefore he reminds the British of what they have been doing to the Arabs, who although Muslim, sided with Great Britain against a Muslim state, i.e., Turkey. After devoting thirteen verses to discussing these two points, al-Khūrī moves to speak of the Palestinian Arabs. It should be pointed out that the picture of Palestine fighting a mighty power, as presented by al-Khūrī, does not differ from that presented by other Arab poets in the poems we have been discussing above. Like many other poets, he considers the fight in which the Palestinians were involved as a Jihād, saying:

يا جهادا صفق المجند
لبالغوار عليه الأرجونا
شرف فاهم فلسطين بمنح
بناء للمعالي لا يداني

What a Jihād, to which glory gave warm applause, and the laurel was dressed in purple!
It is a sublime nobility and honour that Palestine should boast of.

In order to deepen readers’ affection, the poet resorts to sad images, portraying Palestine overwhelmed with
tears and blood, as in the following verse:

فَأَذَا الَّذِي نَجَسَبَتْهَا
ْوَسْعَ يَذَِّرُفَ الْدَمْحَةَا

The Holy Sepulchre is bathed in blood,
and Jesus, in sympathy, is shedding tears.

In the poem al-Khūrī assures Palestine that all the
Arabs, Muslims and Christians, are deeply concerned by the
hardship it has been suffering; therefore, they are deter­
minded to give it limitless aid.

Addressing Great Britain again, he confidently says
that however Britain reinforces its troops in Palestine,
and showers the Palestinians with heavy fire, it will not
be able to silence them.

انْشَرُوا الْبَلَّ وَبِسَّوْا نَارَكَ
ْكِيْفَ شَنَّمَ فَنْثَّ لَقَوْا جِبَانَا
ِجَتْ الأَحَدَاتِ مَنْ أَنْصَأْ
سَاً لَمْ يِزَدَهَا العِنْفُ الْأَعْفُنَا

Spread your terror, shell us with heavy fire
as much as you can; you will find no coward
among us.
Your violence simply increased the vigour of
our souls.

In the latest verses, al-Khūrī stresses the belief
that the Palestinians, besides defending their country, are
defending the common Arab cause. Therefore, he calls upon
the Arabs to aid them both physically and morally.

A repeated image represents the Palestinians as re­
sembling their glorious forefathers, the former Arabs, in
noble aspects, and draws a parallel between the two; this
image is obviously well-liked by Arab poets since it occurs
constantly throughout many poems.

Maḥmūd al-Ḥabbūbī (Iraq: 1906- ), for instance,
includes this idea in فلسطين المجاهدة (Palestine resorts
to Jihad \(^1\) in which he says:

Being daring, their stands (in battle) time and again gave reason for their heads to be held high in pride.
They are doers of noble deeds, as their ancestors used to be.
They are as sweet fruit, which is not an odd manifestation, because the plant itself, that bears the fruit, has the same nature.
By defending their dearer home with their pure blood, they lost their lives in order to keep that home alive.

Ilyās Farḥāt also says:

They came out line after line to meet the enemy, remembering their noble descent and their forefathers.

So does Saqr al-Shabīb:

And al-Qarawī in \((1939)\),\(^4\) where he says:

\(^{1}\) Muhammad Ḥusayn al-Ṣagḥīr, Filasṭīn fil-Shi‘r al-Najāfī al-Mu‘āṣir, pp.125-127.


\(^{3}\) Diwan Saqr al-Shabīb, p.270.

Those whose forefathers are like Khālid (b. al-Walīd) are capable of doing what you have seen, and can do even more.

A peculiarly pagan image, that of blood giving birth to life for the nation and endowing the land with fertility, is also reflected in several poems composed in the period under discussion, but it is used in a very simple and direct way.

ʿUmar Abū Rīsha (1908- ), for example, likens the blood of Arabs who fall in the fight for Palestine to the rain which brings life to the fields:

\[
\text{أنتُ دم الساطِر، إن لِبَت الحَقُّ لَوَجَقَت سنابل وأفاحي}^{1}
\]

You are the tears of the sky, O blood, when the fields become thirsty, when the ears of wheat and the camomiles become dry.

By Aḥmad Muḥarram, the image is presented as follows:

\[
\text{مُسَقَون ما زُرُعوا دَما في مَصَبِ لولا الدم الجارِي لأصبح مجدبا}^{2}
\]

They are watering what they planted with blood. In fertile land, which without running blood, would be barren.

The Mahjarī poet, Nasīb ʿArīḍa (1887-1940), expresses the same image, saying:

\[
\text{وَالدِمْ وَهُوَ نَجِيعَ الْحَيَاةُ سَتيتُ النَّهَى جَرِبة مَدْهِقَة}^{3}
\]

---

1. From a poem entitled (1937), Diwān Abū Rīsha, pp. 562-575.
Of blood which is wholesome to life, you gave the land a brimming dose.

Al-Jawāhirī similarly sees sacrificial death leading to resurrection; therefore he addresses Palestine saying:

Stride along the way of death to reach an honourable life. Endure great loss so as to have a life of ease.

This image attracted a great number of Arab poets since the late fifties, especially among poets of the "Free Verse Movement", who employ certain myths and symbols to build up this image in a skilful way, as will be discussed in chapter V.

Condemnation of the Arab Leadership.

In spite of the fact that Arab poets in general, when composing on Palestine, used to include in their works a great deal of boasting about the Arabs, their history, character, etc., they paid at the same time great attention to points of criticism in Arab political and social structure, by which Palestine was affected.

Regarding this subject, the poets concentrated in their criticism either on pointing out that the Arabs, especially at official level, were remiss in their duty towards Palestine, or on accusing the Arab leadership of deliberately

---

serving the West’s plans and aspirations in the Area. Furthermore, some poets extended their criticism to include Arab neglect of the problem, which was thought to be the case at public levels.

The Iraqi poet, Muḥammad Mahdī al-Jawāhirī, may be regarded as the most distinguished poet who paid great attention when writing on Palestine to the weaknesses and sickness in Arab political structure. Not only that, but his criticism is both extreme and painful. This phenomenon seen in the poetry of al-Jawāhirī may be due to two reasons: his deep involvement in the political life of modern Iraq and his refractory personality.

In the first poem written by him on Palestine, (Bleeding Palestine) (1929) mentioned before, al-Jawāhirī directs his criticism at two points:

First, the way in which Arabs generally react towards the problems and hardships which threaten their countries. Such reactions, al-Jawāhirī claims, are reflected only in speeches. Condemning this way of facing the danger, he makes it clear that it is useless to rely on speeches without actions. To demonstrate his view, al-Jawāhirī gives as an example what happened to Iraq and Syria, of which neither words nor verbal protest had protected them from Britain and France. The poet says:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{هل أُنفِذ الشام كتابًا كتبه} \\
\text{أو شاعرٍ صانٍ ببغدادًا كما نظمًا} \\
\text{هوجاء، نستصير الزمان والقلما} \\
\text{كذلك عصفت بالشعب عاصفة}
\end{align*}
\]

\[1\] See p.121.
Why is it that whenever a violent storm shakes us thoroughly we resort to pen and paper? Did the writers or the poets rescue Shām (Syria) or Baghdad by their writings?

According to this way of thinking, al-Jawahīrī stresses the belief that only forceful action should be relied on by the Arabs to face Britain and the Zionists. Therefore he addresses the Arabs saying:

Let the cannon testify to your words when speaking or if you want your words to reach the deaf.
Ask history and its events; has it ever seen any right unprotected by force respected?

The second criticism voiced by the poet centres on the Arabs’ complete trust in Great Britain, "sponsor of the Zionists and originator of the disasters that befell the Arabs in their modern history". Britain, he argues, has not been as faithful to the Arabs as they have been faithful to her, but the poet makes it clear that it was the Arabs themselves who encouraged Britain to maintain this attitude towards them:

You, a nation, gave your hand to a stranger who went on chopping at that hand, whereas he would have been kissing it had he been slapped.
How could you allow an enemy of yours to be the judge (of your cause)?
You have been ruined by showing more and more generosity; can’t you stop acting thus towards your enemies?
In another poem (The Anniversary of the Balfour Declaration) recited by the poet at a gathering held in the 'Town Hall' in Baghdad in 1946, al-Jawahiri openly accuses the leadership in some Arab countries, who remain nameless, of making bad bargains with western states. Those bargains, cooked up in Western Capitals and agreed to by Arab rulers, aimed at keeping the Arabs under the control of the West:

Many a bargain has been concluded in such a manner that it resembles a law forbidding divorce.
Bargains are planned in the (Western) capitals by the suspicious, the infamous, and the disreputable.
Whereas it looks like gold at its opening, it smells of wine at its termination.

Because of the poet's distrust of that leadership, and because of his deep concern about Palestine, he advises the country not to rely on getting any real help from the Arabs. The only help it will receive is words and false tears:

Do not rely upon our help; we are no more than mourners who have nothing to offer but weeping and shouting.

---

Thus you can never find a supporter like us, who can only wring his hands in sorrow.
Nor could you find a people like us, who drive back disasters which have become mute by turgid language.

Again in اليس المنشود (The Sought-after Despair) (1947)\(^1\), al-Jawahiri showers the Arab rulers with severe criticism, accusing them of being tools of the West. Those rulers, the poet says, were given instructions to force their peoples to drink the poison arranged by their masters, and to drive their nations to despair.

Every day a leader, of whom we know nothing, appears.
How he was chosen, how invented, we do not know.
Such leaders, apart from being provided with all means of pleasure by their 'master', were given two cups: one for them, filled with honey, the other for their people, but filled with poison.
So that the people could finish their deadly cup they should drink it in potions, the 'master' advised.

Al-Jawahiri then compares the Zionist and the Arab leadership. The Zionist leaders, as seen by him, are active, faithful to their people, and even the leaders of powerful states fear them. On the contrary, the Arab leaders, in addition to what he had pointed out, are negligent of their duty and unfaithful to their peoples.

\(^1\) Ibid., vol.3, pp.189-192.
Some of them are even worse: they have found in the problem of Palestine a source of personal benefit:  

أو عابث من فلسطين وحنثها
ألقى معياناً فألقى الدلو وانتزعا

Or an opportunist who found in Palestine and its severe trial a water-well, so he lowered his leather bucket and got a share.

Saqr al-Shabib, for his part, gave vent to painful criticism of the Arab leaders because of their passive stand against the danger threatening Palestine. In the poem الأعمال لا الأحوال (1937), mentioned above,\(^1\) he frankly accuses the Arab kings and rulers of being careless about the future of Palestine. The aid which Palestine receives from them does not overstep pompous speeches and false promises, he says. Al-Shabib, when addressing the Arab kings and rulers, also argues that they do not lack money, nor do their peoples lack enthusiasm towards Palestine. The poet goes on to say that Arabs in different countries became disenchanted at seeing only words proffered by their rulers in support of Palestine.

Embittered and filled with anger, he addresses the rulers saying:

أنكرن ملك العرب فيما
أتمكم يعثب بهم فساد
أناكم فص يكتب
يشيب من الصبي لين فوء
فان فليم فأمركم رحمة
وجلبت لكم تورى الرسول
وفيل المال فوكم قد ميدان
فصد ركبتها أن لا تثدياً

\(^1\) See p.139.
O Arab kings! have you ever thought of relieving the burden upon your relatives? They have been subjected to terrible havoc while you continue to refrain from helping them. The sufferings Palestine has undergone are too much, it makes even the hair on the temples of a boy turn white. In my opinion you have to rise (to a man). If you do so, then you will be doing the right thing. You lack neither money nor men; two devices by which you can kindle fire. But if you do not rise for some reason or other then it is only because you are unwilling to. We have been bored with your pointless speeches. Many a time they were seeded (with promises), but when reaping what had been sown we were disappointed.

Some Syrian poets, for their part, talked moderately and in general terms about Arab carelessness towards Palestine, as can be seen in كتابة فلسطين (1936) by ‘Abd al-Wahhāb Adham, صيحة النبي (1938) by Shafīq Jabrī (1898-1980), and الحلف والجار (1938) by Khalīl Mardam (1895-1959).

Whereas many poets, as we have seen, made their criticism comprehensive or talked about the neglect of Palestine in general terms, other poets mentioned by name some of the Arab countries and prominent Arab figures who were thought to have left Palestine out of their considerations.

A Lebanese poet, Jūrj Ghurayyib (1920- ), in a poem

---

1 Kāmil al-Sawāfīfī, Fīlaṣṭīn fīl-Shiʿr al-‘Arabī... p.253.
entitled \textit{المباح المحطم} (The Shattered Dawn)\textsuperscript{1}, composed in the early thirties,\textsuperscript{2} expresses deep sorrow because of the harm he, as a Lebanese, had done to Palestine. The poet does not say what sort of harm he had caused, but it is most likely that he is referring to the land bargains by which land was sold to the Jews by some Lebanese feudal landlords (e.g. Sursuq and Al al-Tayyān). Addressing Palestine, Ghurayyib says:

\begin{quote}
I wish I could be your ransom! Of the spears of victory I wish I were the head!
You were over shadowed with the darkness caused by the cedar-trees of my country, through which I, a Lebanese, shattered your dawn.
\end{quote}

Al-Qarawī (Rashīd Salīm al-Khūrī) found a critical point for attack in the attitude of the Lebanese Patriarch, ‘Arida, towards Palestine and the Jews. In \textit{أقصى التجلد} (The Utmost Endurance)\textsuperscript{3} al-Qarawī says that Patriarch ‘Arida, by delivering his many declarations calling for sympathy towards the Jews, and benefit from the Zionists’ financial capital, is joining the enemy in the campaign against the Palestinian Arabs. Then he ironically addresses the Patriarch, saying:

\begin{quote}
ما سيّد الدين هل يدعى ملتمكم
لقد رحمت ثعابين اليهود أثالا
لست لنا حبيباً أعادكم
قال المسيح لنا حبيباً أعادكم
\end{quote}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{1} Wilyam al-Khāzin, \textit{al-Shī‘r wal-Waṭaniyya} ..., p.361.
\item \textsuperscript{2} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{3} \textit{Diwan al-Shā‘ir al-Qarawī}, vol.2, pp.479-483.
\end{itemize}
Oh, Your Eminence the Patriarch! is your Master called Jesus, the Son of Mary or is he called Moses and Aaron? You showed mercy towards the Jews, the snakes; why don't you consider your sheep as snakes and show mercy towards them. Jesus did say to us "Love thy enemies!", but he did not say "Love devils!". You hoped to gain a livelihood from the most avaricious of people! Are you mad? What did Jerusalem gain from Levi* and his brothers other than humiliation, misery and degradation?

In another poem written in the same year (1933) in commemoration of King Faysal's death — he died in 1931 — al-Qarawi again attacks the Patriarch 'Arīḍa and accuses him of becoming "Judaized".

The Saudi king, 'Abd al-'Azīz Āl Saʿūd (1887-1953) was also criticised severely by al-Qarawi. In a poem entitled **اهلا بكالة** (Welcome to "Kāmila") and written by the Lebanese Druze Emir Shakīb Arslān. Its opening verse is:

Arslān wrote the poem as a reply to an earlier poem by al-Qarawi entitled **أهلا بكالة** (1945). When al-Qarawi read Arslān's poem, he replied through the above-mentioned poem "أهلا بكالة". The three poems are in the same metre (al-kāmil) and the same rhyme (lām). The three poems also were printed in a pamphlet in 1947 by some of al-Qarawi's friends in Brazil in 1947, and the proceeds sent as a donation to the Palestinians. See Ibid., p.225.
after the United Nations voted for the partition of Palestine in November 1947, he accuses the Saudi King of keeping silence and of restricting himself to a pleasant life in the Saudi Capital, Riyadh, while Palestine was suffering pain and death. Scoffing at the King he addresses him saying:

أهملت يا ليث العرينة بإيها إذ كنت تتعجفي بناك هائماً
والمسجد الأقصى كقلب الرمح
وبدم الشهادة كالخيوث البطل
أمزم يا عبد العزيز كحرة الأسد المحقق كلم مطَلـ
آنآ وآوية بظفر "تشترشـ"
حتى تحدى اليوم حد المنصل

Oh, lion of the (Arab) home literally: lair! since you were careless in guarding the gate, now suffer the punishment of the heedless.
While you were indulging in happiness in your Riyadh, the Aqsa Mosque was boiling like a cooking pot.
Oh, Abd al-‘Azîz, haven’t you seen how the lion who is in the right has been driven away by a lying dog?
A dog sometimes threatens us with Truman’s canine tooth, sometimes with Churchill’s nail.
Time and again you have threatened him with a blow from your sword, but today there he is, challenging the sword.

Egypt was also criticised by some poets during the thirties. In fact some Egyptian writers such as ‘Abd al-Qâdir al-Mâzinî and Muḥammad Ḥusayn Haykal criticised the attitude of some Egyptian newspapers because of their stance towards the revolt in 1936.¹

* Truman (H.S.) the 33rd president of the United States (1945-1953).
** Sir Winston L.S. Churchill (1874-1965).
Strangely enough, two poets who criticised Egypt for her policy towards the problem in Palestine were from a region geographically far from the centre of the conflict. The first, Sālim b.‘Alī al-‘Uways (1887-1959), was from al-Shāriqa, the other, Ṣaqr al-Shabīb, from Kuwait, both on the eastern part of the Arab Peninsula.

Sālim b.‘Alī al-‘Uways, in a poem entitled "Rely on Force" (literally: on horses) (1930), attacks Ismā‘īl Šidqī, the Egyptian Prime Minister at that time, and describes him as a "tradesman" who did not care about the welfare of the Arabs. Since that prime minister had taken office, Western influence dominated and directed Egypt’s policy. Is it any wonder then, the poet asks, that such a passive stand is taken by Egypt towards many Arab causes?

The second poet, Ṣaqr al-Shabīb, devoted a poem entitled "Egypt and the Palestinian Cause" (1937) to attacking Egypt’s official silence towards the events of 1936-1937 in Palestine. Egypt was the only Arab country, the poet claims, which did not show strong condemnation of the question of partition in Palestine, which was posed for the first time in 1937. What makes Egypt’s

---

1 Diwān Nīdā‘ al-Khalīj, pp.35-38.
2 Diwān Ṣaqr al-Shabīb, pp.278-283.
* The partition plan came in a report issued in July 1937 known as "The Peel Report".
For more details see: The Royal Institute of International Affairs, Great Britain and Palestine (1915-1945) pp.96-104, 160-164.
silence more painful is the fact that the Arabs consider it as the anchor of their hopes (مناط آمال العربية)، it being more qualified than other Arab countries to play a leading role in defending Arab causes.

By way of isolating the reasons which compelled Egypt to maintain such a passive attitude regarding the problem of Palestine, al-Shabib puts forward the plea that Egypt is preoccupied with freeing itself from British control, and believes that any interference by her in Palestine would affect her own cause with Britain. Al-Shabib rejects such an excuse and says:

If freeing herself hinders her from doing what a free person has to do, then that is the end of her freedom. Freedom in that case is no better than the slavery already being suffered. Would Egypt be pleased if she rebuilt her glory at the price of our ruined and scattered glory? Isn't it very likely that we would back her strongly if she entered into battle against any daring enemy?

Addressing Egypt, and pointing out the great loss that she could incur by keeping herself away from Arab causes in general and the Palestinian cause in particular, he says:
Oh, Egypt! life is full of misfortune: for such times love is the best thing that can be offered. If you forget our fidelity to things that may be forgotten even by brothers, do remember that he who turns his back on (a relative) is the loser. Palestine will remain forever an eyeball of which noble Arabs are the socket.

In this poem, al-Shabib also attacks "al-Azhar" in Egypt for the same reasons. This Islamic Institution, highly respected by Muslims, is capable of playing an important role in giving Palestine sufficient aid by declaring a Jihad for the rescue of Palestine. But al-Azhar, disappointingly, remained silent and motionless like an 'etherised' body, the poet says.

Al-Shabib therefore addresses the Grand Mufti of "al-Azhar", saying:

أزعنا الدين إن زعينا
أعظم أن يرضى زعامة الأرض
ما رأى الإسلام من خدمته
أعط الزعامة حقها أو خلها
لمجد دررها ولكن غضبة
للحق عزى صارى أو سهري

O religious leader of ours, our true leader is he who does not violate our rights! Do you think that those who see you refrain whenever duty calls will consent to be led by you? What service has Islam seen you do other than to make boring speeches? Never was glory established by prattle, but by spears and swords angry for justice. Give the office its due or leave it to someone more capable!

The preceding discussion illustrates that the concern of Arab poets at the political situation of Palestine
between 1917 and 1948 developed rapidly, especially after the disturbances over the Wailing Wall in 1929. During that period only poetry expressed any enthusiasm or far-reaching concern for the Palestinian cause. Other literary forms— the short story, novel and drama— failed to show a similar preoccupation with the subject.

The large number of poems echoing anxiety and concern about what was happening in Palestine, written by Arab poets, whether living in the far north of Africa or farther away in the Mahjar, deep in the Arab Peninsula or in countries bordering Palestine, and also the big demonstrations that took place in many cities and capitals on the anniversary of the Balfour Declaration, support the suggestion that Arab public opinion in that period had become well aware of the Zionist danger to Palestine.

This makes unquestionable the conclusion that outbreaks of violence against Jews in Arab countries during that period, such as that in Constantine in 1933, and in Baghdad in 1941, were due mainly to events in Palestine.

Surprisingly enough, some scholars try to twist this fact and claim that such acts of hostility towards Jews were caused by mere anti-Semitic feelings among Arabs rather than by events in Palestine.

Bernard Lewis, for example, by way of referring to the 1941 events in Baghdad in which a number of Jews were killed, gives the impression that Iraqi public opinion in the early forties was still unaware of the Zionist threat to Palestine:
At the beginning of June 1941, Zionism could hardly have seemed a serious threat and one needs great faith to believe that the Baghdad mobs in June 1941 were moved to fall upon their Jewish compatriots because of a problem 600 miles away and a threat six years in the future.1

Yet in Iraq in particular, demonstrations against the Zionists' activities and the policy of the British Mandate in Palestine had taken place annually since the early thirties on the occasion of the anniversary of the Balfour Declaration. In those demonstrations Iraqi poets such as Muḥammad Mahdī al-Jawāhīrī, Maḥmūd al-Ḥabbūbī, Muḥammad ʿAlī al-Yaʿqūbī and others used to recite poems echoing the general feeling and concern about events in Palestine.2 and expressing fears about the future of that country as early as 1929, as witnesses al-Jawahīrī's poem فلسطين الدامية (1928) mentioned earlier.

Besides, it was in Iraq that the first collection of poems dealing only with the subject of Palestine was published. The collection, entitled جمعية الفلسطينيات, in which several Shiʿite Iraqi poets contributed, appeared in al-Najaf in 1939.

Furthermore, we have pointed out how riots against Jews in countries farther away than Iraq, and earlier than the forties, took place as a result of what was happening in Palestine, as was the case in Constantine in 1933.

1 Bernard Lewis, Semites and Anti-Semites: Race in the Arab-Israeli Conflict, p.175.
Moving to a consideration of the style of those poems dealing with our subject it is noticeable that rhetorical language and fiery phrases dominate. The words are vehement, capable of stirring up feelings of anger among the Arab public. Much in the poems also concentrates on Arab self-glorification and the splendour of the Arab past. Some of this vanity, however, is transformed into self-criticism in the works printed after the loss of Palestine in 1948 and the June defeat of 1967.

The tendencies expressed in the poems written during that period were restricted mainly to religious and national motives. Humanitarian feelings, that might be felt by any human being towards another unfortunate or oppressed person, irrespective of ties of religion and race were not a conspicuous element in poems written at that stage.

Besides, the poets concentrated on picturing the struggle over Palestine as a racial and religious conflict between the Jews and the West on one side and the Arabs on the other. It was not until 1948 and afterwards that a sympathetic human tendency began to make itself visible in works dealing with this subject, as can be seen from those expressing the misery of the refugees and their longing for the return.

It is observable also that poems composed at that period speak directly and without ambiguity about Palestine. Approaching the subject symbolically, for instance, was uncommon at that stage. From among the numerous poems written before 1948, only a few poems approached the subject symbolically. Nevertheless, the symbolism in those
poems is very clear and can be recognized immediately and without much effort.¹ This may be due to the fact that treating subjects symbolically has been rare not only in patriotic poems but also in Arabic poetry as a whole. Even the so-called Arab symbolism represented by the work of Sa‘īd ‘Aql (1912- ), who tried to imitate the French nineteenth century symbolists, remained alien to the majority of Arab poets.

¹ See chapter VII, p. 382.

The Arab defeat in 1948, and the loss of Palestine to the Jews have been frequently called the Nakba (the Disaster), sometimes the Ma'sā (the Tragedy), by Arab writers when they talk about this subject.

Soon after the defeat, a stream of publications appeared arguing for the creation of a unified Arab state, firstly, to develop Arab society for the overall good, but more urgently to ensure the ability to resist the actuality and further threat of military action and expansion by Israel. Besides, whereas many writers blamed other states, especially the United States and Great Britain, for their biased role in the conflict, others did acknowledge that the deficiencies of the Arabs themselves were also responsible for their misfortunes. Sāti' al-Ḥuṣrī (1880-1968), the foremost Arab nationalist writer of the midcentury, attributed the Arabs' defeat in that war to their disunity, saying:

It should not be said that the Arabs lost the battle although they were seven states, but rather they lost it because they were seven (separate) states.1

The defeat was considered not only as a "tragedy for the Palestinians" but also for the whole Arab world, and, by some, even for "all of Islam". "It is a disaster in every sense of the word, and one of the harshest of the

---

1 Sāti' al-Ḥuṣrī, Arā' wa-Ḥadīth fil-Qawmiyya al-ʿArabiyya, p.33.
trials and tribulations with which the Arabs have been afflicted throughout their long history", wrote Qustantīn Zurayq, in his book Ma‘nā al-Nakba (The Meaning of the Disaster).\(^1\)

By way of analysing the defeat, Zurayq pays special attention to the nature of the political and social structure of Arab society, attributing to it the main reasons for the defeat. The victory which the Zionists achieved in Palestine, he argues, lies "not in the superiority of one people over another, but rather in the superiority of one system over another". The roots of Zionism, the writer goes on to say, are grounded in modern Western life, while the Arabs "are still distant from that sort of life and hostile to it. The Zionists live in the present and for the future, while we continue to dream of the past and to stupefy ourselves with its fading glory".\(^2\)

Zurayq's views of the Arabs' defeat in 1948 do not differ from the views expressed by many other writers who have written on this subject, whatever their political and ideological affiliations.\(^3\)

---

\(^1\) P.5.
\(^2\) Ibid., p.42.
\(^3\) This point was also noted by Anis Sayegh, who chose four studies that also happen to be the first four books written on the defeat and examines how their authors analysed it. All four books appeared in first editions "between August 1948 and January 1950". The above-mentioned book by Zurayq is one of them. The other three books are "البحث التكنيك (The Lesson of Palestine) by Mūsā al-Alamī, "بعد الكببة (After the Disaster) by Qādī Ṭūqān, and "الطريق إلى الخلاص (The Road to Salvation) by Jūrj Ḥannā. See Anis Sayegh, Palestine and Arab Nationalism, pp.77-84.
The defeat, disastrous and affecting as it was, had major effects on the political state of affairs in the Arab states, particularly in those who participated in the fight.

In Syria, it brought about considerable agitation against the then existing regime. In December 1948, anti-government riots forced the cabinet to resign. On March 30th, 1949, the then president Shukri al-Quwatli was removed by a coup d'état led by Colonel Husni al-Za'Im. More coups followed in Syria during 1949 and 1950.

In Transjordan, King 'Abdullah found himself facing serious unrest among the Palestinians, and on July 20, 1951, he was assassinated in Jerusalem by a Palestinian.

In Egypt, a group of young officers, aroused by their injured pride resulting from the events of 1948, and filled with hatred because of the corrupt and inefficient government of King Faruq, overthrew the monarchy in July 1952 and turned Egypt into a republic.

The Royal family in Iraq survived a few years more until 1958, when a revolution led by 'Abd al-Salām 'Ārif and 'Abd al-Karīm Qāsim turned Iraq, also, into a republic.

It is clear from the names of those who led the coups and revolutions in their countries against the old regimes, that they were all officers who had participated in the fight in 1948 and tasted the bitterness of defeat.

One of the most painful consequences of the Arab-Israeli war in 1948 and the creation of the Jewish State in

2 John Kimche, Seven Fallen Pillars, p.300
Palestine, was the exodus of about 700,000 Palestinian Arabs from their homes and lands which created many problems. It is even believed by some politicians that "it would be truer to say that the (Palestinian) refugees were the cause of the first Arab-Israeli war and not the result", as Anthony Nutting pointed out once when he addressed the American Council of Judaism in New York in November 1967.2

This problem in particular, more than the other consequences of the 1948 war, received world-wide attention. For example, in the period between 1950 and 1967, eighteen resolutions were adopted by the General Assembly, all affirming and reaffirming annually the right of the refugees to repatriation or compensation.3

Israel, on her part, has been rejecting such resolutions, sometimes arguing that the refugees left the country under the orders of Arab leaders,4 sometimes linking the refugee problem to the negotiation of a complete peace settlement with the surrounding Arab states.5

As for the first of these assertions, namely, that the Palestinians left the country under the orders of Arab leaders, this was denied by the Arabs and refuted by several neutral sources. For instance, Erskine B. Childers, an Irish journalist, made an intensive effort in 1961 to find

---

1 Peter Dodd and Halim Barakat, River Without Bridges, p.4.
2 Pamela Ferguson, The Palestine Problem, p.59.
3 Sami Hadawi, Palestine In Focus, p.62.
whether there was any proof that such orders were given. He interviewed Arab leaders and checked the records made by official British and American sources of all radio broadcasts made during the months concerned. Erskine Childers also asked Israeli officials to show him any documentary proof they might have of this claim. After his intensive investigation, Childers found that "there was not a single order, or appeal, or suggestion about evacuation from Palestine from any Arab radio station, inside or outside Palestine, in 1948". Childers added that in fact there was "repeated monitored record of Arab appeals, even flat orders, to the civilians of Palestine to stay put".1

Another source, Sir John Bagot Glubb, former officer commanding the Arab Legion in the 1948 War, refutes this claim in his book A Soldier With The Arabs.2

As for the second point, which links the refugee problem with the whole framework of a peace settlement with the surrounding Arab countries, this is viewed as illogical by some scholars, on the grounds that the peace settlement and the refugee problem are two different matters having no moral connection.3

The Palestinian refugees were scattered among several Arab countries. Israel, as well as the Western Powers, has been anxious to see them absorbed into the surrounding Arab

---

2 P. 251.
countries, so that the problem of Palestine as a whole would cease to exist. But this did not happen, because, on the one hand, the refugees themselves did not want to be absorbed within the Arab states, and on the other, the Arab states did not want to absorb them, for several reasons, political and social. All the host countries, with the exception of Jordan, encouraged the Palestinians to maintain their distinctive identity.¹

The period between 1948 and 1967, insofar as Arab-Israeli conflict on the Palestine issue was concerned, was marked by the following major factors:

1- During that period, clashes between the two sides along the demarcation lines did not cease.²

2- The Palestinian Fidā’iyyīn activities inside the Israeli territories increased and figured among the several other factors that led to the June War (1967).³

3- The Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) was formed in 1964, when the Arab rulers assembled at the first Summit Conference in Cairo (1964).

4- After the Egyptian revolution in 1952, President Jamāl ‘Abd al-Nāṣir dominated the Arab political scene. The Egyptian leader became a charismatic symbol of Arab unity and nationalism. The "Tripartite Attack" launched by

¹ Don Peretz, A Palestine Entity, p.28.
² For details on Arab-Israeli problems and clashes along the borders between Israel and the neighbouring Arab states, see Fred J. Khouri, The Arab-Israeli Dilemma, pp.191-204.
³ For more information about Israeli reprisals against Arab territories caused by the Fidā’iyyīn activities inside Israel. See Sami Hadawi, Palestine in Focus, pp.91-92.
Israel, Great Britain and France on Egypt in 1956, and the full unity between Egypt and Syria in 1958, raised Nāṣir’s prestige to an all-time high, making him a hero to the Arabs. With regard to the problem of Palestine, the Arab masses, including the Palestinians, had high hopes, particularly before 1967, that Palestine would be liberated by his efforts.

Then came the June War in 1967. Israel’s swift victory in it enabled her to occupy the Gaza Strip, the Sinai Peninsula, the Golan Heights in southern Syria and all of the West Bank. But, as the passing years showed, it is generally acknowledged that the June War did not settle any basic issues in the Arab-Israeli conflict, but rather added to them.¹

As for Israel, although she acquired more lands, a noticeable section of world opinion began "to realize that Israel is not a poor little defenceless" but rather "a very obstinate, arrogant state".² Besides, peace for Israel, too, remained far from being achieved. And, in the few months following the war, there were more frequent and bloody clashes between the two sides than had taken place for many years before 1967.³

As for the Arab states, the June War provided them with more and not less reason to think of Israel as an enemy and

---
an expansionist state. Their attitude towards Israel was not changed by their defeat. The Summit Conference held at Khartoum in the Sudan in September 1967 reiterated the policy of "no peace", "no recognition" and "no negotiation" with Israel.

As for the Israeli-Arabs (those who had been living in Israel since 1948), it was noticed that the June War had strengthened Arab nationalist sentiment among them and increased their hatred towards the State of Israel. In a survey conducted by Hebrew University sociologists after the war there was the question: "How in your view did the war influence the attitude of the Arabs (in Israel) to the State of Israel?" In answer to the question 73% wrote that their hatred rose, 23% their hatred remained the same and 4% answered that it fell.

For the Palestinians many aspects of the new situation differed from those of 1948. After 1948, only about 160,000 Palestinian Arabs had remained in Israel. After the June War, about one million and a half Palestinians had come under Israel occupation. Besides, the June War was the main factor in the emergence of an active and influential Palestinian resistance movement. After the resignation of Aḥmad al-Shuqayrī on December 24, 1967 as the chairman of the PLO, the leadership of this organization fell to

---

1 Albert Hourani, "The June War", *Palestine: A Search For Truth*, p.165.
3 Ibid.
younger and more activist personalities headed by Yasir Arafat, the head of the Fatah organization.

The Karama battle between Israeli forces and the Palestinian Fida'iyyin marks a new phase in the development of the Palestine resistance movement. On March 21, 1968, the Israeli army crossed the Jordan River and made a large-scale attack on the Karama refugee camp and commando base. In fierce fighting, unexpectedly heavy casualties were inflicted on the Israeli forces while the resistance movement acquired "a new suit which symbolically set it apart from the Arab setting". It gave the movement a great boost and made it a major element to be reckoned with in any attempt to resolve the Arab-Israeli conflict.

Furthermore, after the Karama battle, volunteers from all parts of the Arab world poured in to join the Fida'iyyin. Throughout the Arab world, Palestine commando groups gained support and a wide following among university students, intellectuals, labour unions, religious groups and leftist organizations. Arab enthusiasm for the Fida'iyyin spread beyond the poor and middle classes, and reached the wealthy elite.

In Israel itself, the extent of underground opposition among Israeli Arabs to the Jewish States was affected by the resistance movement and was shown by the increased

---

1 Don Peretz, The Palestine Entity, p. 50.
frequency of arrests amongst Israeli Arabs for collaboration with the Palestinian commando groups. Among the Israelis, although the great majority continued to back their government's refusal to recognize the Palestinians as a separate national community, an increasing number began to hold a different opinion.

Progress on behalf of the Palestinians was also made at the United Nations. Besides, from 1973 onwards, many states had begun to accept the PLO as the legitimate and representative organization of the Palestinians.

Thus, to conclude our general discussion on the impact of the Palestine problem on the Arab countries, it is no exaggeration to say that many of the significant political events which had taken place in the Arab countries since 1948 had been dominated by the question of Palestine.

It can also be said—as the events proved—that whatever their differences on other matters, the Arabs came near to being united in their attitude to Israel.


(Reflection of the Problem in Novels, Short Stories, Plays and Poetry)

In previous chapters we have been discussing poetry composed on the subject of Palestine during a period in which the Arab-Israeli conflict was totally different from the

---

1 Don Peretz, The Palestine Entity, p. 47.
period after the 1948 war, and the creation of the State of Israel.

During that phase in the conflict, only poets had shown much concern about the problems facing Palestinians. Arab novelists, short story writers and playwrights, with but few exceptions, devoted little of their work to this subject.

A few Palestinian writers wrote fictional works reflecting aspects of the problem before 1948. This can be seen in a number of short stories written by Maḥmūd Sayf al-Dīn al-Īrānī (1914-) such as ẓamān al-thīrī (The Thirst) which was inspired by the revolt of 1936 in Palestine, ḥjawāwē al-jāhid (His New Pair of Shoes)\(^1\) and jārīmīm (Germs). This last criticizes Palestinian political parties for their personal and selfish motives.\(^2\)

Najāṭī Șidqī (1905-1980) also reflects in some of his short stories the hardships which his country was undergoing in the forties. One moving short story is entitled ʾal-ḥārāmāt (The Sad Sisters)(1947).\(^3\)

Another writer, Išāq Mūsā al-Ḥusaynī, wrote a novel entitled māzkarat djarājihā (The Diaries of a Hen)(1943), in which he represents Palestine as a hen. The novel had a preface by Tāḥā Husayn when it was published by Dār al-Maʿārif (Cairo) in its series Igra', and gained some fame when it appeared.\(^4\)

A verse play was written by Muḥyī al-Dīn al-Ḥājj ʿĪsā

---

\(^{1}\) 'Abd al-Raḥmān Yāghī, Hayāt al-Adab al-Filastīnī..., p.494.
\(^{2}\) Ibid., p.474.
\(^{3}\) Ibid., p.500.
\(^{4}\) Ibid., p.519.
in 1947 called Ḥṣār Kullāb (The Death of Kulayb). The writer draws on pre-Islamic history in order to criticize Arab differences and disunity.

However, the loss of Palestine in 1948 deeply influenced Arab writers, and was reflected in numerous works: novels, short stories and plays. Then came the defeat of June 1967, which had an equally deep effect on Arab literary production, both in quantity and quality.

Although this thesis deals only with poetry, it would be of some value to give a general idea of how far the problem of Palestine or, in other words, the Arab-Israeli conflict, has been reflected in Arabic fictional works, whether novels, short stories or plays.

To start with the novel, appendix I illustrates that tens of novels inspired by the Arab-Israeli conflict had appeared in the period under discussion.

The novel Lāji‘a (1952) written by Jūrj Ḥannā (1893-1969), a Lebanese Marxist doctor, is usually considered the first Arabic novel ever to be written by a non-Palestinian Arab on this problem. This claim (which is wrong) is repeated in all the books and articles that discuss the reflection of the Arab-Israeli confrontation in the Arabic novel.¹ As seen in the appendix, there are two novels written by non-Palestinian Arab writers before the fifties,

¹ For examples see: 
The Arab-Israeli Conflict as Represented in Arabic Fictional Literature, by Howard Douglas Rowland, p.15. 
"The Image of the Jews in Post World War II Arabic
one published in Baghdad in 1948 and the other in Cairo in 1949.

The novels written before 1967 share certain common characteristics, namely, a dominant strain of sadness, and a protagonist who is usually overwhelmed by despair and humiliation.¹

The Arab defeat in the June War, as was mentioned, had an enormous influence on the Arabic novel. To give some idea of this, it would be useful to sum up some of the more important observations in Shukrī 'Azīz Mādī's book In'ikās Hazīmat Ḥazīrān 'alā al-Riwaya al-‘Arabiyya. The book, as its title indicates, discusses this subject in detail.

Mādī points out that the June defeat deeply affected the output of Arabic novels. Comparing the number of novels published in four of the Arab countries, viz., Egypt, Iraq, Syria and Jordan, in the six years preceding the 1967 war and in the six years following it, he states that between 1961 and 1967, only 92 novels were published in those four countries, but, during the six years which followed the war, the number reached 162.²

On examination, the average number of novels published yearly in each of these four countries, before and after the

¹ Shukrī 'Azīz Mādī, In'ikās Hazīmat Ḥazīrān ‘alā al-Riwaya al-‘Arabiyya, p.33.
² Ibid., p.27.
June War, was seven in Egypt, three in Iraq, and in Syria four. After 1967, the average number became ten in Egypt, seven in Iraq and five in Syria. As for Jordan, Mādī points out that the novels published during a period of eighteen years (1948-1966) numbered only nine, while in the six years after 1967, the number jumped to 23.¹ This means that the average number of novels published before 1967, in Jordan, was one every two years, while it increased to four every year between 1967 and 1973.

Another noteworthy observation is to be found in Mādī's study regarding the reverberation of the June defeat in Arabic novels written in countries far removed from the epicentre of the Arab-Israeli conflict; one such is the novel entitled النار والاختيار (The Fire and the Choice) by the Moroccan Khunātha Bannūna.²

The novels inspired by the June War differ in their analysis of the defeat. In some novels it is ascribed solely to military causes, as indicated in فارس مدينة القطرة (The Knight of al-Qanṭara City) by ʿAbd al-Salām al-ʿUjaylī

¹ Ibid.
² The central idea in the novel stresses the belief that the Arab defeat is not the responsibility only of Arab military institutions. Laylā, the protagonist of the novel, realizes that she had participated in bringing about the defeat as a television broadcaster. For a long time before the war, she had deceived the masses by spreading "false words" and "delusion" among them. Realizing this fact after the defeat, she chooses teaching as her new career, so that she should be able to rescue the new generation from duplicity and delusion.
and قارب الزمن التقليل (The Vessel of Heavy Days), by 'Abd al-Nabī Hijāzī.¹ In others, it is attributed to the alienated state of the Arab intelligentsia resulting from the oppression practiced on them by ruling regimes, as in Taysīr Sabbūl’s novel أنت منذ اليوم (You, from Today).² Some novels also ascribe it to the backwardness in the social, cultural and political structure of Arab society, as in عودة الطائر الى البحر (The Bird’s Return to the Sea), by Ḥalīm Barakāt.³

An estrangement between the Arabs and the essence of their religion was a major factor behind their defeat according to some authors such as Amīn Shunnār in الكابوس (The Nightmare).⁴

After 1967 two main moods are reflected in the novels inspired by the Arab-Israeli conflict. Some writers saw in the defeat a collapse of the whole nation and therefore fell into complete despair and pessimism, as does Khudayr ‘Abd al-Amīr in ليس شمسا أمل لجام جم (There is no Hope for Gilgamesh) and Ḥaydar Ḥaydar in الزمن الموحش (The Desolate Time). Others did not sink into despair, considering the defeat as a temporary setback that could happen to any nation, especially in a conflict so complicated, severe and long-lasting as that between the Arabs and Israelis. This optimistic view is reflected in works such as الشمس في يوم غائم (The Sun on a Cloudy Day), by Ḥānā Mīnā, أم سعيد.

¹ Ibid., p.41.
² Ibid.
³ Ibid., p.57.
⁴ Ibid., p.61.
(Sa‘d’s Mother) and عائده الى حيفا (Returning to Haifa) by Ghassān Kanafānī, and many others.¹

As to short stories and the reflection of the Palestine problem in this medium, it should be pointed out that this fictional form has proved a greater favourite with Arab writers than either the novel or play for the purpose of depicting their feelings and views on this subject.

Accordingly, a great number of short stories have been written on the subject since 1948. They are scattered liberally in short story collections and literary periodicals. In some collections, all the stories deal with Palestinian themes, as in التراب الحزين (The Sad Soil) by Badi‘ Haqqī.² The author’s dedication to the book is as follows:

"To the sad soil,  
to Palestine  
I dedicate these letters which are soaked in blood and tears"³

But, unlike the novels, short stories (and also plays), have not been studied, as far as we know, except for R. D. Howard’s study mentioned before, in which he devotes a chapter to short stories and another to plays.⁴

Of drama, it has been found possible to list the plays dealing with our subject, as was done with the novel, in order to illustrate how far the problem has been represented in that literary form.

¹ Ibid., p.33.  
³ P.5.  
⁴ Chapters II and III.
As can be seen from appendix II, some Arab playwrights were producing works on this subject even before than the novelists. Some Palestinian playwrights, indeed, wrote plays plainly and directly on this theme as early as 1933, (e.g., في سبيل يا وطن, by Wadīʿ Tarazī), and these plays are said to have been performed then.

Up to 1967 there were more than thirty plays on the subject. This may seem strange; the figure contradicts the statements of some writers who have claimed that only a few plays were written on the subject of the confrontation. R. D. Howard, for instance, states that until 1969 "research has turned up only nine dramas about the Palestine question".1

In fact, all of the plays mentioned and discussed by Howard, except one, are one-act plays, and all were written after 1948.

Another writer, this time an Arab, claims that only drama among the fictional forms showed no concern for the Palestine problem.2

The appendix also shows that more than fifty playwrights from different Arab countries wrote one or more plays on the Palestine problem.

---

1 The Arab-Israeli Conflict..., p.161.
Looking to the dates when the plays were written, the appendix specified shows that, by 1948, 10 plays had appeared, some of them having been performed on stage. Between 1949 and 1966 about 25 plays were published, but, during the six years following the June War, as many as 26 plays appeared. This shows clearly that the problem has been receiving more attention from Arab dramatists since the disastrous defeat in the June War.

Among those Arab playwrights who devoted some of their works to the Palestine question, special mention needs to be made of 'Ali Aḥmad Bā Kathīr’s plays written before 1948 and shortly thereafter. He deserves special mention firstly because, as our research shows, he is the first non-Palestinian playwright to write on the Palestine problem; and secondly because he devotes five long and a number of short dramas to this subject, more than any other playwright does.

'Ali Aḥmad Bā Kathīr (1918-1969), son of a Ḥaḍramī father and an Indonesian mother, was born in Ḥaḍramawt, emigrated first to Indonesia, then to Ḥijāz, and finally to Egypt, where he stayed until his death.

His first play on the subject of Palestine is called شَيْلَك الجَدِيد (The New Shylock) (1945); its structure and some of its central motifs are modelled on Shakespeare’s play "The Merchant of Venice".

In Bā Kathīr’s play, Antonio’s body represents the
entire bloc of Arab states, the pound of flesh Palestine, and the agreement between Shylock and Antonio, the 1917 Balfour Declaration. The play, written before the loss of Palestine, reflects the author's optimism regarding the future of Palestine. He, therefore, ends his play by making Shylock commit suicide when he hears the decision of the International Commission of Arbitration, which assembled to find a solution to the Palestine problem, and gave a decision in favour of the Arabs.\(^1\)

Bā Kathīr's second work on Palestine was entitled مسرح السياسة (Theatre of Politics). The book includes 12 one-act plays, written between 1945 and 1948, all on political themes dealing with Palestine and the Zionists,\(^2\) such as نقد تنتمي (Money takes Revenge), راشيل والثلاثة الكبار (Rachel and the Big Three), ليلة 15 مايو (The Night of May 15th), معجزة إسرائيل (The Miracle of Israel), etc.

Of these plays, we shall give a summary of the first, Money takes Revenge, because of its unusual and peculiar subject.

The author has divided the play into six scenes. In the first we see the Secretary General of the United Nations in his home, listening to his wife, who is warning him that he will be endangered if he continues to be biased towards the Zionists' views of the Palestine problem. She claims

\(^1\) For more comprehensive analysis of the play, see: Umberto Rizzitano, "Reactions to Western Political Influences in 'Alī Aḥmad Bā Kathīr's Drama", Historians of The Middle East, pp.445-447.

\(^2\) 'Abdullah al-Tantawi, Dirāsa fī Adab Bā Kathīr, p.58.
that she has recently heard the money they keep in their safe talking and threatening to take revenge on her husband, because of his partiality towards the Zionists.

In the second scene, the Secretary General takes his wife to a mental hospital to be examined by the doctors there, since she continues to claim that she had heard the money talking. The doctors find that the wife is completely sane. Moreover, they advise him to consider carefully what his wife says. He leaves the hospital dissatisfied both with the doctors' report and unconvinced by his wife's claims.

The third scene shows us the Secretary General lying ill in hospital, suffering from painful digestive troubles for which the doctors can do nothing but give ever larger doses of castor-oil. When his wife says that the money has started taking its revenge, her words infuriate him and he shouts at her, accusing her of having Arab blood in her veins.

In the next scene the consultants in the hospital are meeting to discuss the digestive troubles of the Secretary General, the like of which they have never experienced.

In the fifth scene, the Secretary General is visited by the Zionist M. Shartuk, who starts telling the Secretary General off and accusing him of becoming slack in the Zionists' interests. Shartuk's words anger the Secretary General, who shouts at him, claiming that because of his bias towards the Zionists, he is now lying in bed suffering from illness. He adds that he should ask the Zionists for compensation for the loss of his health.
In the last scene, the Secretary General goes to the Treasurer of the United Nations, asking him to cut off a percentage (supposed to be the money paid by the Arab States to that institution) from his salary. When the treasurer asks him why, he tells him the whole story. He also advises the Treasurer to do the same, otherwise he will be afflicted by the same disease.

It can be argued that this play reflects to some degree Ba Kathir's awareness of the extent to which economics affect this conflict.

Soon after the 1948 war and the creation of the State of Israel, Ba Kathir wrote his third work on the Palestine problem. The play is called لأساء أوديب (The Tragedy of Oedipus). In this play, Ba Kathir adapts the Greek myth of Oedipus and employs it to express the sorrow caused him by the loss of Palestine.

In his book Fann al-Masraiyya min Khilāl Tajāribī al-Shakhṣiyya Ba Kathir explains the circumstances in which he wrote the play, saying: "I was overwhelmed with despair and hopelessness at the future of the Arab nation. I felt that the Arabs, by losing Palestine, had also lost their dignity and honour. For a long time I went on suffering from that feeling, and trying hard to dispel it". 1

The Oedipus tragedy was judged by Ba Kathir to be a suitable theme for the elucidation of his subject. He explains: "as Oedipus was directed by a power greater than he (viz., the Oracle of Delphi), without being aware of it,

1 Ibid., p.94.
so also the Arabs were directed by a power greater than theirs. The Great Powers, he believes "had planned, since the Balfour Declaration was issued (1917), that Palestine should be a Jewish state, and all the time between the Declaration and 1948, the Arabs had been driven unknowingly to meet their defeat in Palestine."¹ This plan of the Great Powers succeeded, Bā Kathīr says, with the help of some of the Arab kings and heads of state.

Discussion of Bā Kathīr's other plays, or plays written by other dramatists, would need more time, space and specialization than the scope of this thesis allows. However, the two appendices show clearly that, since the early fifties, the Palestine question -as against the period preceding 1948- has been a source of inspiration for many Arab writers. They also illustrate that the number of fictional works written on this subject increased rapidly, especially after 1967.

A review of the poetry inspired by the Palestinian experience in the period after 1948 is more difficult than making a study of those written before this date. This is due to two main factors:

1. After 1948, Arab poets belonging to "the Free Verse School", which emerged simultaneously with the 1948 Palestine 'tragedy', use different techniques in their approach to their subjects. Accordingly, a great deal of the poetry written since the fifties treats the Palestine question or the Arab-Israeli conflict indirectly and in a subtle and profound way.

¹ Ibid., p.104.
(2) After 1948, the impact of the loss of Palestine on poetry was restricted not only to themes; it became deeper and more complex. It created a new tone, coloured with bitterness, frustration and despair. The concept of commitment (الالتزام), furthermore, which became the rule rather than the exception in modern Arabic poetry from the mid-fifties, owes much of its appeal to the Palestine experience, a fact emphasized by most Arab critics.

Any discussion of the Palestine problem, therefore, and its representation in modern Arabic poetry would be superficial were it to neglect such areas of impact as those above, or restrict itself to works that speak directly of Palestinian refugees, or injured pride, or the liberation of the country, etc.

In view of this, attention will be given in the following chapters to the different ripples of influence believed to centre in the Palestine disturbance.

But before doing so, and in order to give, as far as possible, a general assessment of the recurrence of the Palestine theme in poetry of the period 1948-1973, it seems practical to choose a representative Arab literary periodical, examine the poems published in it, and then find out how far Palestine is represented in these poems.

The choice fell on al-Adab, a monthly literary magazine published in Beirut since 1953 which would seem to provide a good representative sample. Its founder was the Lebanese writer Dr. Suhayl Idris. The reasons for choosing this magazine are the following:

(1) Al-Adab has not suspended publication since its first
appearance in January 1953.

(2) From the very beginning, al-Adab took the lead as the main literary mouthpiece of the "Free Venice Movement" and became a platform on which both writers and readers could express their views on literary subjects and Arab culture. One writer even called it "the voice of the period"; another believed that it "more than any other helped to determine the course of modern Arabic literature".

(3) More than any other literary periodical, al-Adab was chosen by leading poets as the medium for poems, which became widely celebrated afterwards in the Arab world. To give only a few examples, we may mention the following poems: انشودة الطور (Hymn to Rain) by Badr Shakir al-Sayyab, ذكريات الصوفي بشر الحافي (The Diaries of the Sufi Bishr al-Hafi) by Salah ‘Abd al-Sabur, السندباد في رحلته الثامنة (Sinbad on His Eighth Journey) by Khalil Hawi, خبز وحشيش وقصر (Bread, Hasheesh and Moonlight) by Nizar Qabbani, among many others.

3 No.6, June 1954, p.18.
4 No.7, July 1962, p.10.
5 No.6, June 1958, p.4, no.5, May 1960, p.19.
7 No.8, August 1967, p.2.
8 No.6, June 1968, p.1.
The mission of al-Adāb was, from the beginning, to promote literature committed to Arab political and social causes. This was announced by Suhayl Idrīs, the editor, in his editorial note to the first volume, in which he makes it clear that "the kind of literature which this review calls for and encourages is the literature of commitment which issues from Arab society and pours back into it".¹

This, therefore, makes it possible for us to draw parallels between the attention paid to Palestine by poets and that paid to other political causes.

After consulting all the poems in al-Adāb from the time the first volume was published (January 1953) up to the end of 1973, it was found that after the June War of 1967 hardly a poem published in this review was not inspired in one way or another by that event and its consequences. The following statistics, therefore, deal only with the poems published between 1953 and 1967.

Between 1953 and 1967, it should be mentioned, the Arab world witnessed many important events, such as the rebirth and growth of "Nasserism" as the dominating type of Arab nationalism, the Algerian revolt against the French occupation (1954-1962), the Tripartite Attack on Egypt (1956), Egyptian-Syrian Unity (1958) and its collapse three years later, the revolt in North Yemen (1962), the emergence of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) (1964), and other events, all of which received attention from Arab poets.

¹ No.1, January 1953, p.1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Number of Published Poems</th>
<th>Poems on Arab Political Events</th>
<th>Poems on the Fida'I</th>
<th>Poems on the Tripartite Attack</th>
<th>Poems on Other Events</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1953</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 1424 poems, 168 published.
In spite of the fact that the poems written on Palestine and published in *al-Adāb* represent no more than a small proportion of what has been composed by Arab poets on this subject since 1948, we can come from these statistics to a number of conclusions which may help us to form a general idea of the increasing frequency of Palestine as a subject of more recent poetry.

(1) The statistics illustrate that the problem has been an inexhaustible source of inspiration for Arab poets since the loss of Palestine in 1948.

(2) A comparison of the first four years (1953-1957) and the four years following (i.e. 1957, 1958, 1959, 1960), shows that the number of poems written about Palestine fell rapidly from an average of 18 in the first four years to only 5 in the second four years. At the same time as this fall in number we may notice a big increase in the number of poems motivated by other political events that took place during those years. For instance, 23 poems were published on the subject of the Tripartite Attack on Egypt in 1956, 29 on the Algerian Revolt, and 43 on other political events, such as the revolt in Iraq which ended the monarchist regime in 1958, and the unity between Egypt and Syria in the same year.

This indicates that a great deal of the poets' attention moved towards such political events as affected the amount of attention given to Palestine.

(3) In the years 1961, 1962 and 1963, the number of poems on Palestine increased again, but did not reach the level of the first four years (i.e. 1953-1957). Nevertheless, in
1964 alone, 40 poems were published on Palestine. This sudden increase may be attributed, as we believe, to the establishment of the PLO by the Arab League in 1964. During 1965 and 1966, the poems on Palestine numbered 26 and 31 respectively. In 1967, the number reached 47, as a result of the June War. After 1967, the Arab defeat, the conflict with Israel, the Palestinian Resistance Movement and many other themes linked to the problem dominated poetical production, not only that published by *al-Ādāb*, but also, we may claim, by other periodicals and poetry collections.

(4) By dividing the themes related to Palestine into three groups; namely, those dealing with Palestinian Arab refugees, the Fidā'iyyīn, and, finally, a number of varied themes, such as the longing for Palestine or the call for its liberation, etc., we have been able to find evidence that, before 1967, writers concentrated on the refugee problem. The theme of the Fidā'iyyīn at that stage was a minor one, due to the fact that it was only after 1967 that the Palestine resistance movement became an effective power in the struggle against Israel; but it has been the theme of an enormous number of poems since 1967. For instance, in 1969 alone, more than 40 poems concentrating mainly on the Resistance Movement or the Fidā'iyyīn were published in *al-Ādāb*.

(5) The statistics show that 268 poems out of 1424, all the poems published in fourteen years, have Palestine as their main theme.¹ These amount to about 19% of the total.

¹ Other poems in which Palestine occurs only as a minor
Meanwhile, poems written on all other political events totalled only 168 (about 12% of the whole number). This means that the Palestine problem caught the attention of Arab poets far more than all other important events that took place in the fifties and sixties.


Since we have been concerned so far in this chapter with presenting a general outline of Arab literary output concerning Palestine after the establishment of the State of Israel, we turn now to consider two groups of poetical works: anthologies of poetry¹ and those long poems which appeared as separate publications.²

Of the poetry collections we may mention the following anthologies:

theme are not included in our statistics, such as:

by Bdr Shākir al-Sayyāb (no.3, March 1956, p.6).

by 'Alī al-Ḥillī, (no.12, December 1954, p.25),

by Khalīl Ḥāwī, (no.2, February 1957, p.10),

by Ahmad 'Abd al-Muṭṭī Hijāzī, (no.2, February 1957, p.37),

by Fuʾād al-Khishin, (no.3, March 1964, p.40), and many others.

¹ Only anthologies of poems written by non-Palestinian Arab poets are considered here. Anthologies adopting their titles from Palestinian themes, but with poems not confined to the subject of Palestine, are excluded also.

² Before 1948, only two collections of poetry, bearing the title الفيلسانيات and entirely devoted to themes related to Palestine, were published. The first appeared in al-Najaf in Iraq (1939), and contains a number of poems all by Shiʿite Iraqi poets. The second appeared in Lebanon in 1946. It is by Wadīʿ al-Bustānī.
الشعر في المعركة (5) (Poetry on the Battlefield)\textsuperscript{5} edited by Mahmūd Ḥasan Ismā‘īl, contains 40 poems, each written by an Arab poet on different Palestinian themes from the thirties to 1967. Some of these poems have been mentioned in

\begin{itemize}
\item[1] Published by Matba‘at al-Jāmi‘a, Baghdad, 1948.
\item[2] Published by al-Matba‘a al-‘Aṣriyya, Beirut-Sidon, 1954.
\item[3] Published by al-Dār al-Qawmiyya lil-Tibā‘a wal-Nashr, Cairo, n.d.
\item[4] Published by Dār al-Kātib al-‘Arabī lil-Tibā‘a wal-Nashr, Cairo, 1968.
\item[5] Published by Dār al-Kātib al-‘Arabī lil-Tibā‘a wal-Nashr, Cairo, 1967.
\end{itemize}
the course of discussion in the previous chapters.

الأدبيّة العربيّة (6) (The Arab Odyssey) by ‘Adnān al-Rāwī (Iraq: 1925-1967), consists of two parts written between 1948 and 1951. The first part contains 4 poems dealing with the Palestinian Arab refugees, while the poems of the second part deal with other themes, such as injured pride, condemnation of the Arab leadership and complete trust in the new Arab generation who would have to regain Arab rights concerning Palestine.¹

Although the majority of the poems in these works were written after 1948, it is noticeable that, in many respects, they do not differ from poems written during the twenties, thirties and forties, especially in style and language. Both groups rely greatly upon the evocative power of words, and seem dominated by vehement words and fiery phrases.

The noticeable difference between those poems written before 1948 and those written after can be seen in the spirit of sadness caused by the defeat which pervades the later works.

Turning to the long poems, we shall consider the following works:

طحمة الحرب المقدسة (1) (The Holy War Epic)² by Maḥmūd

² The poem was published first in al-Ahrām newspaper on November 28, 1947 (no.22430) under the title إلى شهداء فلسطين. It consists of 65 lines. In 1949 the poem was republished in a separate publication, this time consisting of 566 lines. See Sa‘d al-Dīn al-Jāzāwī, al-‘Amil al-Dīnī ..., p.328.
Muḥammad Ṣādiq, from Egypt. The poem is in monorhyme and written in al-khaffīf metre. Its opening verse goes as follows:

خُطَبُ السيف أَسْتَكَنِّوا سَيْبَانَا ٓ ُّبَ لَقُومِي وَدَعُوا حَسَانًا

O my people! the sword has spoken, so let Sahbān keep silence; and bid farewell to Ḥassān!*

Although Ṣādiq regarded his poem as an epic, it cannot be claimed that, by any standards, it has any trait which characterizes that genre. It is no more than a number of stanzas on different themes, such as the religious significance of Palestine, the injustice done to the Palestinian Arabs, the Christian West and its bias towards the Jews, etc. Moreover, instead of describing acts of fighting, or speaking about the events that took place in Palestine and led to the debacle, the poet is merely interested in calling upon the Arabs and Muslims to liberate the country from the Jews.

(2) 2 — I — J j i  (The Refugee Woman)¹ by Muḥammad Shams al-Dīn, from Lebanon. This poem consists of 190 monorhymed lines written in the mutaqārab metre. Its subject, as the title indicates, is the Palestinian refugees. In the poem, a refugee woman tells how, after the Israeli victory in 1948, she was forced to leave her home with her child and

¹ Published in Beirut, 1950.

* Saḥbān Wāʿil and Ḥassān b. Thābit both witnessed the appearance of the Prophet Muḥammad. The former's work is usually cited as an example of oratory speeches; the latter, a talented poet, is traditionally known as the "poet laureate of the Prophet".
old mother. Before reaching safety in a neighbouring Arab country, the old mother and the child died from exhaustion and starvation.

However, in spite of the fact that the poet enriches the poem with humanitarian feelings by letting the woman tell all about her calamity, the reader of the poem feels that it is the poet who is speaking and not the refugee woman. This is illustrated more clearly at the end of the poem, when the woman, amidst her personal grief caused by the death of her child and her mother, recalls the Muslims' loss of Spain, saying:

Memories of Granada, and the Spanish tragedy reawaken in (my) heart.
Yet a tear in my eyes I held back, seeing today as no more than a copy of that yesterday.

Such feeling is obviously artificial and false, because it is unconvincing that a simple and ingenuous character like that refugee should fuse her personal calamity with a national one which had happened hundreds of years before.

(3) The Arab Comedy by Mahmūd Salīm al-Hūt (Palestinian: 1916- ). The poem is divided into 26 stanzas all in al-basīt metre, but each stanza has a different rhyme-scheme.

Being written by a Palestinian, the poem expresses the

1 Kāmil al-Sawāfirī, Filastīn fil-Shiʿr al-ʿArabī..., p.605.
2 Published in Baghdad in 1951.
deep feelings of suffering among the expelled Palestinians. It also voices loudly the common belief, held not only among the Palestinians but also among Arabs generally, that it was the Arab regimes who let "Palestine fly from the Arabs' hands". The poem is also overflowing with nostalgia for the lost homeland.

Quotations will be made from this work in the next chapter when we discuss the theme of yearning for the return. أرض الشهداء (The Land of Martyrs)¹ by Ibrāhīm al-Urayyid (Bahrain: 1908- ). This epic, as it is called by its writer, can be regarded, in spite of a few shortcomings, as among the best poetical works on this subject. We shall then, discuss it at some length. The epic² is written in shiʿr ḥurr (Free Verse), and consists of a prologue and five songs (آناشيد). The events described take place between 1947 and 19? , on the grounds that its end is still to come.

The characters in the epic are:

Zāfir: a Palestinian Arab shepherd.
Daʿd: his wife.
Thāmār: a Jewish girl.

¹ Beirut, 1951.
² Following the concept of some modern critics who manifest little interest in theoretical matters concerning the epic poem and regard it as "A narrative of some length which deals with events which have a certain grandeur and importance and come from a life of action, especially of violent action such as war", Princeton Encyclopaedia of Poetry and Poetics, enlarged edition 1974, p.246, we may refer to this work as an epic.
Thāmār's brother.
Thāmār's father.
Mārī: a Palestinian Christian woman, a neighbour of Thāmār.
Ḥamdān: a Palestinian Arab belonging to those who were called mujāhidīn.

In the first song entitled جبل الزيتون (The Mount of Olives) the poet introduces us to Zāfir, who was living a simple but pleasant life, grazing his cattle and sheep and playing his reed flute شباة joyfully. But things have changed, and Zāfir becomes worried. Even the tune coming out of his flute sounds sad.

When Dā'd comes to the pasture where Zāfir is grazing his cattle, bringing him his lunch, she immediately notices that her husband is distressed. When she asks him why, Zāfir relates to her that he saw in a dream his cattle being attacked by a wolf. The wolf managed to seize a sheep and kill it before he, Zāfir, could rescue it.

Dā'd does not find anything strange in her husband's dream, and explains to him that what he saw reflects what is happening actually in their country. The wolf represents the Zionists and the sheep Palestine.

The second part نسجود (The Song of Songs) speaks about the Zionists' preparations for declaring the birth of the Jewish State in Palestine. Thāmār's brother arrives home one night while his sister is chatting with Mārī, an Arab Christian woman who is visiting them. When Mārī leaves, Thāmār's brother tells his sister that the Jews have won the vote in the United Nations for the partition of Palestine and the establishment of a Jewish State.
Thāmār's father arrives home also carrying the news that the "Haganah* organization, of which he is a member, will start operations against the Arabs in Palestine that very night.

The third song is entitled Bāb al-Wād, and speaks about the warfare of 1948. Zāfīr joins the mujāhidīn; he, with some other men, among them one called Ḥamdān, prepares an ambush for an Israeli military unit. During the fight Zāfīr is slightly wounded, but continues fighting. Then news comes that an Israeli force has succeeded in penetrating into Bāb al-Wād, a quarter in Jerusalem; Zāfīr, with Ḥamdān and some other fighters, rushes to help the Arab defenders there and to try and stop the Israeli advance. They finally succeed and force the Israelis to surrender. The big surprise for Zāfīr and his fellows comes when they find that that Israeli force is composed entirely of women soldiers, commanded by Thāmār.

After hours of strong argument on how they should treat their female prisoners, they finally release them on the grounds that "a female, even in soldier-dress, would not be capable of causing harm to men". Strangely enough, one may think, Zāfīr is of this opinion. The attitude of Zāfīr on this matter will be discussed after the summary of the epic is complete.

In the fourth song Hīkāl Sālimān (Solomon's Temple) the war continues. But, all of a sudden the Arab

* Haganah: a Zionist underground military organization functioning in Palestine from 1920-1948.
governments agree to a cease-fire; and then an armistice is agreed between Israel and the Arab countries who participated in the war. Thus, the "disaster" is completed and the majority of the Palestinian Arabs find themselves refugees in the neighbouring Arab countries.

This song speaks also about accusations which spread widely in Arab circles that King 'Abdullah had a major hand in the Arab defeat in that war, because of his desire to annex what might be left of Palestine to his kingdom. ¹

Because of this belief regarding the role played by the King, Zāfir makes up his mind to assassinate him; therefore he says to Da'd:

أنا يا دعد له لا خانتي فيه زمني

¹ Pp. 102, 113, 114.
It is significant to note that King 'Abdullah for his part, as stated in his memoirs published in Amman in 1952, stresses that he was all the time working for the unity of the country (Palestine) with his Emirate for the purpose of preserving the rights of Palestinians.

Speaking on the 1948 war, he attributed the defeat to the unwarranted suspicions of the rulers of Egypt and Syria about his friendly relations with the British, and to the personal motives of the Saudi rulers, who were afraid lest the Hashimites should try to take back Hijāz. This, he goes on to say, led to a division in the ranks of the Arabs and prevented the formation of an effective military command for the war.

I am for it, O Da‘d!
may time fail me not,
so that Jerusalem and the two Holy Places
may time fail Ka‘ba and Medina
not be relieved of his treachery.

The last chapter, entitled قبة الصخرة (The Dome of the Rock), speaks about events still to come. It is interesting to note that the poet predicted some of those events, namely, the assassination of King ‘Abdullah. The poet, as mentioned in the first edition of the book, completed writing the epic on October 13, 1950, and King ‘Abdullah was assassinated in July 1951.

The poet, being optimistic about events yet to come, ends the epic by imagining a revolt following the assassination, in which all Arabs participate and gain the final victory against the Israelis.

By way of assessing this work, we may point out that al-‘Urayyid has treated the characters of his epic successfully by making them develop in a natural way free from exaggeration. Besides, the poet was clever in indicating that there was a good relationship between the Palestinian Arabs and the Jewish inhabitants there. Such a relationship is indicated by the visit made by Mārī to her Jewish neighbour, Thāmār.

1 P. 114.
2 P. 139.
Moreover, the poet was truthful and honest when making Zāfir admit the fact that the chief reason behind the Arabs' defeat in the war was their underestimate of Israeli strength:

إِنَّمَا قَدْ سَعِيَ الْجُرَبَ
مِنَ الْجُرَبِ يَعُسِّنُهُ
مِنْذَ كَانُوا وَهُم
مَا ضَمْنُونَ فِي تَوْهِينَ شَأْنُهُ ١

Yet it was the bull's horn that cast the Arabs down. From times of old they have been underestimating his strength.

But, there are two important points which seem to have escaped the poet, both dealing with the two main characters in the epic; Zāfir is portrayed by the poet as a wise, sharp-witted and mature personality, yet, all of a sudden, the poet deprives him of these characteristics when his group captures Thāmār and her fellow women-soldiers; it was Zāfir who was of the opinion that those prisoners should be released because, as we have mentioned previously, a soldier-woman was not believed to be capable of fighting men.

This way of thinking cannot be attributed to a realistic personality. However, one may argue that the poet, by doing so, aims at presenting Zāfir as a chivalrous character. Nevertheless, such an attitude, especially coming from one who himself criticized the Arabs' underestimation of

١ P. 104.
Israeli strength, can be attributed to an inexperienced man rather than to a chivalrous one.

Of Thāmār it is unarguable that the poet is not sympathetic towards her, since he portrays her in the second song as a whore who does not mind sleeping even with her brother. Yet, by making her lead a group of fighters and conquer positions held by the enemy (the Arabs), he, undoubtedly, was unaware that he had made of Thāmār a heroine, capturing considerable sympathy and admiration from any reader, irrespective of his nationality or political orientation; an aim, we emphasize again, which was not in the poet's mind.

لَن نخوِن فلسطين (5) (We will not Betray Palestine)¹, by Muṣṭafā Bahjat Badawī (Egyptian : 1922- ). The poem consists of 33 pages and is written in shīr ḫurr. Its themes are various, including the 1948 debacle and its psychological consequences for the Arabs, the Palestinian refugees and the injustice done to them, and finally the Arabs’ determination to regain their rights in Palestine by force.

احلام العودة (6) (Dreams of the Return)² by Aḥmad Fahlī. The poem is written in traditional metrical form, with mutaqārab as its metre. It is divided into 24 stanzas, each one bearing a different title and a different rhyme. Themes in the poem are various, but, because the writer is a Palestinian, nostalgia for home is clearly voiced.

¹ First published in March 1956. The second edition was published in June 1967 by Dār al-Kātīb al-‘Arabī, Cairo.
² Published in Damascus in 1957.
(Shahrazād in the Refugees' Tents)¹ by 'Abd al-Jabbar 'Abd al-Husayn Khudayr from Iraq. This poem is the first work written by Khudayr in his career as a poet, and consists of 482 lines written in shī'r hurr.

Explaining how scenes of the refugee camps has worked as an incentive for him to produce this poem, he says in the introduction:

From among the torn and worn rags in the shaky encampments called refugee camps, where ideas are born novel and unique, and feelings are charged with pain and bitterness, comes this poem.

However, in spite of this promising preface the ideas as well as the images of the poem have been expressed frequently by many other poets when writing on the refugees. The only novelty which can be seen in the poem is the poet's employment of a folk-tale character (e.g. Shahrazād) to tell the story of the refugees.

¹ Published in Karbalā' (Iraq) in 1966.
CHAPTER V
New Major Themes

The close study of the themes of poems written on the question of Palestine and the consequences of its loss in 1948, shows that many new topics found their way in the poetry written since then. In addition to those new themes, some previous themes which were reflected in the poetry written before 1948 continued to appear also, such as the Arabs and Muslims' duty towards Palestine, condemnation of the Arab leadership and the partial role of the West towards the Israelis.

However, more discussion on the themes prior to 1948 would not add basic ideas to what we had pointed out in chapter III; therefore, the discussion in this chapter concentrates on four predominant themes emerged after 1948. These are namely: the Palestinian Arab refugees; their longing for the return home; the bitter experience of two humiliating defeats; and finally the Fidā'ī.

The Palestinian Arab refugees.

It has been mentioned before that the 1948 Arab-Israeli War resulted in the uprooting of hundreds of thousands of Palestinian Arabs, Christians as well as Muslims, from their land and homes, turning them into refugees in several Arab countries.

Over the years, their numbers rose steadily, their bitterness and discontent intensified and their political influence increased throughout the Arab world. Then came
the June War of 1967, which did not improve the refugee situation; instead, another 400,000\(^1\) and more were displaced from their homes, about half of them for the second time in less than twenty years.

Moreover, the refugee presence in the Arab host-countries was the most visible manifestation of continued Palestinian existence. On the one hand, their presence falsified the official Israeli claim that "there is no such thing as a Palestinian"\(^2\), as was once claimed by Golda Meir, and on the other it served to remind the Arabs of the country they lost.

Writing on the Palestinian refugees attracted a vast number of Arab poets and prose writers. This can be easily seen from an examination of Arab literary production since the "disaster" (النكسة). As far as poetry is concerned, a quick look at the titles and content of many poetical works written after 1948 reveals that this theme received enormous attention from Arab poets, especially in the fifties and sixties. Even some poets who showed no interest in writing about Palestine before 1948, found themselves deeply moved by the tragedy of the Palestinian refugees. Aḥmad Zāki Abū Shādı (Egypt: 1892-1955), for instance, who is regarded as a pioneer in modern Arabic poetry\(^3\), wrote on Palestine only through this theme. His poem

\[\text{اللاجئون}\]

\[\text{Don Peretz, A Palestine Entity, p.41.}\]
\[\text{Pamela Ferguson, The Palestine Problem, p.115.}\]
\[\text{Salma Khadra Jayyusi, Trends and Movements ..., vol.2, p.370.}\]
(The Refugees) (1949)\(^1\) focusses on the misery of the refugees. Its opening verse goes as follows:

\[
\text{خَسَس} \, فَمَنْ عَنِّي وَلَمْ يَنْقَلَبَ،
\text{وَمَعْذَّبُونَ لَهُمُ} \text{نَقَامَةً جَهَنَّم}.
\]

Dumb they are; unable to speak for themselves about their calamity. They are suffering hell on earth.

The Iraqi poet, Badr Shākir al-Sayyāb (1926-1964), one of the earliest Arab poets to use free verse successfully (an innovation which became known afterwards as "The Free Verse Movement" in modern Arabic poetry), focussed his attention on this theme in a poem called قافلة الخياوم (The Caravan of the Wretched) (1956)\(^2\). In fact, this poem was the only one by the poet devoted solely and clearly to the Palestine problem. In other poems, the problem was recalled by al-Sayyāb through a variety of themes, as seen in his poem في المنبر العربي (Of Arab North Africa) (1956)\(^3\) written mainly on the Algerian revolt against French occupation (1954-1962).

When speaking about the refugees, Arab poets often reflect the common belief that the responsibility for the calamity the Palestinians had suffered had been veiled by lies, on the one hand by the Arabs themselves, especially their leaders, and on the other by the world community, particularly the West.

The Arab leaders, the poets claim, have been

---

1 Diwān min Waḥy al-Samā' , p.154.
3 Ibid., pp.82-89.
indifferent, and have acted from selfish motives throughout their involvement with the problem. In fact, such accusations characterize many poems prior to 1948, as we discussed in chapter III, but what gives this element in the new poems more significance is the fact that the poets’ criticism was now based on factual findings rather than fears and anxieties.

Besides, Arab poets in general became more extremist in accusing Arab governments of faithlessness towards Palestine; even poets from such countries themselves received much criticism and condemnation regarding the problem, voice loudly accusations of the Arab leadership. For instance, Sa‘d al-Bawārdī (1929- ) from Saudi Arabia, the country which was the subject of severe criticism by some Arab poets, particularly the Mahjari poet Rashīd Salīm al-Khūrī,¹ speaks plainly about the Arab leadership’s betrayal of Palestine. In a poem entitled أُغْنِيَة العَودَة (The Song of the Return)², written as a dialogue between a refugee woman and her child, the woman tells her son the following:

لَبَدَاهُ ، مِن أَطْعَامُهُمُ تَكُتُ فَلْسِطِينِ الشهِيدَة ،
كَانَوا بِجَانِبِهَا
وَقِيَّ كَيْاَنُهُ مِن طَعَامِهِ صَوْرَ عَدِيدَةٌ ،
كَانَوا حَوالَيَّهَا غَبَاءً ، وَلِيْبِ عِنْدَهَا ،
وَجَمْعِي مِنْ غَنْيَةِ وَكَلَّمَ كَالْجَيَابَاء ؛
كَانُوا قَطَعَانُ شَاءَ .
...
لَبَدَاهُ أَسْلَمُ بَعْضُهُ مَا يَلْكُونُ ( لِيْكُونُ )
...
وَقِيَّتِيَّ لَوْدِيَّ ، وَأَنْتِ بَعْضِيَّ نَنَىِّ لِلْجَيَابَاء .

¹ See above, pp. 166-167.
² Dīwān Ughtniyat al‘Awda, pp. 27-33.
Son! because of their greed
Palestine was afflicted with disaster;
they, while siding with her,
filled her body with wounds.
Scum they were, howling around her.
Their troops were roaring, but
dissolved into nothing.
Like goatherds they were.
Son! some of us gave away what they
possess in order to reign;
whereas you, I, and others were left to
graze grief.

However, poets from other Arab countries, such as the
Sudan,\(^1\) Syria,\(^2\) Lebanon,\(^3\) Tunisia,\(^4\) Iraq,\(^5\) and Arab
poets in the "Southern Mahjar",\(^6\) used a great many
similar accusations in their poems.

So much for the responsibility of the Arabs for the
Palestine problem; but the West, too, is seen by the poets

\(^1\) See ِ|
\(^2\) See
\(^3\) See
\(^4\) See
\(^5\) See
\(^6\) See

to have a responsibility for the injustice done to the Palestinian Arabs, because it was the West which encouraged the Zionists and backed them in uprooting the Palestinians from their homes and lands by creating the Jewish State there.

The Egyptian poet Maḥmūd Ḥasan Ismāʿīl, for instance, sees in اللَّاجِئُون (The Refugees) (1951)¹ that the "flimsy tent" which became all the refugee owned, "is designed and manufactured by the West according to a conspiratorial policy against the Arabs".

Another poet from Lebanon, Sulaymān Ḥāhir, compares the role played by Lord Balfour, the British foreign minister who issued the Balfour Declaration, with that played by Truman, the American President (1945-1953), who fully supported the creation of the Jewish State in 1948. The poet says in الا لِبَلْفُور وْتُرَمَّان (To Balfour and Truman) (1951)², that these two men must bear a major share of responsibility for the exodus of the Palestinian Arabs.

Regarding the role of the United States in the Arab-Israeli conflict, it is noticeable that, after 1948, an ugly image of the United States began to replace that of Great Britain as a guilty party.

Among the many poems reflecting that image of the United States, is one by Ṣābir Falḥūt from Syria, entitled الخيمة والقمر (The Tent and the Moon)³. This poem

¹ Dīwān al-Tāʾihūn, pp.38-44.
² Dīwān al-Filastīniyyāt, pp.117-122.
³ Lamyāʾ al-Jābirī, Mukhtārāt min Shīr al-Muqāwama, pp.308-313.
carries a message from a Palestinian refugee to the American astronauts who landed on the moon for the first time in history in 1969. The refugee reminds the astronauts of what the United States has been doing to the Arabs of Palestine. In addition, America's crimes against other countries, such as Vietnam, are recalled in the poem.

The poem makes it clear that however much the United States endeavours to project a good image of herself, whether by pretending to be a peaceful nation, or by demonstrating technical superiority in space, her bad deeds on earth remain the real, true characteristic features of her ugly image. Addressing the astronauts he says:

\[
\text{ناديكم، أطفأركم}
\]
\[
\text{في أرضنا الكبيرة}
\]
\[
\text{في خيتي القديمة}
\]
\[
\text{وشهد الجريمة}
\]
\[
\text{تأتيكم، أطفأركم}
\]
\[
\text{في الأرض والشبه واليمنام}
\]
\[
\text{وتبعون الصوت بالهتاف والدعاء}
\]
\[
\text{للأمن والسلامن}
\]
\[
\text{لتخدعوا فصائل القطيع}
\]
\[
\text{من سوام البشرين}
\]
\[
\text{تستوطنون الأرض بالهدوء}
\]
\[
\text{في القدس والسيس واليمناء}
\]

From up on the moon
you applaud peace.
But it was only the brutish mob
who could be deceived.
You, while filling the earth with disease
in Jerusalem, Suez and Vietnam,
raise your voice with cheers and praise
for peace.
Your canine teeth, your nails,
in our wounded land,
in my worn tent
are witnesses to the crime.
For the Iraqi poet Badr Shakir al-Sayyab, the world community holds great responsibility for the injustice done to Palestinian Arab refugees. In the poem "The Caravan of the Wretched" mentioned before, he sees in the tragedy of the refugees an act of murder, similar to Cain's killing of his brother Abel. The heavens and stars therefore ask Cain:

- قابيل، أين أختك؟ أين أختك؟
  جمعت السماء
  آمدها لتصديق، كفرت النجوم إلى نداء:
- قابيل، أين أختك؟
- يرقد في خيام اللاجئين.

In this poem al-Sayyab also focuses on the idea that the tragedy of the Palestinian refugees is not confined to their loss of land and homes, but also to the fact that they have been deprived of human rights. Life itself had become for them closer to that of animals rather than that of human beings: they lived in caves, howled when they felt hungry, and when they died their corpses remained under the open sky:
Not only did they drive us out of our villages and cities, but also from the habitations of men. Today caves are filled by us howling for hunger, and dying unnoticed, with no graves left behind us.

The prevailing image of the Palestinian refugee soon became that of a lost, heartbroken and downtrodden person living in a flimsy tent, with many children around him suffering from hunger and illness; or as pictured by 'Abd al-Wahhāb al-Bayāṭī (1926-) in al-İrfa'n (The Arab Refugees) (1961):

لاجئٌ العربية شحذ على أبواكم
لغاء طعنين
النمل يأكل جسمه
وسير جارحة السنين.

Naked and stabbed the Arab refugee is begging at your doors. Ants and the birds of wounding years are eating at his flesh.

In an early poem, لاجئٌ (A Refugee Woman) (October 1948), probably the first poem written on this theme, Kāmil Sulaymān, a poet from Lebanon, presents to us a refugee woman in the following touching picture:

تشش مجبلة بالوهن والسمم
والذال لفعها للرُسُل والقَدَم
كتمها هائم يمشي على الألْم
جفت وفَّلت، لَعَلَّ في القلب من ضَّم
رواه قد بَرَتْهُ شُدّة السِّقم

She, dressed in weakness and sickness, overwhelmed with disgrace from head to toe, walks perplexed and exhausted, in much pain. Her face mirrors her grief, and the anger ablazing in her heart has dried up the tears in her eyes and made them hollow. She gathers rags tightly around an emaciated body, that once was pretty.

The poet, aiming at gaining more sympathy for the refugee, gives full details of the misfortunes and sufferings she has undergone: during the time of terror in her city, she was frightened half to death and managed to escape with two of her children. But in her fright and distraction she left her baby at home. Her husband, together with her uncle, was killed, and now she has been left with nobody to look after her and her children.

Another poem by Sulaymān al-‘Īsā (Syrian: 1922-) called علي الرصيف (On the Pavement)(1953) also represents a good example of the way the refugee was portrayed, more particularly in poems written during the fifties and early sixties. This poem consists of 84 verses, and tells the story of an old man, a refugee whom the poet saw lying on the pavement of a street in Damascus. Al-‘Īsā starts the poem by telling how he was walking back to his home on a dark freezing night when he ran across the old refugee and his children. The scene touched the poet deeply; he saw the whole "tragedy" of the Palestinian Arab represented in that refugee:

في هذه الخرق الجائع صير شعب قد أبدا
في هذه الأسئلة يفترون التي رطبا شهيدا

---

In these starving rags
the whole fate of a perished people is
concealed.
In these worn garments
a martyred country lies on the ground.

Since the poet himself was born in Iskenderun, a region
taken from Syria and given to Turkey in 1936, he draws a
parallel between the old Palestinian and himself, since
both are refugees and both were expelled from their homeland:

أنا لست لي دار ولا أسم بـه الرفـضـابـا
أنا ملك استلبا ملاعب فجر الأولى استلبا

Just like you,
they usurped the pleasant surroundings of
my childhood.

... ... 
Now I have neither home
nor homeland that can meet my wishes.

In another long poem (A Refugee Girl in Custody)(1954),\(^1\) al-'Isā tells the story of a young
refugee girl, who because of poverty was forced to sell her
body. The girl was caught by police and put in custody in
order to be sent for trial. The poet expresses high sym­
pathy towards her, seeing that jailing her is not only an
illogical act but also unfair.

According to his view, the society to which he and the
delinquent girl belong, could not claim any more honourable
estate since it was this society itself which sold a whole
country (i.e. Palestine).

\(^1\) Ibid., pp.264-271.
Choosing a refugee woman to speak about her calamity and sufferings seems to have attracted many Arab poets. In addition to the above-mentioned poems, we may call attention to the following:


1 For a brief review of this long poem (190 verses) see Kāmil al-Sawāfīrī, al-Shīr al-‘Arabī al-Ḥadīth fī Ma’sāt Filastīn, pp.603-605.
3 Ibid., vol.38, no.6, May 1951, p.630.
4 Al-Majmū‘a al-Shīriyya al-Kāmilah, pp.399-403.
5 Diwān al-Jawāhiri, vol.4, pp.115-123.
6 Diwān Fadwā Tūqān, pp.140-143.
7 Al-‘Adāb, no.6, June 1955, p.61.
8 Al-‘Adāb, no.2, February 1956, p.49.
9 Al-‘Adāb, no.5, May 1956, p.15.
However, this representation of the refugee as a downtrodden person, whose reaction to his calamity does not go beyond shedding tears or uttering signs of grief, did not last. In fact, from the late fifties, some poems began to reflect noticeable changes in the refugee character. During the sixties, and up to the 1967 War, such changes in character become clearer. The refugee first began thinking aloud: "For how long must I stay humiliated in my tent?"¹ or "Why are we dying silently and unnoticed in exile?"² Voices expressing the complete boredom of living in exile began to infiltrate many poems, then became frequent and sharp. The following verses quoted from a poem called لا سلام (No Peace)³ by Hārūn Hāshim Rashīd are fairly representative:

أقولها
أقول لا سلام
لأن ساكن الخيام
قد سمعوا غلطة الخيام
قد سمعوا العذاب والشفاق والسقام
قد سمعوا الموت الذي يدب في العظام
قد سمعوا الحياة كلها

لأنهم مشردون
ضائعون في القمام.

² ʿAbd al-Wahhab al-Bayāṭī, Diwan ʿAbd al-Wahhab al-Bayāṭī, vol.1, p.635.
³ Diwan ḥattā yaʿūd Shaʿbunā, pp.7-26.
Let it be known:
there will be no peace,
because the lodgers in the tents
have become fed up of the humiliation of
living there,
become tired of suffering, misery and illness,
bored with the death creeping in their bones,
sick of life itself,

... ...  
because they are homeless,
walking in darkness.

The refugee's rejection of the fate that makes him an
unworthy loser, wandering from one place to another in exile
while awaiting mercy from Heaven, began to be voiced loudly.
His image gradually became that of one who burns with desire
to achieve his destiny through his own efforts.

A poem called <السيف والصدأ> (The Sword and the Rust)
(1964) by Mamdūh 'Udwān presents the Palestinian refugee
as a youth, filled with determination to regain his home
through his own endeavours. He therefore asks his mother
to give him back the sword left with her after his father
was killed. The boy had waited fifteen years (symbolizing
the number of years which had passed since 1948), and the
sword had become rusty after all that time.

Now that the boy has become strong enough, he wants to
take the responsibility of reshaping his destiny. He does
not want to be a "guest" in other countries anymore. This
shows that his image in such poems became totally different
from that portrayed in earlier verses following the "disas­
ter". Addressing his mother, the boy says:

1 Al-Adāb, no.4, April 1964, p.49.
I will not remain as a guest.
Without a command of God I’ll shape my fate.

There, where my father died, I’ll die;
hence fifteen years passed by me, waiting,
and now I am no more a child.

It has been pointed out in chapter III that Arab poets, when composing on Palestine before 1948, were motivated by two tendencies: religious and nationalistic. At that stage these poets concentrated on picturing the struggle over Palestine or the Arab-Israeli conflict as racial and religious conflicts between Jews and Arabs.

The exodus of the Palestinian Arabs paved the way for a third tendency to appear in the poems written on Palestine.

Illustrations of this subsequently-developed image of the refugee can be amply provided from poems written during the sixties, as has been mentioned. The following are given only as examples:

= **الناضج** كتبان النبل (by ‘Ali ‘Uqla Khirsān (Syrian), al-Ādāb, no.9 (September) 1963, p.35.

= **عئدة الناغم** (by ‘Ali Ḥāshim Rashīd (Palestinian), Ibid., no.3, (March) 1964, p.70.

= **الموءد** (by Amīn Shunnār (Palestinian), Ibid., no.6, (June) 1964, p.33.

= **الناضج والربيع والجذة** by Muḥammad Jamīl Shalāsh (Iraqi), al-Kitāb (published in Iraq), second year, Nos.3 and 4, (June-July) 1964, p.108.

= **ابقاء الأجاس الصدئة** by Badr Tawfīq (Egyptian), al-Ādāb, no.3, (March) 1965, p.58.
in general and the refugees in particular. by this we mean a feeling of common humanity, a sympathy and consideration that may be felt by any human being towards any other unfortunate person, irrespective of ties of religion or race.

We may fairly claim that writing on the Palestinian refugee theme gave Arab poets, even the Palestinians themselves, wide scope to represent in their poems human sentiments rarely seen in works prior to 1948.

Regarding this point we may consider a number of poems, among which is one entitled رقية (Ruqayya)\(^1\) by the Palestinian poetess Fadwa Tuqan (1917- ). In the poem Fadwa presents a highly touching picture of a refugee woman called "Ruqayya". At the same time, there is in the poem no trace of religious enthusiasm or racial fanaticism, although the poetess herself is Palestinian. What we find in the poem, instead, is an outpouring of human sentiments. Here are some representative verses picturing a few moments in the life of the refugee and her child:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{تعلّق صدّريها الواهن المرتمد} \\
\text{وثدّتّ بآخِر حلِّ الجسمٍ} \\
\text{ولقدّرتّ أيدّهَ حنايّها الضّرع وضُّعّت طيّسه الكبّر} \\
\text{طَّالِحِة ذاَك السَّاء السَّار} \\
\text{ظلّتها وحَوْصِفي السَّي} \\
\text{...} \\
\text{ثمّانين ما بين نَّهر وخند} \\
\text{فَأَهوّتُ على الطَّفل تَشَّمَّفَ فيه}
\end{align*}
\]

\( ^1\) Dīwān Fadwa Tuqān, pp.144-150.
On her weak, shivering chest
hung a little thing as powerless as a young bird.
She held his head with one arm
and embraced the body with the other.
She would have laid him in her bosom
had she been able to.
Perhaps by the warmth of her love
she would protect him against that freezing night.
He, while listening to her even breaths,
clasped his hands around her neck.

Then he muttered: "Mother",
his hands began fumbling at her neck and cheek.
Smelling in the baby the fragrance of her usurped paradise,
she heaped on him fervent kisses.

Another Palestinian poet, a Christian, Kamāl Nāsir,
expresses in سرخة الخيام (Cry of the Tents)\(^1\) the sadness
the refugees feel every time Ramadān comes to an end. This feeling does not emerge from religious sentiment but from human emotion. In Ramadān, the poet says, the refugees feel some sort of equality with those who are experiencing hunger, even if only during that month. They, therefore, wish the month to last longer:

رامضان يا شهر الصيام، حزنت لفرتك الخيام
حزن الجائع البائسون
gūn fātirun ahl al-dhār
وجوات رغائكم
حتى يطول بك الحجام

O Ramadān, month of fasting!
the tents feel sad at your departure;
so too feel those who are fasting
through dire poverty.
All their wishes come together
wanting you to stay longer.

---
\(^1\) Al- Aʿmāl al-Shīʿriyya al-Kāmila, pp.75-77.
The Iraqi poet, ‘Abd al-Wahhāb al-Bayāṭī, cannot conceive how the refugees have been forced to live in exile, why they, unlike other peoples, have no home. His poem لذا نحن في المنفى (Why are we in Exile?) (1960) poses on behalf of the refugee many questions, all based on human sympathy and justice, as can be seen in the following lines:

لذا نحن في المنفى
لم نتو في صمت
لذا نحن لا نبكي؟
على النار، على الشيك
مشينا
وشى شعبي.
لذا نحن يا ربي
بلا وطن، بلا حب
لم نتو
في ربع؟
لذا نحن في المنفى
لذا نحن يا رسي؟

Why do we die in exile
unmourned by anybody?
Why don’t we cry as normal humans do?
We walked on fire, on thorns,
and so did all my people.
O God! Why are we left with no home,
with no love?
Why do we die and die terrified?
Why are we in exile?
Why, Oh my God?

Reviewing all poems dealing with the refugee theme, or quoting from them all is clearly not practical, since many poets from most Arab countries devoted one poem or more to this theme. Such poems, however, are documented in appendix number III which may be consulted for further examples of the widespread recurrence of this theme.

Longing for the Return.

"By the end of the disaster year (1948) which resulted in the most repulsive defeat that could befall a nation, the earth took two forms in the eyes of the Palestinian Arabs: "prison" and "exile". "Prison" included all land which came under the Israeli flag, while "Exile" included all lands elsewhere". 1

These lines were written by a Palestinian poet, Yusuf al-Khatib (1931- ) in 1968, in his critical introduction to an anthology of poems by "Arab poets living under Israeli occupation since 1948". This statement by al-Khatib should not be underestimated, since it encapsulates a feeling which, since 1948, has been increasing among Palestine Arabs wherever they live.

Some, professedly writers and politicians, express extreme surprise as to why the Palestinian Arabs do not settle throughout the vast Arab world and reconcile themselves to the loss of Palestine. 2 In saying this, such writers give no consideration to the human element in the Palestinian tragedy, and ignore the obvious fact that the longing of the Palestinians for the country they believe to be their rightful home is not essentially material or political. It is first and foremost a deep spiritual aspiration which is just as strong whether they are living in a refugee camp or in a more comfortable situation.

In view of the fact that each Palestinian Arab, whether,

---

after 1948, he lived in Amman, Damascus, Beirut, Cairo, Baghdad or elsewhere, did not consider himself at any time other than an alien (غريب) in those countries, any argument that the Palestinian refugees would gladly and easily settle in other Arab countries but for the evil schemes of their leaders and politicians is a misrepresentation of the genuine feelings of the Palestinians.

When examining this in the poetry written by Palestinians since the fifties, we can find scarcely one poet whose works do not reflect it widely and sharply.

Jabra Ibrāhīm Jabra (1919- ), for instance, was born in Bethlehem in 1919 and settled in Iraq after 1948. He is recognized as a leading novelist, poet and critic of the Arab world. Materially, he did not suffer poverty nor did he live in a refugee camp. At the same time he does not hide his feeling that he has been living in exile since he left Palestine,¹ and his literary works reflect this.

In Ḍarāṣāt al-Isbā' (Deserts of Exile) (1953)² Jabra sees life outside Palestine’s borders as merely a life in exile in the desert, where eyes are filled with “dust and rime”.

في بوائدي النفي ربيعاً تلو ربيعاً
ما الذي نحن ناظرون بهينا
وملآ عيننا تراب وصقيع

In the deserts of exile, spring after spring passes. What are we doing with our love while our eyes are full of dust and rime!

² Tammūz fil-Madīna, pp. 61–63.
The poet then complains to his lost homeland about how miserable life has become for all the Palestinian Arabs, wandering in exile from one place to another:

أَي أَرْضًا ... 
اذْكِرْنَا الْآنّ مِطْلُّقًين
بَيْنَ أَشْرَكَ الْقَناْرِ 
مِطْلُّقَينِ فِي صَمْعِ الْجَبَال ِ
اذْكِرْنَا الْآنّ فِي
هُجَّ الْمَدَائِن عَرَابِيَّةَ وَالْبَحْرَ.
اذْكِرْنَا وَمِلْلَ الأَعْيُنَ مَا
غَبَارٌ لَا يَنُجَلُّ مِن سَرْعَةِ الحَلِّ وَالترَحَالِ.

O land of ours ... remember us now, wandering among the thorns of the deserts, wandering in rocky mountains, remember us now, in tumultuous cities across the deserts and oceans. Remember us with our eyes full of a dust that never clears in our ceaseless wandering.

Mahmūd Salīm al-Ḥūt (1916- ), who was born in Jaffa and received the degree of Master of Arts from the American University of Beirut, describes himself in the sub-title of a long poem\(^1\) as a "Palestinian Arab lost in faraway countries". Addressing his "lost paradise" he describes his fellow refugees as people cast out of one country after another:

ما ضَقَّتْ بِنا يَا جَنَّةٌ فَقْدَتْ فَكِيفَ غَصَبَتْ بِنا آفَاقٌ أَقْطَارٌ

بَيْنَ وَجْحِ شَعْبِكَ آهَادًا مَرْقُضَةٌ مِن تَحْتِ كلّ خِفْقَةِ التُّوْرَسِيّاْرِ ٢

\(^1\) Al-Mazhala al-‘Arabiyya.
\(^2\) Ibid., p.11
O lost paradise! for us you were never too small, but now vast countries have become too small for us. Woe unto your people who were torn asunder, wandering under every star!

Poems by another Palestinian poet, Hārūn Hāshim Rashīd (1930- ), show the same feelings. The following lines, quoted from his collection of poems (Until our People return), illustrate how gloomy and bitter the Palestinians’ outlook on life became in their exile:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ضـننا فـي سـلـب القـلـم لـا نـور، وـلا أـمـل} \\
\text{وـسـننا فـي مـهـبـ الـرـسـح وـالإـعـامـر، مـسـحـــ} \\
\text{حـلـنـا فـوـق مـا قـد تحـمـل الـدـنـيا وـحتـمـــ} \\
\text{لـكن طاـلت الـخـيـبة حـتي اسـبـت الســسـبـل.}
\end{align*}
\]

We went roaming through trackless wastelands with no light, no ray of hope. We walked in storms when they were at their peak. We suffered more than the whole world could bear. But there has been no sign of the Return, and now the whole future looks black.

Many Palestinian poets too, have found in the Gulf states, such as Kuwait, Qatar, etc., a secure place to live, at least from a material point of view. But their poems also overflow with feelings of alienation and loss of identity. Ḥasan al-Najmī while living in Qatar, expresses

\[1 \text{ P.60.}\]
in *A Song to the South* (1960)\(^1\) the feeling that all countries had become bored with sheltering the Palestinian refugees, and wished them to leave:

> ستُنكِك يا شعبي العراص والقرى
> كلشكك يا أنت الدرب
> عشنا نطوي في الصحراء...

> O my people! all countries are bored with you, and roads are closed to you. We are wandering uselessly in the deserts.

Another poet, Ṿādī Saddūq (1938- ) who found a livelihood in Kuwait for some time,\(^2\) explains in *Some Songs of the Lost Caravan* (1964)\(^3\) that the new generation of Palestinian Arabs, who have been or will be born in "exile", have no better future than their parents. Addressing his newly-born daughter Rulā, he says:

> صغيرةتي أنت هنا عالم من غبر لون، مستباح، شريد
> أنت هنا يا رلَى بنت غريب مستدل طييسد

> My little baby! you are a whole world here, but with no colour, downtrodden and vagrant. O Rulā! Stranger you are, and the daughter of a stranger who is humiliated and a fugitive.

---

\(^1\) Al-\-Ādāb, no.6, June 1960, p.17.
\(^2\) He held numerous offices there: editor of the weekly paper *al-Watān*, political commentator for the weekly paper *al-Hadaf* and official in the Ministry of Defence. He left Kuwait in 1966. See al-Badawi al-Mulaththam, al-\-Adīb, no.11, November 1968, p.32.
\(^3\) *Al-Aqlām*, 1st year, no.4, December 1964, p.51.
All the previous examples, as well as so many others, show that the Palestinian poet could not see in any other country an alternative to his "lost homeland", since all countries remained alien to his heart. This, therefore, makes his longing for Palestine a natural and true feeling.

The following quotation from Mahmūd Salīm al-Ḥūṭ's poem "al-Mahzala al- Arabiya", mentioned before, speaks for itself. In fact it is one of many such statements that inevitably find their way into the writings of many Palestinian poets:

Jaffa, my eyes shed blood after the tears had dried.
Will I ever see you again?
My memory of you is fresh day and night,
living within my innermost soul
... ... What ails my heart! wherever I go it sadly cries:
Alas my homeland!
Whatever opulence in life he gains, derision for that life is only his response.

While expressing a longing for his homeland, the Palestinian poet often seeks news of it by inquiring about it from whatever he thinks has seen it or passed over it, such as the wind, the star, birds, etc.

A poem called بحيرة الزيتون (The Lake of Olive Trees) (1957)¹ by Yūsuf al-Khatīb may be considered a good

¹ Al-ʿAdāb, no. 10, October 1957, p. 17.
example of this; al-Khatib, being much worried about his house and village after it had become Israeli property tries to appease his anxiety by asking the wind to tell him all about the state of his home and village. The wind reports bad news: the olive tree in the courtyard of their house had wilted. The house itself had become dreary and had sunk into despair after its owners had left.

Because it was necessary for the poet to indulge his worry, he turns to the stars asking them about the same thing. But the stars confirm what the wind has said. The poet, deeply depressed, pleads with the flocks of birds to carry the following message to his village:

أقيتنا، نفرت اليك أسراب العاصف
أقبل عليها، إذا وافيت عند النهر أقيتنا
ففتحي بعض ساعات، وبي الدار أقيتنا
ألن تعيش اليوم إلا بانتظار غدد

أقيتنا وافق شراك ما أغفلى لنا جفن
يظل الشوق يهدنا، ينزف دمعنا البين
وأ قطر الساع، نظل في مراتبنا نزنوش
نطال ووجهك المحزون كم أريد به الحزن

Oh our village!
I sent to you flocks of birds.
To them I said:
When you reach our village beside the river, alight awhile, and tell our home all about our grief.
Tell it we would not be alive were it not for our hope of tomorrow.

Oh our village! I swear by your soil we have not tasted sleep, wakeful through remembering you, tearful because of our separation from you. And all the time we gaze at the sky observing your sad face. Oh, how sad your face has become!
Among the poets who burn with thirst for the Return is Abū Salmā. His many poems on this theme are overflowing with passion for the "lost home", attachment to its soil and longing for reunion with it. In a poem entitled (We will return) for instance, he imagines everything in his lost country; the shores, rivers, hills, plains, etc., beckoning him to return:

Oh my beloved Palestine! How can I live far from your plains and hills. The feet of your mountains, dyed (with blood), giving the horizon its redness, are calling me.

Fadwā Tuqān's poem نداء الأرض (The Call of the Land)(1954), now under discussion, represents the longing for the Return in a more developed way than is seen in the above-mentioned poems. In Fadwā's poem the desire for the Return goes beyond sending messages home with the stars or winds, etc., and reaches the decision that a refugee must make a desperate effort to be reunited with the land from which he has been separated.

Describing his remembrance of the land which gave him in the past "all its treasures", and the miserable situation in which he lives at present, the poetess says:

1 Diwān Abū Salmā, pp.172-174.
2 Diwān Fadwā Tuqān, pp.153-161.
He recalled a land which had raised him and fed him generously from her breast since his infancy.
He, nostalgically, recalled the sight of the trembling soil in spring, and saw the field of wheat undulating in the breeze, treasuring wealth for him.
He saw the orange trees flickering and spreading fragrance and shade.
Then a stormy idea flared up in his mind: how can I see my land, my rights usurped, and remain here, a wanderer filled with shame?
Should I live here and die as a stranger in a foreign land?

With such emotions taking full command of his being, the refugee leaves his tent one spring night, lit by stars in a clear sky, and heads for his land. He could see in the far distance the lights of Jaffa. He also could smell the air fragrant with the scent of orange blossoms.

Reaching the border-fence which separates him from his land, he stops. He knows for certain that crossing the fence will cost him his life. But he does not care. What he cares for is to die on its soil. Therefore he crosses the fence without hesitation and realizes his dream. The following lines represent the climax:

أهوى على أرضي في انفعال شمث دراها
يعانق أشجارها وضُمَّ آلياّ حصاه
ومَّ كالطفل في صدرها الرحب خفا فَمٍ
He fell passionately on his land, smelling the soil, kissing the trees and grasping the precious pebbles. Like an infant he pressed cheek and mouth to the soil, shedding there the pain he had borne for years. He listened to her heart whispering tender reproach:
- You have come back?
- I have, here is my hand. Here I will remain, here I will die, so prepare my grave.

Two paces away, sentries of the ignoble enemy were lurking; their eyes were darting arrows of hate. Then two shots ripped the silence of the night.

Optimism is a common trait of poems speaking on this theme. This observation does not imply that pessimistic feelings concerning the return of Palestinian Arabs to Palestine did not permeate certain poems; it simply means that such pessimistic poems do not form the major portion as compared with other, more optimistic, poems. Even after the Arab defeat in the June War of 1967, Arab poets in general soon regained confidence in the future and expressed a firm faith in the capability of the Arabs to regain
their rights in Palestine.\footnote{This idea has been emphasized by many Arab critics; for examples see: Iḥsān 'Abbās, " Ağābī Ḥazīrān wal-Adab al-Thawrī", al-Adāb, no.5, May 1970, pp.33-40, 66-68; Shukrī 'Ayyād", al-Adab al-‘Arabī ba‘d al-Khāmis min Ḥazīrān". Ibid., no.5 May 1969, pp.3-6; and Muḥammad al-Nuwayhī, "Ḥarakat al-Shi‘r al-Jadīd fi Ḍaw‘ al-Hazīma", Ibid., no.6 June 1969, pp.2-8.}

Quotations illustrating this can be amply provided, whether from poetry written by Palestinians or that composed by poets from other Arab countries. It is not strange, then, to come across lines such as these:

\begin{center}

أبي سرت أختين
وبار خواز الأشجعان

The key of my house is on me wherever I go.
I always carry it throughout my wandering
in the deserts of grief.

Just as the Arab poets did not lose faith in the Return, Palestine, for her part, is still waiting for the return of her "children", in spite of the continual frustration of this hope.

Her confidence in their return induces her to make them their favourite drink, tea with mint leaves, as she sits waiting for them every night:

\begin{center}

وأمي أيقنت أبي سارحل، إنما قالت
تحمود غداً.

وتنظر الشفقة لا تزال! وجمع التضاع.

\end{center}

\footnote{Hārūn Hāshim Rashīd, Ḥattā ya‘ūd Sha‘būnā, p.119.}
Seeing me leaving, my mother said:
You will come back.
Ever since she has been waiting and storing up mint leaves in case her dear ones, who like their tea mixed with leaves of mint, arrive in the evening.

By way of concluding our discussion of this theme, it is worth mentioning that some Arab writers find the present Arab emotions concerning the return to Palestine no less intense than the sentiments expressed by the Psalmist:

If I forget thee, O Jerusalem, let my right hand forget her cunning.
If I do not remember thee, let my tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth; if I prefer not Jerusalem above my chief joy.2

In fact, the above Psalm in particular finds an echo in some poems written by Palestinian poets. Mu'in Bisisū, for instance, wrote a poem entitled الله أورشاليم (The God of Ùrushalîm ),3 in which he copies the Psalmist, saying:

1 From a poem entitled تَصَرَّدُ by Ḥikmat al-‘Attīlī, al-Ādāb, no.4 April 1964, p.47.
2 Psalm 137, verses : 5,6.
3 Al-Āthār al-Kāmila, pp.143-146.
Let my right hand forget me,  
let my beloved's eyes,  
my brother and my only friend  
all forget me  
if I remember not  
that the god of Urushalîm  
lies heavily on (the chest of)  
our land,  
squeezing honey and milk  
out of drops of our blood,  
to live  
and hatch out monsters.

In an article published in *The Middle East Journal*,¹ an Arab writer, 'Abd al-Laṭīf Tibawi, points out that there is a "striking similarity between present Arab aspirations and emotions concerning "the Return" and those from which Zionism was born". He also adds:

"There is thus a "new Zionism" in the making, an "Arab Zionism" with the aim of returning to the homeland. It is not likely that serious Arab intellectuals will take too long to recognize the significance of their own "Psalmists" who remember Jerusalem and long for Palestine".²

² Ibid., p.509.

When disastrous defeats befall a nation, it is not unusual to find each constituent part of that nation laying the blame for the defeat on the others, accusing them of being a major factor in the defeat.

The Arabs had suffered two humiliating defeats at the hands of the same enemy during a period of only two decades. It is no wonder, then, that we find a variety of views expressed by Arab writers and poets, putting the blame for those defeats on one group or another; but, at the same time, all reflect the common feeling that Arab pride, whether at individual or collective levels, had been seriously injured. This feeling should not be underestimated, since it sheds light on many essential characteristics of contemporary Arab literature in general, and poetry in particular, regarding tone, attitudes and mood.¹

In the pursuance of the theme under discussion we shall now examine three aspects of the painful experience of two defeats: the responsibility for those defeats, the resultant feelings of pain and shame, and, finally, the prevalence of optimism over despair and pessimism in regard to their ability to overcome the consequences of those defeats.

As for those poems that followed the defeat of 1948, we have noted that they concentrate on putting the whole responsibility for losing the war on the Arab leadership,

¹ This will be discussed in chapter VII.
to such an extent that other aspects of Arab society, such as social and cultural backwardness, freedom of thought and speech for the individual Arab, etc., remain untouched. In the case of the poetry which followed the 1967 defeat, on the other hand, not only the Arab leadership was criticized, but also Arab society itself. Taking as an example a poem entitled بعذ الكبحة (After the Catastrophe)(1948)\(^1\) by 'Umar Abū Rīsha (1908- ), we notice that even in this poem in which the Arab public is blamed, such blame is allocated merely because, as the poet believes, the Arab masses had trusted their leaders and left them free to do whatever they wished. Moreover, it was the Arab masses who had extolled to the heavens such unworthy leaders:

\[
\text{أميكم صنم مجدهم لم يكن يحمل ظهر الصنم.}
\]

O my people! many an "idol" you praised who was not endowed even with the purity of an idol.

In the body of criticism directed towards the Arab rulers following the first defeat, Arab poets in the Mahjar (Particularly in South America) were more harsh and direct in attacking Arab rulers than were poets living in Arab countries. This can be attributed to the fact that the former, who did not live in Arab countries, enjoyed more freedom to say what they wanted, because they were not within the Arab rulers' reach. The many poems on this subject by Ilyās Farḥāt (1891-1976), Rashīd Salīm al-Khūrī (1887-),

\(^{1}\) Dīwān Abū Rīsha, vol.1, pp.7-11.
Naṣr Samʿān (1905-1967) and others, illustrate how severe and critical their attack was.¹

One of the most stinging poems on this theme that we have found is one written by Ilyās Farḥāt, published in his collection of poems entitled al-Kharīf, in which he says:

If you meet Their Majesties these Kings of ours, or Their Highnesses, and every holder of an honorific title, (remember) both the title and the holder are worthless. Mock at them, then, as having big titles but little pride; and that trampled upon by the Jews.

Then the poet threatens the rulers saying that they will pay highly for this attitude:

Thus you will bite your fingers (lit. palms) in sorrow. And will drink your tears out of sadness. And it is your honour that will be paying when any (Arab) woman puts her honour up for sale.

While tracing our theme, i.e. criticism of the Arab leadership, in poems written after the June defeat in 1967,

---

² Samīr ḏhāwān Qāṭāmī, Ilyās Farḥāt ..., p.148.
we find that the poets' vision of it has enlarged, and they begin attributing the defeat to other vital defects rooted in the political, social and cultural state of Arab society. As we mentioned before, such feelings were not voiced in the poetry which followed the "disaster" in 1948.

However, although there are a countless number of poems dealing with the factors that led to the June defeat, two poems only will be considered here, both by Syrian poets, but analysing the defeat differently. The first, entitled من وحي الهزيمة (Inspiration from Defeat)\(^1\) by Muḥammad Sulaymān al-Ａḥmad (known as Badawi al-Jabal) (1907-1981), is chosen because it is the only poem -as far as we know- that attacks socialism in the form adopted by certain Arab countries in the late fifties and sixties, Egypt and Syria in particular, while at the same time considering socialism a major causative factor in the defeat. The other دفتر النكسة (Marginal Notes in the Book of the Setback)\(^2\) by Nizār Qabbānī (1923- ), acquired wide fame, and there arose an enormous storm in Arab literary circles on its first publication in al-Ādāb magazine.\(^3\)

Although in this poem Badawi al-Jabal considers that it was the rulers who were defeated in the June War and not the Arab nation, he concentrates on socialism, seeing it as an evil system. According to him, socialism means the enrichment of the ruling class through acquisition, the depriving of the people of freedom or justic, and an increase of immorality

\(^{1}\) Dīwān Badawī al-Jabal, pp.192-207.
\(^{2}\) Nizār Qabbānī, al-Afma al-Siyāsiyya, pp.5-15.
\(^{3}\) No.8, August 1967, p.2.
Socialism also, the poet says, does not respect religion or religious people. The cruelty of the Arab socialist regimes towards Muslims was an unforgettable experience, when mosques were stormed with fire, and many of those who were praying, were humiliated or tortured.

It should be stated, however, that Badawi al-Jabal was not on good terms with the ruling socialist regimes in Syria and Egypt during the late fifties and sixties. The poet, therefore, lived in exile in several Arab and European countries from 1956 to 1967.\(^1\) This may explain the poet's attitude; nevertheless, it is obvious that the defeat came as a golden opportunity for al-Jabal to quench his thirst for revenge on those regimes, and consider them the actual sources of the defeat.

The poem "Marginal Notes in the Book of the Setback" by Nizar Qabbānī, the subject of our discussion now, is

\(^1\) Diwān Badawi al-Jabal, pp.16-19.
considered one of the most important poems that Qabbānī ever wrote. Soon after its appearance, the poem gave rise to heated, lengthy argument in Arab literary circles in which many readers, writers and critics took part.

By some, the poem was received with enormous enthusiasm, as they saw in it an honest and truthful picture of the ills to be found in Arab society. Others, however, severely attacked the poem as well as the poet for many reasons.

However, the poet himself, in his book قصتي مع الشعر (My Poetical Experience) sums up the views of the latter group by listing the following points:

1) Nizar Qabbānī, being "a poet on erotic themes who has devoted all his poetry to women and love is unqualified to write about national themes".¹

2) Qabbānī, more than any other writer or poet, "should be blamed because of his sensuous poetry which has affected the new generation badly and spoilt their morals".²

3) Nizar, in the poem, is no more than a "sadist who finds pleasure in whipping the Arab nation while she is bleeding because of the defeat", and by "dancing over the wounds of his people".³

4) The poet, by writing thus, aims at "killing any remnant of determination or hope that may still exist among the Arabs". By this, he is "serving the enemy who wishes to

¹ Qisṣatī maʿ al-Shiʿr, p.216.
² Ibid.
³ Ibid.
see the Arabs in complete despair.¹

The wave of anger arising from Qabbānī's poem reached its peak in the writings of Egyptian writers, some of whom wrote asking the authorities to ban the poet and his works from entering Egypt. Seeing this "unjust campaign" against him, Qabbānī reveals in the aforementioned book that he wrote to President Nasser about this and included in his letter² a copy of the poem. The President, Nizār states, gave instructions to the appropriate authority that all restrictions on Qabbānī and his books were to be lifted.

However, for Qabbānī, as well as for other poets, the defeat in 1967 was most shameful. The events that led to it were a combination of various factors, some of them related to aspects of the society itself, including its thinkers and men of letters; while others were connected with the Arab rulers.

As for Arab society, the poet envisages it as "dressed in the husk of civilization, while its soul remained primitive".

(لقد لبنان قشرة الحضارة
والروح جاهليّة)

The Arabs, the poet adds, have been living underground for ages, existing in an endless lethargy and ignorance of

---

¹ These four points were also the backbone of Ghālī Shukrī’s criticism of Nizār Qabbānī and his national poems in general, and this poem in particular.

² Of the text of the letter, see Qiṣṣatī ma‘ al-Shīr, pp.237-241.
the age they live in. Their skins are numbed, unfeeling, while their "souls lament their bankruptcy". They pass their time in slumber or by playing chess or practising the Zar\(^1\).

Although the Arabs have become rich, as a result of the oil they have, this source of wealth, instead of becoming a "dagger of flame and fire" which could serve as a weapon in the struggle against the enemy, is "flowing away beneath the concubines’ feet".

Moreover, when the Arabs entered the war against Israel, they entered it with a strange strategy, the poet says. No wonder then if the result matched such means:

\[\text{أذا خسرنا الحرب لا غريبة لأننا ندخلها بكل ما يطلب الشرقي من مواهب الخطابة}\]

---

\(^1\) A dance involving witchcraft practiced in some Arab countries, usually conducted by a woman, in order to expel an evil-spirit from a person thought to be possessed by it.
It is not strange that we have lost the war, because we entered it armed with the rhetorical talents that an Oriental has, with false heroism that would not kill even a fly; because we entered it with the logic of the drum and the *rabāba*.

For their part Arab intellectuals, thinkers and writers, bear a great responsibility for the defeat, hence the books they read or write belong to a dead past rather than to the present age. Their speeches, the poet adds, are "full of holes as an old shoe" and dominated by terms of "obscenity, slander and abuse".

Shifting to the responsibility of the Arab rulers, Qabbānī sums up the whole relationship between them and their peoples by saying that the rulers denied their people any chance of expressing their opinions freely and acting as a spontaneous body in a free society.

Addressing the "Sultan", by which term, as we believe are denoted Arab rulers in general and not the
particular, Qabbānī says:

1 Z. Gabay, in an article published in *Middle Eastern Studies* (vol.9, 1973, p.217) on Qabbānī and his poetry, puts the view that the poem is directed at Nasser, since Gabay says - "Nāṣir is the "Sultan" who lost two wars: 1956 and 1967". But he also adds that "one could equally claim that it can denote all Arab heads of states in general". However, it seems to us that the "Sultan" does not refer in any case to Nasser in particular, because according to the Arab point of view - the war of 1956 was not a defeat for him. This is clear in all the Arabic literature on the war. Moreover, Qabbānī's poem itself written on that war entitled "رسائل جندى صرى في جبهة" "قال السيد" does not imply such an idea. The two defeats implied by Nizār are obviously those of 1948 and 1967, and Nasser was not in power when the first of these took place.
If I were promised safety,  
if I could meet the Sultan  
I would say to him: O my lord the Sultan!  
my cloak has been torn by your ravenous dogs,  
your spies are following me all the time.  
Their eyes,  
their noses,  
their feet are chasing me  
like destiny, like fate.  
They interrogate my wife  
and write down all the names of my friends.  
O Sultan!  
Because I dared to approach your deaf walls,  
because I tried to reveal my sadness and  
tribulation  
I was beaten with shoes.  
Your soldiers forced me to eat my shoes.  
O my lord the Sultan!  
you have lost the war twice  
because half our people  
has no tongue.

Thus Qabbānī makes clear the bitter fact that the  
Arabs were defeated by their own defects rather than by the  
strength of their enemy:

ما دخل اليهود من حدودنا  
ولنا بشرًا  
تسرّبنا كأنمل من عيننا.

The Jews did not come across our borders, but  
they crept in like ants through our defects.

The self-criticism and self-condemnation which followed  
the June defeat can be seen in many poems, all reflecting  
the bitterness and frustration eating at the heart of the  
Arab poets. Among the best known of these poems is
by the Iraqi poet Abd al-Wahhab al-Bayati (1926-), one of the leading contemporary Arab poets. Al-Bayati's ruthless criticism of Arab society is even harsher than that we have seen in Qabbani's poem, as the following lines illustrate:

In the cafés of the East we have been ground by the war of words, by wooden swords and by lies and horsemen-of-airy-knight.

Engaged in vanities we killed each other. And here we are like crumbs.

In the cafés of the East we (pass the time) in swatting flies, wearing the masks of the living. We are placed in the dunghill of history, mere shadows of men.

A comparison of the poets' reactions to the two defeats reveals a similarity in many aspects. In both, the
initial response was one of shock and a loss of the sense of proportion; hopes were shattered, and sorrow and grief dominated. But each time, after the shock have had dissipated, the poets regained their composure and expressed faith, confidence and hope in the future.

Thus, our discussion in the following pages will look at the poets' reaction from both sides: the immediate response which is characterized by impotent fury, an overwhelming sense of injury, and despair in some poems; and the secondary development, the optimistic view which believes that the Arab nation — although defeated — is still able to stand up to the challenge facing her in the conflict.

Judging from the many poems written before 1948 or during the war in that year, we can fairly state that the defeat came as a surprise for the poets' as well as for the Arab public in general. The poets were sunk in feelings of disgrace, seeing the pride of their nation as having been deeply injured. According to 'Umar Abū Rīsha, the Arabs, as a nation, lost all respect in the world community. Therefore, he addresses his nation in a poem entitled بعـد النكبة (After the Catastrophe) (1948)¹ by saying:

1 ديوان أبو ريشة, p.7.
O my nation! Is there any place left among the nations where you can wield your swords or pen!
I think of you with my head bowed down, feeling ashamed to face your past.
O my nation! many a time agonized shrieks killed words in praise of you on my tongue.
How could the flag of Israel be raised in the shelter of the Holy Sepulchre and the shade of the Haram!

For the Sudanese poet ‘Abdullah al-Ţayyib (1921- ), who was living in London in 1948, life lost all its meaning because of the defeat, and death is seen by the poet as the only way out of the pain the defeat had brought:

فاسلك إلى الموت إن أبصرته باباً
حيران أند عبد النيل أراباً

One of the most striking poems arising from the 1948 defeat came from the Iraqi poet ‘Adnān al-Rāwī. The poem is entitled استخفر الله (I ask Forgiveness of God). It reflects an exceeding bitterness and utter despair similar to that shown later in poems written after the June War. The following verses illustrate how deeply the poet was shattered.

وأنكر كل عقيدة ودين
وأبحث شعر الهوى والمجون
الى العرب يشبه الأولون

I will not believe in this world any more.
I will disown all religions.
In praise of my nation I will keep my tongue checked.

1 The Aqṣā Mosque.
2 From a poem entitled Agonies of Palestine (1948), Diwān Aṣdā’ al-Nīl, p.150.
3 Al-Majmū‘a al-Shi‘rīyya al-Kāmila, p.165.
and instead I will turn to themes of love and buffoonery. I will forget that I am living in a home that was once Arab.

The Arabic word for shame or disgrace is ‘ār. Since 1948, this word in particular became a standard term repeated in numerous poems speaking -plainly or subtly- about Palestine or the challenge facing the Arabs regarding it. To give only one example of the frequent use of the word, it is repeated seven times by an Egyptian poet, Fārūq Shūsha in one poem entitled كلمات للحصار (words for the Shame)(1964).1 By a Lebanese poet, Khalīl Hāwi, it is repeated five times in الأم الحزينّة (The Grieved Mother)(1968).2

Some other words denoting feelings of humiliation and injured pride, such as dhull and Jurh, have also been used frequently since 1948. Muqbil al-‘Isā, from Saudi Arabia, feels that the "Palestine wound" is not healing as wounds usually do; instead, it has been deepening more and more in the heart of the Arabs.

يا فلسطين آذنت جرح كل جرح له شفاء ولكسمن (The Grieved Mother) (1968) by Salih Kharfī from Algeria, 3

Other poets from different Arab countries express the same idea in many poems, as can be seen in الجرح الجزا وبصاب على النفوس أليم (The Sympathetic Wound ) (1965)4

---

1 Al-Adāb, no.3, March 1964, p.33.
2 Ibid., no.7, July 1968, p.8.
3 Ibid., no.3, March 1964, p.57.
4 Ibid., no.3, March 1965, p.29.
Then came the Six-Day War (1967). The poets' initial response to the defeat was one of shock and loss of composure. They seemed stunned and dumbfounded, and expressed themselves in nightmareish visions. The mood of sadness in their works became deeper than it was before the defeat; in fact, some of them even expressed complete despair in a number of poems. 'Abd al-Wahhāb al-Bayātī, for instance, declares in his aforementioned poem "Lament for the June Sun", that:

\[
\text{نحن موتي نحن جيل اليوت بالبدن}
\text{جيل الصدقات.}
\]

\[\text{1 Al-Fikr (Tunis), 10th year, no.1, October 1964, p.7.} \]
\[\text{2 Diwan al-Shi'ir al-Kuwayti, edited by Muhammad Hasan}
\text{‘Abdullah, p.228.} \]
\[\text{3 Maf’ Riyāh al-‘Awda, p.25.} \]
\[\text{4 Al-Adāb, no.10, October 1955, p.10.} \]
\[\text{5 Diwan ‘Abū Rīsha, p.64.} \]
\[\text{6 M.M. Badawi, "Commitment in Contemporary Arabic Poetry"}
\text{in: Cahiers d'histoire mondiale vol.XIV, 4, 1972, p.877.} \]
We are dead.
We are the generation of free death,
recipient of alms.

Another poet from the Sudan, ‘Abd al-Majīd Abū Ḥasabū (1920- ), in a poem entitled حزيران (June), sees himself in a desolate spot where he perceives no sign of hope. He is sunk completely in despair.

The Lebanese poet Yusuf al-Khal (1917- ), who collaborated with Adunīs (‘Alī Ahmad Sa‘īd) to start the magazine Shi‘r, which became the mouthpiece of the free verse movement and of poetic experimentation for several years, also expressed an extremely pessimistic view of what the defeat had done to Arab poets. In his poem آخر والعشرين (Another Twenty Years: let Us sit on the Banks of Life) he surrenders himself to overwhelming despair to such extent that he can see no glimpse of hope for the near future. Besides, the defeat has destroyed his vision and left him utterly blind:

1 Diwan al-Zilāl, p.31.
3 Ibid., no.35, Summer 1967, pp.17-21.
I wish I could see a vision
... but I am a wounded fighter
who lost the tongue of silence
on your Heights, O Syria!
in your holy Jerusalem, O Palestine!
...
dreaming of yesterday: how it was,
dreaming of tomorrow: how it would be,
dreaming, but without vision.

Contrary to this pessimistic view, the majority of the
Arab poets, and the Palestinians in particular, did not lose
their sense of proportion or sink into despair.\(^1\) Although
their poems came to overflow with frustration, bitterness
and sadness, they did not see in the defeat the final stage
of the struggle for Palestine. Nizar Qabbānī, for instance,
in "Marginal Notes in the Book of the Setback", mentioned
before, expresses his firm confidence that the new gener­
ation would be able to achieve what the present generation
had failed to do. After advising them not to "embrace their
defeated fathers' thoughts" or "trace their deeds", the

---

\(^1\) This was noticed also by many Arab critics. See for ex­
And M. M. Badawi, "Commitment in Contemporary Arabic
Poetry", op. cit., p.879.
poet says:

يا أغلى الأطفال
يا طفر البيع
يا سايد الآمال
أنتم بذور الخصب في حياتنا العقيدة
أنتم الجيل الذي سيهم الهزيمة.

O (our) children,
rain of the Spring, buds of hopes!
you are fertile seeds in our barren life;
you are the generation that will vanquish
the defeat.

The reaction of another distinguished poet, Adūnis, (1930- ), shows that the June defeat did not lead him to despair, but, rather, deepened his previous vision which saw the rebirth of modern Arab society as conditional on real changes which could shake the roots rather than the surface of this society. It would seem that this view, reflected in his works prior to 1967, found strong support in the June defeat. The poet still believes that the Phoenix (one of his symbols for resurrection), which lies dead at the moment, will rise to life when its ashes re-ignite, and that the seed of fertility is still buried alive in the earth, waiting for spring to come so that it may break through the ground and sprout. Taking his poem الرأس والنهير (The Head and the River) (1967)² as an example (a poem published shortly after the defeat³ and written in

---

1 Al-A‘māl al-Sīvāsiyya, p.15.
3 Parts of the poem was published first in al-Adāb, no.9, September 1967, p.9.
a dramatic form), we find that it reflects the same earlier vision of the poet, which still dreams of the arrival of spring. In the scene describing a mother laying down her dead child, another woman takes off her black coat and covers him. Then enter two masked men and carry the dead child away. While they walk out slowly, sad music is heard, and an unseen chorus begins singing:

0 rose of blood! let your petals open
in the body of the bird,
in burnt children,
in the river of corpses.
Like a hidden seed,
be open to the cycle of the seasons.
Be open,
this is the pollen
this is the trembling of the fields.

The message of the poem is clear. The poet is quite sure he sees the seed of fertility ready to break its way through the soil when spring comes, so that life may be brought to the land. 

When we turn to a consideration of the reaction of the Palestinian poets, whether those who have been living in

1 More discussion on this poem is made in chapter VI, pp.323-330.
Israel since 1948 (mostly referred to as the resistance Palestinian poets) or those living elsewhere, it is clear that the defeat did not shake their belief that the final victory would fall to the Arabs. Mahmūd Darwīsh (1942-) a prominent poet who became well-known to Arab readers after 1967, and who was living in Israel when the War broke out, admitted that "the June defeat did not break him down or change his thoughts" regarding the struggle between Arabs and Israelis over Palestine. The defeat, he added, represented a "painful open manifestation".

For another Palestinian poet living in Israel, Tawfīq Zayyād (1932-) the defeat in June is seen as:

Merely a tumble that could happen to any gallant knight. It is one step backwards for ten steps forwards.

The poet, speaking on behalf of the Arabs in Israel, makes it clear that although they are oppressed and deprived of everything: their freedom, their properties, etc., they still have other things, in spite of the defeat, which enable them to resist and challenge the arrogant enemy:

\[ \text{كبيري و أنا في قيدهم} \]

---

1 Mahmūd Darwīsh left Israel in 1971.
2 Shay 'an al-Watan, p.268.
3 Diwān Tawfīq Zayyād, p.449.
My pride, even though they have me chained, is tougher than all the madness of arrogance. In my blood there are a million suns challenging all sorts of oppression. And through my love for you O people of enormous tragedies! I can conquer the Seven Heavens.

Furthermore, the poet is confident that the struggle of his people will not end in failure, since it is a struggle for a just cause; the failure, he believes, will be on the enemy's side:

What then? I do not know. All I know is that the land and the years are pregnant. What I know is that the right cannot perish, or be beaten by usurpers, and on my land conquerers could not stay.

For an examination of the reaction of some other Palestinian poets to the June defeat, those who, until 1967, were not living under Israeli occupation, a poem entitled

---

1 Ibid., p.235.
2 Ibid., p.446.
(My Sad City) (1967)¹ by Fadwa  Tūqān, living in Nablus on the West-Bank, is highly representative. To Fadwa the Arab nation is seen as a tree. Although the trunk of the tree had fallen down as a result of the defeat, its roots are still deep in the earth, safe and strong, and able to give life to another trunk:

The tree will grow
the tree and the branches,
under the sun it will grow and become green.
Its laughter,
while it faces the sun, will burst into leaf.
Then the birds will arrive.
Certainly they will!
They will!

The Fidā'ī.

In Arabic the word Fidā'ī, which comes from the root fadā (to ransom) applies to "one who offers his life for another; a name used of special devotees in several religious and political groups".² Among the Nizārī Ismā'īlīs, who emerged in the late Eleventh century, the noun Fidāwī, with the (wāw) being a substitute for (hamza), is used for those who undertake perilous adventures, more particularly

¹ Diwān Fadwa Tūqān, pp. 481-483.
² Encyclopaedia of Islam (art. Fidā'ī).
for the destruction of the enemies of their sect.

In modern Arabic, the word as defined in *al-Mu‘jam al-Wasīt* applies to the "one who sacrifices himself for the sake of Allāh or the homeland".

The usage of the word *Fīdā‘ī* in modern Arabic literature according to the meaning described in *al-Mu‘jam al-Wasīt* is, in all probability, due to the Palestine issue. The word was first used in this sense by the Palestinian poet Ibrāhīm Tūqān in a poem written in 1930, bearing the word *Fīdā‘ī* as its title.¹

The poem speaks about a young Palestinian Arab who assassinated a British public prosecutor in Palestine because of his unjust sentences on Palestinian Arabs, as the poet states in his introduction to the poem.

After the loss of Palestine in 1948, the word began to appear in many poems written on the Palestinian groups who used to infiltrate across the Israeli borders to carry out armed activities against the Israelis.² But it should be mentioned that such groups, though called *Fīdā‘īyyīn* in

---

¹ *Dīwān Ibrāhīm Tūqān*, p.94.
² See ندائي (1952) by ‘Umar Abū Rīsha (Syrian), *Dīwān Abū Rīsha*, p.28.
some poems, in others were termed "مُسَلَّلون" (Infiltrators)\(^1\) or "عائدون" (Returning Men)\(^2\). After 1967, the word Fidā'I is the only word used to denote one who belongs to the Palestinian Resistance Movement.

However, the Fidā'I, as a theme in poetry written on Palestine between 1948 and 1967, is a minor one compared with other subjects such as the Palestinian Arab refugees, or the longing for the Return.\(^3\) During 1967 and 1973, however, the theme became predominant.

The question which occurs immediately to the mind is: what did the Fidā'I represent for the Arab poets, and why did his image affect them so deeply in such a particular way?

The answer to such questions is not difficult to find; it is obvious from the poems which treat of this subject. In those written before 1967, the Fidā'I by infiltrating into Israel, is shown as attacking the enemy, destroying his military installations and keeping alive the cause of the Palestinian people. Moreover, he represents the birth of a new Palestinian Arab who will no longer tolerate his being helpless and crushed in refugee camps; or, as phrased by the Egyptian poet Fārūq Shūsha:

\(^1\) See: "مُسَلَّلون" (1955) by Samīr Sunbur (Palestinian), al-Ādāb, no. 8 August 1955, p. 50.
\(^2\) See: "عائدون" (1953) by Ṣāliḥ awād al-Ṭu‘ma (Iraqi), Ibid., no. 12 December, 1953, p. 37.
\(^3\) This can be gathered also from the statistics in chapter IV, which show that only 18 poems (from a total number of 268) dealing with the Fidā'I.
The birth of a man who would challenge the nights of terror.

After the defeat in June 1967, the 'Fida'i is seen by the Arab poet as the only visible manifestation that the Arab nation is still alive, or has something to be proud of in her modern history, which has been dominated by shameful setbacks and defeats since the Balfour Declaration was issued (1917) right up to the present day, as the Iraqi poet Muhammad Mahdí al-Jawahírî puts it in his poem 

الفداء، والدم (Blood and Self-Sacrifice) (1968). This idea, in particular, forms the basis of most of the images focussing on the 'Fida'i.

Nizâr Qabbânî, for instance, concentrates greatly on this idea. In his poem 

فتح (1968), which is directed at the Palestinian Resistance Movement as represented in Fath (the main and biggest group in the Movement), he speaks at length about the effect of that movement on Arab psychology which sank in despair after the June Defeat. According to him the appearance of Fath had brought the lifeless body of the Arab nation back to life again. The following lines from the poem show this central idea expressed in a number of images:

1 In the poem entitled رسالة من ندائي إلى صديقته al-Adâb, no.11, November 1958, p.20.
3 Al-A'mâl al-Siyâsiyya, pp. 31-36.
After we died,  
after they prayed over our bodies  
and buried us,  
after our bones had calcified  
and we became worn out.  
after we suffered starvation and thirst  
the Fath came to us  
like a beautiful rose sprouting from a wound,  
like a spring irrigating salty deserts.  
And so we, all of a sudden, tore off our shrouds  
And rose from the dead.

Then he addresses Fath by saying:

O Fath! you are the shore for us  
after our being cast adrift.  
You are the midnight sun rising on us  
after we had become bored to death.  
You are the tremor of spring in our dead bodies.  
When we read all that was written about you  
we felt ourselves growing for centuries upon centuries.  
Our stature has straightened  
and our life has blossomed.
In another poem (Testimony in the Court of Poetry) (1969)\(^1\) Qabbānī portrays the Fidāʾiyyīn with a halo around their heads. His extreme enthusiasm induces him to state, in an exaggeration which may be unacceptable to some, that the Fidāʾiyyīn represent the new prophets in the Arab lands, at a time when these lands were barren of great men. Not only that; he adds that the Arabs should date their history from the day the Fidāʾiyyīn appeared:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{يطل الفداء، شمساً طيننا} \\
\text{ابتداء التاريخ من يوم جاءوا} \\
\text{قبلهم لم يكن هناك قبـل} \\
\text{هبطوا فوق أرضنا أنبياءً}
\end{align*}
\]

However, images of the FidāʾĪ similar to those presented in the poems mentioned above, and explaining what the Resistance Movement means to the poets, can be traced in a countless number of poems.\(^2\)

---

1 Ibid., pp. 64-81.
2 To give only examples, the following poems may be mentioned:

- الحب والمسوتوت (Love and Death) by Ḥasan Fath al-Bāb, Ibid., no.7, July 1968, p.33.
- لا وقت للبكـاية (There is no Time for Weeping) by Amal Dunqul, no.12, December 1970, p.4.
- رسالة الرجل الصغير (The Letter of the Young Man) by Buland al-Haydarī, Ibid., no.7, July 1968, p.11.
The Iraqi poetess Nazik al-Mala'ika (1923- ), however, approaches this point from a different angle in her poem *الضيف* (The Guest) (1971)\(^1\). In this poem, Nazik sees that the Fidā'ī has brought with him what the Arabs really need, or what they have thirsted for for a long time, i.e. "the voice of anger". This, the poetess says, is what made the Arab masses "open their hearts to the Fidā'ī when he knocked at their doors announcing his arrival".

Poems portraying the Fidā'ī differ in their representations of this character. Some picture his psychological characteristics: his feelings, emotions, etc., while other poems concentrate on picturing his physical features: his strength, bravery, angry appearance, etc. In a third section both psychological and physical attributes are interwoven.

However, in most poems the portrayals become alive and beautiful, infusing the picture of the Fidā'ī with that of the captured land, which perseveres in calling upon him to free her from captivity.

From among the many poems picturing the Fidā'ī, a poem entitled *مياطل العالم في رمي القوس* (With the World Champion Discus Thrower) (1969)\(^2\) by Yusrī Khamīs, an Egyptian poet, may be considered, from an artistic point of view, a highly representative example.

The picture presented in this poem is produced from a combination of elements, some of which are derived from

\(^1\) *Al-Adāb*, no. 3, March 1971, p.4.
\(^2\) *Al-Adāb*, no. 9, September 1969, p.19.
actual life and surroundings of the Fidāʾī such as the refugee camps, and the miserable situation of the refugees there; the lost home, etc., while other elements seem to be derived from aspects of mythological gods and heroes.

What may be regarded as an additional merit in this poem is the fact that it - unlike many other poems - did not absolve the Fidāʾī from those characteristics of weakness which can be found in any human being. In the poem the Fidāʾī, both fears failure and undergoes pain; but, more importantly, he endures the pain and holds himself upright when storms try to bring him down. However, the poem, which is fully quoted here, speaks for itself:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{يحمل في يديه قرس الشمس} \\
\text{يزيزع في التراب} \\
\text{أقدامه} \\
\text{وستقيم هرماً، خنحلة تخترق السحاب}.
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{يرفع للسورة} \\
\text{يهتز قرس الشمس في يديه} \\
\text{يشد كتفه عليه} \\
\text{كل ما يلته من الغضب} \\
\text{يدفعه إلى السماء} \\
\text{يعلمه، يعلو} \\
\text{يملس باب الرعب}.
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{تكشف الأشياء:} \\
\text{لامعة مخيلات اللاجئين في الصحرا} \\
\text{لامعة معلبات الجبن في يد الأطفال} \\
\text{لامعة دوتهم} \\
\text{لامعة عظاماً على الرمال} \\
\text{لامعة بدائق النوار في الحقول والجبال} \\
\text{لامعة غيوتم} \\
\text{تشعل وجه الأرض والسماء}.
\end{align*}
\]
He holds the discus of the sun in his hands, plants his feet firmly on the ground and straightens his naked body like a palm tree breaking through the clouds.

He steps backwards, the sun-discus shakes in his hand, the hand grasps it, then, with all his anger, he throws it into the sky. The discus goes higher and higher and touches God’s door.

All things become uncovered: glittering are the refugee camps under the open sky, glittering are the tins of cheese in the hands of children, glittering are the children’s tears, glittering are our bones on the sand, glittering are the guns of the rebels on the mountains and in the fields, glittering are the rebels’ eyes lighting up the face of earth and sky.

The sun-discus falls beyond the limits of time and space, crosses the wounds of yesterday and comes again to rest in his hand. He, with all his anger, throws it again.

What astonished me was not the eyes of the sun, but his feet, his nervous tension and the contraction (of his muscles)
his fear of falling and losing control of himself,  
his power in holding together,  
his power of bearing the pain.

A close study of the poems dealing with the theme under discussion reveals that the characteristics of the Fida'I represent an evolutionary phase in the development of Palestinian Arab personality since 1948, from a helpless downtrodden refugee, to a lost man whose nostalgia for his homeland flares up more and more through the years, then to a restless exile, and finally to a rebellious character.

A poem entitled (Men on the Road) (1968)\(^1\) by an Egyptian poet, Badr Tawfiq, may be regarded as a good example of this. The poem consists of the portrayals of seven men. By doing this, the poet aims at portraying his model, the Fida'I, in several poses, which reflect those evolutionary phases in his life after 1948.

The first man, who represents the Palestinian Arab refugee following his expulsion from the country, is portrayed as helpless, overwhelmed by feelings of shame and regret:

\begin{quote}
كان على مصرف المدينة  
يحمل لومه يجعل القادم  
مطرداً من خارجه  
مطرداً من داخله
\end{quote}

He was standing on the hills overlooking the city carrying with him his self-blame and regret.

\(^1\) Ibid., no. 10, October 1968, p. 33 and no. 1, January 1969, p. 45.
He was on the run from both himself and others.

In the second part, which portrays the second man, the Palestinian is still lost, sad and lonely in his exile.
What is important in this portrayal is the fact that Arabs from other Arab countries began to see their own faces or features reflected in the picture of the Palestinian. In other words, the poet is unifying the two by giving them similar features. The message in this part is clear: both the Palestinian and the individual Arab share the feeling that their lives, as they are now, are forged:

سأت عن بطاقة
أجابني 00 مزور
أنت؟
أليست الصورة صوتك
ساعتها أحَ أن أنظر في المرآة
رآيت وجهي متمزاً على بطاقته

I asked him about his identity.
- Forged like yours,
isn't my picture yours also? he answered.
Then he insisted I should look in the mirror, and there I saw my picture on his identity card.

In the third portrayal the man is pictured veiled. But now he is "holding a gun, silent, disliking arguments" and "waiting in ambush for the enemy". He is envolved in the Resistance Movement, but secretly. This refers to the few years preceding the June War of 1967, in which Fida'iyyin activities were somehow secret. This explains why the figure is portrayed as veiled in this part.

The fourth picture represents the man (i.e. the Fida'i)
in the period following the June defeat when Fida'iyyIn activities came out into the open. The main features of the picture are these:

His face, his way of walking and his way of greeting show friendliness. His inner being complains of alienation and his body suffers from exhaustion. He is defiant even with his hands tied. He raises his body so as to be seen by all others, and walks in confidence, unveiled.

The fifth and sixth part of the poem present a more developed picture of the Fida'i. Nevertheless, he is beleagured and chased by the Arab regimes, who see in him a serious threat to their existence. His voice comes through the air leading the masses in the right way:

I was lost ... remained lost, until your subdued voice crossed the sky and reached me: "From here lies the way to the South-East".

In the last portrayal, the Fida'i is killed, leaving an everlasting picture of himself in the consciousness of the
Arab masses, even in the farthest villages. The poet is one of these Arabs, and he reveals:

He called on me
in my peaceful home in an Egyptian village.
He was sad and tired
and looked like an old man in his eighties
although he was still in the age of youthfulness.

Among Palestinian poets, the idea that the Fida'î represented a developed version of the Palestinian Arab personality after 1948, forms the main pattern in many poems. To give an example, we may quote a poem by Samih al-Qasim (1939- ) published in his collection The Great Death.

In the poem, Samih al-Qasim refers to the Palestinian Arab before his evolution into a rebel by the phrase "the mysterious man", who lives an unworthy life and finds all doors shut before him. The picture which the poet draws of him at that stage is expressed in the following lines:

1 Published in Beirut in 1972.
At the end of the road
he used to stand
like a scarecrow put up in the vineyards,
at the end of the road,
with an old coat on his shoulders.
His name was "the mysterious man".
The lifeless \textit{lit. white} houses used to shut their doors in his face.
Only the jasmine trees loved his face, polished with love and hate.
His name was "the mysterious man".

When the transformation moment came, his whole character changes:

Then one day, it happened that
he started walking.
His cry reverberated in the yards of the lifeless houses.
So all men and women, young and old,
crowded into the yards of the lifeless houses.
Seeing him setting fire to the old coat
they were all alarmed.

\footnote{\textit{al-Mawt al-Kab\textsuperscript{\text{ir}}, p. 216.}}
CHAPTER VI
New Poetic Tools

It is generally acknowledged by almost all contemporary Arab critics and writers that the use of myths and symbols in a dramatic sense in poetry is the chief influence from English literature on contemporary Arabic poetry. Nevertheless, it may seem strange that, while political differences between the Arabs and the West deepened with the end of World War II and the creation of the state of Israel in 1948, Arabic literature was subject to increasing influence from the West, and in particular from Anglo-Saxon writers.

Foremost among these was T.S. Eliot, whose influence was "eruptive and insistent". Explaining why this poet more than anyone else had such enormous influence, Jabrā Ibrāhīm Jabrā, a Palestinian Arab poet, novelist, short story writer and literary critic, says:

This was so because it happened that the people who read him most and translated him and commented on his work were themselves the leading young writers and poets of the new generation, ... (such as) Badr Shākir al-Sayyāb, Yūsuf al-Khāl, 'Alī ʿAḥmad Saʿīd (Adūnīs), Tawfīq Sāyīgh, Buland al-Ḥaydarī, Luwīs 'Awād, ʿAlī ʿAbd al-Ṣabūr and the writer himself [J.I. Jabrā].

However, when discussing the influence of T.S. Eliot

2 Ibid.
on prominent Arab poets of the "Free Verse Movement" which appeared in the late forties, critics usually refer especially to "The Waste Land". In an attempt to explain why Arab poets responded so passionately to this poem, another writer and poetess, Salmā Khāḍrā al-Jayyūsī, writes:

Arab poets found in Eliot's implicit use of the fertility myth in The Waste Land an expression of ultimate love and an emphasis on the potential of self-sacrifice. It was the idea of the cycle of sacrificial death that leads to rebirth which attracted them most.

... From the midfifties to the early sixties Arab poets repeatedly drew the analogy between the aridity of the Arab life after the 1948 disaster in Palestine and the aridity of the land in the fertility myth, saved from complete waste only by death and the spilling of blood, analogous to the falling of rain over a parched land.

Jayyūsī's opinion is repeated by many Arab writers, all of whom acknowledge a great deal of influence from English poetry in general, and from that of Eliot and certain other writers in particular, on the Arab poets of the new verse movement.

In this chapter, however, only that poetry dealing with the subject of Palestine or influenced by the Arab-Israeli

---

1 We do not share to the full Jayyūsī's judgement that the theme mentioned flourished only in poems written during the midfifties and early sixties. In fact this theme in particular continued to flourish and remain dominant throughout the sixties and seventies.


3 See for example, M.M. Badawi, A Critical Introduction to Modern Arabic Poetry, p.224.
confrontation, which at the same time employs such new poetic tools (i.e. symbols, myths, etc.), will be discussed.

Symbols.

In literary usage the term "symbol", as explained in the Princeton Encyclopaedia of Poetry and Poetics, refers "most specifically to a manner of representation in which what is shown ... means by virtue of association, something more or something else".¹ In other words, a symbol is the deliberate use of a word or a phrase to signify something else, by implication or reference rather than by analogy.

By the use of symbolism an idea which would appear flat or "unmoving" when expressed by itself, may be made a vivid and emotionally effective one. Moreover, the symbol can play different roles in the poem. The above-mentioned encyclopaedia sums up such roles thus:

A symbol is a device of the poetic art when it refers to something in the poem as standing for something else in the poem; it is a power of poetic language when it refers to the way words and rhythms can evoke mystery; it is a function of the whole poem when it refers to the kinds of meaning a literary work can stand for; it is a form of therapeutic disguise when it refers to the way in which a poem stands for the working out of the author's inner disturbances; and it is an index of cultural values when it refers to the way in which man's products reveal his attitudes.²

The use of symbols in modern Arabic poetry is a vast

¹ P. 833.
² P. 835.
subject, since this poetry is full of symbolic terms, whether mythical or not. But it should be noted that modern Arab poets do not regard themselves as followers of the Symbolist school. They "employ symbols just as they employ several other forms of obliquity".¹

Tracing the symbols which have been used by Arab poets when writing about Palestine and the Arab-Israeli conflict is not always an easy task since symbolism is used subtly in some poems and in such a way that a student could be misled when there is no mention of Palestine or the conflicting parties, nor any other direct references to or indications of this subject.

A poem entitled هجم التتار (The Tartars have struck) (1954)² by the Egyptian poet مشاركة ُعبد الأصابع represents a good example of such difficulty.

The Tartars in the poem, we believe, are used as symbols of the Israelis. This symbol, however, is ambiguous, since for many it stands for the Triangular attack on Egypt in 1956. But since the poem was written in 1954,³ such an interpretation is totally wrong.

Awareness of the following considerations strengthens the suggestion that the theme of the poem focusses on an Israeli attack on an Arab village on the West-Bank which took place late in 1953:

³ The poem was published first in al-Adab, no.2, February 1954, p.27.
1- On 11-15 October of that year Israel launched an attack on Qibya in which 75 people were killed and the village was demolished. The attack aroused enormous anger among the Arabs. In al-Adab itself, where ‘Abd al-Šabūr’s poem was published a few months later, several poems inspired by this attack appeared, such as قيبا الشهيدة (Qibya the Martyred) by ‘Alī al-Ḥilli (On Borders) by Muḥammad Jamīl Shalash, both from Iraq; آه لو تفعن آه (O, if O could help!) by Muḥammad Majdūb from Syria and نغم جديد (A New Tune) by a Palestinian poet, Samīr Šunbur.

2- There are several indications in the poem that the above-mentioned attack was fully present in the poet’s mind serving as an incentive for ‘Abd al-Šabūr in the creation of this poem.

"The Tartars have struck" starts by describing the havoc caused by the triumphant enemy, and the feelings of shame and humiliation among the defeated, to whom the poet belongs:

هجم التّمار
ورموا دينتنا العريقة بالدمار
رجعت كتابتنا مرّة وقد حمي النهار
الراية السوداء والجري وقافة منوات
والطيلة البلا دفو، الخطاوّ الليل بلا تفات.

---
1 Sami Hadawi, Palestine in Focus, p.91.
3 Ibid., no.3, March 1954, p.63.
4 Ibid., p.48.
5 Ibid., p.46.
The Tartars have struck, bringing our ancient city into destruction. Our battalions returned in shreds . . in the heat of the day. The black flag, the wounded, the caravan of death, the hollow drum and the humiliated march with no backward glance.

The village was left in ruins, and the Tartar soldiers were intoxicated by their victory:

ومرّاج مخومين من جند النشر
يتللّبون النصر
иنهيّة السّفر السّعيد

And the jokes of the drunken Tartar soldiers gloating over the victory and the end of a happy trip.

While the elderly people of the village took refuge in caves in the surrounding mountains suffering cold and starvation, this image was often used when speaking about the Palestinian Arab refugees especially in the fifties, as we pointed out when we discussed the Refugee theme in the previous chapter. Such an image occurs in ‘Abd al-Šabūr’s poem:

أمّي أمّي إذا هفى هذا الليل بين النهارين
والميل ينجد للصغر الرعب من تحت الجفنون
والجوع والثوب الخفيف
والألم والسحالة والظلماء تفعّل في الكهف
أنت بكيت أن ترتنى حطام؟

Mother! When you were at the foot of that little mountain among those who had fled, when night summoned terror to the children from under their eyelids, and hunger and flimsy clothes, the deaf, the demons and darkness,
all squatted in the caves,
did you cry seeing our village reduced to rubble?

The poem also ends as most of the poems treating the conflict end, i.e. with optimism and determination on revenge:

أَمَّهُ مَنْ نَبَدَ
وَأَنَا كُلُّ رَفَاقِيَّ يَا أَمَّ حِينَ ذُو النَّهَار
بِالحُقْدَ أَقَسَمُنا سِنَبِطَ فِى النَّحَيٍّ
يَدُم النَّهَار
أَمَّاهُ تَوْلِي للضَّخَامَرْ
أَيَّا ضَخَامَر
سَنجَسَنَ بَينِ بَيْتِنَا الدُّكَناءَ إِنْ طَلَعَ النَّهَار
وَنْشِيد مَا هَدَمَ النَّهَار

Mother! We shall not perish.

I and all our comrades swore in hatred,
that in the forenoon we would spill
the Tartars' blood.

Mother! Tell the children that
at the break of day we shall peer round
our dark houses, and rebuild what the Tartars* have destroyed.

Thus, in such poems as "The Tartars have struck", consideration for other subsidiary facts or elements concerning the poem, e.g. its dating, or its phraseology and imagery, may help determine whether the poem is dealing with the subject of Palestine or not, and clarify its symbolism if there is any.

* It may be worth mentioning that the same term, the "Tartars", is used by the Iraqi poet Badr Shākir al-Sayyāb in his poem مدينة السندباد (The City of Sinbād) in which the "Tartars" symbolize the Iraqi communists during the bloody events in Iraq in 1959.
The symbols in the poems inspired by the conflict over Palestine can be classified into three main groups:

a- Those standing for Palestine as a usurped Arab country.
b- Those representing the Palestinian Arabs as an expelled people.
c- Those standing for the Israelis as usurpers and as a force of racist oppression.

In poems treating or referring to Palestine symbolically, it is easy to see that the dominant symbol is that of the beloved whom the lover cannot reach and is thus unable to slake his thirst for love. This, however, is not confined to poems written by Palestinians, but is found frequently in poems written by other Arab poets. In Palestinian poetry, however, the symbol is more developed and fused with the image of the mother,\(^1\) as will be explained shortly.

The following three poems by three poets from different Arab countries have more than one characteristic in common, and can help clarify this point. The poems are:

- **My Silent Beloved, Half of an Orange** by a Syrian poet, Nabīh Sha‘īr,\(^2\)
- **Speculations about the Future of the Defeated Cities** by Hamīd Sa‘īd from Iraq\(^3\)

\(^1\) There are some poems by non-Palestinian Arab poets in which Palestine is symbolized as the mother, as in, e.g., **حبيبي والضاحي** by an Iraqi poet Ṣālih Jawād al-Ṭū‘āma see *al-Ādāb*, no.2, February 1954, p.38.\(^7\), but such poems remain few and exceptional.

\(^2\) *al-Ādāb*, no.8, August 1968, p.33.

\(^3\) *Diwān Qirā‘a Thāmina*, pp.7-49.
Palestine in these poems is the "beloved", but she is taken captive (سبيّة) by the "Jewish king". The lover, therefore, is overflowing with love, and is determined to remain faithful to her.

In Sha'ār's poem the lover has not seen his beloved for twenty years (symbolizing the years since the disaster in 1948). Through all those years he has been looking for her everywhere. He is told finally that his beloved has been spotted roaming the deserts, dishevelled and bewildered, trying to conceal her shame for being forced to sleep with Jews coming from all over the world.

Similarly, Hamid Sa'īd sees his captured beloved in the following situation:

A Jewish king is spending his nights with her while she was pregnant.

1 Al-Ādāb, no.3, March 1965, p.49.
And he killed the Arab baby in her by causing her to miscarry.

‘Abd al-Rahmān Ghunaym, for his part, assures his beloved that no woman, however beautiful she may be, can arouse the desire for sex in him, because all such desire, he says, is saved for the moment of his reunion with his beloved:

He also, like the other two poets mentioned above, suffers much pain on seeing his beloved sleeping forcibly with her captor:

In poetry written by Palestinians, the "beloved", symbolizing the lost Palestine, figures more frequently. This is natural, since it is the Palestinians who are deprived of the country they believe is their own.

We may take as an example of this Abū Salmā’s poems written after 1948, in which this symbol is a major thematic element. For this poet the favourite word for the beloved is السمراء (The Brown-skinned Girl). This word is repeated in many poems; such as, لولاك يا سمراء (If it weren't...
for You, Brown-skinned Girl),¹ (She and the Poet)² (Love of the Brown-skinned Girl),³ and others.

In "Love of the Brown-skinned Girl", we find another name used to denote the poet's beloved, namely شریا (Thurayyā)*, a common woman’s name in Arabic. The poem appears to be a love song directed to a real woman, especially when we find the poet describing some of the physical distinguishing marks of his beloved, such as the dimple in her cheek.

Addressing his Thurayyā and expressing his adoration for her, he promises her that he will remain a faithful lover, saying:

شِرْيَةَ هل بقایا الشوق في عينيك أم أكثر
على شفتيك أشعر في فت أخيل وما تفسـسر
على الغمَاءة الخلية أسوار الهوى تتـشـسر
...
حشيد الحبّ في شعرك وعينك لم تزل أشـعر
سنس القلب كل هوى ولا ينسى هوى الأَسـمَر

Thurayyā! Is that the remnants of your yearning in your eyes, or is it something more?
My verses about you become fascinating when repeated by your lips.
The charming dimple (in you cheek) reveals all secrets of our love.
It is only your love that overflows in my poems, yet your eyes remain far more poetic.
In my heart no love would last but that of the brown-skinned girl.

¹ Diwān Abī·Salmā, p.176.
² Ibid., p.178.
³ Ibid., p.195.
* The Arabic name for the Pleiades.
In the poetry of the younger Palestinian generation, such as Mahmoud Darwish, Samih al-Qasim, Hikmat al-'Attili, Amin Shunnar, 'Izz al-Din al-Manasira and others, the symbol of the beloved (Palestine) has developed still more and become fused with that of the mother and that of the land in such a way that the three become one.

The poetry of Mahmoud Darwish is the best example of this, since such unity is reflected in most of his poetry collections, without losing its originality or uniqueness, and "reflects his inmost feelings", as Ihsan Abbas points out.

Mahmoud Darwish also, as in the case of Abu Salma, sometimes uses real names for the woman whom he loves, but this practice should not mislead the reader. The beloved, whatever her name is, remains the same, i.e. the land or the mother, as he himself makes clear in *Memories of a Palestinian Wound* by saying:

```
My homeland is not a travelling bag, nor am I a passing traveller. It's I who am the lover and the land is my beloved.
```

Darwish's love affair with his beloved-motherland

1 *Ittijahat al-Shi'r al-'Arabi al-Mu'asir*, p.194.
2 *Diwan Mahmoud Darwish*, vol.1, pp.553-555.
sometimes "takes on a mystical quality," expressed vividly in the seventeen "Psalms", published in his Diwan احبك، أو لا أحبك (I love you, I love you not), and sometimes the affair seems a hopeless one, when he feels that his beloved, although before his eyes, is intangible and unattainable. This makes him desire to see the affair resolved, however painful it may be for him. In "Psalm 8" he addresses her saying:

لماذا لا تعني براءتك علي
لأغني عن الموت
...
قلتي مرة واحدة
انتهى جينا
لكي أصبح قادرًا على الموت والرحيل
...
موتي لأرثيك
أو كوني زوجتي لأعرف الخيانة
مرة واحدة

Why don’t you wash your hands of me
so that I may stop dying again and again?
...
Tell me just the once
our love is over,
so I may be capable of dying and departure.
...
Die, so that I may mourn you,
or be my wife so that I may know
what betrayal looks like,
just the once.

Nevertheless, whatever Darwish suffers because of

---

1 Denys Johnson-Davies, The Music of Human Flesh (Mahmud Darwish), p.XV.
2 Diwan Mahmud Darwish, vol.2, pp.43-44.
this love affair he accepts as his destiny, and so his love remains vigorous. Another noted element in Darwish's poetry about his beloved is that her picture never vanishes from his sight. She lives in his inmost feelings, and appears to him wherever he goes and in whatever he sees.

His poem عاشق من فلسطين (A Lover from Palestine)⁠¹, although it is not the only poem which expresses the way in which this beloved (symbolizing Palestine) is treated by the poet, is nevertheless a good example. In order to give a clear idea of what we have pointed out it is necessary to quote in full the following lines:

١٠ عينك شوكة في القلب
١١ توجعني وأعدها;
١٢ وأحيمها من الرحى،
١٣ وأغمدها وراء الليل والأجاع ١٣ أغمدها
١٤ فيشعل جرحها ضوء الصباح
١٥ لحبل حاضرٍ غدها
١٦ أعجز علي من روجي.
١٧ ..."أبيتك أمس في المناى
٢١ سافر بلا أهل ٢١ بلا زاد
٢٢ ركضت اليك كالآيتام
٢٣ أسأل حكمة الأجداد:
٢٥ لماذا تسحب البيرة الخضراء
٢٦ إلى سجنٍ إلى منى ٢٦ إلى ميناء
٢٧ تبقى رحم رحلتها
٢٨ رغم رواج الأملاح والأشواق
٢٩ تبقى دائما خضراء؟ "..."أبيتك في جبال الشوك
٣٠ راعية بلا أغانى.

¹ Ibid., vol.1, pp.131-142.
Your eyes are a thorn in my heart;
It stings me, yet I adore it
and protect it from the wind.
I thrust it deeper and deeper (into my flesh)
beyond darkness and pain,
so that its wound kindles the lights of lamps
and makes from my present days a future for her
(Such a future) is dearer to me than my soul.

Yesterday, I saw you at the harbour
travelling without relations or provisions.
I ran to you like an orphan,
asking the wisdom of our forefathers:
"How can the green fruit grove
after being dragged to a prison, to an
exile and to a harbour, remain green
in spite of its travels
and in spite of the scent of salt and
longing?"

I saw you on the mountains covered with
thorny plants
a shepherdess without sheep,
harried amidst the ruins.
You were a garden for me,
I, who have been turned into a stranger.

....
I saw you in rays of tears and wounds,
you, a lung in my chest,
you, the voice of my lips,
you, the water and the fire for me.

....
I saw you at the mouth of the cave,
hanging the rags of your orphans on a rope.
I saw you in the songs of orphanhood and misery,
I saw you in every drop of the sea
and in every grain of sand,
beautiful as the earth,
beautiful as children
and as beautiful as jasmine.

Thus I swore (to you ):
I will weave a veil from my eyelashes
and embroider it with verses for your eyes,
and with your name, which when it is watered
with a heart
would melt with chants (of praise),
and make trees green again.
I will write a few words
more precious than martyrs and kisses:
"Palestinian she was and still remains".

Symbols denoting the Palestinian Arab and his painful experience since 1948 vary from one poet to another. However, three of the most commonly occurring are; Sindbad, Ulysses and Christ.

In fact such symbols had become familiar to Arab poets from the fifties, not only when writing about the Palestine experience, but also when dealing with other themes.

When using these symbols in poems inspired by the new situation of the Palestinian Arabs resulting from their exodus in 1948, Arab poets have frequently drawn parallels between these Biblical and mythological characters and the Palestinian Arab. Taking Christ as an example, the common ground between Him and the Palestinian, according to the poets' vision, lies in the sufferings and pain both have
experienced. And as Christ was crucified, so is the Palestinian Arab, and thus Arab poets usually portray him.

Sindbad, a folk-tale hero in the "One Thousand and One Nights", is famous for his seven voyages, in which he encounters terrible dangers and misfortunes, but always succeeds in overcoming them by resourcefulness or by good luck. This character was seen by some poets as an appropriate symbol for the Palestinian Arab, who also encounters great misfortunes and who has been sailing in stormy seas.

A poem entitled قافلة في المأهّلة (A Caravan in the Labyrinth)\(^1\) by a Palestinian living in Iraq, Khālid 'Alī Mustafā, explores the common ground between the two, Sindbad and the Palestinian Arab; both lost their way in a stormy ocean:

\[
\text{فِنَّحنَ الْآنِ فِي قَتْرَ الْمَدِّ}
\]
\[
\text{كَأَنَّ الْآنِ فِي قَتْرَ الْمَدِّ}
\]
\[
	ext{كَالسَّنِيْدَاءِ أَضِعَتْ الْبُحْرُ}
\]
\[
	ext{نَزِيِحُ فِي دِرْبِ الرَّجْلِةِ الْجِبَاءِ أَشْوَاقًا}
\]
\[
	ext{يُهَدِهَا الْحَرَّمَ صَدِيدٌ مَّرُّ}
\]

In 'Abd al-Wahhāb al-Bayātī's poem الحرب اللاجئون (The Arab Refugees)(1961), mentioned before,\(^2\) Sindbad (denoting the Palestinian refugee) is seen taking the form of a beggar knocking at Arab doors asking for alms:

\[
	ext{السَّنِيْدَاءِ أَنَا}
\]
\[
	ext{كُنْتَ يَدْ عَلَى قَلْبِكَ}
\]
\[
	ext{السَّنِيْدَاءِ بِنَزِيفٍ شَحَاحٌ حَزَنٌ}
\]

---

\(^1\) Al-Ādāb, no.12, December 1961, p.46.
\(^2\) See above, p.224.
Ulysses or Odysseus, the husband of Penelope, one of the best known figures of Greek mythology, has been chosen by some Arab poets to symbolize the Palestinian Arab after 1948. Such poems adapt the myth of Penelope, who spent years waiting for her husband's return, putting off her acceptance of suitors until she had finished weaving a shroud for Odysseus' father, gaining time by unravelling at night what she had woven by day. The poets see Penelope as Palestine and sometimes as a Palestinian woman, who still awaits her husband's return.

In this regard, a poem entitled صخرة الانتظار (The Waiting Rock) (1953)¹ by Hārūn Hāshim Rashīd (Palestinian: 1930- ) provides a good example.

Although the poem does not mention either Odysseus or Penelope directly, it adopts a pattern similar to Penelope's story concerning her long wait for her husband, while not giving up hope that he would return. The Palestinian refugee woman, whose husband went to fight for a cause he believes to be just, as Odysseus did, goes every day to a rock on the sea-shore to wait for his return. The days pass without sight of him. But, in spite of her daily frustration, she keeps going to the same place in the hope of seeing him coming back, while addressing the rock thus:

¹ Diwān Hārūn Hāshim Rashīd, pp.24-26.
O rock that was carved by divine foreordainment!
Tell me my husband will return crowned
with laurel.
Then I shall soak him in tears and wrap him in
my garment.
Say it, O waiting rock!
He will come back.
He will come back.

In addition to the three prominent symbols mentioned
above, (i.e. Sindbad, Ulysses and Christ), there are other
terms used as symbols for the Palestinian Arab, whether on
an individual or collective basis. It is impossible, how­
ever, to refer to all these terms, since to do them justice
is not relevant to a general study. But it should be
pointed out that in many cases terms used by non-Palestinian
Arab poets to denote Arabs in general at the present time;
may be used by Palestinian poets to denote only Palestinians.

Al-Ḥusayn, (The martyr of Karbalā’)*, for instance, a
revered name among the Shi‘ites, has become a frequent sym­
bol for martyrdom and sacrifice in contemporary Arabic poetry.
This symbol is used by Adūnīs, himself an ‘Alawī, in
الرأس والنهر (The Head and the River)\(^1\), denoting Arabs in

---
\(^1\) The poem is discussed at length in this chapter. See
pp.323-329.

\(^*\) The second son of ‘Alī b. Abī Ṭālib, killed by the Umayyads
in 61 A.H. / 680 A.D. at the battle of Karbalā’.
general after the June defeat in 1967. But, for Ahmad Dahbūr, who is a Palestinian, al-Ḥusayn stands only for the Palestinian Fidā'ī who was killed during the "Black September" events, the bloody clashes between the Jordanian army and the Palestinian Fidā'īyyīn in Amman in 1970, which led to the expulsion of the Fidā'īyyīn from Jordan. The latter poet says in a poem written during those events:

I went to my death lonely, transforming my body into a home, a massacre and exile, and I came to you, O Karbala', flaring up (with rages) and in great haste. Yet I still remember how faces turned away from me.

Symbolic terms denoting the Israelis are many; for example, التحتار (the Tartars), or التحتار الوحش (the Monster), the الذئب (the Wolf) and the ثائر (The Thief). All such terms, as is clear, indicate evil.

---

1 Rītā 'Awād, Uṣūrat al-Mawt wal- İnbi‘āth fil-Shī' r al 'Arabī al-Mu‘āṣir, p.142.
2 Diwan Ta'ir al-Wihdāt, p.37.
3 See above, p. 286.
5 In Diya‘as Safar, by Nazīr al-‘Aṣma, al-Ādāb, no.6, June 1955, p.16.
danger, aggressiveness, and love of devastation and destruction.

Yet, Samīḥ al-Qāsim, a well-known Israeli-Arab poet, one of that group who became known as the "Palestinian Resistance Poets", has written a verse play entitled Qaraqāsh,\(^1\) by which name he symbolizes the ruling body in the State of Israel.

In the following pages the play will be discussed at length, but, before doing so, some explanation should be offered of a historical character known as Qaraqūsh, on whom the play is based.

Historically Qaraqūsh was an extremely influential Amīr who served Saladin (1169-1193) and his son al-Malik al-‘Ādil (1193-1198) very well. His full name, as given in Ibn Khallikān’s *Wafayāt al-A‘yān*, is Abū Sa‘īd Qaraqūsh b. ‘Abdullāḥ al-Asadī, called Bahā‘ al-Dīn (d. 597 A.H./1200 A.D.).\(^2\) He was also appointed regent to al-Malik al-Mansūr when the latter succeeded to the sultanate in 1198.\(^3\)

Qaraqūsh, Saladin’s right-hand man,\(^4\) was once captured by the Crusaders when they had retaken Acre, but was released after paying a ransom of ten thousand dinars.

---

\(^1\) Published by Dār al-‘Awda, Beirut, 1970.
\(^2\) Vol.4, p.91.
\(^3\) Richard Stefan Cooper, *Ibn Mammātī’s Rules for the Ministries: Translation with Commentary of the Qawāwīn al-Dawāwīn*, p.11.
\(^4\) Stanley Lane-Poole, *Saladin and the Fall of the Kingdom of Jerusalem*, p.108.
according to Ibn Khallikān.¹

What can be gathered from Qaraqūsh’s biography is that he was a great warrior and a man whose ability was highly praised by contemporary historians.²

Curiously enough, his image, instead of being associated with acts of fidelity and hardihood, has become in Arab folk-tales that of a stupid unjust judge who looked and acted like a perfect fool.

This change in Qaraqūsh’s image may be attributed to a book written by one of his rivals, al-As‘ad b. Mammātī, entitled الفاشوش في أحكام ترافوش (The Nonsensical Judgements of Qaraqūsh).

Ibn Mammātī was himself an extremely influential figure during that period. During the reigns of Saladin and his son al-Malik al-‘Azīz, Ibn Mammātī was entrusted with the Dīwān al-Māl in addition to the Dīwān al-Jaysh. His influence and power reached its peak when he was also appointed as the Nāzir al-Dawāwīn, a sort of inspector-general entrusted with the final review of the actions of all ministers.³

When Qaraqūsh was appointed regent to al-Malik al-Manṣūr, as mentioned earlier, Ibn Mammātī was in a strong position to challenge his appointment.⁴

Besides, a great part of Ibn Mammātī’s fame rests on his being a poet and a man of letters. His biography, as

² Richard Stefan Cooper, op. cit., p.11.
³ Ibid., p.10.
⁴ Ibid., p.11.
given in *Mu'tam al-Buldân* by Yăqūt al-Rūmī, includes 23 books on various subjects.¹

However, though Ibn Khallikān admits that people attributed strange regulations and orders to Qaraqūsh during his days of power, he holds it to be unlikely that such things were true, saying:

"والناس ينسبون إليه أحكامًا عجيبة في ولايته... والظاهر أنها موضوعة" ²

Nevertheless, it is possible that Ibn Mammātī's book "The Nonsensical Judgements of Qaraqūsh" helped to transform the real historic image of Qaraqūsh into a completely different one.

Over the years, various folk-tales have enhanced the humourous qualities and characteristics of Qaraqūsh. Helen Mitchnik, for instance, includes in her book *Egyptian and Sudanese Folk-tales*³ one of those tales heard while staying in Egypt and the Sudan. This story provides a clear reflection of the image Qaraqūsh had acquired in Arab folklore.⁴

It is even believed by some scholars like J.M. Landau that the name *Karagoz*, by which the Turkish shadow plays are known, "is derived from the Egyptian Wazīr Qaraqūsh". Landau adds that "until this very day we have a Qaraqūsh-inspired type which, in its essence is a constant source of irony. This is the personification of stupidity, innate foolishness and lack of manners, though not devoid of

---

² *Wafayât al-Ā‘yān*, vol.4, p.92.
⁴ The tale is quoted in full in appendix IV.
courage".¹

In most Arab countries, too, the popular proverb حكم
قراقبش (usually used to protest against a cruel judgement
or to condemn unjust laws) is still found.²

Returning to Samih al-Qasim's play, we find that the
dramatic portrayal of Qaraqash has the same qualities and
characteristics as his popular representation; both behave
foolishly and both pass sentences that lack any sort of
logic or justice. Thus it seems that al-Qasim patterned
his Qaraqash on the popular Qaraqush image, in spite of
the slight difference in the pronunciation of the two
words.*

Yet we should note that Qaraqash in the play, besides
being pictured as a foolish ruler whose capability for fore­
seeing the future is very limited, is a cruel and wicked
man who loves bloodshed, as much as any warmonger does.
This is stressed strongly in the play, as the following

¹ J.M. Landau, Shadow Plays in the Near East, p.162.
² Hānī al-'Amad, al-Amthāl al-Shafiyya al-Urdūniyya, 
p.207.
* There could be two possible reasons for the unusual usage
of the name of Qaraqash by the poet instead of the
universally accepted Qaraqūsh:
a) It is possible that he used Qaraqash as a way of
avoiding censorship, because the name Qaraqūsh could be
used to refer to the Israeli authorities straightforwardly;
thus he wanted the name to sound different from the ap­
parently obvious name of Qaraqūsh.
b) It is possible that Qaraqush is pronounced in certain
Palestinian dialects as Qaraqash, although we have been
unable to find any evidence to support this possibility.
analysis points up.

The play consists of four scenes. Its characters are: Qaraqāsh, peasants, nobles, soldiers (of Qaraqāsh's army), a rebellious peasant, a thief, a woman, a young girl, a young prince (Qaraqāsh's son), an officer, a doorman, a minister, a wife and her husband, a soldier with one hand cut off, a group of men dressed as ancient Greeks, another group dressed as ancient Egyptians, a third group dressed in modern European clothes carrying Hitler's picture, and a chorus.

By gathering together such an assembly of characters, it is obvious that the writer is trying to represent different categories and classes in society. His aim in presenting groups from ancient nations together with a group belonging to modern history, is explained by the chorus, who, when the curtain rises on the first scene, start singing:

Any time, anywhere, he comes in human shape, bringing death with him. Again and again the sound sings out: he has lived in all ages, he has lived everywhere, he, Qaraqāsh.

1 P.9.
In this scene, a long dialogue between Qaraqāsh and the peasants reveals that the country is suffering from drought. The peasants express serious fears that the country is on the fringe of a disastrous famine. But Qaraqāsh reassures them that he, with all the power he possesses, is able to lift the country above such a danger. He has both the will and the means to succeed, he tells them.

At this point, the dialogue reflects differences of opinion between Qaraqāsh and some of the peasants on how the country can overcome its crucial economic difficulties:

A peasant: We should dig into the depths of the land to find another well.

Qaraqāsh (angrily): Why don’t we travel to distant lands instead and find another well.

This illustrates the point that Qaraqāsh’s policy is based, in essence, on expansion rather than on the utilization or exploitation of new resources in the land already

1 Pp. 22-23.
possessed. It is likely that here the writer is attributing the June War in 1967 merely to economic factors on the Israeli side.

The differences between Qaraqāsh and the peasant, who is described as rebellious, develop to their climax further. The peasant foresees the fatal consequences of Qaraqāsh's policy, and therefore addresses the other peasants, warning them of Qaraqāsh and his dangerous ways of handling their affairs, saying:

أنا أخاف فإنهموا خوفي والا تندموا هذا الذي طالكم خندقته قبركم يزعم أن ينقذكم والموت فيما يزعم فالخصب في زوودكم وليس في هرائه وتراش أيها الأخوان ليس مكم فلا نتركو رفحموا صتي والا تندموا.  

I do feel fear, but you ought to understand why I feel so, otherwise you will regret it. This man who set your minds at rest is making your graves his ditch. He claims that he will rescue you but only your death lies in what he asserts. Your welfare rests in your forearms and not in his idle talk. Qaraqāsh, O brothers! is a stranger, beware of him, and listen to my voice, otherwise you will have regrets.

This rebellious personality, and the views expressed,

seem to represent the outlook of the communists in Israel, to whom the poet himself belongs.

However, the peasant's words are not powerful enough to stand up to the more convincing promises of Qaraqāsh, who presents his view and incites the peasants against their rebellious companion thus:

Brothers! What should we do when the land is barren, and there, across our border flows a river in a neglected land. Besides, it is our neighbour, our enemy who burdened us with what we are suffering now. So do what I say: Unsheathe your swords and rely on my power, and cleanse your ranks of this treacherous coward.

Qaraqāsh's words produce a magical effect on the peasants. They immediately attack the rebellious man and kill him.

In the second scene, victory is already gained. The young prince (Qaraqāsh's son) falls in love with a peasant

---

girl. Knowing that his father would not bless such a relationship, he asks the minister to sound his father out about this affair. The minister dares not tell Qaraqāsh directly that his son is in love with a peasant girl, so he asks him what should be done if it should happen that a prince loved a woman from the common class. Qaraqāsh replies that both lovers should be killed. By this answer, he passed the death sentence on his own son.

What the poet aims at in this scene is obvious. Qaraqāsh, who represents the ruling body in the state, fears any real and sincere love between anyone who belongs to the ruling class and a person from the subject class. Qaraqāsh's ideology teaches that this would kill the warrior spirit among rulers, and end their desire for the expansion of their territories.

Again, the writer, as a Marxist, implies that communism, as a social system and an ideology, contradicts completely Qaraqāsh's policy and theories, and threatens the existence of the State (i.e. Israel) in its present form. This explains why Qaraqāsh hates it. The following lines from Qaraqāsh shed light on this point:

```
Civilized and superior states
sing the praises of the sharp sword
and not the lowliness of the ominous hammer and sickle.
```

1 P. 42.
In the third scene, the popular pattern of Qaraqāsh becomes more obvious. For instance, Qaraqāsh orders the hanging of one of the nobles close to him for no reason other than that he is tall enough to reach the noose of the hangman's rope, instead of a criminal sentenced to be hanged, but released because he was too short for his head to reach the noose.\(^1\)

In the last scene, a revolt against Qaraqāsh led by the peasants ends with the killing of the tyrant and the establishment of a new rule based on equality. Thus the play ends with the peasants rejoicing at their riddance of Qaraqāsh and shouting:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{أَاشَ النَّكَ المَعَادِل} \\
\text{نَحْنَ النَّكَ المَعَادِل} \\
\text{نَحْنَ النَّكَ المَعَادِل}
\end{align*}
\]

Long live the just king.
We are the just king.
We are the just king.

To conclude our analysis of this verse play, we may isolate the following points which seem to have been the poet's focus of attention, and hence seem echoed clearly throughout the play:

1- Qaraqāsh, being a tyrant and a warmonger, as well as a man who acts rather stupidly, represents a serious threat not only to his enemies but also to the safety and welfare of his own people. This is echoed in many places in the play,

\(^{1}\) Pp. 72-74.
\(^{2}\) P. 87.
some of which have been pointed out in the course of the previous discussion, such as his slaughter of the prince and the peasant girl because of their sincere and warm love, and his hanging of one of the nobles. Furthermore, his personal egoism leads him to believe that he is quite capable not only of fighting "death" itself but also of defeating it.¹

2- The play introduces Marxism as a substitute for the social and political structure of the State (i.e. Israel) in its present form. According to the poet, present-day Israel, symbolized by Qaraqāsh, is merely a link in a long chain of tyrannical states that have appeared in history: in ancient Greece, in ancient Egypt, and in modern Nazism.

3- The writer distinguishes clearly between rulers and ruled in Qaraqāsh's state. Furthermore, he pins his hopes on the subject class and sees the peasants and other labourers, who are members of it, as forming society, which will demolish the structure of the State of Israel, and establish a new one in which all, Palestinian Jews and Arabs alike, can participate.

This view is very significant in itself, since the play is, as far as we know, the first poetical work written by an Arab which makes the hoped-for destruction of Israel come from within Israeli society itself.

In the numerous poetical works written since 1948, Arab poets generally have been pinning their hopes in this regard on the Arabs themselves.

¹ Pp.84-85.
Myths.

This part is, in fact, an extension to the preceding one, since poets, when they employ mythical, Biblical or Qur'ānic figures in their works, use them as symbols through which to approach their themes.

Generally speaking, the dramatic usage of mythical elements in contemporary Arabic poetry is described by certain Arab critics as "the most daring and revolutionary changes that have happened in the modern Arabic poem since the late forties".¹

A close study of the use of myths by modern Arab poets of the "Free Verse Movement" reveals that poets have three main foci of consciousness:

1- The anxiety and restlessness of the Arab individual, living as he does in an unsettled and confused society. The poet, therefore, gives expression to great need for exploring new experiences. In this regard symbols denoting travel and the facing of the unknown, such as Odysseus and Sindbad, are found appropriate to this theme, and are therefore used frequently.

2- The idea of the rebirth and resurrection of a new healthy Arab personality, able to stand up to the challenges facing it. Here symbols such as Adonis, Phoenix, Osiris, Lazarus, Christ, al-Ḥusayn and many others are repeatedly used.

3- The sufferings of man in general and that of the modern Arab in particular, resulting from a perception of the

¹ İhsan 'Abbās, Ittijahāt al-Shi'r al-ʿArabī al-Mu'āṣir, p.166.
wide gap between what is hoped for and what is achieved already. To elucidate this idea symbolic personalities famous for experiencing suffering and pain, such as Christ, al-Husayn, Prometheus and Sisyphus, are seen to dominate in poetry.

These examples show that Arab poets turned to varied mythical and religious sources, whether they be Greek, Babylonian, Phoenician and Egyptian, or Christian and Islamic.

In poems dealing with our subject, a vast number of such symbols are used also. The Palestinian Arab, for instance, is described sometimes as Odysseus or Sindbad, sometimes as Christ or Osiris. Thus all countries, according to him, are seen as a "new Babylon".

In the following pages, however, three well-known long poems are discussed at some length. They can help to give a detailed conception of the employment of myth in poems inspired by the problem of Palestine. But before doing so, it may be significant to point out that certain Arab poets, when employing Hebrew characters in their poems, have deprived those characters of their original identity and turned them into Arab figures. Samson, for example, is a distinguished figure in the Bible and in Jewish folk-tales. His fame derives from his praeternatural strength and his adventures against the Philistines, as well as from his relationship with Delilah, the Philistine woman who coaxed out of him the secret of his power.

---

1 The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible, vol.4, p.198.
This character is treated by a Syrian poet, 'Ali Kan‘ān, as a Palestinian rather than a Jewish hero. In a poem bearing the name "Samson" written in 1964, Samson is merely a Palestinian Fidā‘ī, who, after years of silence, regains his strength and drags down the temple on the Israelis, thus restoring to Palestine its Arab character. The identity of Delilah is also changed. Instead of being a Philistine woman, she becomes Jewish. She has succeeded, but only for a while, in keeping Samson in chains, the poet says.

Another example of this transposition of symbolic characters can be seen in a prose poem entitled (The Young Woman of Jaffa)(1953), also by a Syrian poet, Muhammad al-Māghūṭ. The poem is based on the biblical character called Tamar, which means "date palm" in Hebrew. In fact there are three biblical figures of this name, and

---

1 Al-Ādāb, no.3, March 1964, p.17.
2 Ibid., no.10, October 1953, p.11.

The three figures as mentioned in The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible (vol.4, pp.515-516) are:

1) Judah's daughter-in-law, the wife of his firstborn son, Er. After Er's early death Tamar became the wife of his brother, Onan. Onan also died young, and Judah, fearing now that marriage to Tamar was unlucky, told her to go and live in her father's house until his third son, Shelah, grew to manhood, but did not give her to Shelah even when he had grown up. Tamar, out of impatience, offered herself, disguised as a prostitute, to Judah and bore his twins, Perez and Zerah (Gen. 38:6; Rt.4:12; 1 Ch.2:4; Mt. 1:3).

2) A daughter of David and Maachah, and full sister of Absalom. Her half-brother Amnon conceived a passion for her, and by a ruse got her to come to his room and forced her to lie with him. Then his love turned to loathing and
it is a matter of doubt which of these the poem refers to.

What is more significant than deciding which Tamar the poet had in mind is the fact that this character is deprived of her Jewish nationality in the poem, appearing instead as an Arab. Al-Māghūṭ’s Tamar symbolizes the Palestinian refugee woman, whose beauty captivates whoever sees her. The poem takes on the form of a soliloquy by Tamar herself. Although she finds herself expelled from her home, and everything around her drives her to despair, she is full of determination not to surrender to such a feeling, or let herself wilt like a dead leaf:

لا ، لن أموت وأدمي كورقة الخنجر البابسة من ثورة الزواج،
لن أموت كعفصة في حلق تساح،
أنا (تامار) غادة يافا،
ابنها الصراع، فراشه الوادي، وروح الانتقام
سأرفع من أشلاء روحي الهمم ، نجاة حمرا تمض السواد
وتشمل المستحلب ،
لتنكون ضئي وهدائي في الدرب البعيد ، والليل الطويل.

No, I will not let blowing storms put me to death, or make me wither like a dead leaf of the heather. I will not die like a gnat in the throat of a crocodile. I am Tamar, a beautiful young woman of Jaffa, the daughter of struggle, the butterfly of the valley and the spear of revenge. From amidst the fragments of my distressed spirit I will raise a red star that will chew up the darkness and crush the impossible to be my guide and my light on this long road and through the endless night.

he drove her from his house. She was later avenged by Absalom who had Amnon murdered. (II S. 13:1)

3) The daughter of Absalom, famed for her beauty. In some versions she was given in marriage to Rehoboam, the son of Solomon. (II S. 14:1)
It was argued in chapter IV that the discussion of the Arab-Israeli conflict as represented in modern Arabic poetry should not be confined to works treating the subject specifically only. To quote Muḥammad Muṣṭafā Badawī in this regard, "there have been since the early sixties a number of serious works, much more subtle and profound than those insufficiently thought out, direct propaganda-like writings which were the immediate response to the Palestine war (1948)".

Jabrā Ibrāhīm Jabrā, for his part, emphasizes this point in his book al-Rihla al-Thāmine by saying:

The poem may not deal with the problem of the refugees, or their return, or with heroism, or martyrdom, or with any other aspects of the tragedy, but in its atmosphere, dimensions and roots, it is (nevertheless) a concrete outcome of the tragedy and its psychological impact.

In fact the following three poems, primarily chosen as representative examples of the use of myth in poetry influenced by the conflict, present at the same time good examples of the subtle and indirect approach to the subject of Palestine.

The first poem is entitled Lazārus al-Mīt (Lazarus in 1962).

---

1 P. 197.
3 Published in Beirut in 1967.
4 P. 103.
by Khalîl Hâwî, a key figure in contemporary Arabic poetry, and one of the group of Arab poets called "The Tammuzian Poets".

In spite of the fact that the poem does not refer to Palestine or the Jews or the conflict directly, (neither indeed, do the other two poems), it "symbolizes the tragedy of the Arab nation as a whole resulting from a disfigured rebirth after the Palestine tragedy in 1948", as one Arab critic puts it.²

The poem is based on the character of Lazarus, who was raised by Jesus from the dead after four days in the tomb, but acquires new dimensions in the poem. He symbolizes the contemporary Arab man who fails to change the dreadful predetermined facts he and his nation live with. He therefore surrenders himself completely to despair, and feels an overwhelming desire to depart from the world of the living. The poet makes Lazarus's desire for an everlasting death stronger than any other wish; thus, when Jesus-

---

1 Diwān Khalîl Hâwî, pp.313-361.
2 Rītā 'Awādī, Uṣūrât al-Mawt wal-Inbi'āth fil-Shi'r al-'Arabî al-Hadîth, p.121.

* The name was introduced first by Jabra 'Ibrāhîm Jabra, including the names of Khalîl Hâwî, 'Alî Aḥmad Sâ'îd (Adûnîs), Badr Şâkir al-Sâyîb, Yûsuf al-Khâl and Jabra I. Jabra himself. See:Jabra I. Jabra, al-Nâr wal-Jawhar, p.40.

Tammuz, the god of fertility from whom the group takes its name, is a major symbolic figure originating a considerable number of works by the above-mentioned poets.

For further information about the "Tammuzian Poets" see: Nazeer Fowzi el-Azma, Free Verse in Modern Arabic Literature, pp.123-145.
raised him from the dead, the miracle could not bring real life to him, because even a miracle would fail to revivify a person who himself has no real desire for life. This, we may dare claim, expresses the idea that Arab civilization, as seen by the poet, still desires to remain dead rather than come back to life.

In the opening verses of the poem, Lazarus addresses the gravedigger, saying:

Gravedigger! Dig the grave deeper and deeper, until its bottom reaches the abyss. Let it be a night of ashes lying beyond the range of the sun.

This indicates that Lazarus, by demanding that his grave should lie beyond the range of the sun, where no life can exist, is willing to accept eternal death from which there would be no rebirth. Thus when Lazarus meets his wife, she notes that he still belongs to the dead, although raised from the grave by a miracle.

Lazarus's wife in the poem represents both the motherland and the bride. She looks at her husband, filled with desire, expecting him to satisfy her longing for sexual union, but he stands coldly facing her burning thirst for love with complete coldness. He even tries to destroy her.

1 Diwān Khalīl Hawī, p.313.
So, instead of rain falling on the land, the symbol of their sexual intercourse, the sky sends down fire and sulphur.

Lazarus's wife describes those painful moments saying:

I was entreating his eyes
with my looks reflecting the shame of a woman groaning with desire, undressing herself for a stranger.
Why did he come back from his grave dispirited and dead!

Disappointed at not finding any response from Lazarus, her love for him changes to hatred, and she is overwhelmed by the desire to sleep with the Mongol warriors, the symbol of destruction and devastation:

Yet this experience does not satiate her need for love, for an act that would make her fertile, but creates contradicting feelings in her, so that she becomes divided the desire for life and the desire for death.

In her distraction she sees herself as Mary Magdalene, standing face to face with Jesus. She tries to seduce him

1 Ibid., p.323.
2 Ibid., p.335.
but he ignores her. Thus the female remains thirsty for love; in other words, the land remains arid.

At this point, Lazarus's wife breaks down completely, and, like her husband, she demands eternal death:

 غيبتي وحسن عالي،
 آثار نمالني
 يا ليالي النفل، فيضي يا ليالي
 امسحي علي آنا الأشش
 تشبه في السرير
 خلف بعل لا يغير

Overflow, O nights of ice, and take me away.
Eradicate my shadow and all my tracks,
I am the female who longed in bed for a husband who has turned out to be lifeless.

The poem ends with Lazarus being buried in the grave he wanted beyond the range of the sun, with his wife transformed into a serpent.

It is obvious, then, that the poet, by ending his poem thus, has lost hope of seeing the land fertile again. Accordingly, he sees a dead Arab body lying in a deep grave without sign of rebirth.

To end our analysis of this poem, it should be pointed out that the overwhelming pessimism which the poem reflects came as a result of the frustrating events and setbacks which the Arabs have undergone since 1948. The effect of the breakdown of unity between Egypt and Syria in 1961 is believed to have been a major factor also, as Rītā 'Awad

1 Ibid., p.352.
rightly points out.¹

The poet himself reveals in his introduction to the poem that he tried hard to make it bright and optimistic but failed. His exact words in the introduction, in which he addresses his dead hero, Lazarus, are more bitter than any comment can be:

"I created you (Lazarus), you became a source of pain and alarm for my eyes. I underwent long and bitter sufferings while trying to destroy you and rebuild you in a different form; to make you more attractive, having a stronger faith and achieving a nobler end. Then what? If you were in the past the face of a fighter who failed, you are the face of a whole generation now."

The second poem now under discussion is (The Head and the River)(1967)³ by Adūnīs, a distinguished key figure among contemporary Arab poets. It was written shortly after the June War in 1967.⁴ The poem is based on an Islamic character, al-Husayn, the grandson of the Prophet.

¹ See her article "Khalīl Ḥāwī yaktub Malḥamat al-Insān wal-Ḥadāra", Shuʿūn Filastīniyya, no.52, December 1975, p.61.
² Diwān Khalīl Ḥāwī, p.309.
⁴ Some parts of the poem were published in al-Adāb, no.9, September 1967, pp.9-12, 79.
The article included in the *Encyclopaedia of Islam*\(^1\) refers to the many legendary stories woven around this personality, whether in relation to his birth and childhood or to his death. For instance, when he fell on the battlefield, the sky is said to have become red, raining blood, and on the night following his death the earth of Karbalā’ is supposed to have turned into blood. Also, when his head was taken to Damascus, the Umayyad capital, we are told that the head emitted perfume, and that the angels wept that night, as did the wild beasts and the fishes. In addition, the head was heard to speak.

However, in contemporary Arabic poetry, al-Ḥusayn is treated as a legendary hero and as a fertility god. His tragic death is pictured as a sacrificial one, destined to bring fertility to the arid land.

By Adūnīs himself, the symbol of al-Ḥusayn is used frequently in his *dīwān al-maṣīḥ wa-l-mirābā* (The Stage and the Mirrors).\(^2\) There is no doubt that the poet’s background as a ‘Alawī Shi‘ite has an obvious influence in this. The poet himself writes in his book *Fātihat limārāt al-qānīn* (An Opening to the Ends of this Century)\(^3\):

"أَجَيَّنِ بِنَيْتُ شِيعِيَ، وَكَلَّم بِنَيْتُ شِيعِيَ بِنْيَةً الفَاجِعَةَ، لَكَنَّهُ فِي نَفْسِ

الْيَوْمِ يَنْتَظَرُ فَرَاحْ يِتَيْجٌ" • 4

I came from a Shi‘ite home, where tragedy is usually felt deeply; but at the same time, in such a home, joyous events are expected to materialize.

---

\(^1\) New edition (1971), vol.III.
\(^2\) Published in Beirut in 1968.
\(^3\) Published in Beirut in 1980.
\(^4\) P.37
This may explain also why Adūnīs, unlike Khalīl Ḥāwī in the preceding poem, is not pessimistic, as the following analysis of the poem shows. The connection between the head in the poem and the head in the legend of al-Ḥusayn will be pointed out also.

The poem takes the form of a dialogue which occurs on a bridge over a muddy and slow-running river. On the bank of the river gather a group of people varied in age and sex, and some of them are disfigured. The river represents the River Jordan, which the Palestinians crossed after the June War in 1967, reaching its east bank disfigured and exhausted.

The dialogue in the opening lines expresses the idea that, in war time, death becomes the only reality. The earth, therefore, becomes arid and waste, with nothing green on it, as if it had been attacked by swarms of locusts.

Yet death, being triumphant, is not a final vision, because man in his unconsciousness dreams of rebirth. Thus death, accordingly, becomes defeated. This idea is expressed in the poem in the words of the chorus, who symbolize the collective unconsciousness of the nation, as Rīṭā ‘Awād rightly points out. The chorus is heard singing:

سيجي السيل
قبل حلول الليل

The flood will come before darkness falls.

Apart from the chorus, there is another symbolic person

in the poem, who also denotes the collective unconsciousness of the nation, Rītā ‘Awād adds\(^1\) namely the shepherd. But it is more likely that the shepherd in the poem refers to those shepherds who received the sign of Jesus’ birth. Thus, as shepherds were the first to know of this event, so the shepherd in "The Head and the River" receives a sign that the head is on its way and about to arrive, carried by the water of the river:

\[
\text{جَلَّتُ أَنَّ رَأْسًا}
\]

\[
\text{في النْهْر} \quad 2
\]

The head mentioned by the shepherd is the head of al-Ḥusayn, who, as we pointed out earlier, became a symbol of fertility and resurrection similar to the vegetation gods and similar to Christ.

It does not take long, however, for the shepherd’s dream to be realized. Seeing the flood and the head, the shepherd shouts to the group gathering on the bank of the river to get out of the way. Then the chorus starts singing:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{رأس البحير والنزيف} \\
\text{رأس حيلكم مضامة} \\
\text{تحمل الأرض كالرِّزيف} \\
\text{رأس حيلكم علامة} \\
\end{align*}
\]

His head is the wound and the blood.  
His head is a dove (circling) around you carrying the earth like a loaf of bread.  
His head around you is a sign.

\[1\] Rītā ‘Awād, op. cit., p.145.  
\[2\] Adūnīs op. cit., p.366.  
\[3\] Ibid.
By then, the head is recognized:

\[ \text{وجه مهيار في الماء يسطع كالجوهرة} \]

Mihyār’s face shines in the water like a pearl.

It is the head of Mihyār, one of Adūnīṣ’s invented symbols, after which a collection of poems by this poet is named. The collection is entitled " أغاني مهيار الدمشقي (Songs of Mihyār the Damascene)."

However, there is no contradiction between the claim that the head in the poem stands for al-Husayn’s head, while it is actually named the head of Mihyār. These two characters are treated as one in the poem, and this view is supported by the opinion of Kamal Abu Deeb, a critic and poet, who believes that "Mihyār’s ancestors were the rejected and the rejectionists, the outcasts and outsiders in Arabic culture, the spiritual and intellectual heritage of Shi‘ism".

The chorus stresses the idea that al-Husayn is bringing life again to the dead land through his sacrificial death by repeating the following lines more than once:

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{صوت من الماء} & \text{ يقول الصوت منات} \\
\text{لكي ينهي عبد الموت} & \text{4}
\end{align*} \]

A voice coming from the river saying:
he died
so as to bring an end to the era of death.

---

1 Ibid., p.381.
2 Published in Beirut in 1961.
The head itself speaks as it spoke in the legend. Accompanied by loud sexually suggestive music, a voice is heard coming from the head and addressing the mother-land, saying:

اقرأوا كلمة المدينة
بَين آشِلاَكِ الأمِينة ۱

Come close and touch me, come close and embrace me, flare up, O my country! Let yourself burst into showers of sparks. Scatter my body. I am the moment of miracles, and the moment of death and life.

He also permits the masses to sacrifice his body in order to bring fertility to the land:

اقرأوا جسمتي، قِدْوني...
وخذوا حِيَةً وانحسِروا، مزَقوني، كِلْوني، وإقرأوا كِيَمَاء المدينة
بين آشِلاَكِ الأمِينة ۲

Pierce my forehead, chain me, thrust a lance into my body, tear me to pieces, eat my flesh, and read the alchemy of (the ideal) city in the faithful fragments of my flesh.

Because both sacrificial death and sex lead to reunion

---

1 Ibid., p.386.
2 Ibid., 393.
with mother-earth, and because rebirth and resurrection are
to be achieved, al-Husayn's image, as seen from the last
two quotations, becomes that of a vegetation god and that
of Christ.

A further even more dramatic stage is reached in the
poem by the union of the head with the chorus. Through this
every man becomes al-Husayn, or Christ, or Tammuz.

Thus the poem ends optimistically. The song of the
chorus joined by the head expresses this view clearly, and
announces the coming rebirth:

(The head and the chorus together):
Because of my death
a flower sprouted on the other bank,
I became the ultimate (range) and topic,
I became eternal; either heading for the
fount, or coming from it.
I am like thunder.
A voice embracing its lightning.
I am fire like lightning.
My language has no borders, it is limited
by no shores

1 Ibid., p.401.
but only by two signs: the sun and man.
And here am I, moving about so as to shake
all frontiers, and to give instruction on
the flood.

The third poem now under discussion is (Prophecy of the Clairvoyant Woman)\(^1\) by Fadwā Tūqān, a leading Palestinian poetess. The direct circumstance which influenced the poetess in this poem was the fierce fighting which broke out in Jordan between the Jordanian army and the Palestinian Liberation Organization forces in 1970. This event, needless to say, produced countless poems throughout the Arab countries, all expressing anxiety and fear for the Palestinian Resistance Movement and accusing the Jordanian regime of treachery and conspiracy against the Palestinian cause.

However, in the "Prophecy of the Clairvoyant Woman" the symbols are not interwoven so intricately as in the preceding two poems by Khalīl Ḥāwī and Adūnīs.

The poem relies basically on three main figures: a young woman, who stands for the Palestinian Arabs; a knight, who symbolizes the Fidāʿī, and, finally, the woman fortune-teller.

Unlike T.S. Eliot's clairvoyant in "The Waste Land", Madam Sosostris, whose powers "are hampered, may be because she has a bad cold",\(^2\) the clairvoyant in Fadwā Tūqān’s poem has a striking power of prophecy. She tells the woman about a number of happenings absolutely exactly, as the woman

---

\(^1\) Diwān Fadwā Tūqān, pp.590-602.
witnesses afterwards.

Besides, whereas Madame Sosostris foretells the future by reading it in playing cards, the fortuneteller in Fadwa Tūqān’s poem does it by interpreting the sound of winds.

The opening verses reveal the first prophecy, in which the fortuneteller tells the woman that, according to the winds, the evil amulet (تعبوذة الشر) which was knotted twenty years ago (i.e. in 1948), and by which the woman’s home (i.e. Palestine) has been afflicted since then, will be foiled only by a knight who is to appear in the near future.

It may be worth mentioning here that a belief in "evil amulets" is still alive among Palestinian Arabs, especially in rural communities. We may recall the many stories heard in the village of our youth, attributing the failure of a bridegroom to deflower his bride to an evil amulet, prepared by someone who either hated the bridegroom, or was endeavouring to marry the girl.

When the woman asks the clairvoyant when the knight will arrive, and who he will be, the latter replies:

* In an interesting article, "Knots and Curses", published in Arabian Studies (III, 1976), Professor T.M. Johnstone points out that the tying and untying of knots in order to influence the material environment, to cure and to curse, have played an important part in the culture of many peoples in Europe and the Middle East.

The article, however, sheds light on this custom which is prevalent among the Mahrah in Dhofar in the Arabian Peninsula.
When rejection becomes a holocaust and a Golgotha. The bowels of this land will bear him, and from her body will come his fleshly parts.

Yet the clairvoyant warns the woman of the danger that will threaten the life of the knight from her own brothers, which is an indication of the prejudice of Arab regimes against the Palestinian Resistance Movement:

لكن القيّم في هيبها
تقول حاذري
أخوك السبعة،
تقول حاذري
أخوك السبعة

But the winds say:
Beware of your seven brothers!
Beware of your seven brothers!

By then, the woman feels a burning anxiety to see the knight's arrival. This is marked by a change in the cycle of seasons, according to which spring is about to reappear. The image used to express this idea is not, however, a new one. It is seen frequently in poems written from the mid-fifties onwards, and it uses the fertility myth to express a belief in the future rebirth of the nation, as was pointed out earlier in this chapter.

1 Diwān Fadwā Tūqān, p.592.
2 Ibid.
By Fadwa Tūqān, the idea is presented as follows:

I stood by the cracked balcony
dreaming of creation,
waiting for the one who is coming,
and listening to the buried pulse of the seed
shaking the womb of the earth
and suckling the core of ears of wheat.

The prophecy materializes, and the knight arrives,
welcomed by the woman, his beloved. The knight himself is
aware of the fact that his vulnerable spot is his unprotected back, as the heel of Achilles was that hero’s weak spot, where he received a mortal arrow. This idea indicates the fear, which will indeed become true, that the danger threatening the life of the knight will come from those who are supposed to protect him while he is on his way to remove the harm of the evil amulet. He, therefore, makes his beloved ride behind him, so that his back may be protected:

( اردني ورأى وقال يا حبيتي
حبك يحيى ظهري العينان )

Yet the words of the clairvoyant, "Beware of your

1 Ibid.
2 Ibid., p.593.
seven brothers”, still echo in the woman’s ears.

The prophecy comes true, and "the brothers" fall on the knight, stabbing him with all the power they have. The description of his death is one of the best images in Fadwa’s poem:

The bloody Cain is everywhere erect, knocking at doors, jumping on balconies, climbing walls, crawling like a snake, and hissing with a thousand tongues. Cain riots in the courtyards. Cain is a mad god burning Rome.

Although the woman pleads with her brothers for her beloved’s life, they do not listen to her, and he is slain like Osiris, the Egyptian deity slain by his brother Seth, who cut Osiris’s body into pieces and scattered them throughout the land of Egypt.  

The woman, seeing herself as Isis, gathers together the scattered limbs of her beloved, in order to hand them to the winds to be sown in different parts of the homeland.

1 Ibid., p.598.
2 Samuel Henry Hooke, Middle Eastern Mythology, p.68.
The poem ends with the following prophecy:

Yet still the clairvoyant of the winds calls at my sad door every morning, and says to me:
"When the cycle of seasons is completed the seasonal rains will bring him back, and March will set him in carriages of flowers and blossoms.

This image relies heavily on the myth of Adonis and his resurrection in spring.

Folk-elements.

Contemporary Arab poets, in general, show great awareness of the vitality and importance of folklore. They, therefore, embody in much of their poetry folk elements, such as popular tales, customs, traditions, etc.

Folk elements figure prominently in poetry on Palestine, especially in poems written by Palestinians. The continuous socio-geographic dislocation of the Palestinian Arabs since 1948 has led to the re-organization of the political and social structure of the Palestinians. Because of this, their folk heritage is threatened with extinction. This may

---

1 Fadwa Tuqan, op. cit., p.601.
explain why Palestinian poets draw heavily on folk tradition, since, by keeping it alive, they may preserve their identity.¹

Iḥṣān 'Abbās emphasises this point when he tries to explain the extensive use of folk material by Israeli-Arab poets or poets of the "Occupied Homeland", as it is commonly called in Arab writings:

It is not surprising that we find poets from the occupied territories particularly Tawfīq Zayyād and Samīḥ al-Qāsim who include in their poetry many folk elements. There is a feeling that the dependence on this heritage is not only an indication of the broad response of poets to this kind of tradition, but also constitutes an expression of pride in a common heritage, as well as the fear of losing it as a consequence of the minority representing it being swept away by a great tide.²

In the following pages, however, special mention will be made of three aspects of those folklore elements embodied in Palestinian poetry: customs and folk traditions, popular songs and folk tales.

Customs and folk traditions.

Many poems contain folk references to social customs which were and still are current among Palestinians. Many of these customs, it must be borne in mind, are not confined to the Palestinians, but are common to most other Arab countries; one of these, for instance, is the recitation of

² Ittijāḥāt al-Shi‘r al-‘Arabī al-Mu‘āṣir, p. 151.
verses from the Qur'ān over a boy or a young man as a means of protecting him from evil. Fadwā Tūqān, for example, refers to this practice in one of her poems about the Fidā'ī. In this poem she portrays a mother who recites two Qur'ānic sūras while seeing her son off, by way of protecting him from evil:

"Go", and his mother enveloped him with two sūras. "Go" and she invoked Allāh's name and the Qur'ān to protect him.

In other poems the folk elements become an integral part of the poem if not the central theme. The purpose of this is not to make use of a social custom for its own sake, but to exploit its associative potential as far as possible.

A poem entitled عرسان للمراة الصعبة (The Two Weddings of the Difficult Woman)² by Ahmad Daḥbūr, a Palestinian poet of the late sixties, is a good example of this.

The poem is based on the social practice current among Palestinians* which requires the bridegroom to deflower the bride, dip a white handkerchief in the hymeneal blood and then display it to the families of both the bride and

¹Diwān Fadwā Tūqān, p.507.
²Diwān Tā'ir al-Wiḥdāt, pp.70-76.
*Such a custom is also current in many other Arab countries, indeed in many other places too.
the bridegroom, to prove both the bride’s virginity and the bridegroom’s virility.

In the poem, Ahmad Daḥbūr exploits this social custom effectively. The bride in this case symbolizes Palestine, the first bridegroom the Arab establishment, and the second bridegroom the Fida‘ī. In the case of the first wedding the families of both bride and bridegroom wait anxiously for the husband to come out with the handkerchief soaked in hymeneal blood. But after waiting most of the night the families are disappointed because the bridegroom has failed to deflower his bride. Then an old woman suggests to him that he should kill a pigeon and dip the handkerchief in its blood:

The poet goes on to say that this trick does not fool anyone. Thus the bride remains a virgin until she marries another man (i.e. the Fida‘ī) who succeeds in deflowering her and displaying the handkerchief, truly soaked in the hymeneal blood. As a result the impotent bridegroom, together with his family, stab the successful bridegroom with knives:

They gathered around him plunging in his body
every blade that was vowed
to the slaying of our big ram.
"Die!" they said to him,
but he did not die.
Yet his blood
became mixed with the hymeneal blood,
and so the bride
returned again to her virgin state.

Thus the poem ends with the virginity of the bride
restored through the contact of her blood with that of her
stabbed bridegroom. The first bridegroom tries again to
deflower her but, as in his previous attempts, fails to
achieve his end.

The poem, however, effectively expresses the common
belief which followed the 1967 Arab-Israeli war and became
widespread among the Arab masses, especially the Palestinians,
namely, that the Arab regimes were completely unable to deal
properly with the problem. Furthermore, the regimes, as the
poem plainly reflects, were accused of desiring the destruct­
tion of the Fidā'ī movement, as happened in Amman in 1970;
it was such events which inspired Daḥbūr in this poem.

The folk songs.

Many Palestinian poets have shown great interest in folk
songs, and this is clear from the poetry of Samīḥ al-Qāsim,
Tawfīq Zayyād and Ahmād Daḥbūr. These poets, in particular,
not only use sections from Palestinian folk songs, but also
base some of their poems on folk songs in such a way that the
song becomes the fulcrum of the poem.

In مغتني الرَّابِعة على سطح من الطِّنين (The Rebab Singer on a
Mud Roof\(^1\) by Samīḥ al-Qāsīm, the poet portrays the sorry state of the Palestinian Arabs living under Israeli rule since 1948, as they wait for the return of their relatives and friends who fled from Palestine following the 1948 war. In addition, the poet presents through the song incorporated in this poem a moving picture of the abandoned houses and orchards. The poem can be divided into three sections, as seen below:

A. On a mud roof
the rebab of the tragedy moans in stone hands
making the moon burst into tears.
And from there a grieved voice comes
calling far-away brothers
of whom there is no news,
saying to them, in a Palestinian melody:

\(^1\) Diwan Samīḥ al-Qāsīm, pp. 224-226.
B. "Oh you who have been cast out beyond the borders! The grass grows and dies on the roofs of your homes. If only you could come and visit the fig trees, if only you could come and whitewash the houses, refix the doors and stores, and water the rose".

C. Your singing, O stranger, has been long-drawn out, even the days have become long. The rebab in your hands has come into leaf, and the tunes you play have grown old. Will you remain for ever deprived, calling me with this Palestinian tune for the rest of your life?

As seen in the text, section A can be regarded as the introduction to section B, which is certainly the fulcrum of the poem, while the last section can be taken as a commentary on the song.

This technique is used by Tawfīq Zayyād in many poems, such as ٍيا جَالِلَ (O Camel Rider). Zayyād states in his introduction to this poem that it is, together with some other poems, based on popular songs of the Galilee area. However, the poet succeeds in exploiting certain parts of the song to suit his subject matter, while at the same time retaining the spirit, metre and expression of the song.

The poem / song goes as follows:

غَبْبِ الجَالِلِ قَلْبِي
عِنْمَا اخْتَارَ الرَّحِيمَ
قَتَلَ يَا جَالِلَ صِبْرًا
قَالَ كَلّ الصَّبِّر عَيْبَ

قَتَلَ يَا جَالِلَ قَصْدَكٌ
قَالَ صَحَرَاءُ الجَنِينُ
قَتَلَ مَا دُوَّنَ حَتَّىَ
قَالَ طَلَّا وَطَلَّاَ
قَتَلَ لَمَّا دَاوَكَ قَلَّ لِي
قَالَ شَرِقَ لِلْحَسَنِيَّبِ

1 Divān Tawfīq Zayyād, pp.363-366.
2 Such as أَغْنِيَةَ زَافِيَ حَراَمٍ and تَجَلِيلَة; see Ibid., pp.367-369, 375-377, 378-380 respectively.
When the camel rider decided to leave
he grieved my heart.
To him I said: have patience, O camel rider!
My patience is at an end, he said.

Where are you heading for? I said.
To the desert of the south, he said.
What are you carrying in your load? I said.
Chewing-gum and perfume, he said.
What is ailing you? I said.
Longing for the beloved, he said.
Have you seen a physician? I said.
Ninety physicians, he said.
Take me with you, I said.
I can’t, my load is heavy, he said.
I can walk, I said.
My way is too long, he said.
I beseech you!
I can walk for a thousand years, I said.
Gentle dove!’ The life of the traveller is
bitter, he said.

As the camel rider decided to leave
he grieved my heart.
And all that is left after him
are tears flowing down my cheeks.

The folk tale:

Palestinian poets also make full use of many popular
tales, such as Sindbad, ‘Antara, the Hilāliyya, the magic
lantern of Aladdin (‘Alā’ al-Dīn), the genies, etc., in
their poetry. In most poems, these folk tales aquire new
dimensions whereby the implications of such stories are used
to illustrate the main theme, which is Palestine.
Kulayb, one of the main characters of the Hilāliyya tales, becomes a symbol of the Fidāʿī in Aḥmad Daḥbūr’s poem (The Eye in the Wound). The murder of Kulayb by Jassās is compared to the murder of the Fidāʿiyyīn in Amman during the events of 1970. In Daḥbūr’s poem, the still-living Fidāʿī who escaped death in Amman in September 1970 sees the dead Fidāʿī imploring him to avenge his death in the same way as Kulayb implores al-Muhalhal to avenge his death:

Another poem by Aḥmad Daḥbūr called (Martyrdom by Words) provides a good example of the employment of folk tales in poems dealing with the Palestine theme. The tale the poem is based on tells of a Sultan who used to go about town naked, while claiming to be fully dressed, saying that only the mad could not appreciate the fact that he was fully-clothed. According to the law of that ruthless Sultan, mad people were to be hanged. Therefore, every time the Sultan went about naked, the people in the town used to say to each other that the Sultan was wearing the finest clothes in the land. One day a little boy

---

1 Diwān Ḥikāyat al-Walad al-Filastīnī, pp.19-22.
2 Ibid.
watched the Sultan's apparent nakeness, and shouted: "The Sultan is naked, the Sultan is naked".*

In Daḥbūr's poem, the Sultan refers to the Arab establishment, and the little boy represents the Palestinian Resistance Movement which was bold enough to expose the Sultan's nakedness; in other words, the impotence of the Arab establishment regarding the Palestine problem. The following lines show how the poet exploits the tale to improve on his theme:

طفل شقي جسور
في شفته الكلمة اللاإلهية
ومثل كفاه كواب الحصور

وهم سار صاحب الجلالة
أناكم عيان
مهددا بالسوط والدينار والسجان
من لا يرى ثيابه المختالة
كتم بلا لسان.

وأنفشت نبضه شقيه تختال
"ملانا السلطان
مجنون عيان
من يستره، من يكسو ملانا السلطان؟"

A daring naughty child
speaks angrily,
and fills his hands with earth
accumulated throughout the ages.

* Cf. the tale by Haṁs Christian Anderson "The Emperor's New Clothes", which has a similar but not identical plot.

The tale is also summed up in Motif-Index of Folk-Literature by Stith Thompson as follows: "An impostor feigns to make clothes for the emperor and says that they are visible only to those of legitimate birth. The Emperor and courtiers are all afraid to admit that they cannot see the clothes. Finally a child seeing the naked emperor reveals the imposture." ∫ vol.4, K445, p.295
And when his Majesty walked naked in procession in front of you, threatening with whip, money, and jailer anyone who did not praise his fine clothes, you were all dumb. That day a mischievous exclamation slipped out: "Our sovereign lord the Sultan is crazy; he is naked. Who can cover him? who can dress our sovereign the Sultan?"

References to fairy tales, such as the magic lamp of Aladdin, or the magic ring and the genie who comes to offer aid, also occur frequently in the poetry written by Palestinians.

Another poet, ‘Izz al-Dīn al-Manāṣira, for example, exploits the tale of the magic ring and gives it a new twist. When the Fidā‘īyyīn were besieged in Jordan during the 1970 events, they thought that the sanctity of the Palestine cause, which is likened by the poet to the magic ring in the fairy tale, would rouse the Arabs who then would rush to help them. When they rubbed the magic ring, it was as if they appealed to the Arab governments, but nothing happened and help was not forthcoming, just as if the ring had lost its magic; in other words, the cause of Palestine was no longer sacred to the Arab regimes:

This brief discussion shows how poetry on Palestine has been immensely enriched through the use of various folk elements. Although contemporary Arab poets in general used the same folk material, it was mainly the Palestinian poets who related it to Palestine, and therefore the examples given above are exclusively confined to Palestinian poets.

Diction.

It has been often mentioned in the course of this discussion that there are many words or terms of specific meaning used frequently in those poems inspired by events concerning Palestine.

In poems written before 1948, terms denoting the religious significance of Palestine, or calling on Arabs and Muslims to defend the country against the Zionist threat, were repeatedly used by Arab poets, as was pointed out in chapter III. Yet more important is the fact that the problem gave rise to a number of words being used for the very first time in modern poetic diction, such as 

1 See chapter V, p. 269.
Palestinian themes, gained a new meaning; in other words, the conception developed from generality to precise definition, in such a way that whenever such words occur in these poems, they arouse the remembrance of the "Palestine tragedy".

Let us take the word al-Jurh as an example. Arab poets using this word in reference to Palestine, find it unnecessary to give it any further definition than the definite article or definition by position, as can be seen in the following lines:

ومن الجرح تولد الكبيرة
And from the wound pride is born.

وهي هناك يا جرح عمر القبلة

O wound! to you we present the life of the whole tribe as a gift.

This illustration applies to many other words. The following list includes the most representative examples:

الطُغْيِناَة : the tragedy.
التَعْكَبَة : the catastrophe.
التَّكَسْسِة : the setback.
المُغْنَصِب : the usurped home.
لِلْوَلَدِ الْأَمْرِيَّة : the occupied home.
النَّازِحِي : the refugee.
الشَّهْرِي : the expelled.

1 Nizar Qabbani, "Ifāda fi Maḥkamat al-Shi‘r", al-ʿA‘māl al-Sivasiyya, p.79.
2 Ahmad Daḥbūr, Tā‘ir al-Wihdāt, p.58.
With regard to one of the words mentioned above, namely *al-Khayma* (the tent), it is significant that the traditional image evoked by the word changed completely after its frequent use in poems dealing with Palestine in general and the Palestinian refugees in particular.

Throughout the centuries, the image of *al-Khayma* denoted the simplicity and delight of the Arab in his native desert. Such an image made Maysün, wife of Muʿāwiya, the first Umayyad caliph (661-680 A.H.) feel contempt for all the pomp and splendour of her luxurious life in Damascus, and languish for her previous life in a tent in the desert. Expressing such feelings, Maysün is reported to have

---

uttered some verses, among which is the following line:

أحبالي من قصر ميف

A tent with rustling breezes in it delights me more than a lofty palace.

This pleasant image has changed to a one implying misery, misfortune and suffering. The "tent" became a symbol standing for the tragedy of the Palestinians. This new concept of the word originates, as we have mentioned above, from the vast number of poems describing the miserable conditions of the refugees in their flimsy tents; but further discussion of this theme is unnecessary since it has been throughly dealt with earlier.

Apart from the way the Palestine problem has affected the implications of many words and terms, we may isolate other spheres of its influence on poetic diction. These can be summed up as follows:

(1) Arab names of several Palestinian cities, villages, mountains, etc., such as Jerusalem, Jaffa, Haifa, Acre, Nazareth, Dayr Yāsīn, Kafr Qāsim, Galilee, Mount Carmel and suchlike places, are used frequently by Arab poets whether they are Palestinians or not. In some poems, the name of the place alone serves as a symbol denoting the whole country, as in يافا يسوك في القيود (Jaffa, Your Jesus is in Chains).¹

In addition, names of trees, such as orange and olive,

vine, oak, etc., are used frequently. As with some place-names, tree-names are sometimes used as symbols standing for Palestine. Of these the most obvious are those of the orange and the olive.

(2) Words and phrases expressing frustrated hopes, anxiety, sadness, despair, loss of identity, alienation, anger and self-condemnation dominate this poetry.

(3) Colloquial terms and expressions derived from the Palestinian dialect have steadily increased in poetry written by Palestinian poets. The following list includes the most representative examples according to their frequency in Palestinian poetry:

- **Dabka** : name of a folk dance by group dancers.
- **Qumbaz** : traditional dress for men.
- **Samda** : the act of sitting the bride-groom and the bride together on the wedding night in a hall or similar place, where songs and dances are performed in front of them.
- **Sahja** : clapping hands rhythmically in group dances at wedding celebrations.
- **Hawakir** : plural of hakura, a small piece of cultivated land usually near family residences.
- **Shibbaba** : (in classical Arabic: shabbaba) reed flute.
- **Khawabi** : plural of khabiya, large vessel made of clay and straw for storing wheat, dried figs, etc.
- **Bayyara** : citrus grove.
Of phrases that have been used, the following are popular among certain Palestinian poets:

- نشاف الرّيق (nashaf al-rīq) lit.: drying of the saliva, indicating the utmost hardships.
- ﻓِـی ﺍَٗizz al-haṣīda the middle of the harvest season.
- أخبارهم حكايا بكائنا (akhbārūhum ḥākayā bakāyā) the sad news about them moves (others) to tears.
- ﺍَٗللّمـنـَالـحـنـ (‘allamūnā ‘al-ḥuzn) they brought us up on sadness.
- ﻋَاَٗلأَلِلـیمـ من روحـ (yā aghlā min rūḥī) you, who are dearer than my soul.
- برَعَشُ العِينِ أَفَشـ درَب عِوَدتكم (bi-rimsh al-‘ayn afrish darb awdatikum) with (my) eyelashes I would cover the road for you to return.
- أَبَوـس الرِّيـن تحت نـاـلكـم (abūs al-ard taht ni‘ālikum) I would kiss the ground you walked on.
- أَهـِدـكم ذيـا عيني (āhdkum diyā ‘aynī) I would give you my sight as a present.
- ﻋَاَٗلأَلاَبـالـمـوـت (yā halā bil-mawt) welcome to death.

The preceding discussion shows that the problem of Palestine has left noticeable marks on the poetic diction of modern Arabic poetry, sometimes by introducing new words to poetic usage, sometimes by giving words definitive meanings linked with the subject of Palestine, and sometimes by changing the image invoked by a particular, as in the case of the word al-khayma. Furthermore, the frequent use of
popular words derived from the Palestinian dialect, as well as the dominance of words denoting anxiety, alienation, anger, etc., may also be assessed as still more spheres of influence on poetic diction.
CHAPTER VII
The Impact of the Problem

(1) On the Development of the Palestine Literary Personality.

Until the beginning of the twentieth century, and before Palestine, then an Ottoman province, went under the British Mandate after the First World War, cultural and educational life there was still inadequately ordered, in comparison with some other Arab countries, such as Lebanon or Egypt. This was mainly due to the maladministration and negligence of the central government in Istanbul towards the region, and the lack of government educational institutions, especially secondary and high schools. It was not until 1889 that the first government intermediate-secondary school was founded in Jerusalem. In 1895 a similar school was opened in Acre, and a third one in Nablus in 1897.¹

In spite of this, there were some other elements that helped, to some extent, to meet the educational needs of the inhabitants, thus gradually assisting in the development of both cultural and educational life in that small country.

A large number of missionary and sectarian schools were founded there as a result of the growing interest shown by several Western countries in the "Holy Land" during the nineteenth century. For example, the number of schools

¹ Nasir al-Din al-Asad, al-Shi'r al-'Arabi al-Madith fi Filastin wal-Urdunn, p.10.
founded by Germany in the district of Jerusalem alone reached fifteen; moreover, several printing presses were brought to Palestine. The first was established in Jerusalem in 1846 by French missionaries, and was known as Maṭba‘at al-Ābā‘ al-Faranṣīyyīn. Another press was founded in Jerusalem three years later known as Maṭba‘at al-Qabr al-Muqaddas lil-Rūm al-Arthuḍuks. Statistics regarding one of the presses founded in 1892 in Jerusalem, called Maṭba‘at Jūrj Ḥabīb Ḥanāniyya, show that the number of books published by this printing house between 1892 and 1909 reached 281, in different languages, among which were 83 books in Arabic.

Moreover, some literary societies began to emerge by the end of the nineteenth century; these seem to have played a noteworthy role in developing the cultural life of the country. Among these was the society called Jam‘īyyat al-Ādāb, formed in 1898, some of the members of which became active politically as well as culturally, such as ‘Īṣā al-‘Īsā and Khalīl al-Sakākhīnī.

However, by the outbreak of the First World War, considerable signs of progress at different levels, social, political and cultural, became evident in Palestine, which

1 Ibid., p.36.
2 Ibid., p.42.
3 However, ‘Abd al-Rahmān Yāghī dates the foundation of this print in Jerusalem 1848. See Ḥayāt al-Adab al-Filastīnī al-Ḥadīth ..., p.77.
4 Ibid.
was still, at that time, part of Syria. Such progress was reflected in the increasing number of papers and magazines published there, such as al-Asma‘ī (1908), al-Nafā‘is al-‘Aṣriyya (1908), al-Manhal (1913) and the previously mentioned al-Karmil and Filastīn.¹

The number of students graduating from high schools and universities had increased also, and some of them paid special attention to translation into Arabic from various languages in many different fields, such as Khalīl Baydās (1875-1949), Muḥammad ʿĀdīl Zu‘aytir and ʿĀḥmad Sāmīḥ al-Khālidī (1895-1951).

As for poetry written during the second half of the nineteenth century, only a few names seem to have achieved some fame, such as Yūsuf al-Nabhānī (1849-1932), Saʿīd al-Karmī (1851-1935) and ʿĀlī al-Rīmāwī (1860-1919). Palestinian poets of that period were merely imitators, showing little creative talent. Their poetry is thematically restricted, dealing with religious matters concerning Islam and Prophet Muḥammad, the congratulation of friends and acquaintances, or variations on the elegiac and eulogistic modes.

Soon after the political events of 1908-1909 in Turkey, Arab poets in general, including Palestinians, became pre-occupied with those happenings rather than with the

¹ More information on the papers and magazines published in Palestine during the first two decades of the twentieth century can be seen in ‘Abd al-Rahmān Yāghī’s book Ḥayāt al-Adab al-Filastīnī al-Ḥadīth..., pp.83-88.
Zionist threat to Palestine, which was, however, gathering on the horizon. This development was discussed at length in chapter I.

During the period in which authority in Palestine rested with the British (1917-1948), the Palestine conflict with the Jews and the Mandate Power became a prominent theme in poetry, but other, non-political, subjects dominated a great deal of poetry at that time, too.

Besides, Palestinian poets of the thirties and forties such as Ibrāhīm Ṭūqān, ‘Abd al-Raḥīm Maḥmūd and Abū Salmā, unlike the poets of the older generation, helped by creative talents, proved themselves to have had their own literary personality and talent by which they were able to create rather than imitate. On the other hand, their poetry reflects several aspects of the Palestine subject which the poetry written by other Arab poets does not reflect, as was pointed out in chapter II.

Tragedy struck the Palestinians after the 1948 War and the creation of the State of Israel. The majority of them became refugees scattered throughout neighbouring Arab countries, while only a minority remained in Israel.

Since then, this "tragedy" has been the fulcrum of Palestinian poetry, whether written by poets living in "exile" or those still living in Israel.

Nevertheless it is important to note that the poetry of "poets of the Occupied Homeland" or "Palestinian resistance poetry" (both terms are widely used in Arabic writings to refer to poetry written by Palestinian poets living in Israel since 1948) has a distinctive character
by which it may be distinguished from that written by Palestinians living in other Arab countries, or in "exile", as the poets themselves term their situation. This distinctiveness is the result of the different experiences undergone by the two groups after 1948. The poets living in Israel have been subjected to an experience uniquely different from that felt by their colleagues living in "exile". This divergence of experience, accordingly, has imposed distinguishing characteristics on the poetry of both groups, regarding subject-matter, vision, attitudes, etc.

When Maḥmūd Darwīsh met Fadwā Ṭūqān shortly after the Israeli occupation of the West-Bank following the June War in 1967, he reminded her of how deeply the Israeli occupation had changed her poetical vision and approach to the tragic situation of her people, even though her experience of the Israeli occupation was minimal at that time.¹

It is not difficult to discover how the experience of "exile" affected Palestinian poetry written far from home; this is clear from the many poems quoted in the course of discussion in previous chapters. In most cases, the poets' mood is extremely sad, overflowing with longing for the return, while also expressing bitterness and anger on seeing the tragedy being prolonged. Nevertheless, as we have shown, the poets' sadness has not exposed them to despair. On the contrary, hopeful visions run throughout their works.

Poetry written by Palestinians living in Israel is usually termed by Arab writers as "Palestinian Resistance

¹ Maḥmūd Darwīsh, Shay' 'an al-Waṭan, p.269.
Poetry". Yet, the Egyptian critic Ghālī Shukrī argues that this poetry should be termed as antagonistic (معارضة) rather than resistance (مقاومة)\(^1\). He defends his view by arguing that this poetry reflects the poets' recognition of Israel as a state, and does not call for the liberation of Palestine from the Jews but from Zionism:

أردت أن أقول إن جوهر الشعر الفلسطيني المعارض هو تحرير الأرض لا من اليهود وإنما من الصهيونية.\(^2\)

According to his view, "Palestinian resistance poetry" applies only to poetry written by Palestinians living outside Israel, such as Muʿīn Bīsisū, Fadwā Tuqān and Muḥammad al-Qaysī.

What is more surprising about his view is that while he calls the poetry of Palestinians living in Israel "antagonistic", he considers similar nationalist poetry written by French and Russian poets resisting Nazism as the "poetry of resistance". Even Egyptian poetry written during the 1956 Suez War is "poetry of resistance", according to him.\(^3\)

Nevertheless, such a view seems extremely odd for more than one reason:

Firstly, it is not true that poetry written by poets living in Israel opposes the Jewish State politically, although Ghālī Shukrī tries to restrict it to this. Even a hasty glimpse falsifies such a claim. What the critic has to do

---

\(^{1}\) Ghālī Shukrī, Adab al-Muqāwama, p.391.

\(^{2}\) Ibid.

\(^{3}\) Ibid.
is read between the lines, noting the unique indirect approach of those poets to their subject. To give only one example, we may quote a two-line poem by Samīḥ al-Qāsim which runs as follows:

Leaves fall from time to time
but the trunk of the tree ...

The reader of such verses and of many similar poems does not need to make much effort to comprehend what the poet means.

Secondly, even the poetry written by Fadwā Tūqān, who until 1967 was not under Israeli rule, or the poetry of Muʿīn Bīsīsū or any other Palestinian poet, does not call for the liberation of Palestine from the Jews, but from Zionism.

Thirdly, when Ghālī Shukrī considers the Russian, French or Egyptian resistance to the Nazis and the powers who attacked Egypt in 1956, he does not take into consideration whether those poets recognize the enemy as an existing regime or not, while, when dealing with Palestinian poetry, he makes this political point the decisive criterion.

However, it is generally acknowledged by contemporary Arab critics that the most distinguished and significant literary outcome of the Arab-Israeli conflict is the emergence of "the Palestinian resistance poetry". some even

1 Dīwān Samīḥ al-Qāsim, p.651.
state: "perhaps the most interesting and valuable single recent development in modern Arabic literature is the emergence of the work of the "committed" Palestinian poets as a literary force of no little significance." 1

A prominent Arab poet, Nizar Qabbānī, expresses in a poem called شعراء الأرض المحتلة (Poets of the Occupied Land) (1968) 2 deep affection and admiration, seeing the verses of these poets as having given modern Arabic poetry "the kiss of life", brightening it with vivid new colours.

Yet it is worth mentioning that "Palestinian resistance poetry" has become known to the Arab reader outside Israel only since 1966, when Ghassān Kanafānī (1936-1972), a well-known Palestinian novelist and short-story writer, published his book Adab al-Muqāwama fī Filastīn al-Muhtalla, which includes a critical study and a number of poems by prominent poets there.

Two years later, a second book entitled Dīwān al-Waṭan al-Muhtall by another Palestinian poet, Yūsuf al-Khāṭīb, appeared. The book also includes a critical introduction to Palestinian poetry written in Israel from 1948 up to the June War in 1967. But unlike the first book, it includes all the poetical works of Māhādī Dārwīsh, Samīh al-Qāsim and Tawfīq Zayyād written up to that year, in addition to a number of poems by poets not mentioned in Kanafānī's book, such as Rāshid Husayn, 'Iṣām

2 Al-A'lmāl al-Siyāsiyya, pp.37-41.
'Abbas, Nayif Sāliḥ and Ḥabīb Zaydān.

The Arabs’ setback in the June War in 1967 played an important role in focussing close attention on Palestinian resistance poetry. Other Arab poets, to whom the defeat was unbearable, were astonished by the optimism overflowing from the verses reaching them from the poets of the "Occupied Homeland". The voice of Samīḥ al-Qāsim declaims:

نحن في الخامس من حيّان
ولدنا من جديد 1

On the fifth of June
we were born anew.

Then came the voice of Tawfīq Zayyād:

What then? I do not know. 
All I know is that the land and the years are pregnant. 
What I know is that the right cannot perish or be beaten by usurpers, and on my land conquerers cannot stay.2

While Maḥmūd Darwīsh sang:

فاذّا كنت أغني للفرح
خلف أجنان العيون الخائفة
فلان١ العاصمة
ودتني بنيّة ٣ وأناخب جديدة

If I am singing for the joy
lying deep in the frightened eyes,

1 Diwān Samīḥ al-Qāsim, p.669.
2 Diwān Tawfīq Zayyād, p.446. (See the Arabic text of the verses in chapter V, p.268.
that is because the whirlwind* promised me wine ... and proposed new toasts to me, and promised me rainbows.

By the late sixties, Palestinian resistance poetry had become the subject of many studies and articles. In most, writers were over-enthusiastic, showing little objectivity, to such an extent that some of the resistance poets themselves criticize what is written about them and their works. In his article أنقذنا من هذا الحب القاسي (Save us from this Unendurable Love)¹ Maḥmūd Darwīsh writes angrily, asking Arab writers and critics to show more objectivity when writing about this type of poetry, and not to allow affection to be the decisive criterion when assessing it. He also points out that "Palestinian resistance poetry" should not be looked at as if it came suddenly from nothing. "It is only a stream originating from and pouring into the big river, Arabic literature", he states.

Another poet, Tawfīq Zayyād, warns that the poetry he and his colleagues write should not be separated from the poetry written by Palestinian poets before 1948. The poetry of Ibrāhīm Tūqān, ʿAbd al-Raḥīm Maḥmūd, Abū Salmā and others, he writes, formed the bricks with which he and his colleagues inside Israel built. To quote his own words:

وليس صحيح القول: أننا نحن الشعراء الذين خلقنا المسأة
في بلادنا قد بدأنا من جديد. أننا نرى هذا القول

¹ Shayʿ an al-Watān, pp.25-36.
* Al-ʿAṣifa (the whirlwind) is the military branch of Fāṭh organization.
In fact what Mahmūd Darwīsh and Tawfīq Zayyād point out is unquestionably true. Yet even more important is it to isolate the distinguishing features of this poetry, which can be attributed to the sort of experience the Palestinian poets in Israel underwent from 1948.

Undoubtedly, those poets, belonging as they do to a minority long subjected to many laws and harassments, all aiming to deprive that minority of its national identity, culture and remaining land, have been living through experiences quite different from those of other Arab poets, even from their Palestinian colleagues living in "exile".

This experience has left its own marks on their works. The following can be isolated as the most prominent emergent characteristics:

(1) Attachment to the land.

In spite of the fact that both the Palestinian poets living in "exile" and those living in Israel express deep attachment to the land, the experience of the two is obviously different. In the case of those living in "exile",

---

1 'An al-Adab wal-Adab al-Sha‘bī al-Fīlāstīnī, p.77.

* A book written by Sabri Jiryis: The Arabs in Israel, gives a full account of these subjects. The book was published orginally in Hebrew in Israel in 1966, then translated into Arabic in 1967. The book was also translated into English in 1976.
attachment to the land takes the form of longing for the return to that greatly missed country, as we have seen in Fadwā Ṭūqān's poem, "The Call of the Land"\(^1\). Poets living in Israel, however, still dwell in the land they love. Such a poet "smells its soil day and night", but sees it possessed by someone else who, he believes, has no right to possess it. Such everyday experience, Tawfīq Zayyād reveals, "causes comfort and misery at the same time, and gives that poetry a distinctive aroma".\(^2\)

This idea in particular permeates a major portion of that poetry. The beloved, who is close to her lover, yet inaccessible to him, causes contradictory feelings within him. In \(\text{أنا آت إلى ظلٍ عينيك} (I am coming to the Shadow of your Eyes)\(^3\) Maḥmūd Darwīsh expresses such feelings by addressing his beloved thus:

\[
\text{أنت حزني وأنت الفرح}
\text{أنت جرحى وقوس قزح}
\text{أنت قديء وحريتي}
\text{أنت طيني وأسطوري}
\text{أنت لي، أنت لي براحك}
\text{كل جرح حقيقة}
\text{...}
\text{أنت شمسي التي تنطفئ}
\text{أنت ليالي الذي يشتعل}
\text{أنت موتي وأنت حياتي}
\]

You are my grief and joy,
my wound and my rainbow,
my prison and freedom.
You are my myth
and the clay from which I was created.

\(^1\) See above, pp.241-243.
\(^2\) \text{'An al-Adab wal-Adab al-Shaʿbī} ..., p.85.
\(^3\) \text{Diwān Maḥmūd Darwīsh}, vol.1, pp.511-522.
You are mine, with all your wounds, each wound a garden.

... You are my sun at its setting, and my lightened night. You are the death of me and the kiss of life.

Comparing the attachment of the Palestinians and the Israelis to the land, the same poet, Maḥmūd Darwīsh, describes that of the Palestinians as genuine, and that of the Israelis as artificial. The Zionists who came to Palestine came to a land that existed for them merely as an intellectual idea, or as a solution to their predicament in Europe, or as fulfilment of what they believe to be a promise from God:

"نحن لم نبحث عن هذا الوطن في حلم أسطوري، ولا في صفحة خيالية، نحن لم نصنع هذا الوطن كما تصنع المواضيع والمشاعر، هو الذي صنعنا هو أبينا وأمي، نحن لم نشر هذا الوطن في جاين لا أو وكالة كنا نيقننا أحد بعيدة لم تجدنا أنفسنا نعيش في لحم ودمه، نخاير في عظمه، وهولذا لنا، نحن له.

We excavated this home neither in mythical dreams nor in the illustrated page of an old book, nor did we create it in the way companies and institutions are established. It is our father and mother. We did not, either, buy it through an agency or shop, and we have been under no pressure to love it. We identify ourselves as its pulse and the marrow of its bones. It is therefore ours, and we belong to it.

It may be worth mentioning here that the Arab national organization which was formed in Israel in 1958, led by

1 Shayʿ 'an al-Watān, p.9.
Mansūr Kardūsh and Ḥabīb Qahwajī, and including many Palestinian intellectuals and poets there, had chosen the name أسرة الأرض (Family of the Land), signifying their attachment to the land.

What was expressed by Darwīsh in prose in the above lines forms the central idea of many poems. In جندي يحلم بالفراش البيضا (A Soldier dreams of the White Lilies), an Israeli soldier admits that his feelings for the land were artificially induced. In وطن (Homeland), also, he reasserts this idea, saying:

Similarly, in الأرض من يعده (The Land after my Death). Samīḥ al-Qāsim argues how the Palestinian Arab throughout the centuries grew into the adorer or worshipper of his land:

For a full account of the al-Ard group, see Ḥabīb Qahwajī, al-ʿArab fī Ẓill al-Ḥtilāl al-Isrāʾīlī . . ., pp.446-475, also Sabri Jiryis, The Arabs in Israel, pp.187-197.


Ibid., pp.371-373.

Diwan Samih al-Qasim, pp.483-486.
Who built the stone-barriers at the (mountain) foot?  
Who taught the breeze to be kind to the trees?  
Who, but my good-natured grandfather?  
Who taught the plain to be a generous giver of crops?  
Who but my father and his old brother?  
Who carved the names, of relatives, one by one on every tree trunk in our groves,  
Who, but this adorer and worshipper?

(2) Adherence to national identity.

Another distinguishing feature of that Palestinian poetry which emerged as a direct reaction to the socio-political situation of the Arab population of Israel, is the poets' death-defying assertion of the national identity of their people as Palestinian Arabs.

This task is seen by the poets as a national duty, especially when they become aware of Israeli efforts to rob that minority of its Arab personality, culture and identity. In his book 'an al-Adab wal-Adab al-Sha'bi al-Filastīnī, Tawfīq Zayyād sheds light on this by writing:

"لم ينتهجوا سياسة التمديد الجغرافي نسباً (بأخذ الأرض مسـّ أصحابها العرب) بل والتّمديد الربحي أيضاً. بعد أن نفّضوا

---

1 Barriers of stones built mainly to prevent the soil from being swept away by rain or to mark the border between two pieces of land.
Similarly, some Israeli writers shed light on other sides of the policy of the government towards the Arab minority in Israel. One summed up such policy by writing:

Ever since Independence, the Arabs of Israel have been subjected to a special regime. Military governors for Arab areas were superimposed on the regular district administration under the Ministry of the Interior. These areas were mostly in the north and in the extreme south. Arabs in these areas were required to obtain passes from the military governor if they wanted to visit other parts of Israel. ... The whole system was, however, heartily disliked, not only by the Arabs, but a great many liberal-minded Jews. They still remember with bitterness the restrictions placed on the movement of Jews in Russia.2

It is their environment, therefore, that forced those poets to concentrate on stirring up national consciousness among their people, and to re-state constantly their immutable adherence to their national identity. Thus Samīḥ al-Qāsim felt it important to make his statement:

---

1 Pp. 86-87.
2 Edwin Samuel, The Structure of Society in Israel, pp. 102-103.
Like a palm tree planted in the desert,
like my mother placing a kiss on my frowning forehead,

Like a star smiling for a lover
like the breeze cooling the worker's face.

Like two strangers smiling at each other,
like a bird returning to its dear nest,
thus my heart is beating with Arab consciousness.

One of the most celebrated poems, consequently quoted by many when discussing this point, is that entitled بطاقة هوية (Identity Card)² by Mahmūd Darwīsh. When the poem appeared in the early sixties, the political identity of the Palestinian Arabs was, in the eyes of the world largely a matter of numbers rather than nationhood; they were considered to have no aspirations, no cause and no identity. Darwīsh took the concept of Palestinian political identity, amplified it, and gave it a voice.

In the poem, the imperative word sajil! (write down!) is repeated at intervals. The word is directed to a supposed Israeli clerk who -in the poet's experience- is annoyed

1 Diwān Samīh al-Qāsim, p.500.
when he hears the word Arab and is likely to flare up with anger when he hears that the man whom he has thought of merely as a number since 1948 still feels proud of his national geneology. The irony is crucial to the poem, and reminds us of the irony in Ibrāhīm Ṭūqān’s poems, some of which were quoted in chapter II.¹

Darwish’s poem opens as follows:

Write down!
I am an Arab
and the number of my card is fifty thousands.
I have eight children
and the ninth is coming after the summer.
Does this anger you?

The poet, or, supposedly, the Arab addressing the Israeli clerk, gives an assurance that although everyday life has become extremely difficult for him as an Arab, he will in no way lower himself or lose his dignity:

¹ See pp. 52-53, 78-79.
I am an Arab.
I work with comrades of toil in a quarry,
and I have eight children,
for them I wrest a loaf of bread,
clothes and school books
from the rocks,
and do not ask for alms at your door
or lower myself at your doorstep.
Does this anger you?

In the middle stanzas, Darwish concentrates on pointing out the deep roots of his ancestors in the country, and the characteristics of the people he belongs to, from whom he inherited his great pride.

Yet the main message of the poem is seen in the last stanza, which goes as follows:

Write down!
I am an Arab.
I work with comrades of toil in a quarry,
and I have eight children,
for them I wrest a loaf of bread,
clothes and school books
from the rocks,
and do not ask for alms at your door
or lower myself at your doorstep.
Does this anger you?

In the middle stanzas, Darwish concentrates on pointing out the deep roots of his ancestors in the country, and the characteristics of the people he belongs to, from whom he inherited his great pride.

Yet the main message of the poem is seen in the last stanza, which goes as follows:

Write down!
I am an Arab.
I work with comrades of toil in a quarry,
and I have eight children,
for them I wrest a loaf of bread,
clothes and school books
from the rocks,
and do not ask for alms at your door
or lower myself at your doorstep.
Does this anger you?
Write down!
I am an Arab.
You stole my forefathers’ groves*
and the land I used to till,
I and all my children;
and you left nothing but these rocks
for us and all my grandchildren.
Yet, will your government take them too
as is being said?
Then write down! ... at the top of page one:
I neither hate others
Nor do I steal their properties,
but if I become hungry
the flesh of my usurper shall I eat.
So beware ... beware of my hunger
and of my anger.

(3) Simplicity of expression and clarity of imagery.

All the above quotations give evidence of this characteristic in Palestinian resistance poetry, and this is mainly because this poetry is directed in the first place to the general Arab public in Israel.

The many festivals of poetry which the Arab community in Israel arranged since the mid-fifties in several cities and villages, at which poets were invited to read their poems, attracted large audience whenever they were held.¹ At one of those festivals held in a village called Kafr Yāsīn in the summer of 1957, twelve Palestinian poets read their poems to an audience numbering thousands of the Arab population, as one participant in that festival, Ḥabīb Qahwājī, writes. He also points out that all the poems read

¹ Maḥmūd Darwīsh, Shay‘ an al-Watan, p. 278.

* In classical Arabic ٍحُبْسٍ means vineyards, but in Palestinian dialect the word, apart from its classical meaning, can mean groves of other trees too, especially olive and fig.
at that gathering focussed on three connected topics: the land, the village and the peasant.¹

Describing how those festivals became important for the Arab minority in Israel, and how they influenced those poets, who afterwards became known as poets of the resistance, Qahwaji writes:

"وقدنا فلقد أصبحت المهرجانات الشعرية من تقاليد الألفية العربية في الأرض المحتلة عام 1948 • • • لقد أصبح العرب في اسرائيل ينظرون مثل هذه المهرجانات انتظارهم لعيد المقومة أو الدينية وشرقونها بفارغ الصبر • • • لقد نفخت فيها المهرجانات كثيرا من الحرّة القومية وأثارت في صدور أذن العواطف وأغلاها • حتى أن كثيرين منهم كانوا يحفظون شعر المهرجانات جيا ويرددونه في مجالس أنسهم أو سهراتهم • وكان لهذا التقليد الأمر الكبير في غر حب الشعر العربي الجديد في دفعهم للاطلاع على التراث الشعري العربي • • • فقدوا بذلك قسا من الحجز الذي كان يعاني منه تدريس الأدب العربي في مدارس المعارف الإسرائيلية • كما أنها مهدت الطريق لظهور شعراء أصحوا أعلاها لا في اسرائيل فحسب بل على مستوى العالم العربي كمحمد دروش وسمع القاسم وغيرهم • • • "²

However, in such circumstances, poets were expected to express themselves clearly and simply, and to make their images comprehensible to all their readers and listeners. Furthermore, their frequent use of popular words, expressions and proverbs, as was pointed out in the previous chapter, increases clarity and helps to achieve popularity and effectiveness.

(4) Political Commitment.

Palestinian resistance poetry is to be characterized

¹ Ḥabīb Qahwaji, al-‘Arab fi Zill al-Iḥtilāl al-Isrā’īlī., p. 284.
² Ibid., p.285.
as leftist, and this tendency, again, is the outcome of the circumstances dominating Palestinian Arab life in Israel, that unique experience that Palestinian poets there have undergone.

According to Ghassān Kanafānī, the first writer to introduce this poetry to the Arab reader outside Israel, as we mentioned earlier, these circumstances can be summed up as follows:

a) The majority of the Arab population remaining in Israel after 1948 is rural. This population was deeply involved in the revolutionary activities and uprisings which took place during the British Mandate. They, too, received the hardest blow in 1948.

b) The very bad living conditions they endure, and the discrimination they suffer under Israeli rule, as well as the hard struggle they have to fight for their daily bread, all leave their effect.

c) The firm belief that the existence of Israel as a state is the outcome of imperialistic schemes and that, moreover, the continuation of this state is mainly sustained by capitalism.¹

Even more important than the above factors, we believe, is the nature of the Israeli political parties and their attitude and stance vis-à-vis the Arab population of the country.

The book written by Sabri Jiryis,² himself an Arab

¹ Ghassān Kanafānī, Adab al-Muqāwama fī Filastīn al-Muḥtalla, pp. 46-47.
² The Arabs in Israel.
intellectual who has lived in Israel since 1948, discusses at length the social and political situation of the Palestinians in Israel since the creation of the Jewish State.

In the book, Sabri Jiryis sheds ample light on the outlook of the main Israeli political parties on the Arab population in Israel. Speaking of Mapai, the writer concludes that "there was nothing in its history or ideology to attract the Arabs or win their support". As for Mapam, the party "having neither the means of Mapai nor the zeal of the Communist Party in defending the Arabs, locally and abroad, Mapam was bound to fail in making substantial progress among the Arabs".

On the contrary, the Communist Party has succeeded to a large extent in what Mapam and Mapai failed to do. It also, encouraged the Israeli-Arabs to join the party. As a result, many intellectuals among them became members in that party.

The reasons for this success, as discussed by the writer, can be summed up as follows.

a) The Israeli government's own policy towards the Arab minority. As the military government became more oppressive, and the expropriation of Arab land more extensive "the Communist Party was soon leading the Arab opposition to such domestic policy".

b) The government's foreign policy, which tied the country to United States policy at the expense of the Communist

---

1 Ibid., p.164.
2 Ibid., p.175.
3 Ibid., p.181.
bloc. This put "the Communist Party and the Arabs in Israel on the same side". Thus "the Communists focus on both fronts", by "trying to protect Arab rights" at the local level and by encouraging, to some extent, the national aspirations of the Arab minority. At their twelfth party congress in 1958 the Communists even championed "the right of the Arabs of Israel to self-determination, even to the extent of seceding".¹

c) The active role of the Communist press, which "has kept an almost complete record of the experiences of the Arabs in Israel, and is widely read by the Arab population".² Besides, the several Arabic literary and cultural magazines founded by the Communists such as al-Ittiḥād (the union), al-Jadīd (the new), al-Ghad (the morrow) and al-Darb (the road) allowed Arab writers and poets in Israel to express themselves freely. In fact many poets such as Maḥmūd Darwīsh, Samīḥ al-Qāsim, Taωfīq Zayyād, Sālim Jubrān, Rāshid Ḥusayn and others, first appeared in print in these journals.

All the above facts support the view that the leftist tendency of Palestinian poets in Israel is due for the most part to the fact that their support for that ideology, and their contribution to it, were the only options open to them in order to ensure as far as possible their survival and that of their national aspirations, and to make use of whatever freedom of speech was available to them. This fact is even

¹ Ibid., p.182.
² Ibid., p.183.
acknowledged by several Israeli writers. To quote again Edwin Samuel, "Arabs vote Communist, especially in Nazareth, not because they are particularly Marxist in outlook, but because the Communists make the strongest protest against "Establishment's" restrictions on Israel's Arab citizens.¹ Nevertheless, it should be borne in mind that their adoption of the Communist ideology was neither constant nor done at the expense of national feeling. For example, support for the Communists among Israeli Arabs grew "as Soviet ties with some Arab countries, such as Egypt and Syria, were strengthened in the midfifties", but when Communists and nationalists in Arab countries "were airing their differences in the late fifties, only three Communists were elected to the Knesset, in contrast to six in 1955". Yet when that conflict was settled, "the Israeli Communists regained their popularity and won five seats in 1961".²

In conclusion, then, we may summarise as follows this discussion on the poetical representation of the Arab-Israeli struggle over Palestine, and its impact on Palestinian poetry:

(1) At the first stage of the conflict, which covers the period preceding the issue of the Balfour Declaration in 1917, the subject was mooted in only a few poems, focussing mainly on the Zionist possession of land in Palestine.

(2) During the second stage, in which Palestine was mandated by Great Britain, the conflict became a major topic, though

¹ The Structure of Society in Israel, p.108.
² Ibid., p.183.
not the only one. In addition to introducing new poetical themes, the conflict also introduced new terms and expressions to poetical usage, as has been pointed out previously. Even so, at that stage the Palestinian literary personality was not so distinctive. Although some distinguished poets appeared then, such as Ibrāhīm Tūqān and 'Abd al-Rahīm Mahmūd, both of whom instilled into Palestinian poetry a new spirit originating mainly from the struggle, that poetry remained influenced by Egyptian, Syrian and Lebanese exemplars, the writers in those countries leading the Arab literary movement at that time. In other words, Palestinian poetry during that period was taking more from the Arab literary movement than it was giving it.

After 1948, the "tragedy", with its different consequences, became the sole concern of the Palestinian poet. In no way can this poetry be understood or valued now without examining it in the context of the Palestinian tragedy.

Besides, Palestinian poetry at this phase of the conflict developed into a literary movement with several distinguishing features. This applies to poetry written in "exile" as well as that written under the Israeli flag.

Moreover, it is at this stage, and for the first time in the history of Arabic literature, that Palestinian poetry began to give the Arab literary movement as much as it took from it, if not more.
(2) The Impact of the Problem on Modern Arabic Poetry.

It was mentioned earlier in this thesis that non-Palestinian Arab poets, up to the date of the Balfour Declaration in 1917, paid little attention to the Zionist threat to Palestine, although the subject was widely discussed in Arab papers and reviews. The main concern of the poets then was Arab-Turkish relations, as the discussion in chapter I illustrates.

During the period between 1917 and 1929, there were a number of poems voicing fear and deep concern about Palestine because of the Zionist threat to it. But still it cannot

---

1 After a lengthy search in poetry collections, papers and periodical reviews, we have been able to find the following poems. However, it should be pointed out that the many poems written by Wadi' al-Bustānī in that period are not included here, since we have classified the poet as Palestinian, for reasons explained previously in chapter II, p.46.

- "Dumat al-ḥarb" (1920) and "Anabiṣnīr al-ḥaṣīb" (1927) by Maḥbūb al-Khūrī al-Shartūnī, Diwān al-Shartūnī, p.82-88, pp.126-128 respectively.
- "Aḥwāl" (1920) by Maʿrūf al-Raṣāfī, Diwān al-Raṣāfī, pp.327-331.
- "Aṭīb al-dībār" (1924) and "Ṣināʿat al-ahsāwāt" (1924) by Mustafā al-Ghālāyīnī, Diwān al-Ghālāyīnī, p.104, 110-111 respectively.
- "Hukum al-filastīnīn al-awliyyā" (1925) by Marūn ʿAbbūd, Diwān Zawābī, p.55.
be claimed that the subject was treated widely in the poetry of that period.

The Palestinian-Jewish clashes of 1929 over al-Burāq Wall (the Wailing Wall) marked the turning point in the poets' attention to the happenings there. Since then the political situation in Palestine has become a major theme, especially in the poetry written by Syrians, Lebanese, Iraqis, Egyptians, Kuwaitis, Algerians and Arab poets in the Mahjar (S. N. America).

After the loss of Palestine and the creation of the state of Israel in 1948, the conflict became a major concern of the Arab poet, irrespective of his political or ideological commitment.

Then came the June defeat in 1967, adding a far-reaching impact, not only on poetry but on other literary forms as well, as was pointed out in chapter IV.

The response of most of the poets to that disastrous defeat was one of unbalanced shock; they often expressed themselves through nightmarish visions. Yet the message of the poetry inspired by the June defeat, to quote the words of one writer, "is never one of despair, but of sober realization of the grim facts and heroically continuing the..."
struggle".¹

For some poets, like Nizar Qabbānī, the June setback circumscribes a shift from love themes to political ones dealing mainly with the Arab-Israeli conflict.*

However, in many of their writings, Arab poets, even before 1948, directed much of their wrath and criticism not only at the Israelis or the powers backing them, but also at Arab leadership and society itself. Particularly in poetry written after 1967, even the Arab man as an individual became exposed to dissection and conviction.

Besides, there has been a notable development in the poets' understanding of the dimensions of the problem. The tragedy of the Palestinians has not been dealt with as a calamity concerning only Palestinians, but as a painful hardship affecting the entire Arab world. While thus broadening its terms of reference, they have been careful neither to reduce the problem to a mere conflict between Jews and Arabs or Muslims, nor to conceive of it in purely political terms.¹

¹ M.M. Badawi, "Commitment in Modern Arabic Poetry", op. cit., p. 879.


* Qabbānī's first national poem on the subject of Palestine is entitled قصة راشيل شوارزنبرغ (The Story of Rachel Schwartzzenberg). The poem was published in al-Adab magazine (February 1956, pp. 1-2). Since the beginning of his career and up to the 1967 War, only few poems with socio-political themes were written by the poet, such as: جميلة بوهيرد, (1961) الحب والبطول, (1955) خبر وحشيش وقرن, (1956) رسالة جندي في جبهة السويس, and (1958).
Looking to the poets’ technique in approaching this subject, we find two forms of presentation: direct and indirect. Works treating it directly or plainly are easily traced, and often concentrate on themes related directly to the conflict, such as those of the refugees and their longing for the return, the call for liberating the country, the Fidā’ī etc. This, however, was discussed at length previously.

On the contrary, works approaching the subject indirectly or obliquely are traced only after strenuous effort, and even then they may elude the student. This sort of presentation is found amply in avant-garde poetry, in which the works rely heavily on myths and symbols, with no direct mention of the parties involved in the conflict. The examples by Ṣalāḥ ‘Abd al-Šābūr, Khalīl Ḥāwī, Adūnīs and Fadwā Tūqān which we discussed in chapter VI are representative of this approach.

It should be noticed, however, that this oblique approach became evident only after the emergence of the "Free Verse Movement" which coincided with the tragedy of Palestine in the late forties. This judgement is based on the fact that only three poems—all we have found—from among the mass of poetry written before 1948, treat the subject of Palestine symbolically. These poems are:

1. *The Slain Turkey* (1931) by Ibrāhīm Tūqān
2. *The Confiscated Garden* (1947) by Fadwā

---

1. Dīwān Tūqān, p.104.
2. Dīwān Fadwā Tūqān, pp.129-133.

(The poem appeared first in the Egyptian monthly review *al-Kitāb*, vol.3, no.4, January 1947, pp.592-594.)
Tuqān, and جلبتة في كف ظالم (A Rose in the Hand of an Oppressor) (1947) by an anonymous Iraqi poet.* But the symbol in these poems, especially the last two, is very clear and can be recognized immediately. The Iraqi poet even ends his poem by verses referring to Palestine by name:

(أقبل تدي الوري ما هذه هذه الورد قطر سكين
أنه فلسطيني اللى عقت فيه أطف الجائيين)

Unfortunately, the few books written in Arabic about the representation of the Palestine problem in modern Arab poetry deal only with works treating the subject directly and blatantly.** This misleads the student, giving him only a short-sighted view of the subject.

Nevertheless, many Arab critics and writers have voiced their awareness of this, and have pointed out that when

* The poem was published in al-‘Irfin, vol. 33, no. 6, April 1947, p. 611. The poet did not give his real name, but identified himself as شاعر الوطن الكاظمية Our efforts, however, have failed to discover who the poet was.

** The following list consists of five books written on the subject. The last two were written after 1967.

dealing with this subject attention must be paid to works treating it subtly and indirectly. Besides, they have constantly called attention to the far reaching impact of the problem on modern Arabic poetry, especially in respect of attitude, tone, mood, imagery, symbolism, etc.

In 1964, al-Adāb asked six writers and critics to answer the following question: "To what extent has the Palestine problem influenced modern Arabic literature?"

The writers who were asked are: Suhayl Idrīs, Munīr al-Baḥlūli, Muḥammad Ṣafādī, Iḥsān ʿAbbās, Ghassān Kanafānī, and Muḥammad Yūsuf Najm. Their answers can be summed up as follows:

(1) The representation of the problem is not limited to works treating the subject directly. More serious works approach it subtly and symbolically, and students of literature must be kept well-aware of this fact.

(2) The "Palestine tragedy" has channelled contemporary Arabic poetry into new paths, and given it a new taste, colour, and identity. Had not this problem existed its characteristics would be completely different from what they are at present.

(3) The impact of the problem on Arabic literature will increase both horizontally and vertically (i.e. in quality and quantity), hence the literary response towards tragic events like those that have happened in Palestine, needs time to produce deeper changes in literary production.

---

1 No.3, March 1964, pp.1-5.
However, discussion about the representation and the impact of the problem on literature in general and poetry in particular has been increasing, especially in the years following the June War in 1967. In their discussion, Arab writers have been paying more attention to the qualitative rather than the quantitative works inspired by the conflict whether directly or indirectly.

The following few pages, therefore, aim to shed light on some basic issues seen as obvious spheres of influence of the conflict on modern Arabic poetry. These are, namely, the idea of commitment, the idea of death and resurrection, elements of anxiety and sadness and the reaction determined by these moods.

The equivalent Arabic word for "commitment" is iltizám, and this word has been an essential part of the vocabulary of any modern Arab literary critic for many years. Although its meaning has become diluted, as one writer notices, it denotes that literature should have a message, should serve the causes and aspirations of the nation, rather than just delight the reader. In other words, "commitment" contradicts the idea of "art for art's sake" which represents it as self-sufficient, with no need to serve any ulterior purpose; if this be so, it should therefore not be judged by any non-aesthetic standards, whether moral or political.

The idea of commitment in modern Arabic thought and

---

1 M.M. Badawi, A Critical Introduction to Modern Arabic Poetry, p.207.
literary criticism is not, however, altogether new. Much earlier than the fifties, this issue had been discussed by several Arab writers. In Egypt, for instance, the radical thinker and writer Salāma Mūsā (1889-1958) tried to promote this idea by calling for a literature for the people and of the people.¹ And in Lebanon, the socialist Lebanese ʿUmar Fākhūrī attacked "ivory tower" literature and called for politically and socially committed literature in his book ʿAdīb fil-Ṣūq (1944).²

Nevertheless, it was from the early fifties, that the debate about commitment became a central idea in Arab literary writings. In 1953 a new literary magazine, al-ʿĀdāb, was founded in Beirut, with commitment as its main message, as was pointed out in chapter IV.

Since then, "commitment became the keyword in literary criticism",³ or, as put by another writer, "the rule rather than the exception".⁴

The impact of the Palestine problem on promoting this idea in literature in general and poetry in particular is unquestionable, according to almost all Arab critics and writers. To quote M. M. Badawi in this regard:

The two events which in the meantime had contributed significantly to the wide spread of this attitude of commitment were

¹ Salma Khadra Jayyusi, Trends and Movements ..., vol.2, p.574.
² Ibid., p.575.
⁴ M. M. Badawi, A Critical Study ..., p.207.
the Palestine tragedy of 1948 ... and the Egyptian Revolution, itself an indirect consequence of the Palestine war in 1948 with its advocacy of the cause of the masses and the proletariat, and its far-reaching repercussions throughout the Arab world. 1

According to another critic, Muḥammad Mandūr, the call for commitment in modern Arabic literature can be considered as a revolt against the call for "sentimental poetry" (الشعر الوجداني) which was raised by the "Diwan Group" in Egypt and the "Mahjar School" during the twenties and thirties of this century. 2 This view, however, does not contradict the former, since Arab men of letters, when demanding that literature should be committed to the causes of the Arab masses, were motivated deeply by the Palestine tragedy, as one writer rightly points out. 3

The period since the late nineteenth century following the opening up of the Arab countries to the outside world, especially the West, is usually referred to in Arabic writings as a "renaissance period". This term, speaking in general, became unquestioningly accepted as a fact by many writers of different specializations.

Even so, many Arab poets did not accept the term blindly. From the early years of this century, poets have asked several questions concerning this perception of the facts: was it really a period of awakening for the Arabs?

1 Ibid., p:208.
2 Muḥammad Mandūr, Qaḍāyā Jadīda fī Adabīnā al-Ḥadīth, p.77.
Have the Arabs really arisen out of the stagnation in which they have lain for many centuries? And, if so, how can the continuous setbacks, retrogressions and fragmentations on the Arab side be explained or justified?

In posing such questions, Arab poets often cast doubt on what historians or politicians took as an accepted fact. For many among them, the Arab nation is still dead, and so its resurrection remains a hope rather than an existing fact.

One of the most outstanding poems, we believe, in this regard is an experimental poem called "The End" by the Mahjari poet Nasib 'Arīda, written in 1917, in which he rebukes the Arabs for tolerating the Turks. In the poem, 'Arīda sees the Arab nation as a lifeless body which deserves to be buried unmourned. The poet's tone is charged with overwhelming grief and anger for such a situation:

```
لكنكم
وأشينكم
أُسْحَكْنِكم
حُولَ اللَّهِدَةِ الْمَيْقَةِ
وأذَهَبْواَ لاَ تَذْيِبُوهۡاَ فَهُوَ شَعْبٌ
ميُتُّ لَيْسَ يَفْيِقُ
. . . .
هَكَنْ عَرْضٌ
نَهْبٌ أَرْضٍ
```


Dress him for the grave
and bury him.
Let the abyss of the grave
be his dwelling.
Leave him there
and don't bother your head about
mourning him,
since he is a dead nation,
and the hope of seeing him awaken
is a hopeless one.
...
His honour being disgraced,
his land being plundered,
his men being hanged
all this could not ignite his anger,
so why should we waste tears upon him!
A dry piece of wood will never come to life.

The comparison between this poem and Khalîl Hâwî's
poem "Lazarus in 1962", for example, reveals a close
similarity between the vision of the two poets regarding the
point under discussion. Both lament the death of the nation
they belong to, and express pessimism about its resurrection.
The kinship between these poems is clear, even when we take
into consideration the time at which 'Ārīḍa's poem was
written, and the poets' technique in approaching their
subjects directly and blatantly at that time.

In contemporary Arabic poetry, however, the idea of the
death and rebirth of the Arab nation or Arab civilization
became the main concern of many serious political works by
the leading poets of the "Free Verse Movement". These
prominent figures, such as Badr Shākir al-Sayyāb, Adūnîs,
Khalîl Hâwî and others, gave this idea new dimensions
and enriched it with fresh vision by treating it subtly, and by using a technique which relies heavily on mythical images and symbols.

The link between the domination of this idea in contemporary Arabic poetry and the problem of Palestine is unquestionable, as Ritu ‘Awad believes. As an example of this we may quote Adūnis, in Fāṭiḥa li-Nihayāt al-Qarn (An Opening to the Ends of the Century)(1980):

We are not living. Our daily life has become a form of muted death, and our historical misery is unparalleled. 2

In another passage he makes himself clearer:

For about nine centuries, the West has been trying earnestly to keep the Arab lands in endless darkness. If in the past the conflict with the West took a spiritual shape, now it has taken a materialistic form represented in the creation of the State of Israel. Yet the conflict has not ended with the taking-over of the land; the West is demanding the Arabs' acceptance of the loss of that land and dictating conditions affirming the de facto situation. 3

Nevertheless, Adūnis' vision with regard to the death and rebirth of the Arab man, is not one of despair, but often of firm belief: "From the dying Arab body the flower of the future will be born. And this dying body is our sea and sun", 4 he writes.

1  Uṣṭūrat al-Mawt wal-Inbi‘āth ..., p.87.
2  P. 21.
3  Ibid., p.136.
4  Ibid., p.134.
What makes him optimistic is clarified in another passage, in which he addresses the Arab rulers, saying:

You have made Arab man lose his chance in this age by freezing him in the swamps of the Middle ages, and by building a barrier between him and civilization. And if he is still miraculously throbbing with life in his ashes, this is because he is made of a unique substance.

Accordingly, the several mythical and legendary symbols introduced by the poet, such as the Phoenix, Miḥyār and al-Ḥusayn, provide variety in the visions of resurrection in his poetry.

Tracing this idea in the works of another poet, Khalīl Ḥāwī, we see that it is the main concern of the poet. In some of his collections, i.e. Nahr al-Ramād (River of Ashes) (1957), Bayādir al-Ǧūf (The Threshing-floors of Hunger) (1965), and the poems al-Umm al-Ḥazīna (The Grieved Mother) (1967) and Dabāb wa-Burūq (Fog and Lightning flashes) Ḥāwī expresses a deep pessimism about the resurrection of the Arab nation. The poem "Lazarus in 1962" which came in the second collection (i.e. Bayādir al-Ǧūf) represents a good example of this. Nevertheless, in the collection called al-Nāy wal-Rīḥ (The Flute and the Wind) (1961) and some other poems he is highly optimistic.

1 Ibid., p.17.

* The life of Khalīl Ḥāwī ended tragically. The poet who was a Lebanese Christian committed suicide by shooting himself a few days after the Israeli invaded Lebanon in June 1982. The poet is said to had left a note in which he expresses his despair and anguish at seeing Israeli
Poetic mood, tone and attitude were also influenced by the problem of Palestine after 1948. "Sadness, alienation, loneliness, deprivation, repression and the tragic death" became the banners of contemporary Arabic poetry, one critic states.¹

The circumstances that made such characteristics the main features of the poetry of the new generation are amply expressed by Arab writers, critics and poets themselves, 'Abd al-Wahhāb al-Bayātî, a leading figure in the contemporary poetical movement, reveals that when he began to realize, as a poet, the essence of things around him in the early fifties, tragedy and sadness were the only visible facts within his sight.² Such scenes are reflected clearly in his early collections (Angels and Devils) (1950), (Broken Pitchers) (1954) and (Glory be to Children and Olives) (1956).

Yet at a later stage, his poetry began expressing rejection of this situation and then rebellion against it.³

This development, from the portrayal of sadness to its rejection and then to rebellion against it and its causative factors, as pointed out by al-Bayātî, represents the way troops at the doors of Beirut, while Arab governments watched silent and indifferent. Such a tragic end illuminates the deep sufferings and intolerable pain eating at the heart of the Arab poet as he witnesses the continuous setbacks, frustrations and humiliation of his nation.

¹ Khālid Sa'id, "Bawādir al-Rafid fil-Shi'r al-'Arabî", Shi'r, no.19, summer 1961, p.88.
² 'Abd al-Wahhāb al-Bayātî, Tajribatî al-Shi'riyya, p.20.
³ Ibid., p.21.
Thus, we can conclude now that the impact of the Palestine issue on modern Arabic poetry has developed over the years from the introduction of new themes related to the conflict to deeper aspects which touch the very essence of this poetry. Had not this problem existed, there is no doubt that the characteristics of modern Arabic poetry would be different to what they are at present. According to Kamal Abu Deeb, the loss of Palestine formed the tragic reality which determined the climate within which Arabic poetry has developed since the late forties. The poetry of the last three decades has embodied the bitterness, frustration and despair eating at the heart of the Arab poets in these years. The Palestine experience has radiated with a new poetic tone, a new symbolism, a new Angst which forms a subterranean level of modern poetry, he also adds.

1 Al-Shi‘r al-‘Arabī al-Mu‘āṣir, p. 401.
2 Ihsan ‘Abbas, Ittijāḥāt al-Shi‘r al-‘Arabī al-Mu‘āṣir, p. 58.
4 Ibid.
Conclusion:

The foregoing survey of the representation and influence of the political situation in Palestine on modern Arabic poetry will help to enlighten students of literature on many basic issues concerning this genre. These can be summed up as follows:

(1) Unlike any other problems the Arabs have experienced in their recent history, the Palestine issue has influenced almost all Arab poets, irrespective of their political, ideological and religious affiliations. Their poetry reflects a unified outlook and attitude to this problem.

(2) The poets' response to the Arab-Israeli conflict precedes that of the novelists, short story writers and dramatists. It precedes also Arab official attention to the political events in Palestine. It was only after 1948 that the problem became extensively reflected in novels, short stories and plays; indeed, the turning point occurred after 1967, when this issue became a dominant theme in non-poetical literary works.

(4) Before 1948, events in Palestine provided Arab poets with several related themes. The new situation which followed the foundation of the State of Israel and the subsequent expulsion of the majority of the Palestinians from their homeland, as well as Arab defeats in wars with Israel, provided the poets with new and vivid themes and ideas.

(4) In the poetry written before 1948, the religious factor
is much more evident. On the other hand, nationalist and humanitarian factors acquired far greater significance in poetry written after 1948.

(5) While the poetry written on Palestine before 1948 reflects much attention to the Jews, and to Great Britain as their ally, the poetry written after the creation of the State of Israel shows less interest in the Jews, whether Zionists or not. This can be attributed to the general feeling that the "Palestine tragedy" was caused not so much by the Zionist presence as by the Arab absence. During the last three decades the Arab poet has become more preoccupied with a keen desire to understand himself and society in the light of repeated defeats in the struggle against Israel.

(6) The poets' approach to the subject has developed from an earlier plain, direct treatment to a subtle and indirect one relying heavily on mythical references and images. In so doing, the poets, rather than merely picturing events or commenting on them, plunged into the depth of the individual and collective Arab psyche and explored the moral and psychological changes in the Arab character which had been affected by the loss of Palestine and by the Arab defeats.

(7) The impact of the Palestine issue on modern Arabic poetry, therefore, goes beyond the realm of themes; it touches the very essence of this poetry, in regard to mood, tone, attitudes, imagery and diction. Had not this problem
existed, there is no doubt that many definite characteristics of modern Arabic poetry would have been different from what they are at present.

(8) The tragedy of the Palestinians helped Palestinian poetry develop its own distinguishing features. Yet, apart from the fact that Palestinian poetry after 1948 presents a developing image of the Palestinian from a downtrodden helpless wretch to a rebellious determined one who can change the situation in which he finds himself; this poetry, especially after the emergence of the "Poetry of the Resistance", became one of the main factors contributing to the formation of the current features of modern Arabic poetry. This, however, has happened for the first time in the history of Arabic poetry, for at no time in the past has poetry written by Palestinians played such a role as it does now.
Appendix I


* ذكرات دجاجة (The Diaries of a Hen), by Isḥāq Mūsa al-Ḥusaynī, Cairo, 1943.
* فلسطين المجاهدة (Palestine, the Freedom-Fighter), by Ibn al-Sharāb, Baghdad, 1948.
* فتاة من فلسطين (A Girl from Palestine), by ʿAbd al-Ḥalīm 'Abbās, Cairo, 1949.
* لاجئَة (Refugee Girl), by Jūjr Ḥannā, Beirut, 1952.
* صرع في ليل طويل (Screams in a Long Night), by Jabrā Ibrāhīm Jabrā, Baghdad, 1955.
* فرثا: عائشة من بني صهيون (Firankā, A Zionist Spy), by ʿAbd al-Ḥādi Muḥammad Masūd, Cairo, 1956 (157 pages).
* حسنة صهيون (The Beautiful Zionist Woman), by Muḥammad al-Jazzār, Cairo, 1956 (168 pages).
* أنا من فلسطين (I am from Palestine), by ʿAzmī Rashād al-Muḥtasib, Kuwait, 1956.
* الثمن النصر (The Cost of Victory) by Jamāl Rabīʿ, Cairo, 1958.
* طريق العودة (The Road to Return), by Yūsuf al-Sībāʿī, Cairo, 1958.
* أرملة من فلسطين (A Widow from Palestine), by ʿAbd al-Ḥāmid Jūda al-Sahhār, Cairo, 1959, (152 pages).
* طريق فلسطين (The Road to Palestine), by ʿAlī Abū Ḥaydar, Beirut, 1959.

* Palestine is a main theme in the novel.
"Hunters in a Narrow Street", by Jabra Ibrahim Jabra, London, Heinmann, 1960.¹


(Six Days), by Ḥalīm Barakāt, Beirut, 1961.

(Oh Palestine, the Hour has Struck!), by Yūsuf Sālim, Cairo, 1962.


(Men in the Sun), by Ghassān Kanafānī, Beirut, 1963.

(The Land of Prophets), by Najīb al-Kīlānī, Cairo, 1963.

(Dr. Khālid), by Ahmad Ḥusayn, Cairo, 1964.

(Any Thing), by ʿĀṭif Naṣṣār, Cairo, 1964.

(Sacrifice for Palestine), by Rajab Tawfīq al-Thalāthīnī, Cairo, 1964.

(Destructive Elements), by Yūsuf al-Khaṭīb, Beirut, 1964.

(The Setting and Rising), by Jamāl Ḥammād, Cairo, 1965.


(The Disfigured), by Tawfīq Fayyād, Haifa, 1965.


¹ The novel was translated into Arabic by Muḥammad Ḥūṣūr and published by Dār al-Ādāb (Beirut) in 1974, under the title "صيادون في شارع ضيق".

** Palestine is a minor theme in the novel.
* أقوى من الجلادين (Stronger than the Executioners), by Rajab al-Thalāthīnī, Cairo, 1966.


* مائة ساعة في القمة (One Hundred Hours on the Peak), by Muṣṭafā, Fūdā Muṣṭafā, Cairo, 1967.

* إحترق القاهرة (And So Cairo Burnt), by Aḥmad Ḥusayn, Cairo, 1968.

* الكابوس (The Nightmare), by Amin Shunnār, Beirut, 1968.

* عودة الأسير (The Return of the Prisoner-of-War), by Ḥusayn Kāmil al-Muḥammī, Cairo, 1968.

* التضحية (The Sacrifice), by Ghāzī Sam‘ān, Beirut, 1968.


* صفح وصبير (Struggle and Fate), by Samīr ʻAbd al-Rāziq al-Quṭub, Beirut, 1968.

* أنت منذ اليوم (You, from Today), by Taysīr Sabbūl, Beirut, 1969.

* الهدية الأخيرة (The Last Gift), by Ḥusnī Sulaymān al-Bītār, Beirut, 1969.

* عودة الطائر إلى البحر (The Bird's Return to the Sea), by Ḥalīm Barakat, Beirut, 1969.

* ناسف الجسور (The Destroyer of Bridges), by ʻĀtif Ahmad ʻUwāydi, Beirut, 1969.


* الباحشون عن الحقيقة (The Seekers After Reality), by ʻAwānī Muṣṭafā, Beirut, 1969.
من جانبي الطريق (From Both Sides of the Road), by Kāmil ʿAshūr, Beirut, 1969.


ساداسه الأيام السَّنة (The Six-Day Sextet), by Imīl Ḥabībī, Beirut, 1969.

أم سَّعد (Saʿd's Mother), by Ghassān Kanafānī, Beirut, 1969.

الرحمن (The Exodus), by Nabīl Khūrī, Kuwait, 1969.


رسالة من جندي (A Letter from a Soldier), by Buthayna ‘Alī, Cairo, 1970.

السفينة (The Ship), by Jabrā Ibrāhīm Jabrā, Beirut, 1970.

اللعبه والحقيقة (Game and Reality), by Jīlān Ḥamza, Cairo, 1970.

النار والاختيار (The Fire and the Choice), by Khunātha Bannūna, Rabat, 1970.

قارب الزمن بالقيامة (The Vessel of Heavy Days), by ‘Abd al-Nabī Hijazī, Damascus, 1970.

عائد إلى حيفا (Returning to Haifa), by Ghassān Kanafānī, Beirut, 1970.

كنت أسَّمرًا (I was a Prisoner of War), by ‘Abd al-Raḥmān ‘Anān, Cairo, 1970.


سنوات العذاب (The Years of Suffering), by Hārūn Hāshim Rashīd, Cairo, 1970.


اللقاء في يافا (Farewell in Jaffa), by Hiyām Ramzi al-Dardanjī, Tripoli, 1970.
* When will the Trees come into Leaf?, by 'Atiyya 'Abdullah 'Atiyya, Amman, 1970.

* Let us be Friends forever, by Iqbal Barakat, Cairo, 1970.

* (The Longest Day in Egypt's History), by al-Sayyid Shurâbî, Cairo, 1971.

* A Smile on his Lips, by Yûsuf al-Sibû'î, Cairo, 1971.


* (The Knight of al-Qantara City), by 'Abd al-Salâm al-'Ujaylî, Beirut, 1971.


* (There is no Hope for Gilgamesh), by Khudayr 'Abd al-Amîr, Baghdad, 1972.


* Grief dies also, by Yûsuf Shurûrû, Beirut, 1972.


* (Faces which the Sun does not see), by 'Atiyya 'Abdullah 'Atiyya, Amman, 1973.


* (Love under the Rain), by Najîb Maḥfûz, Cairo, 1973.


* A Wound on the Battlefield, by Ḥusnī Abū Rabāḥ al-Dajānī, Alexandria, n.d.

* Psalms, by Fathī Salāma, Cairo, n.d.¹

¹ Our sources for this bibliography are:
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في سبيلك يا وطن (Oh Homeland, it’s all for your Sake!), by Wadiḥ Tārazī, Ramallah, 1933.

شليك الجديد (The New Shaylock), by ‘Alī Ahmad Bā Kathīr, Cairo, 1945.


على هامش الجامعة العربية (On the Margin of the Arab League) (one-act verse play), by ‘Azīz Abāẓa, 1946.1

لبيك يا فلسطين (I am at your Service, Palestine!), by Zuhayr al-Shawwā, Damascus, 1947.

وطن الشهيد (The Martyr’s Homeland) (verse play), by Burhān al-Dīn al-‘Abbūshi, Jerusalem, 1947.

فلسطين على السج (Palestine on Stage) by Ḥannā Abū Rāshid, Cairo, 1948, (128 pages).

الصهيوني (The Zionist), by Yūsuf Wahbī, Cairo, 1948. (the play was performed on "al-Ubirā" stage, Cairo, 1948-49 theatre season).

فلسطين (Palestine), by Maḥmūd Muḥammad Bakr Hilāl Cairo, 1948.

العودان من فلسطين (The Man Returning from Palestine), by Fayrūz ‘Abd al-Malik; (the play was performed during the 48-49 theatre season.

---

1 See an analysis of this play by Umberto Rizzitano, "Reactions to Western Political Influences in ‘Alī Ahmad Bā Kathīr Drama", Historians of the Middle East, pp.442-448.


* Town north of Jerusalem.
Cairo, Aḥmad ‘Allām played the protagonist role, and the director was Fattūḥ Nashāṭī).

(The Tragedy of Oedipus), by ‘Alī Aḥmad Bā Kathīr, Cairo, 1949.


(The Phantom of the al-Andalus) (verse play), by Burhān al-Dīn al-ʿAbbūṣī, Beirut, 1949, (75 pages).

(The Birth of a Hero), a play in two acts published in Masrah al-Mujtamaʿ by Tawfīq al-Ḥakīm, Cairo, 1950.


(Theatre of Politics), by ‘Alī Aḥmad Bā Kathīr, Cairo, 1952.

(Saladin, the Saviour of Palestine), by Abd al-Rahmān al-Banna, Cairo, 1952.

(Palestine Tragedy), by Ḥasan Aḥmad al-Asādī, Baghdad, 1952.


(Oh Palestine! We are at your Service), by ‘Abdullah Zakī, Baghdad, 1955.

(The Chosen People), by ‘Alī Ahmad Bā Kathīr, Cairo, 1956, (132 pages).

1 Twelve one-act plays written between 1945 and 1948.
(The Trial of Israel before the Supreme Council of the Gods) (one-act play), by Muhammad Rif'at, al-Hilāl, April, 1956.

(The Walls) (verse play), by Khalid al-Shawwāf, Beirut, 1956, (The play was performed on the Qāʿat al-Shaʿb stage in Baghdad in 1958).

(Hasan, the young Fida'I) (one-act play), by Khalīl Hindāwī, al-ʿĀdāb, January, 1957, p.19.

(The Longing and the Meeting) (one-act play), by Fādil al-Sībāʾī, (published in the author's short story collection having the same title), Beirut, 1958.

(The Bridge) (one-act play), by Fādil al-Sībāʾī, Ibid.

(From behind the Battle) (one-act play), by 'Alī Ahmad Bā Kathīr, published in al-Majalla (Cairo), April, 1959.

(A Talk in Rafah), by Muḥammad Hidayat, Cairo, 1961, (156 pages).

(Palestine is dying), by Imāl Khalīl Baydas, Beirut, 1961.


(The Road to Return) (one-act play), by Khalīl Hindāwī, Ibid.

---

1 See a summary of the play in the Arab-Israeli Conflict as Represented in Arabic Fictional Literature, by Howard Douglas Rowland, pp.164-165.

2 For a summary of the play, Ibid., p.165.
الله الإسرائيلي (The God of Israel), by 'Ali Ahmad Bā Kathīr, Cairo, 1962.

الأب والأبناء (The Father and the Son) (one-act play), by Samīn Yānīs, al-Ādāb, March, 1964, p.98.

لا تدفنوا الموتى (Don’t bury the Dead) (one-act play), by Nadīm Khashāfa, al-Ādāb, March 1964, p.77.

إلى فلسطين (To Palestine), by ʿAbdullāh Zakī, Baghdad, 1964.


بيت الجنين (The House of Madness), by Tawfīq Fayyād, Haifa, 1965.


فلسطين الخد (Palestine of Tomorrow) (verse play), by Fuʾād ʿAbd al-ʿAzīm al-Ḥamīdī, Cairo, 1967.

غداً تغيب الرمال (Tomorrow the Sand will burn) (verse play), Yūsuf al-Muṭṭalibī, Baghdad, 1967.

الفحشاء (The Self-Sacrifice), by Burhān al-Dīn Qašqūsh, Baghdad, 1968.

الساقية (The Water-Wheel) (one-act play), by Yūsuf al-ʿĀnī, al-Ādāb, August 1968, p.23.

زهرة من دم (Flower of Blood), by Suhayl Idrīs, Beirut, 1969.

سرجان بشارة سرحان (Sirhān Bishāra Sirhān), by ʿAmanuʿīl Rassām, Baghdad, 1969.

*S.B. Sirhān, the American (of Palestinian origin) who assassinated Senator Robert F. Kennedy in 1964.*
(Acre is my Homeland) (verse play), by 'Abd al-Rahmān al-Sharqāwī, Cairo, 1970. (performed in Cairo, 1970).

(Qaraqāsh) (verse play), by Samīḥ al-Qāsim, Beirut, 1970. 1


(The Lost Torah), by 'Alī Aḥmad Bā Kathīr, Beirut, 1970.

(Palestine! We'll never forget you), by Naṣr al-Jawzī, Damascus, 1971.

(The Weeping Wall) (verse play), by Kamāl Ismāʿīl, Cairo, 1971.

(Death and the Cause), by 'Ādil Kāzīm, Baghdad, 1971.

(The Road), by Muḥammad 'Alī al-Khatīb, Beirut, 1971.


1 See our analysis of the play in chapter VI, pp. 303-313.
The Land comes First), by Ruks ibn Zā'īd al-‘Uzayzī, Beirut, 1971.

Ears of Wheat and Spears)(verse play), by Muḥammad Aḥmad Abū Gharbiyya, Cairo, 1972.


The Question)(verse play), by Hárun Hāshim Rashīd, Cairo, 1973.

We’ll return), by ‘Abd al-Qādir al-Kubaysī, Baghdad, n.d.

The Wailing Wall), by Tāhā Salīm, Baghdad, n.d.


Rahīl and the Martyrdom of Human Justice in Palestine), by Najātī Amīn al-Bukhārī, Beirut, n.d. (128 pages). 1

1 Our sources for this bibliography are:


= Al-Ādāb (monthly literary magazine - Beirut).
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Selected Poems on the Theme of the Refugees

(The Refugee) (1949), by 'Abd al-Mun'im al-Rifä'i (Palestinian), Dīwān al-Musāfīr, pp. 79-85.

(Thoughts of a Refugee Woman) (1951), by Ilhām Yūsuf (Egyptian), al-Risāla, 19th year, no. 916, 22 January 1951, p. 115.

(The Tent of Injustice) (1952), by Maḥmūd Ḥasan Ismā'īl (Egyptian), Dīwān al-Tā'īhūn, pp. 45-47.

(Death of a Fugitive) (1953), by Ibrāhīm Sharāra (Lebanese), al-Ādāb, no. 9, September 1953, p. 36.


(A Displaced People) (1954), by Muḥammad al-‘Arabī Samādhī (Tunisian), al-Ādāb, no. 4, April 1954, p. 56.


(Thoughts of a Refugee) (1957) by Nadhīr 'Azma (Syrian), al-Laḥm wal-Sanābīl, pp. 29-35.

(The Myth of Peace) (1960), by Zakī Qunsūl (Mahjarī), al-ʿArabī, no. 24, November 1960, pp. 132-133.


(The Refugee and the Sand Dunes) (1963), by 'Alī 'Uqla Khursān (Syrian), al-Ādāb, no. 9, September 1963, p. 35.

*All the poems listed here are not mentioned in the discussion of the theme of the refugees in chapter V.


(From a Refugee to Erhard) (1965), by Muḥammad Jamīl Shalash (Iraqi), al-Ādāb, no.6, June 1965, p.42.


An Invitation to a Refugee from Palestine) (1968), by Aḥmad al-Qadīdī (Tunisian), al-Fikr, 13th year, no.4, 1968, p.64.

(The Tent), by Kulthūm Mālik ‘Urābī (Palestinian), Musharrada, p.63.

The Call of the Tents), by Kamāl Nāsir (Palestinian), al-A‘māl al-Kāmila, pp.81-82.


The Arab Refugee), by Mīshāl Abū Shahlā (Lebanese), Anfās al-‘Ashiyāt, p.127.

(Wails of a Refugee), by Muḥyī al-Dīn Kharrīf (Tunisian), Kalimāt lil-Ghurabā‘, pp.76-78.

(The Refugees) by Ḥasan ʿAbdullāh al-Qurashī (Saudi Arabia), Dīwān Ḥasan ʿAbdullāh al-Qurashī, vol.2, pp.256-262.

The Story of Qaraqūsh

One day as Qaraqūsh was walking through the streets of the city, he saw a man carrying an oven-ready turkey in a tray, and followed him to a bakery.

He then heard the man instruct the baker to roast the turkey and have it ready for him by a certain hour when he would return to collect it.

The baker promised to do so. But no sooner did the man leave the bakery, than Qaraqūsh went up to the baker and said to him:

'I am Qaraqūsh. And I fancy this turkey for my dinner. So, when it is ready, be sure to have it sent to the Palace for me.'

'Very well, my Lord,' said the baker. 'But what am I to tell the rightful owner of the turkey when he returns to claim it?'

'Tell him,' said Qaraqūsh, 'that you were on the point of popping the turkey into the oven, when it suddenly sprouted wings and flew out of the bakery.'

'I hear and obey, my Lord,' said the baker, 'but such talk would still not exonerate me from punishment.'

'Have no fear,' said Qaraqūsh. 'I am the Supreme Judge, and when your case comes before me, I shall clear you of all charges.'

Having thus had Qaraqūsh's assurance that he would suffer no punishment, the baker proceeded to roast the turkey, and when it was ready he had it sent to the Judge's Palace.

In due course, the owner of the turkey returned to collect it. And the baker said to him:

'I regret to tell you, mate, that I was on the point of popping your turkey into the oven, when it suddenly sprouted wings and flew out of the bakery.'

'Sprouted wings and flew out of the bakery! A dead turkey! What kind of talk is this? You take me for a fool? You thief! You swindler!' shouted the man angrily, and he punched and kicked the baker all over.
The baker defended himself as best he could. Then he picked up a stone and aimed it at the man. But the man dodged, and the stone went whizzing past him to land with a hard thud on the ear of a fellow who was sleeping peacefully on the ground opposite the bakery, and killed him.

Immediately, the dead fellow's brother sprang upon the baker raining more kicks and punches upon him, and again the baker put up a valiant fight in self-defence. Then, thinking he had caught his assailant with all defences down, he drew back his arm and swung it out in what he intended to be a crippling punch on the jaw. But he missed his aim and the punch landed fair and square on the belly of a pregnant woman, who was standing watching the fight, causing her to miscarry on the spot.

Thereat, the woman's husband leaped upon the baker clawing, punching and kicking him, and the baker who now felt he could take no more corporal punishment, decided to end his life.

So, he made a desperate dash for the nearest mosque, and threw himself from the top of the minaret. But instead of falling on the ground, he fell on a man who was walking peacefully along the street, and instantly killed him.

In a trice, the crowd who had witnessed the accident, closed in on the baker, and the dead man's brother fell upon him, waving his arms aloft, and shouting high for vengeance.

The baker saw he was now trapped. And his one thought was to flee. But where to flee...? And how to flee...? Wildly his eyes raked the crowd for the smallest possible outlet, and then hovered for a fleeting second on the hindparts of a donkey. Allah! Thou art indeed Great...!

With a prodigious lunge forward, the baker reached the donkey and then grabbed its tail with both hands. And the donkey, thus rudely jolted out of its asinine wits, bolted off with him in a loud bray of protest. Scattering the crowd right and left in its headlong flight.

'Allah! Thou art indeed Great!' again breathed the baker, as he hung grimly on to the donkey's tail and watched
with great relief the distance between him and his pursuers grow wider and wider.

Suddenly the tail came clear off in his hands, and whilst the donkey now all at once rid of the drag on his hindparts, halted abruptly in its tracks to work this phenomenon out, the crowd which was hot in pursuit behind, caught up with the baker and again fell mercilessly upon him, pounding, punching and kicking on all sides.

Finally, assailants and assaulted found their way to the Court of Law, and stood before Judge Qaraqūsh who opened the session by cross-examining the owner of the turkey: "And why did you assault the baker, my man?"

'Because, my Lord, I gave him a turkey to roast for me, and when I went to claim it, he had the nerve to tell me that the turkey had suddenly sprouted wings and flown out of the bakery.'

'And is it not in the power of Almighty Allah to return a dead turkey to life?' challenged Qaraqūsh.

The owner of the turkey looked at him tongue-tied. 'But you seem to be in doubt as to the power of Almighty Allah to revive the dead,' proceeded Qaraqūsh coolly: 'for that, I sentence you to sixty strokes of the birch and a sixty-dinar fine.'

Next came the brother of the man who was killed by a stone. 'And you, said Qaraqūsh to him, 'Why did you assault the baker?'

'Because, my Lord, he killed my brother who was sleeping peaceably on the ground opposite the bakery, by aiming at him a large stone which landed on his ear.'

'Did your brother bleed?' queried Qaraqūsh.

'No, my Lord.'

'Did you feel his pulse?'

'No, my Lord.'

'Then how can you prove that it was the baker who killed him, since he neither bled, nor did you feel his pulse? He may well have been dead long before the stone hit him. I therefore find you guilty of assault and sentence you to sixty strokes of the birch, and a sixty-dinar fine.'
It was now the turn of the man whose wife had miscarried, and Qaraqūsh said to him: 'And why did you assault the baker, my man?'

'Because, my Lord, he punched my pregnant wife on the belly, causing her to miscarry on the spot.'

'In that case,' said Qaraqūsh, 'I rule that the baker take your wife now, and return her to you pregnant as she was before he caused her to miscarry.'

'Never!' shouted the man outraged. 'Absolutely never, my Lord! Such a condition is utterly unacceptable!'

'In that case,' said Qaraqūsh, 'since you will not accept this equitable reparation, I find you guilty of assault, and sentence you to sixty strokes of the birch, and a sixty-dinar fine.'

Finally, he turned to the brother of the second man who was killed and said to him: 'And why did you assault the baker, my man?'

'Because, my Lord, he threw himself from the top of the minaret, and fell like a thunderbolt on my brother who was walking peacefully along the street, and killed him.'

'In that case,' said Qaraqūsh, 'I rule that the baker be made to walk along the street, and that you go up the minaret and throw yourself down upon him, and so kill him as he has killed your brother.'

'But, my Lord,' protested the baker, 'what guarantee have I that instead of falling on the baker, I do not fall on the ground and so kill myself in my attempt to kill him?'

'That is a chance you have to take,' said Qaraqūsh. 'But since you do not seem to be willing to take it, I find you guilty of assault, and sentence you to sixty strokes of the birch, and a sixty-dinar fine.'

There now remained the owner of the donkey who had led his mount to Court in the hope that Judge Qaraqūsh would uphold his claim for compensation to the loss of its tail. But having heard the judgement passed on his predecessors, his hopes were now dashed, and he was hurriedly sneaking out of Court when Qaraqūsh caught sight to him and called out peremptorily: 'You there! Come back here. Why did you
assault the baker?'

'I haven't assaulted the baker in any way, my Lord!' said the man, meekly retracing his steps.

'Then why are you here? And (as his eye fell on the animal's shorn behind) 'what happened to your donkey's tail?'

'Nothing ... nothing at all, my Lord. This donkey never had a tail ... it was born tail-less.'
(a) Arabic:
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Books


Lane-Poole, Stanley: *Saladin and the Fall of the Kingdom of Jerusalem*. London-New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1898.
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Encyclopaedias and Dictionaries


Encyclopaedia of Islam (new edition). Leiden:

Encyclopaedia Judaica. Jerusalem: Keter Publishing
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